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This dissertation studies the devotional musical genre of padāvalī-kīrtan from the 

early twentieth century until the present in the Indian state of West Bengal. In particular, 

I study how the interrelated spheres of religious aesthetics, Bengali cultural nationalism, 

and the genre’s relationship with economic exchange impact the performative and 

discursive spheres of padāvalī-kīrtan. The textual repertoire of this genre draws from, and 

informs, the Hindu devotional practice of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, specifically focusing on 

the religious aesthetic concept of the “devotional mood” (bhakti-rasa). This connection 

with religious aesthetics further impacts the performance style of padāvalī-kīrtan, which 

uses a specific type of musical form with long meters and slow tempos to create padāvalī-

kīrtan’s ritual frame of performance. In addition to the influence of religious aesthetics, I 

investigate how the Bengali nationalist elite defined padāvalī-kīrtan as a symbol of 

Bengali cultural nationalism in the early twentieth century, and thus sought to overturn a 

sense of cultural loss experienced under colonial rule. This project re-emphasized the 

image of the religiously devout and musically skilled kīrtan musician as a way of 

distancing the genre from other Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-influenced traditions that were in a 
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state of ill repute at that time. The current phase of padāvalī-kīrtan performance that I 

study through performance-based and ethnographic analysis is defined by the rise of 

entrepreneurial and marketing strategies that musicians employ to find new audiences for 

padāvalī-kīrtan. This move to create new markets for kīrtan becomes an issue of 

contention with urban-based musicians, journalists, and cultural activists, and I study 

these debates surrounding padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with economic exchange through 

the theoretical lens of the cultural economy. I argue that the pejorative attitudes directed 

at present-day professional kīrtan musicians overlook the genre’s long history of adapting 

to shifting systems of patronage and financial support throughout the colonial and 

postcolonial periods. 
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Notes on Transliterations 

This dissertation uses the general Sanskritic style of diacritics for Bangla-language 

transliterations as used in Thompson 2010. One exception from Thompson I employ in 

this dissertation is the use of the Roman letter “a” for the Bangla letter অ. Here I list the 

general rules and exceptions that I adhere to in this dissertation: 

• Non-English terms are italicized only when they appear for the first time. 

Italicized terms are also listed in a Glossary in the back of this dissertation. 

• Place names are written according to official Government of India spellings. 

• The final vowel for Bangla words is not retained unless it is sounded in speech, 

hence the word kīrtan elides the final “a” (kīrtana) as it is not pronounced. 

However, the word sādhaka retains the final “a” as it is sounded in speech. 

• In the transliteration of song texts and Sanskrit terminology I retain the final “a” 

as it is often difficult to discern whether or not it is sounded in speech. 

• Transliterating the Bangla letter “ব” presents a significant problem. In general, I 

have transliterated this letter (“ব”) as “v,” as this avoids strange words like 

Baishnab, for the more commonly recognized term Vaiṣṇava. Also, Bangla 

speakers more commonly pronounce the genre under study in this dissertation as 

“padābalī-kīrtan.” However, I have retained the “v” in padāvalī-kīrtan because 

this is the more common spelling in academic studies. Some exceptions to the 

general rule of transliterating “ব” as “v” in this dissertation are: kabi-gān, birām, 
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Jaydeb (for the name of the village Jaydeb Kenduli and the religious festival, 

Jaydeb Melā), and bistār. 

• In regards to proper nouns, I have used Romanized spellings for the names of 

persons, places, and publications from the modern period. However, the names of 

saints from the pre-modern period have been transliterated according to Sanskritic 

style of transliteration used throughout. 

• Bangla terms using the nasalized character known as candrabindhu “◌”ঁ are 

transliterated using an extra “n” for the nasalized symbol for ease of reading. For 

example, the musicological term “ফাঁক” is transliterated as “phānk,” and the tāl 

name “ঝাঁিত” is represented as “jhānti.” 

• The term Shom Tāl, is used for the rhythmic meter, and not the odd-looking Sama 

Tāl. 

• The musical style for large-tāl kīrtans is referred to as boṛo-tāl (বড়) to avoid the 

term baṛa, which significantly differs from the Bangla phonetics. 

• The word for the Bengali folk drama genre, i.e. yatra, is transliterated according 

to the more commonly used spelling, jatra. 
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Notes on Khol Transcription 
 
This dissertation uses musical examples that are transcriptions of tāl (“meter”) and khol 

strokes and illustrated according to a system that I have adapted from James Kippen 

(2006). This transcription method uses tables that incorporate both spoken syllables 

(bols) and symbols to notate the sounds of the drum. The purpose of the syllables is to 

keep the spoken practice of learning at the center of the musical examples, as they are in 

the actual learning process; the purpose of the symbols is to identify the various 

drumming strokes that can accompany different syllables, as syllables are not absolute 

markers of khol performance. Symbols above the syllables correspond to strokes played 

on the treble head; symbols below relate to notes played on the bass head. In some cases, 

both heads are struck at the same time. In this case, a syllable will have a symbol both 

above and below it. The symbols and their concomitant strokes are listed below, with 

both the most common syllables used, the corresponding symbol and a brief description 

of the stroke.  Superscript numbers describe the different fingers used: 1—index; 2—

middle; 3—ring finger; 4—pinky; H—fingers 1 through 4 (i.e. hand); and T—thumb. 

In addition to signifying which stroke is to be played, the table also identifies the 

rhythm of the musical pattern. The movement of time moves from left to right, upper row 

to lower row. Each box represents one mātrā, or pulse, in kīrtan music. Groupings of 

syllables—separated by a space—act as further subdivisions of the mātrā. For example, 

two groupings represent a duple subdivision; three groupings represent a triple and so on. 
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Rests are symbolized by either en dashes (--) or hyphens (-): en dashes signify that an 

entire grouping is silent; hyphens denote that the first half of a grouping is made of a rest. 

The symbols that correspond to the drum strokes are given below: 

Right-handed, treble head, (daine): 
°   ta, da, ya.  An open stroke with all four fingers. 

◇  tak, nak, ne.  An open stroke on the pudi (upper layer of drum head) of the khol with 

the middle finger resting on the edge of the syahi.  Produces a sharp, snapping sound. 

°1   na, ta.  An open stroke made with the index finger striking the center of the syahi 

(black circle.) 

•  te.  A closed stroke with all four fingers.  The tip of the middle finger reaches to the 

outer edge of the syahi. 

•T  re.  A closed stroke with the thumb in the middle of the syahi. 

▴  tak.  A closed, accented stroke with all four fingers where the tip of the middle finger 

reaches to the middle of the syahi. 

•HTH  uru.  A succession of three strokes made by quickly moving from the full-handed 

closed stroke (te) to the closed thumb stroke (re) and back to the full-handed stroke in 

rapid succession.  The superscript refers to the order: hand, thumb, hand.  

•1  te, ti.  A closed stroke made with the index finger striking and remaining on the middle 

of the syahi. 

•234  te, ti.  A closed stroke made with the middle, ring and little fingers striking and 

remaining on the center of the syahi. 

 

Left-handed, Bass Head (bayā): 

°   ghe, ge, ga.  An open stroke made with the full hand.  The hand contacts the rim along 

the rim of lowest knuckles, propelling the fingers into the center of the syahi. 
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x  khe, ke, khik, khi, kot.  A closed stroke made with the full hand.  The fingers are 

slightly separated and the base of the hand to the tips of the fingers covers the entire 

syahi. 

 
Two-handed Strokes: 

dhei, jha, dad, dha. Both heads are struck together: ta and ghe. 

de.  Bass head is open and treble head is closed. 
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Notes on Dating Systems 

This dissertation cites references that use two different dating systems. The first is the 

traditional Western system (AD or CE) and simply lists the date: e.g. 1910. The other 

dating system is called bāṅgālā śaka and can be derived by subtracting 593 from the 

traditional western date. In this dissertation, texts that use this dating system are cited 

with BS. In addition, I list the western date in brackets in order to give the reader a sense 

for the relation of the text to the historical period under study. A sample citation using 

these two dating systems is as follows: (Mitra 1333 BS [1926], 380). 
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Introduction: Kīrtan, Ritual, and Nation in the Cultural Economy 

 
The kīrtan singer Dyuti Chakrabarty approached the stage in the center of a large, 

crowded tent at the annual Jaydeb Melā. Before stepping onto it, she touched the stage 

floor with her hand before reverentially touching her forehead and heart. This stage was 

crowded with the musicians of her troupe, and thoroughly surrounded by audience 

members, as thousands of religious pilgrims were tightly crammed into this overflowing 

tent in rural West Bengal. The wall behind the stage in this temporary tent was plastered 

with posters and banners that prominently displayed the names and contact information 

for kīrtanīyās (kīrtan musicians) who had come to perform at this large musical and 

religious event. After stepping onto the stage, Dyuti Chakrabarty went before each 

musician in the troupe and respectfully touched each musical instrument with two hands 

before again touching her forehead. Then taking her seat at the center of the stage behind 

the microphone, she faced the audience and bowed her head to the ground as a sign of 

deference to those who had come to hear her performance. Then, after closing her eyes 

and murmuring a silent prayer, she places her hands palm to palm in front of her chest 

and begins her padāvalī-kīrtan performance with the following intonation:  

“jaya jaya nitāi gaura sitānāth premānande hari hari bol” 

“Salutations to Caitanya, Nitāi, and Advaita, the husband of Sīta, in divine love call out 
the name of Krishna [Hari]!” 
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This verse is used as a common invocation for padāvalī-kīrtan performances, as it offers 

salutations to Caitanya,1 the devotee-saint considered the founder of the devotionally 

based religion of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. After this invocation, the performance deftly 

moved through a variety of different modes of performance, including: song, 

instrumental compositions, prolonged narrations embellished with dramatic elocution and 

gesture; and didactic religious speeches directed towards the audience. It was in a section 

of spoken narration between two song performances when Dyuti Chakrabarty began to 

elaborate on one of the themes of this evening’s particular episode. The līlā (“episode”) 

being described focused on a particular set of pastimes that Radha and Krishna had 

performed in a boat in the midst of the Yamuna River of Krishna’s boyhood hometown 

of Vrindavan. The beginning of this episode, however, featured a song that described 

how Caitanya himself was riding in a boat in the river of his hometown of Nabadwip in 

Bengal. The mirror-like quality of these two episodes was not a coincidence, as padāvalī-

kīrtan musicians believe that only through a contemplation of Caitanya can the singer and 

audience become devotionally qualified to hear the intimate, erotic pastimes of Radha 

and Krishna. Momentarily departing from her description of the events of this līlā, Dyuti 

Chakrabarty delivered a short allegorical speech that described Caitanya as a ferryman 

who, if approached with a specific religious consciousness, could help the stricken souls 

of this material domain enter the dhāma, or spiritual abode that is the goal of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavas. In this metaphor, Caitanya was the ferryman, and the water of the river was 

                                                
1 In addition to Caitanya, the verse offers salutations to Nitai (Nityananda) and Advaita, two associates of 
Caitanya. 
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compared to the vast expanse of this material domain. In her speech, the salient question 

was: what is the price one has to pay to Caitanya in order to ride this ferry? 

 Gaura-hari [Caitanya] will surely ferry one across, but what did he say? He will not 

 accept any money…Gaura-hari will surely ferry one across, but something must be given 

 to him. What will we give? What will he accept from us in order to ferry us across this 

 ocean-like material domain. For what will he ferry one across? Only something small. 

 What does he say? 

Dyuti Chakrabarty then led the kīrtan troupe in a short song that responded to her 

question: 

ekbār bāṛālei halo, nayaner-jala diye  “Just once, reach out with tears.” 
 

She then continues: “This means that one has to cry out loud with love, wailing, ‘where 

are you Gaura?’ Only then will he ferry you across [the ocean of the material realm]. One 

has to only once cry ‘Oh Gaura!’ with devotion.” 

________________________________________________________________ 

In another performance on another day, kīrtan musicians from all over the state of West 

Bengal congregated at Mahajati Shadan, a large concert hall in north-central Kolkata. 

Here the All-India Kīrtan and Bhakti-Gīti Artists’ Forum, a group dedicated to promoting 

the interests of kīrtan musicians and other devotional musics (i.e. bhakti-gīti), had 

organized a conference in order to bring a number of demands before the government of 

West Bengal. These demands made two main policy requests: 1) to create a system of 

financial support for retired musicians, and 2) to open institutes dedicated to kīrtan 
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instruction in each of West Bengal’s nineteen districts. A large banner listing the 

demands of the Artists’ Forum hung above the stage, as a number of kīrtanīyās, 

journalists, and cultural activists gave often fiery declamations which, on the one hand 

proclaimed the importance of kīrtan to Bengalis, and, on the other hand, wondered aloud 

why the government of West Bengal was failing to promote Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan. 

Indeed, in the year preceding this conference, the government of West Bengal had 

implemented a number of programs that offered financial support to other so-called 

“folk” genres of West Bengal, yet kīrtan had remained outside of the aim of these various 

policies. In a speech that encapsulated the main rhetorical thrust of the conference, 

Suman Bhattacharya, perhaps the most well-known Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtanīyā in West 

Bengal today, spoke: “We notice that our government is honoring artists adequately. I 

notice that every month frequent programs are held to honor distinguished musicians. 

The government is thus giving gifts, for which I convey our thanks from this Forum.” He 

then noted the situation of one of his previous kīrtan gurus, whose monthly stipend from 

the government had recently ceased: “But it should also be drawn to their attention that a 

musician who was receiving Rs. 500 a month is no longer receiving it. To make sure that 

this should never happen is what made us gather here today.” 

 The government’s lack of support for kīrtan musicians was considered all the 

more incredulous in Suman Bhattacharya’s speech on account of kīrtan’s historical 
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importance, as he attempted to bring into focus a relationship between kīrtan, Caitanya 

(here referred to as Mahāprabhu2), and the Bengali nation: 

 Kīrtan constituted the foremost weapon for Mahāprabhu’s emotionally charged mass 

 movement. Each and every mass movement has certain weapons associated with it, and, 

 in the case of Bengal’s social movement, it was kīrtan song…This weapon was not a 

 newspaper; this weapon was no camera--this weapon was this kīrtan. Making kīrtan his 

 weapon, Mahāprabhu brought to society an awareness, for that reason Śrī Krishna 

 Caitanya is another name for Mahāprabhu. 

Suman Bhattacharya’s final phrase, which contrasts Caitanya’s two names (i.e. 

Mahāprabhu and Caitanya), was meant to associate the word “Caitanya” with the 

definition of “awareness,” the connection being that Caitanya, in his sixteenth-century 

religious movement, brought a higher religious, and social, consciousness to the people 

of Bengal through his introduction of kīrtan as a mode for social reform. 

______________________________________________________  

The two introductory passages above are meant to underscore how the intertwined 

strands of religious, national, and economic meanings animate the present-day sphere of 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance and discourse in West Bengal. In this dissertation I pursue 

these three particular theoretical perspectives as a means of understanding how padāvalī-

kīrtan performance and discourse has transformed throughout the twentieth and into the 

twenty-first century. The first area of focus is the genre’s relationship with a religious 

praxis that is based on a series of devotional moods, known as rasas, that are considered 

                                                
2 Mahaprabhu literally means the “great” (maha) “lord” (prabhu). 
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both the means and end of Caitanya’s devotionally based religion, known as Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism. Dyuti Chakrabarty’s appeal to the audience at the Jaydeb Melā,3 informing 

them that they must offer tears in exchange for Caitanya’s intervention, derives from this 

central claim of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava belief. The manner by which these devotional moods 

are thought to be evoked in the ritual frame of padāvalī-kīrtan thus forms a central frame 

of reference throughout this dissertation (Chapters 1, 2, 4, and 5). The second theoretical 

avenue I pursue is the manner that Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava traditions, and padāvalī-kīrtan in 

particular, became imbricated in the discourse of Bengali cultural nationalism beginning 

in the nineteenth century. Suman Bhattacharya’s speech in the conference I described 

above features the common depiction of Caitanya as not only a religious leader, but also 

as one who awakened the consciousness of a Bengali nation through the performance of 

kīrtan, a belief that grew out of a concerted effort of the Bengali nationalist elite of the 

late nineteenth century (Chapters 1 and 3). Indeed, by the mid-twentieth century it would 

be common for authors to suggest that the “songs” of padāvalī-kīrtan were responsible 

for “awakening the life of the Bengali nation” (Mukhopadhyay 1961, iii). The third 

perspective I pursue attempts to follow the relationship between musical performance and 

economic prosperity, as I study the ways that padāvalī-kīrtan musicians have found a way 

to exchange music and musical performance for various forms of economic capital. The 

current phenomenon of rural kīrtan markets, such as the present-day Jaydeb Melā 

described above, are but the latest attempt of kīrtanīyās to find a way to secure financial 

                                                
3 Melā can be loosely defined as “fair” or “festival.” See Chapter 6 for a more thorough discussion of 
translating this term. 
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support in the cultural economy of West Bengal. This development has arisen from a 

sense of frustration with the government of West Bengal’s seeming indifference to 

promoting this genre of music, and exists amongst a group of musicians who inhabit the 

economic margins of the global South. Therefore, in this third focus on padāvalī-kīrtan I 

trace the relationship between money and performance through the periods of rural 

patronage (Chapter 1), urban elite support (Chapters 1, 2 and 4), the commercial media 

industry (Chapter 3), and into a new phase of neoliberal musical markets (Chapter 6). I 

consider the use of these three theoretical perspectives--music and ritual, Bengali cultural 

nationalism, the cultural economy--as a “multiple toolbox approach,” which shares a 

perspective with other recent studies of performance in Bengal (McDermott 2011, 7). 

Furthermore, the use of these three theoretical lenses is an attempt to cover the wide-

ranging transformations that have influenced this originally rural performance genre 

through a variety of religious, political, and economic shifts from a colonial to 

postcolonial society. 

 Each specific theme in this three-pronged approach emerged from a series of 

questions that attempt to fill a notable gap in previous studies of padāvalī-kīrtan. In the 

case of the genre’s relationship with the theories of rasa and Sanskrit aesthetics, there 

exists a large body of literature that studies how the song texts have been categorized 

within this minute categorizational scheme of affect.4 However, there has been little 

research that studies how musical performance--a certain style that utilizes specific tāls 

                                                
4 See for example Giri 2010 and Senashastri 1418 BS [2011]. 
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(meters), surs (“melodies”) etc.--is considered to effect these rasas in performance. This 

lacuna is especially vexing considering the emphasis that kīrtanīyās have placed on 

defining padāvalī-kīrtan as a form of religious sādhanā, a term that can be defined as 

“religious practice,” but equally connoted a dedication to musical skill obtained through 

rigorous training. Indeed, how is the textual material of padāvalī-kīrtan actualized 

through musical performance? And what are the musical and discursive connections 

between Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava practice and padāvalī-kīrtan performance? 

 This foundational understanding of the relationship between Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

religious aesthetics and musical sound thus forms a starting point for a second set of 

questions that I pose and tackle in this study. With the arrival of rural padāvalī-kīrtan 

musicians in the urban and political center of Kolkata c.1898, a relationship formed 

between the Bengali nationalist elite (bhadralok) and rural kīrtan musicians that sought to 

redefine the genre as a symbol of Bengali cultural nationalism, a project that played out 

in periodicals, books, and various media, including Bengali cinema. I thus question how 

the rural and religious meanings of padāvalī-kīrtan became refigured as the Bengali 

nationalist elite embraced the genre in the early twentieth century. How did musicians 

and producers in the Bengali commercial music industry in the mid-twentieth century 

have to transform this genre in order to align it with current media production and 

consumption? And how did bhadralok elite attempt to redefine the genre in relation with 

Bengali cultural nationalism? 
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 The third set of questions that this dissertation pursues is a study of the 

relationship between performance and economic prosperity, and is a focus that views the 

musical markets of padāvalī-kīrtan from the perspective of the “cultural economy” (Amin 

and Thrift 2004). From this view, I probe the ideological underpinnings that fuel the 

present-day discourse where padāvalī-kīrtan musicians who engage in a robust form of 

“musical entrepreneurship” (Guilbault 2007) are recurrently defined through the trope of 

cultural “lack.” What are the techniques that padāvalī-kīrtan musicians use to market 

their performances and find new audiences? And why do urban-based kīrtan pedagogues, 

Kolkata journalists, and cultural activists all summarily define padāvalī-kīrtan musicians 

who promote their careers through a variety of methods as definitive of cultural loss?  

 The fact that I employ three distinct theoretical perspectives means that this 

dissertation will not provide an exhaustive depth of analysis in any one area of focus. 

However, I argue that the benefit of my approach is that it becomes possible to see a 

critical genealogy of padāvalī-kīrtan that stretches from the late nineteenth century into 

the present day. In terms of the performers I study in this dissertation, I begin with the 

kīrtan guru Pandit Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi who arrived in the colonial center of 

Kolkata c.1898, and continue by investigating his relationship with the University of 

Calcutta professor Khagendranath Mitra (Chapter 1). This discussion then extends into a 

study of their joint project of editing padāvalī-kīrtan song anthologies (Chapter 2), before 

I study two kīrtanīyās--one of them Brajobashi’s student--who became part of the 

Kolkata-based Bengali commercial media industry in the mid-twentieth century (Chapter 
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3). I then present my studies with another of Brajobashi’s students, Pandit Nimai Mitra, 

and two of his students in the final part of this dissertation (Chapters 4-6). What a focus 

on this specific paramparā (“disciplic succession”) might lack in terms of breadth, I 

argue, is made up for through the chance it offers us to pose a number of questions that 

become possible by charting the shifting relationships of religion, nationalism, and 

economics throughout the twentieth century. For example, students of Brajobashi 

eventually became musicians working in the commercial media industry of mid-

twentieth-century Kolkata. So, how did padāvalī-kīrtan performance react to the specific 

ideological and material constraints of this industry? Similarly, an exclusive focus on 

padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with Bengali cultural nationalism would tell us little 

regarding the debates that surround the recent move of kīrtanīyās into the projects of 

marketing padāvalī-kīrtan media in the regional music market. Also, a focus on the 

discursive sphere of padāvalī-kīrtan does not help us understand the relationship between 

musical sound and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava theology and practice. 

 In relation to this final point, this dissertation argues that this genealogy of 

padāvalī-kīrtan in Kolkata turns on a specific style of musical accompaniment. The 

specific genealogy of this musical style is discussed in Chapter 1, but, suffice to say, that 

one of its determining characteristics is the use of a large variety of different tāls 

(“meters”), a majority of which feature a large number of mātrās (“beats”) that are played 

in a slow tempo (vilambit laya). This style, known colloquially as boṛo-tāl kīrtan--“big-

tāl” or “long-tāl” kīrtan--is thought to share a relationship to the meditative aims of 
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Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava devotional religion. Nimai Mitra explained to me that this boṛo-tāl 

style was especially conducive for the process of “dhyān,” or “meditation” (personal 

communication, September 26, 2012). 

 One of my objectives in taking the long view of kīrtan, as it were, is to suggest 

that padāvalī-kīrtan musicians have, for over a century, been involved in transforming the 

music in order to find ways to make it economically viable, as it has transgressed a series 

of shifts from rural to urban patronage, and into a new phase where neoliberal-style 

entrepreneurs attempt to find new audiences for this genre. At the center of these shifts 

has been this boṛo-tāl style of musical accompaniment, and thus my focus on the shifting 

grounds that have underpinned padāvalī-kīrtan performance and discourse seeks to 

understand how performance style has been maintained and transformed. One of my 

broad goals is to complicate the idea that present-day kīrtanīyās are only motivated by an 

atomistic desire to make money. A fundamental approach in my analysis, then, is to 

suggest that present-day prognostications of kīrtan demise because of this new market are 

most likely overstated. Indeed, the evidence that I present suggests that throughout the 

last century of padāvalī-kīrtan’s history kīrtanīyās have been involved in securing 

prosperity through a variety of performative and discursive strategies. However, before 

outlining these three areas of my research problematic in more detail, I offer a brief 

introduction to padāvalī-kīrtan in the larger frame of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and its 

adoption into the Bengali cultural sphere in nineteenth-century Bengal. 
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SITUATING PADĀVALĪ-KĪRTAN 
At its most basic level, padāvalī-kīrtan is a genre of religious devotional song 

performance that is based on a body of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava poetry. Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, 

also known as Bengali Vaiṣṇavism (Gauḍa is the ancient and medieval word to refer to 

the region of Bengal) or Caitanya Vaiṣṇavism, is considered one of several forms of 

Hinduism that stress bhakti (translated as “devotion”) as their main mode of worship. 

One of the primary practices throughout bhakti-based religions is kīrtan, which refers to a 

performance of devotional song in praise of a Hindu deity, and can refer to a wide variety 

of styles throughout India (e.g. Henry 1988; Ho 2007; Schultz 2013; Slawek 1986, 1988). 

In Bengal, kīrtan is most closely associated with Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religion, and has two 

main types: nām-kīrtan and padāvalī-kīrtan. Nām-kīrtan refers to the repetition of the 

names of a Hindu deity, and, in the case of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, the most common nām-

kīrtans are based on the names of Radha and Krishna, or Caitanya. Padāvalī-kīrtan, on the 

other hand, refers to a series (avalī) of verses (pada) that are set to music, often depicting 

an episode of Radha and Krishna or Caitanya. When a series of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

compositions are assembled around a particular līlā (i.e. “divine play”) of Radha and 

Krishna or Caitanya, such a performance is known as a līlā-kīrtan. The difference 

between padāvalī-kīrtan and līlā-kīrtan, then, is a matter of context and not content: 

padāvalī-kīrtan refers to the genre as a whole, where līlā-kīrtan is a specific formulation 

of this repertoire into a three- to four-hour performance (see Chapter 5). 

 The body of poetry that forms the textual repertoire for padāvalī-kīrtan is known 

as Vaiṣṇava padāvalī. Though some poetry from the period before Caitanya has been 
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absorbed into the repertoire, the majority of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was composed either 

during the life of Caitanya (1486-1533), or in the roughly two-century period after his 

death (until c. 1750).5 The vast majority of the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire consists of 

padas that describe the erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna. The earliest anthologies of this 

literature are from the early to mid-eighteenth century, and manuscripts of these 

anthologies began to be published in mid to late nineteenth-century Kolkata. In these 

anthologies, each pada is categorized--with varying degrees of exactitude (see Chapter 

2)--according to a specific līlā of Radha and Krishna. For example, one category of līlā 

that is common throughout the repertoire is pūrva-rāga, or “infatuation,” which can 

variously be defined as Radha’s infatuation (śrī-rādhār pūrva-rāga), or Krishna’s 

infatuation (śrī-kṛṣṇar pūrva-rāga). In the case of Radha’s infatuation, padas that 

describe this līlā will focus on the activities and emotions that Radha felt for Krishna 

after seeing him once, and then descending into a state of emotional, and physical, 

distress. (I give an example of a pada from this category below.) The foundation for these 

descriptions of Radha and Krishna’s līlās was one of the central scriptures of Vaiṣṇavism, 

the Bhāgavata Purāṇa.6 

 In addition to padas that focus on the erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna, a 

significant portion of the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire features padas about Caitanya’s 

līlās. Indeed, even during Caitanya’s life, the compositions of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī began to 

                                                
5 The date 1750 is when the well-known Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthology is dated to, and thus presents a rough 
estimate as to when much of this repertoire was originally fixed in manuscript form. See Dimock (1958), p. 
168. 
6 For a description of Krishna’s līlās in the context of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, see Bryant 2003. 
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mix the description of his līlās with theological implications regarding his identity, as 

composers began to describe how Caitanya was not an ordinary human, but, instead, was 

an incarnation (āvatara) of Krishna. Later developments regarding Caitanya drew a clear 

connection between his identity and his devotionally inspired religious practice. These 

theological ruminations described him as not only Krishna, but, more specifically, as 

Krishna who had reappeared in the mood of his main consort, Radha. Indeed, the claim 

that Caitanya was Radha was often reinforced on the basis of their shared golden bodily 

color: among Caitanya’s many epithets are his various names such as Gaurāṅga (the 

golden-limbed one) or Gaura-hari (the golden Krishna). 

 Stating that the process of worship in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism is primarily devotional 

does little to suggest either a specific object or mode of worship, as recent research on the 

plethora of approaches that go under the term “bhakti” suggests (Coleman 2014). In 

respect to padāvalī-kīrtan, the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava devotional practice (i.e. sādhanā) could 

be said to focus on three key processes: kīrtan, a process of depicting the līlās of Krishna 

through song and speech; śravanam, listening to those depictions; and smaraṇa, the 

process of meditating on these episodes.7 These processes of sādhanā are further meant to 

be a means to the experience of bhakti-rasa, or the “devotional mood.” Historically, one 

of the central ways that this practice of meditating on the līlās of Radha and Krishna was 

expressed was through the vast repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī, which was composed 

and categorized according to the detailed system of rasa theory--traditionally known as 
                                                
7 Though there are numerous activities in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava sādhanā, the importance of these three 
activities is key. See Stewart (2005), p. 255 for a discussion of these three activities in the context of 
Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious praxis. 
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Sanskrit aesthetics--that was formulated in the generation after Caitanya (Chapter 2). The 

process of hearing padāvalī-kīrtan, then, is a specific mode of devotional religion that has 

its historical roots in the mixture of devotional religion and religious aesthetics, the latter 

a term I use throughout this dissertation to refer to the specific mode of devotion found in 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism.  

 In their early twentieth-century anthology of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī, Khagendranath 

Mitra and Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, two central figures in this dissertation’s 

historical analysis (Chapters 1 and 2), referred to the padas in this repertoire as “sound-

pictures” (śabda-citra). In their estimation, Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was not only a “collection 

of sweet words,” but it was also a “sound-picture” of a particular episode of Radha and 

Krishna that was not visible to the naked eye (1948, vii). The authors of these 

compositions, according to Mitra and Brajobashi, had composed these songs according to 

their “direct vision” (pratyakṣa-darśan) of the līlās of Radha and Krishna (ibid.), a vision 

that was enabled through the process of sādhanā-bhakti. These songs were not only 

pictures, though. Each song was further categorized according to the specific rasa, or 

devotional mood, that was connected with the līlā that was being described. Take, for 

example, the following pada, composed by medieval poet Dvija Caṇḍīdās, which 

describes Radha’s feelings of separation from Krishna that are described in the pūrva-

rāga līlā, or the episode that describes Radha’s “infatuation” for Krishna: 

What is tormenting Radha? 
 

She sits in silence and stays apart, hears 
nothing anyone says/ 
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Forever in trance, she stares at the clouds; 
her pupils do not move// 

 
She has no taste for food and wears saffron, 

like an ascetic woman/ 
She loosens her braid with its chain of 

flowers and looks at her cascading hair//”8 
 

This pada presents an image of Radha, sitting in silence in a state of virtual trance 

brought about by her “torment.” The specific rasa that this pada is meant to convey is that 

of “separation” (vipralambha in Sanskrit aesthetics), and, more specifically, it will be 

organized under the heading of “Radha’s Infatuation” (śrī rādhār pūrva-rāga) in 

Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthologies. This excerpt from the repertoire of padāvalī-kīrtan is 

meant to demonstrate how, in both the creation and performance of the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

repertoire, a relationship was created between the sound-pictures of song performances 

and a specific emotional field. Indeed, the images presented in the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

repertoire were not just images; rather, it is believed that their full import can only be 

grasped when they are considered in relation to the larger domain of religious aesthetics 

from which they obtain their meaning. 

 The musical style used to accompany the performance of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī is 

believed to have been originally formulated by Narottama Dāsa, a seventeenth-century 

devotee in the generation after Caitanya (Chapter 1). One of the determining 

characteristics of Narottama Dāsa’s style, known as boṛo-tāl kīrtan, is, as previously 

noted, the use of a large variety of different tāls (“meters”) with special attention given to 

                                                
8 The name of this pada is “rādhār ki halo antare byāthā,” and this translation is from Wulff (1996). 
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ones with a large number of mātrās that are played in a slow tempo (vilambit lay). This 

style is thought to share a relationship to the meditative aims of sādhanā-bhakti, which 

was a practice that was at the core of Narottama Dāsa’s various personal and public 

performances of religion.9 There are two main gharānās, or student-teacher successions, 

of the boṛo-tāl style described in Chapter 1: the Gaḍanhātī and Manoharasāhī styles. 

However, the main focus of performance in this dissertation is on the Manoharasāhī style, 

as the Gaḍanhātī tradition is rarely performed, and, according to most kīrtanīyās, nearly 

extinct. Each one of these styles is essentially a form of vocal music, where the lead 

singer is accompanied by the double-headed barrel drum, the khol, a pair of hand 

cymbals, the kartāls, and further supported by an accompanying singer and one or more 

accompanying melodic instruments, such as the harmonium or electronic keyboard. 

 My description thus far has outlined the relationship between the song repertoire 

of padāvalī-kīrtan and the textual body of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. Indeed, research on 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious aesthetics has been primarily concerned with textual sources, 

and Donna Wulff’s study of Rūpa Gosvāmī’s dramatic composition (1984) and David 

Haberman’s study of the practice of sādhanā-bhakti (1988) are two excellent examples. 

Though Wulff’s more recent research on padāvalī-kīrtan has begun to address how the 

sphere of religious aesthetics is modified in performance (e.g. 1985; 1996; 1997), to my 

knowledge studies on how the repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī is actualized in a complete 

līlā-kīrtan performance do not exist. While the exacting framework of religious aesthetics 

                                                
9 Historical evidence suggests that the first public performance of the boṛo-tāl kīrtan style was the 
sixteenth-century Kheturī melā. See Chapter 1. 
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certainly exhibits a strong influence on padāvalī-kīrtan, it does not foreclose the 

possibility of further transformations in performance. And, furthermore, it tells us little 

regarding musical sound and the specific repertoire of tāls and tunes that are used in a 

līlā-kīrtan. Therefore, in the next section I discuss recent research in the ethnography of 

ritual and aesthetics in order to find a critical language to address how the religious 

aesthetics of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism is transformed in performance. 

 

MUSIC, DRAMA, AND THE RITUAL FRAME 
Pandit Nimai Mitra began his speech to those assembled at the All-India Kīrtan and 

Bhakti-Gīti Artists’ Forum with an apology. Because the organization of this conference 

had required the participation of a large variety of actors, some of them not conversant 

with the intricacies of padāvalī-kīrtan’s ritual order, the obligatory salutation to Caitanya 

that begins a kīrtan event, and which is followed by a khol maṅgal (invocatory 

performance on the khol), had not been performed. Nimai Mitra, as the president of this 

conference, asked the audience for their forgiveness regarding this lapse in ritual order. 

 The anxieties that surround the order of events in a padāvalī-kīrtan performance 

underscore its nature as a ritual event. In addition to concerns regarding the order of 

specific pieces of repertoire, the physical space where the kīrtan is held is thought to be 

ritually transformed. The effective agent for this transformation is the kīrtanīyā, and his 

or her songs and speeches are meant to evoke divine intervention as the singer and 

audience members seek an experience of bhakti-rasa. Thus, much of Victor Turner’s 
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definition of ritual in the context of rural sub-Saharan African bears true in a reading of 

padāvalī-kīrtan: “a ritual is a stereotyped sequence of activities involving gestures, words, 

and objects, performed in a sequestered place, and designed to influence preternatural 

entities or forces on behalf of the actors’ goals and interests” (1973, 1100). 

 While Turner’s definition proves a useful starting point for ethnographic studies 

on ritual, the activities he calls our attention to--gestures, words, objects--leave out what 

has been a central focus of ethnomusicological studies into the relationships between 

ritual and religion: namely, music. If music’s role in the context of ritual was once 

considered secondary, its centrality to the process of effecting the goals of religious 

worship and ritual is reflected in growing body of scholarship (e.g. Engelhardt 2009, 

Jankowsky 2010, Kapchan 2007, Rouget 1985, Wolf 2006). Rachel Harris and Barley 

Norton offer a useful summary of some of the aspects of ritual music’s ability to: 

1) structure ritual time - to create a “virtual” time which creates a sense of shared 

experience and to collapse the temporal boundaries between past, present, and 

future; 

2) structure ritual space - to acoustically mark out the space in which rituals are 

carried out and in religious rituals to collapse boundaries between “human” 

and “spiritual” worlds; 

3) articulate and/or transform ethnic and gender identities and differences, and 

social values and hierarchies; 

4) express and/or evoke emotion (Harris and Norton 2002, 2). 
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In padāvalī-kīrtan music certainly fulfills functions similar to what Harris and Norton 

outline in regards to the ability to structure a particular ritual event in time, and to 

demarcate a space that is enveloped in the space of the ritual. As the short description of 

the absence of the khol maṅgal described above is meant to indicate, the order of musical 

events in kīrtan’s performance is key: some events must happen before other events. In 

Chapter 5 of this dissertation I take an extended look at the manner that a specific order 

of events that is theologically based determines the general structure of a līlā-kīrtan 

performance. Conceived of as a “sonic theology” (Beck 1993), a līlā-kīrtan performance 

articulates a theological order: one must sing songs in praise of Caitanya before one 

moves on to the intimate and erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna. This procedure is 

believed to date to the sixteenth-century Kheturī Melā described in Chapter 1, where, as 

the tradition attests, the first līlā-kīrtan performance took place (Sanyal 1985). 

 The importance of ritual order is central in a variety of other kīrtan traditions 

throughout South Asia. For example, in her study of kīrtan in Maharashtra (western 

India) Anna Schultz notes that a performance of nāradīya kīrtan cannot begin without the 

ceremonial instant in which the kīrtan musician takes on the identity of the mythical saint 

Nārad, the founder of this style, by stepping on the ritually charged “Narad’s mat” on the 

stage (2013, 3). Perhaps even more relevant to padāvalī-kīrtan is Meilu Ho’s research on 

the north Indian Vaiṣṇava Puṣṭi Mārgī kīrtan that focuses on the use of song as part of the 

daily liturgy in Vrindavan temples. In the Puṣṭi Mārgī temples, the exacting worship of 

Krishna’s image that takes place throughout the entire day is accompanied by a similarly 
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exacting repertoire of “several thousand poems (padas)” (2006, 11) that are used to 

accompany each particular chronological part of the liturgy. In addition to which poem is 

required for each time of the day, the singer needs to also have knowledge of which rāg 

(“melodic mode”) is to be used as well. As Ho notes, “in applied terms, a practitioner 

needs to know when a rāg is performed in sevā [i.e. the daily liturgical structure”], for 

which viewing-times, during which seasons, and for which festivals” (ibid., 263). The 

most telling connection between padāvalī-kīrtan performance and Puṣṭi Mārgī kīrtan, 

aside from their focus on Radha and Krishna, may be the fact that they both are 

structured according to the myths of Krishna from the Bhāgavata Purāṇa. Therefore, the 

chronological focus of the Puṣṭi Mārgī tradition--its worship organized around Krishna’s 

daily schedule--is mirrored in important ways in the chronological progression of 

episodes described in līlā-kīrtan performance.  

 The connections between Vaiṣṇava image worship and religious drama are 

underscored in John Stratton Hawley’s study of the dramatic performances of Radha and 

Krishna’s rāsa-līlā10 in Vrindavan. In connecting the ritual spheres of image worship and 

drama, Hawley notes how the similarities between the two are “more than analogy,” 

suggesting that “temple worship and the rās līlā [i.e. dramatic performance] are but two 

arenas of a single dramatic activity, for in the Vaiṣṇavite understanding God himself is an 

actor. In descending to earth from time to time he plays various roles” (1981, 16).  

                                                
10 Rāsa-līlā is one of the most famous līlās of Radha and Krishna. It depicts one evening when Radha and 
her friends escaped from home to dance with Krishna in the forest of Vrindavan. It is also one of the more 
commonly performed līlā-kīrtan events, and I analyze Nimai Mitra’s performance of the rāsa-līlā in 
Chapter 5. 
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 While noting the crucial relationship between a textual theology and ritual music 

is a foundational step in understanding music’s relationship to the ritual event, the 

performance dynamic also allows for personal interpretations of the musician that are 

creative additions to a body of textual orthodoxy. For example, Richard Jankowsky’s 

study of Tunisian sṭambelī notes how the relationships between the Islamic “saints” and 

sub-saharan “spirits” of sṭambelī performance exist only in performance. “There are no 

formal recited or written texts to represent the structure of the pantheon…” Jankowsky 

writes, “rather--and this is crucial--the sṭambelī pantheon exists only through its musical 

performance” (2010, 69). This research points to the ephemeral nature of ritual 

performance, as a mode that not only replicates a religious belief, but one that also 

actively constitutes one. This perspective is also applicable to padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance, as the textual tradition is often modified in performance. Perhaps the most 

notable example that I study in this dissertation are the interjections of new textual 

material in performance, known as ākhars, that elaborate on the themes in the original 

pada in a more colloquial form of Bangla. 

 Another recent perspective in studies of music and religion focuses on how the 

efficacy of ritual performance is not only about what is done--i.e. in which order--but also 

how it is done. This viewpoint is usefully summed up in Jeffers Engelhardt’s recent 

research on “right singing” in the case of the Estonian Orthodox Christian church (2009). 

He writes, “the ideal of right singing expresses beliefs about the efficacy of sound and 

style that are also beliefs about religious truth” (ibid., 36). Engelhardt’s ethnographic 
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study of performances in the Estonian Orthodox community demonstrates how the choir 

would focus on Byzantine litanies sung in Greek that used particular pitch intervals (in 

this case a perfect fourth) in order to make the performance “right” (ibid., 39-40). 

Performers in this style thus draw connections between specific pitches and the Byzantine 

liturgy, as one singer suggested to the author that “Byzantine sounds are ‘right’ because 

they are ‘more archaic’ and ‘more monastic’ than the Estonian Orthodox traditions with 

marked Russian orthodox and Protestant Lutheran influences” (ibid., 39). Certainly, in 

the case of music and ritual in South Asia, numerous examples abound regarding the 

relationship between “right sounds” and the desired ritual effect. Stephen Slawek’s study 

of the connection between popular kīrtan performance in Benares and the philosophical 

basis of ritual sound in India notes how, in the case of the later, “the priests rigorously 

maintained the correct performance of their chants, meaning the right sounds and 

combinations uttered in the right sequence and with the right intonation” (1988, 83). 

Similarly, referring again to Ho’s research on Puṣṭi Mārgī kīrtan, she notes how the kīrtan 

musicians of this tradition define their musical style in contradistinction to singers of the 

Hindustani classical tradition. Indeed, the Vrindavan-based Puṣṭi Mārgī kīrtan singers 

suggest that Hindustani vocal styles are not “right” because of: “the mispronunciation of 

words…; a “heavy sounding voice”; the “breaking up of words into meaningless units”; 

“an excessive display of fast passages (tans)”; and, finally, “the extensive elaboration of 

rāg” (2006, 227). The relevance of this to padāvalī-kīrtan performance, as I discuss in 

Chapter 5, is the exhaustive use of processes of rhythmic, melodic, and textual bistār, or 

“expansion,” that form the central organizing principle of sound throughout a 
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performance. Indeed, to extend a performance--meaning to draw out in time the 

exposition of a verse through a slow tempo and long tāl, for example--is central to getting 

it “right.” Moreover, many urban-based musicians consider the omission of this 

technique “wrong,” especially in the cases of media adaptations or the shortened kīrtan 

performances found in some rural performance contexts. 

 While the technique of bistār may be fundamental to the elongation of form in 

līlā-kīrtan, we might also ask what is the greater role of expansion in the “ritual 

dynamics” of performance (Kapferer 2005). As Jankowsky notes, Bruce Kapferer’s term 

ritual dynamics “builds on the spirit of [Victor] Turner’s prioritizing of the ritual process, 

especially moments of heightened transformation…, but avoids the potential pitfalls of 

emphasizing the structuring…grammar of ritual” (2010, 27). Indeed, the entire structural 

approach of Turner’s seminal work on ritual (1969) has been questioned in light of post-

structural and post-colonial theories (e.g. Bell 1992). Specifically, scholars have 

questioned whether Turner’s theory “runs the risk of reducing ritual to a linear, 

teleological process that is then analyzed in terms of its symbolic and rather predictable 

outcome” (Jankowsky 2010, 27). The approach of ritual dynamics, on the other hand, 

attempts to focus on ritual as a contested space where outcomes are more fluid in nature. 

Jankowsky notes, “ritual dynamics emphasize…the inner forces and processes--the 

compositional elements--that shape perception, transform experience, and generate 

meaning” (ibid.). Music, according to this view, is not just an ingredient of ritual, nor 

something that structures its time flow or underlying textual theology; rather, it becomes 
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central to the experience of ritual as it conditions the relationship between text and 

audience. In the case of padāvalī-kīrtan, I argue, considering a performance from the 

perspective of ritual dynamics allows us to understand how a process of rhythmic, 

melodic, and textual expansion is a means of focusing attention on the līlā that is being 

described. Indeed, drawing out a single religious idea over a long period of time is not 

only a statement about what to listen to; it is also a statement about how to listen. As 

Kapferer notes, ritual dynamics can be conceived of as “a structuration of perception and 

of cognition in which particular human potentialities both of experience and of 

meaningful construction may be formed” (2005, 37). In this regard, we might consider 

how the process of expansion in padāvalī-kīrtan structures the process of listening as a 

devotional practice and thus leads to a deeper absorption in the ritual time frame. “Ritual, 

then, is at once a concentration of force and protraction of focus, simultaneously 

producing experiential density and expansion” (Jankowsky 2010, 28). 

 Understanding padāvalī-kīrtan from the perspective of ritual, then, is an important 

window onto its relationship with theology, religious aesthetics, and the importance of 

musical style in effecting the emotional response that defines Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious 

praxis. Yet, it does tell only part of kīrtan’s story. Similarly to Deborah Kapchan’s 

analysis of how the ritual music and beliefs of the Moroccan Gnawa create new “worlds” 

through transnational imbrications with difference and the marketplace (2007, 4), the 

rural boṛo-tāl style of padāvalī-kīrtan eventually became part of the nationalizing projects 

of Kolkata’s nationalist elite. The second theoretical focus that I pursue, then, is a study 
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of how padāvalī-kīrtan became subsumed into larger discussions of nationalism in the 

early part of the twentieth century. 

 

BENGALI CULTURAL NATIONALISM AND THE “RECOVERY” OF GAUḌĪYA VAIṢṆAVISM  
In a speech delivered at the 1917 Bengal Provincial Conference in Kolkata, the leader of 

the Independence Party in Bengal, Chittaranjan Das, offered his opinion regarding the 

place of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and religion in relation to Bengal: 

 I have found the true soul of Bengal. I have learnt to appreciate the real history of Bengal. 

 The images of Buddha of the Buddhists, of Siva of the Saivas, of Sakti of the Saktas and 

 of the devotional love of the Vaishnavas rise up before my visions. I think of the 

 immortal songs of Vidyapati and Chandidas and feel myself glorified by the glorious life 

 of Shri Chaitanya. The songs of Jnanadas, Govindadas and Lochan Das vibrate in my 

 heart’s core (Das Gupta 1969, 31). 

That a leading Bengali politician in a large political conference could unequivocally 

claim that Caitanya and the poets of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī mentioned here (i.e. Vidyapati, 

Caṇḍīdās, Jñāna Dāsa, Govinda Dāsa, and Lochan Dāsa) were representative of the “true 

soul of Bengal” might have been unthinkable a mere fifty years earlier. While Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava traditions had remained popular in rural areas, by the mid-nineteenth century 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism had fallen out of favor with the English-educated elite of Bengal, 

the bhadralok. However, despite the disapproval of some members of this class, by the 

early twentieth century a certain subset of bhadralok society had engineered a dramatic 

about-face in regards to the devotional religion of Caitanya. As Varuni Bhatia’s recent 
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research has demonstrated, Chittaranjan Das’s conflation of kīrtan and Caitanya with the 

true soul of Bengal was made possible through a concerted effort of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

“recovery” in the later half of the nineteenth century (2009). In the following discussion, 

I focus on two bhadralok reformers at the center of Bhatia’s study whose different 

projects of emphasizing Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism’s relationship with Bengali national culture 

set the stage for the work of padāvalī-kīrtan reformers and enthusiasts in the early 

twentieth century. 

 Described variously as the “babu, or the middle class, or the Bengali bhadralok” 

(ibid., 84-85), the so-called “gentle folk” (bhadra = “gentle”; lok = “folk”) were the 

political and economic elite of what was then the colonial administrative unit of the 

Bengal Presidency in the early twentieth century. 11 Though the bhadralok cannot be 

mapped exclusively onto the colonial capital of Kolkata--which, for more than a century, 

was the “commercial, political, and financial epicenter of the Empire” (Chatterjee 2003, 

2)--the city was the center for the establishment of English education that came to define 

this newly elite class. Indeed, English education provided the key to a variety of different 

occupational opportunities under the British administration, and “this class of Bengalis 

joined the lower rungs of colonial civil service, in departments of revenue, judiciary, 

education, post and telegraph, railways, and local municipalities or became part of new 

professions such as law and medicine” (Bhatia 2009, 85). The establishment of Hindu 

College in 1817 (later to be Presidency College of the University of Calcutta) signaled 

                                                
11 The geographic span of the Bengal Presidency at its height spread from the Himalayas to the Bay of 
Bengal, covering present-day West Bengal and Bangladesh, and, at times, even stretched across to Burma. 
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the British Crown’s desire to educate a new class of Bengalis in the English language and 

Victorian-era morals so that they would become assistant administrators and clerks in the 

British governance of India. In the well-known formulation of the British administrator 

Thomas Macaulay, this new class of English-educated Bengalis was imagined as “a class 

of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals and in 

intellect.”12 

 British-style education did not only hold sway in regards to helping this new class 

of Bengalis climb the rungs of colonial and professional service; it also had a significant 

influence in the sphere of religion and morality. It might not be a surprise that the erotic 

līlās of Radha and Krishna did not find much favor amongst the Protestant-style 

Victorian religious preferences of the British. It should be mentioned, of course, that 

Radha and Krishna’s amours were not only conjugal, but considered adulterous in the 

eyes of British censors. It is true, of course, that in the theology of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, 

Radha is married to a man other than Krishna. The songs of many of the poets mentioned 

above were seen as licentious to colonial administrators. One case in point was the 1866 

annual report of the Bengali Translator, Rev. J. Robinson, who was the colonial 

administrator in charge of censorship in literature: “I have had put in my hands a large 

variety [of Sanskrit and Bengali books] and among them are some of the most obscene 

character…And the books of Krishna’s lewd games are widely read and in this form 

                                                
12 Quoted in Banerjee 1989, 1. 
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much of the filthiest character is swallowed down as religion” (quoted in Bhatia 2009, 

135). 

 The British disapproval of these themes influenced a significant segment of the 

bhadralok class in nineteenth-century Bengal, and their responses to such themes as the 

erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna have been theorized under the concept of “reform” in 

colonial Bengal. This so-called “reform” period reached its zenith in the 1820s and 

1830s, when members of the Bengali middle class “witnessed a variety of 

accommodating strategies by Indian ‘reformers’ who sought to modernise Indian 

traditions in ways which made them approximate British cultural standards” (Fuller 2009, 

162). Two segments of bhadralok society in particular that have been considered under 

the term of reform have been a group known as the “Young Bengal” were openly 

flaunting an anti-orthodox--even atheistic--stance in regard to Hindu religion (Bhatia 

2009, 85). A second group that represented a departure from orthodox Hindu practices 

was the Brahmo Samaj--a neo-Hindu tradition that spurned orthodox Hindu practices, an 

example being image worship rituals like those performed in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava praxis. 

These various groups formed a certain critical mass of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-influenced 

literature and performance styles, so that, as Bhatia notes, Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism was 

considered a “degenerate devotional tradition” throughout the first half of the nineteenth 

century (ibid., 7).  

 Bhatia’s recent research on the relationship between Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and 

nationalism in Bengal underscores the importance of two bhadralok agents who were key 
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actors in helping define the tradition as national culture. Kedarnath Dutta (1838-1914) 

and Sishir Kumar Ghosh (1840-1911) were both bhadralok converts to Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism. Dutta was originally from rural West Bengal (Ula), but enrolled at Hindu 

College in Kolkata at the age of eighteen, a period of his life when he was exposed to, 

and influenced by, Christian missionaries and Brahmo Samaj practitioners in the urban 

center. Becoming inspired in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism by various rural practitioners, he 

eventually took initiation into Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism from Bipin Bihari Goswami, a caste 

gosvāmi13 in Naral, east of Kolkata. Climbing the ranks of colonial service, Dutta would 

eventually become a Deputy Magistrate, and was held in high regard by the colonial 

administration, as he was transferred numerous times throughout Bengal and the Indian 

region of Odisha.  

 Sishir Kumar Ghosh, like Dutta, was not born in a Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava family. 

However, unlike Dutta, he was actively involved in the anti-colonial project as a 

journalist. In 1868 he and his brother, Hemanta Ghosh, began publishing the Amrita 

Bazaar Patrika, a Bengali-language weekly that regularly published articles that 

expressed anti-colonial sentiment, including caustic articles that “campaigned against 

indigo farming, earning the wrath of the colonial state” (ibid., 231). In addition to this 

newspaper, Ghosh also managed the periodical Bishnupriyā Patrikā, which mixed 

Ghosh’s interest in anti-colonial journalism with his newfound interest in Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism, and, as Bhatia suggests, became the “primary institutional platform for an 

                                                
13 The term “caste gosvāmī” refers to a religious renunciant who comes in a hereditary line of Gauḍīya 
Vaiṣṇava practitioners.  
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organized program of Vaishnava recovery” (ibid., 225). Ghosh and Dutta worked 

together as editors of this journal from the journals inception in 1891 until Dutta left out 

of a frustration with Ghosh’s frequent politically focused opinions sometime in the mid-

1890s. 

 This brief introduction to the bhadralok and their various relationships with 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava traditions will be evident in Chapters 1 and 2, where I explore the 

various projects of reforming padāvalī-kīrtan undertaken by one bhadralok figure--

Khagendranath Mitra. The relevance of Sishir Kumar Ghosh and Kedarnath Dutta, more 

specifically, is the influence that their various projects of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava recovery had 

on the later task of redefining padāvalī-kīrtan as a form of national culture. Indeed, 

because of the active project of their recovery, I argue, kīrtan patrons like Khagendranath 

Mitra could speak how keeping kīrtan “alive” “should be a national commitment of 

Bengalis” in the early decades of the twentieth century (1333 BS [1926], 381). In what 

follows, I probe the different projects of Dutta and Ghosh to underscore the differences 

between their projects of nationalizing Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and creating the ground for a 

revitalization of padāvalī-kīrtan. While Ghosh was interested in defining Caitanya as 

symbolic of an anti-colonial national movement, Dutta was more interested in unearthing 

the relationships between Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava praxis and Sanskrit religious theory. Both of 

these projects were significant to the various ways that padāvalī-kīrtan was defined, and 

transformed, in the register of Bengali cultural nationalism in the twentieth century. 
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Two Themes of Nationalism in the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava Recovery 

Bhatia’s research has usefully defined the work of Dutta and Ghosh as part of a 

“recovery” of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava as a national symbol (2009). The term recovery is a 

theoretical intervention into what has previously been described as a “revival,” a term 

that has more commonly been used to refer to the widespread interest in resuscitating 

Hindu religious praxis during this period.14 Bhatia thus uses the term recovery to 

underscore how interest in pre-modern forms of religious praxis was not strictly an 

interest in religion; rather, it expressed a desire to conflate religion with nation and thus 

“actively locate… an authentic Bengali identity and a moral religion par excellence in 

Gaudiya Vaishnava traditions in order to counter the supposed loss of significance of 

Bengali life under colonialism” (2009, 2). Bhatia’s investigation of nationalist elite 

interest in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava culture through the lens of recovery draws on Charles 

Taylor’s study of the relationship between loss and recovery (2007), a frame that probes 

the relationship between modernity and religious belief. As Bhatia notes,  

 searching for a supposed loss--of transcendence, morality, spirituality, authenticity, 

 subjectivity, collectivity--is, thus, very much a part of modern religious experience. The 

 religious constitution of the modern individual, according to Taylor, is formed through 

 recovering what has supposedly been denied in a secular world (Bhatia 2009, 20). 

In the Bishnupriyā Patrikā, the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava periodical under the direction of 

Ghosh, one particular article underscores how the potential loss of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

culture was read as coterminous with the loss of Bengali culture. On the one hand the 

                                                
14 See Jalal and Bose 2004, p. 63, for an overview of this discussion. 
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editors of the journal professed a belief that certain texts and practices of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism were on the verge of disappearing; yet, on the other hand, the significance of 

this loss was not for the material artifacts themselves, but for the perceived loss this 

would bring to Bengalis. This two-pronged concern is exemplified by the journal’s 1898 

call to “found a society whose aim would be to discover, protect, and spread the devotion 

preached by…Chaitanya” (Bhatia 2009, 1). The main aims of the society were as 

follows: 

 Many priceless Vaishnava texts have gradually fallen into decay. Ones that still remain, if 

 preserved, will benefit not only Vaishnava literature but Bengali literature and history of 

 literature as well. This society will strive to rescue and publish such texts…Dulcet lyrics 

 by great-men (mahājanas) have been carried forward orally…The society will attempt to 

 recover lyrics that have become extinct and preserve those that have survived…This 

 society will have a music department. The department, through competent kīrtanīyās, will 

 impart lessons on ancient music concerning lives of exemplary figures (quoted in Bhatia 

 2009, 1) 

As Bhatia rightly notes, the objectives of this society exemplify the language of loss and 

recovery that was at the center of this project. The fear of losing Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

traditions was thus part and parcel of a fear of losing a sense of Bengali cultural life; 

recovering Vaiṣṇava literature, therefore, was tantamount to recovering Bengali 

literature.  

 While Dutta was more interested in mining the Sanskrit theology of the tradition, 

Ghosh’s work, Bhatia argues, was more concerned with defining the relevance of 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and Caitanya in the sphere of culture. In addition to the Bishnupriyā 
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Patrikā periodical, Ghosh wrote a serialized biography of Caitanya titled Amiya Nimai 

Charit (“The Life of My Dear Nimai [i.e. Caitanya]) that was published between 1885 

and 1911 in Bangla prose. Throughout this depiction of Caitanya’s life, Ghosh refers to 

Caitanya as the “prophet for the Bengalis,” suggesting that, as a prophet, Caitanya is in a 

similar ontological category as Jesus and Mohammed (ibid., 296). Furthermore, Ghosh’s 

descriptions of Caitanya underscore his “role in establishing a collective community 

amongst the Bengalis against autocratic authority” (ibid., 295). 

 In his writings, Ghosh paid special attention to one incident during Caitanya’s 

Nabadwip period: a particular kīrtan performance where Caitanya led the people of 

Nabadwip to the home of the Muslim ruler of the area, the Kazi. While the original event 

in the hagiographies of Caitanya is defined as the religious conversion, as Bhatia notes, 

this “traditional biographical account of a change of heart by a Muslim is deftly changed 

to appear as a popular uprising against authoritarian rule and the eventual victory of the 

power of the people” (2009, 341). The insinuation in Ghosh’s writing is clear: Caitanya 

was not only a religious leader, but a political one as well, and one who could symbolize 

the then-current aspirations of anti-colonial nationalism. As Bhatia writes, “this lila of 

Chaitanya …would become the foundation for a certain kind of Bengali 

exceptionalism…[as] it easily lapsed into parallels between religion, region, and nation” 

(ibid., 343).  

 An incisive theoretical frame for analyzing how a sectarian and orthodox figure 

such as Caitanya became symbolic for Bengali nationalism is Partha Chatterjee’s analysis 
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of the project of cultural nationalism in colonial societies. Indeed, Chatterjee has argued 

that the “work” of cultural nationalism in the post-colonial nation depended on creating a 

difference between colonial administrators and colonial subjects in the sphere of culture 

(1993). The task of cordoning off the sphere of culture in relation to the colonial regime, 

and thus marking it as indigenous, Chatterjee argues, is the “moment of departure” for 

forms of anti-colonial nationalism (1986). Arguing against the belief that the Indian 

nationalist movement only began with the establishment of official political 

organizations, Chatterjee contends that the attempt to wrestle sovereignty away from the 

colonial regime began with the construction of “inner” and “outer” domains of national 

culture. While the “outer” or “material” domain--identified with the political, scientific, 

and economic dominance of the British—was dominated by colonial administration, the 

“inner” or “spiritual” domain was a space where the indigenous nationalist elite could 

fashion new forms of cultural expression, a space in which the “‘essential’ marks of 

cultural identity” could become manifest (1993, 6).  

 Caitanya’s importance as a symbol of Bengali national identity also gave a fillip 

to the then-nascent formations of Indian nationalism. Because of Ghosh’s careful 

attempts to locate Caitanya in a specific historical and geographical context (i.e. not 

hagiographical), Caitanya, it was argued, could be an exemplar of anti-colonial 

nationalism. Here, in the life of Caitanya, Ghosh argued, were the roots of a completely 

indigenous anti-tyrannical form of mass mobilization.  
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 This was one “face” of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava’s relationship with Bengali nationalism 

that shared a significant amount of overlap with Indian nationalism. I pursue this 

relationship in some detail in Chapter 3, where my analysis focuses on how padāvalī-

kīrtan was used in the films of a Bengali cinema that was actively promoting an image of 

Caitanya that was Caitanya’s role as an agent in social transformation, and, more 

specifically, as a catalyst for the transgression of caste identities in pre-modern India 

through projects of political mass mobilization. Indeed, this strand of kīrtan’s relationship 

with nationalism was represented in Suman Bhattacharya’s comments regarding how 

kīrtan was a weapon in “Bengal’s social movement” discussed in the prelude to this 

chapter. 

 As previously mentioned, Ghosh’s project of emphasizing a more populist and 

anti-colonial redefinition of Caitanya differed from his colleague, Dutta. Thus, another 

dimension of bhadralok interest in refiguring Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism in relation to the inner 

domain of cultural nationalism was Dutta’s emphasis on reemphasizing the tradition’s 

connections with Sanskrit theology. In order to carry out this project, Dutta wrote and 

published a series of books in the later part of the nineteenth century that were directed at 

a literate, bhadralok audience, and which attempted to render the Sanskrit theological 

writings of the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava tradition accessible. Although this project significantly 

differed from Ghosh’s, it nevertheless opens a vista onto another important project of 

cultural nationalism. If referencing a cosmopolitan Sanskrit domain was a means of 

classicizing tradition in the frame of cultural nationalism, then the “classicization of 
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tradition” in colonial Bengal was a project that sought to find a past for nationalist art 

forms by forging connections between popular religious traditions--such as Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism--and a past that was represented in Sanskrit texts (Chatterjee 1993, 73).  

 One example of Dutta’s interest in reforming Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism according to a 

Sanskritic theology was his focus on defining sādhanā-bhakti according to his studies of 

Rūpa Gosvāmī’s religio-aesthetic treatises (Das 1999, 210). One of Dutta’s writings 

where this theme is explored in detail is Jaiva Dharma (“The Religion of the Living 

Entity”), a Bangla-language “didactic novel” (ibid., 12) where Dutta describes a fictional 

community of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavas who live in the area of Caitanya’s birth (Nabadwip) in 

the generation after Caitanya. This fictional framework is used to discuss a number of 

theological issues, as certain characters are convinced to become Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavas; of 

particular note is one Bengali bhadralok character, Lāhirī Mahāśaya, who becomes 

initiated as a Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava by rural renunciants of the tradition, a thematic event that 

mirrors Dutta’s own conversion to Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. 

 As key theme in Dutta’s Jaiva Dharma is his detailed analysis of the practice of 

sādhanā-bhakti, specifically in regards to the cultivation of a particular devotional mood, 

or rasa. As previously mentioned, organizing the padāvalī-kīrtan repertoire took place 

according to a belief that the poets were able to compose their padas according to a direct 

vision that they had of the līlās of Radha and Krishna. Similarly, in Jaiva Dharma, Dutta 

describes two characters who are ready to begin the detailed devotional practice of 

meditating on the episodes of Radha and Krishna. In describing these two fictional 
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characters, whose names are Vijaya Kumāra and Vrajanātha, Dutta explains how they 

approach their guru, Raghunātha Dāsa Bābājī of Nabadwip. They open their questioning 

by asking their guru how one attains a state of spontaneous attraction [i.e. rāga] for 

Krishna (Das 1999, 218). The answer they receive from their guru is a long exposition on 

the practice of sādhanā-bhakti that clearly follows the detailed structure of Rūpa 

Gosvāmī’s treatises on religious aesthetics. What follows this detailed description is 

another question where the two disciples ask how they are to know which rasas and 

which ideal devotees from Radha and Krishna’s līlās they are supposed to meditate on. 

Their guru responds: “My child, minutely study your nature, and according to your nature 

and feelings, cultivate the appropriate sentiment (rasa). Attend to one who is eternally 

perfected in respect to that rasa.” (quoted in Das 1999, 218). In the following scene of 

Dutta’s novel, Vijaya Kumāra explains to his guru how he has found himself 

exceptionally attracted to the erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna, to which his guru 

explains to him that he should thus meditate on these pastimes. Vrajanātha, on the other 

hand, has found himself attracted to hearing of Krishna’s līlās with his young boyhood 

friends;  his guru then tells him that he should cultivate sākhya-rasa, the “mood of 

friendship” (ibid., 219). 

 Dutta’s minute focus on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious aesthetics represents a clear 

contrast from the depictions of Caitanya as the mass mobilizer and anti-tyrannical leader 

in Ghosh’s writings. And while, to my knowledge, there exists no direct proof that 

Dutta’s mode of Sanskrit exegesis had a direct relationship on the writings of our main 
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protagonist of padāvalī-kīrtan’s reform, Khagendranath Mitra, the minute attention paid 

to the details of Rūpa Gosvāmī’s theory of religious aesthetics is a clear point of shared 

interest and methodology. Indeed, they were both projects that emphasized the orthodox 

theology of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and Rūpa Gosvāmī’s religious aesthetics in order to 

appeal to an elite, bhadralok audience. It is quite likely that Mitra had read Dutta’s 

writings, as Jaiva Dharma was first published in 1893, around the time when Mitra first 

arrived in Kolkata to attend Presidency College (Chapter 1). As will be shown, Mitra, 

like Dutta, believed that in order to reestablish padāvalī-kīrtan amongst Bengal’s 

educated elite, a high level of erudition amongst musicians was required. Because of such 

a focus on “scholasticism” (Bhatia 2009, 25) in the case of Dutta, Bhatia suggests that his 

project “remained an elitist venture in its social dimensions” (ibid., 9). Though Bhatia’s 

statement is provocative, it also begs other questions regarding the specific nature of the 

elite-subaltern dynamic in colonial Bengal. In what ways did a focus on the Sanskrit 

theology of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism represent elite consciousness in the project of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava recovery? 

 Bhatia’s description of Dutta’s work as “elitist” offers an opportunity for a 

comparative discussion of musical nationalism and elite agency in South Asia. The most 

obvious way that Dutta’s project might be defined as elitist, I would argue, was in its 

direction: namely, that his work was aimed at bhadralok society, as he and Ghosh were 

actively involved in trying to reintroduce Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism to this class. In this sense, 

Dutta’s focus bears a strong similarity to the project of editing padāvalī-kīrtan song 
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anthologies that I discuss in Chapter 2, which were also products meant for an elite and 

educated audience. However, perhaps the more common definition of elite culture in 

nationalizing projects refers to the concept of hegemony. Though the bhadralok were in a 

position of subordination to the colonial administration, they were simultaneously in a 

position of “domination.” As Chatterjee notes,  

 for the Calcutta middle class [i.e. bhadralok] of the late nineteenth century, political and 

 economic domination by a British colonial elite was a fact. The class was created in a 

 relation of subordination. But its contestation of this relation was to be premised upon its 

 cultural leadership of the indigenous colonized people. The nationalist project was in 

 principle a hegemonic project (1993, 36). 

Chatterjee’s analysis of the hegemonic role of the nationalist elite has influenced recent 

studies of music and nationalism in South Asia. For example, in Janaki Bakhle’s research 

on the relationship between national culture and Hindustani classical music, her argument 

presents the work of two musical “modernizers” (2005, 6)--Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande 

and Vishnu Digambar Paluskar. Though these two men had different agendas, they both 

shared an important commonality: their processes of modernizing music required the 

marginalization of the Muslim khayal musicians who belonged to hereditary gharānās, 

and were seen as culpable for allowing “Indian” music to reach a point of near extinction. 

“Gharana musicians, many of whom were poor and uneducated,” Bakhle writes, “came 

under attack not only for their so-called unsystematic pedagogy, but also for holding 

hostage, through their secrecy, music’s national future” (ibid., 7-8). In her analysis, then, 

a specific way of understanding the elite-ness of the project is in the hegemonic role that 

nationalist elite embodied vis-à-vis the Muslim hereditary musicians. Moreover, the 
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hegemony of the nationalist elite is clearly connected with colonialism and modernity, as 

Bakhle argues that “colonialism marked the ideological and epistemological beginnings 

of music’s transformation” (ibid., 9). The hegemony of the nationalist elite, then, is 

fundamentally constructed and realized because of the influence of colonialism and 

political modernity. 

 Two responses to Bakhle’s emphasis on the hegemonic role of the nationalist elite 

have suggested that the depictions of Indian classical musics in these recent studies have 

either overlooked important counter-examples or proceeded without a firm grasp of the 

musical practices that were extant in the pre-modern period. In the case of the former, 

Eriko Kobayashi’s PhD dissertation, “Hindustani Classical Music Reform Movement and 

the Writing of History, 1900 to 1940s” (2003), responding in part to Bakhle’s dissertation 

from 2002, suggests that one methodological problem in studies that focus solely on 

musical discourse is that there often exists a significant gap between the rhetoric of 

nationalist movements and the praxis of musicians and music scholars. She thus 

demonstrates that while the public declamations that musicians and music scholars made 

nationalistic overtures, the musical performance and semi-private instructional attitudes 

were less aligned with a nationalist and anti-colonial agenda. And in the case of the latter, 

Katherine Butler Schofield’s recent article “Reviving the Golden Age Again” (2010) 

takes to task Bakhle’s research, as she suggests that many—if not all—of the markers 

that Bakhle defines as symbols of classicization in the colonial crucible could be found in 
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the context of musical performance and connoisseurship in the seventeenth-century 

Mughal courts. 

 These perspectives raise a series of questions that I pursue in this dissertation in 

regards to the nature of the relationship between padāvalī-kīrtan and national culture. In 

what sense do the nationalist projects of padāvalī-kīrtan scholars such as Khagendranath 

Mitra represent an attempt to either create elite-directed or elite-determined (i.e. 

hegemonic) cultural forms? What role do subaltern, rural performers, such as 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, have to play in the creation of national culture? How does 

a performance-based analysis of padāvalī-kīrtan add a further level of understanding to 

the rhetoric of nationalist elite definitions of padāvalī-kīrtan? The answers to these 

questions are pursued in Chapters 1 and 2, and share a perspective with Schultz’s study of 

Rāṣṭrīya kīrtan in Maharashtra. In her research, she finds that “musical reform by 

nationalist elites” is one factor to consider, but also notes how “noncosmopolitans 

actively contribute to nationalism in ways that subvert and reject reform” (2013, 13). 

 The three projects that have the most direct connection to Bengali cultural 

nationalism that I study in this dissertation--historiography, padāvalī-kīrtan song 

anthologies, and Bengali cinema--are all projects that were effectively over by 1960. 

Indeed, the last major anthology of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was published in 1961, and one of 

last films on the life of Caitanya--Nader Nimāi--was also released in 1960. Indeed, in 

2012 when I met with the well-known historian of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, Ramakanta 

Chakrabarty in Kolkata, he suggested that the bhadralok fascination with Vaiṣṇava 
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padāvalī and, by extension, padāvalī-kīrtan, lasted but a century, from 1850-1950. What 

has emerged since then as perhaps the most dominant issue is the growing number of 

padāvalī-kīrtan musicians, and the more organized and diverse strategies of kīrtan 

marketing that dominate the present-day sphere of performance. 

 

THE MARKETPLACE OF DEVOTIONAL SONG: PADĀVALĪ-KĪRTAN AND SHIFTING 
SYSTEMS OF EXCHANGE 

 
In the prelude to this Introduction, Dyuti Chakrabarty made specific mention that one had 

to offer only “tears” to Caitanya in order to realize the devotional goals of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism. Though the theme of this speech was primarily rhetorical, I would argue that 

her attempt to distance religion from economic exchange does reflect an aspect of social 

reality. Indeed, she clearly states that Caitanya “will not accept any money.” The 

relationship between money and padāvalī-kīrtan performance has been marked by a 

number of anxieties regarding how the exchange of money affects musical performance. 

Beginning in the early twentieth century, padāvalī-kīrtan patrons and scholars worried 

that a hereditary and professional class of kīrtanīyās were causing the “downfall of 

kīrtan” because of the manner that they used excessively emotive presentations to 

impress audiences and make money (Mitra 1333 BS [1926], 377). Even as late as 1989, 

kīrtan historians were still contemplating this issue, as evinced in the writings of 

Hiteshranjan Sanyal, who argued, “recently some professional singers have tried to 

shorten and simplify…kīrtan songs as much as possible. The result of this is that kīrtan 
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music has been significantly damaged” (1989, 222). Surely, debates about the 

relationship between issues “cultural” and “economic” have a long relationship in regards 

to padāvalī-kīrtan. In what follows, I offer a discussion of Ash Amin and Nigel Thrift’s 

theoretical frame of the “cultural economy” (2004, 2007) as a means for finding a critical 

perspective from which to discuss issues of music and money in kīrtan performance. This 

is followed by a short survey of recent research in music studies that has tackled some of 

the issues related to musical and monetary exchange that I will investigate in the case of 

padāvalī-kīrtan. 

 Amin and Thrift have recently identified a growing focus of research on what 

they have termed the “cultural economy.” In focusing on this approach, which is spread 

across a number of different disciplinary perspectives, they seek to address the belief that 

disciplinary economic studies have, at best, considered culture as only one factor in the 

process of economic analysis. As they noted, “in mainstream economics little has been 

conceded beyond attempts to model culture as an economic input” (2007, 144). 

 In an attempt to redress this perspective, Amin and Thrift offer a more radical and 

hybrid view: the cultural economy. By arguing for this hybrid perspective, they suggest 

that  

 the pursuit of prosperity must be seen as the pursuit of many goals at once, from meeting 

 material needs and accumulating riches to seeking symbolic satisfaction and satisfying 

 fleeting pleasures. For most of the time these goals are pursued through hybrid and 

 temporary coalitions, but set against the background of various kinds of ordering frame, 

 from the swathe of regulations that order the conduct of competition to the mundane 
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 ordering of everyday economic life through various crucial infrastructures such as roads, 

 pipes, and cables (2004, xiv) 

As a provocative example of this approach, Amin and Thrift offer the curious case of the 

rise of the Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV) in the U.S. car market. Despite having bad fuel 

mileage, contributing to harmful greenhouse gas emissions, and, according to research, 

being no safer than smaller car models in regards to roll over susceptibility, these 

vehicles have only grown in popularity. “Why such ‘economic’ success?”, they ask (ibid., 

xiii). They identify four “‘cultural’ buttons” “pushed by the car manufacturers”:  

 One, paradoxically, is safety. Drivers…feel safe in SUVs. They are high up and 

 surrounded by a cage of steel and, especially for those families with children, they seem 

 to offer a kind of domestic fortress…A second related button is fear of crime. In part, 

 SUVs also seem to function psychologically as armored cars: Bradsher (2002) claims that 

 they are often designed to look as menacing as possible so as to allay their occupants’ 

 fear of crime and violence…Then, third, cars in general have become platforms for large 

 amounts of equipment, which is much easier to fit into bulky SUVs. Fourth, through 

 concerted advertising campaigns, SUVs have become associated with glamor and power 

 (ibid.) 

This example they offer attempts to locate the economic success of SUV marketing and 

consumption as a project that fundamentally intertwines marketing with cultural 

meanings. In fact, one could argue that the economic reasons for buying expensive SUVs 

have less weight than the four “cultural” buttons that Amin and Thrift offer here. 

 Though this nascent theoretical approach suggested by Amin and Thrift is still “of 

a partial, assembled, and provisional nature” (2007, 145), it is clearly a move away from 

the dichotomies of commodity and gift that have influenced much ethnographically based 
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research on culture and economies. In fact, the current use of this term by Amin and 

Thrift to refer to the hybrid nature of economies evokes Arjun Appadurai’s use of the 

same term in his study of the “social life of things” (1986), an attempt to blur the borders 

between the anthropological categories of gift and commodity. Indeed, recent 

anthropologically based research has continued to complicated the lines between gift and 

commodity forms (Graeber 2011; Mukhopadhyay 2012). And, furthermore, Amin and 

Thrift’s theoretical frame is clearly post-structural in the manner that fundamentally 

disagrees with Marxist theories: “work in the cultural-economy approach is generally 

uneasy about ontological differentiations of a base-superstructure kind” (2007, 145). 

 Of the several theoretical avenues of inquiry that Amin and Thrift chart out in 

their attempt to give some traction to the study of the cultural economy, most relevant to 

my research is the sphere of “moral judgement” (2007, 155). They note, “the economy--

across its variegated spaces--is made and unmade through the play of urban moral 

judgement, much of it through a process of seepage and everyday assumption crafted 

around seemingly innocuous things” (2007, 155). Furthermore, as Amin and Thrift note, 

the impact of moral thinking on “socialist economic thought” has been on the “clear 

distinction…drawn between the moral worthiness of labor for social utility and social 

need and the degenerative effects of labor based solely on production for profit” (2004, 

xvi). 

 Though not using the specific term cultural economy, a recent article by 

ethnomusicologist Jeff Packman studies the lives of professional working musicians in 
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Salvador, Brazil, touching on many of the issues related to the register of moral judgment 

in Amin and Thrift’s framework, thus suggesting one possible was to apply their theory 

to the sphere of musical research. Packman’s ethnographic research studies “working” 

musicians and begins with the question: “how does a person make a living making music 

in Salvador?” (2011, 415). In an answer to that question, Packman discusses a variety of 

issues that complicate any straight-ahead answer to this question, by noting how 

understanding the “organization of local music industries; musical and social 

knowledges; the politics of representation, aesthetics, and identity formation” (ibid..) are 

all required to provide a full answer. An important point of research for Packman is his 

analysis of how racial discourse affects musicians’ relationship to processes of musical 

work: “in Salvador the most lucrative musical work opportunities often involve 

performing genres that are commonly criticized for being impoverished, inferior, or 

simply bad” (ibid., 427). Packman thus focuses on the intertwined spheres of economy 

and racial identity that lend a certain moral judgment to the supposedly “bad” genres, as 

he notes how “dominant understandings of what constitutes good and bad music are 

informed by local constructions of socio-economic class, themselves not separate from 

the sediments of colonialism” (ibid.). A specific case where the conflation of certain 

forms of musical performance with race is underscored in Packman’s research into the 

genres of pagode and axé, which highlights the common opinion of Brazilians that these 

genres are not “good music” (ibid., 429). Common examples of this disapproval of this 

genres focus on how they lack “good” lyrics, harmony, and arrangements, which, in the 

specific musical discourse of this area, are all indexed as European-derived musical traits. 
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In addition to being defined as non-European, Packman asserts, the “asserted failings of 

so-called bad music and characteristics…are not only viewed as low class, but also as 

specifically African derived” (ibid.,). The specific sphere of how moral judgment 

influences the cultural economy in this case is shaped by considerations of racial identity:  

 the complex interrelationships between class and race in a former slave port and 

 plantation center that is populated by an African-descended majority, largely defined by 

 its African heritage, and home to culture industries built around local Afro-Brazilian 

 culture mean that, here, racial discourse is even more critical than usual in shaping the 

 regime of musical values that inform musical work conditions (ibid., 427). 

That specific genres of music are defined according to racially derived characteristics is 

not surprising, as much research had studied this phenomenon in depth (e.g. Moore 

1997). What Packman’s study demonstrates, however, is the manner that racial 

stereotypes, musical value, and musical work all form an interrelated sphere, each one 

influencing the other. The intertwined aspects of this particular music culture, Packman 

argues, cause musicians working in Salvador to carefully consider which jobs they take, 

and which they reject. He specifically discusses one guitarist whose “(over)identification 

with a devalued music would elicit doubt among potential colleagues regarding his ability 

to adapt” (ibid., 434), forcing musicians to consider the various factors in play before 

simply deciding to take a job based on strictly financial considerations. 

 Another perspective on the relationship between music and money in recent 

scholarship is Deborah Kapchan’s study of Moroccan Gnawa music and its relationship 

with the world music market. The various issues at play in this performance genre 
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revolve around the concept of tagnawit, a “concept that the Gnawa use to distinguish 

between authentic and inauthentic performance in a community whose practices are 

changing radically in response to the global music market” (Kapchan 2007, 3). Indeed, 

these claims of authenticity in Gnawa performance are based on--and in dialogue with--

the genre’s relationship with the exchange of money. On the one hand, Kapchan notes, 

“the exchange of money for blessing is an integral part of the rituals of healing and trance 

among Moroccan Gnawa musicians and their followers in Morocco,” as “money is used 

as a symbol that will “‘open the door’…both to the spirits and to the curative faculties of 

the Gnawa” (2007, 141). However, the exchange of money can also be a sign of 

inauthenticity: as commercial success increases, authenticity as a healer with tagnawit is 

seen to decrease. Cases in point that Kapchan notes are Gnawa performances that take 

place at weddings and thus are not specifically connected with the ritual trance associated 

with the more traditional forms of Gnawa performance (ibid., 146), and, more recently 

the prominence of Gnawa music in the world music market (ibid., 141). Perhaps not 

surprisingly the later two “inauthentic” forms of Gnawa performance are also accused of 

introducing significant transformations in performance: the drastic shrinking of the 

pantheon of Gnawa saints propitiated in the ritual context being the most cited example. 

As Kapchan notes, “money” and “spirit” are “two values [that] seem oppositional on the 

surface…[but] on closer examination…are, in fact, seen to be convertible (2007, 131). 

Considered as “performances” in the cultural economy, then, we might consider how “the 

production, distribution, and accumulation of resources--loosely the pursuit of prosperity-

-have always been a cultural performance.” (Amin and Thrift 2004, xii). 
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 What these various approaches to studying music and economic issues 

underscore, I argue, is the existence of a hybrid network of moral judgment that 

influences opinions about musical performance and its relationship to making money. For 

example, in Packman’s research issues of racial identity become intertwined with 

economic concerns, as matters cultural fundamentally influence decisions regarding 

accepting or rejecting performance opportunities. And in Kapchan’s analysis of the 

relationship between musical authenticity and monetary remuneration, issues of 

economic exchange underscore a diverse set of values that underpin the relationship 

between culture and economy. The advantage of using the theoretical framework of the 

cultural economy, I argue, is the manner this approach directs attention to how the 

cultural contingencies of each case bear upon music and musicians. In the case of 

padāvalī-kīrtan, my main use of the frame of the cultural economy is a study of how, 

since the 1980s, two developments have emerged that have had a profound effect on the 

nature of padāvalī-kīrtan performance throughout West Bengal, firmly shifting the sites 

of performance into rural areas. The first was the identification of certain rural cultural 

melās (“fairs”) as sites for padāvalī-kīrtan performance, where kīrtanīyās engage in a 

number of promotional tactics as a means of attracting future customers who will hire 

them for performances. The other development has been the shift from analog to digital 

media (i.e. cassettes to compact discs), and, more significantly, the proliferation of the 

use video compact discs (VCDs) that are used to promote the careers of padāvalī-kīrtan 

musicians.  
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 Contrasting these new developments to padāvalī-kīrtan performance and 

discourse in the urban context of Kolkata, I suggest how rural and urban performance and 

discourse highlight two networks of meaning, which I term the urban and rural cultural 

economies. The urban cultural economy, outlined in detail in Chapters 4 and 5, puts an 

emphasis on the national meanings of padāvalī-kīrtan, including the specific boṛo-tāl 

style of accompaniment and emphasis on the genre’s religious aesthetics. The rural 

cultural economy, on the other hand, is populated with the performances of professional 

kīrtanīyās, who are often required to omit or shorten the boṛo-tāl style in order to conform 

with the shortened time allowances found in both live and mediated performance contexts 

(Chapter 6).  

 In respect to the rural cultural economy, I suggest how these developments in 

marketing padāvalī-kīrtan can be usefully connected with Jocelyn Guilbault’s discussions 

of “musical entrepreneurship” in Trinidad, a term she uses to identify “projects that deal 

with music as commodity in capitalist markets and aim to make profits” (2007, 7). In 

Chapter 6, I focus in particular on one musical entrepreneur, Rahul Das, whose 

frustration with a lack of interest and financial support from the Bengali regional music 

industry led him to found a company for marketing, recording, and distributing padāvalī-

kīrtan media in West Bengal. Borrowing Guilbault’s perspective of “neoliberal self-

management” (ibid., 251), I study the various ways that kīrtanīyās are re-inventing 

performance in order to secure prosperity and make performance musically rewarding.  
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 This new turn towards a neoliberal market of kīrtan has not been widely embraced 

by kīrtanīyās, kīrtan scholars, and cultural activists in the urban cultural economy. 

Pejoratively referred to as a new “commercialist”15 phase that subverts the nationalistic 

meanings of the genre, the exchange of money for music in various sites of live and 

mediated rural performance has underscored a significant history of distrust aimed at the 

exchange of “culture” for money. The most incisive discussion of this issue to date is 

Andrew Sartori’s recent analysis of the relationship between the “culture concept” and 

the gradual rise of the definition of culture with the Sanskritic term sanskriti (2008). In 

Sartori’s analysis, the elevation of this term at the hands of Rabindranath Tagore in the 

early twentieth century involved a re-defining of the concept of culture as fundamentally 

“noninstrumental” (ibid., 176), referring to a belief that cultural performance is related to 

conceptions of social purification, and separate from the “exigencies of daily life” (ibid.). 

The term that was originally overshadowed by the use of sanskriti was krishti, a term that 

previous to Tagore had been promoted as a means of defining culture in relation to the 

“idea of cultivation” (ibid., 175). In Tagore’s formulation of “aestheticist” culture, Sartori 

argues, “artistic practice was the basis of Tagore’s vision of cosmopolitan man because it 

represented non-purposive activity, undertaken without the compulsion of external 

necessity, for its own sake” (ibid.,188). 

 Though originating with Tagore, this “stamp” of culture as a purifying force has 

continues to influence the discourse around padāvalī-kīrtan. Indeed, the term sanskriti 

                                                
15 Chandreyee Ghose, “Rebellion Song,” The Telegraph (Calcutta Edition), July 7, 2013. 
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was routinely applied to padāvalī-kīrtan throughout the twentieth century by bhadralok 

reformers (e.g. Sanyal 1989). For many in the urban cultural economy, I argue, this idea 

that kīrtan’s relationship to socially “purifying” projects--such as the figure of Caitanya-

as-social-reformer--has remained popular amongst an urban-based group of patrons and 

enthusiasts, despite the fact this discursive mode offers little to no opportunities for 

present-day professional kīrtanīyās. The result is a profoundly paradoxical situation: 

professional kīrtanīyās are offered few remunerative, or even performative, opportunities 

in the urban economy, yet are roundly criticized for their attempts to promote their own 

careers as musicians. My analysis thus attempts to disentangle the strands of discourse 

that view present-day attempts at commercializing padāvalī-kīrtan as simply 

representative of cultural loss. And in Chapter 6 I study how the decisions that kīrtanīyās 

make in live and mediated performance are reactions to the limited sphere of economic 

prosperity where they perform. 

 

MUSICAL ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE BOṚO-TĀL STYLE 

 
The historical analysis in this dissertation is based on a variety of Bangla-language texts 

that describe much of the discourse and detailed system of religious aesthetics that the 

Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire is based on. The boṛo-tāl musical style, on the other hand, 

has existed only in oral form. Indeed, because of its long-meter style, performed with 

slow tempos, it was never recorded in the Bengali commercial media industry. Therefore, 
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in order to study this style and the manner it interacts with the theoretical concerns of this 

dissertation I undertook a detailed study of this musical style with a number of padāvalī-

kīrtan musicians, including: Pandit Nimai Mitra, Kankana Mitra, Dyuti Chakrabarty, and 

Rahul Das. In addition to music lessons with these musicians, I interviewed and 

discussed historical and performative aspects of the genre with dozens of other kīrtanīyās 

who are cited throughout this dissertation. 

 In addition to focused lessons and interviews, I attended numerous līlā-kīrtan 

performances throughout the state of West Bengal. Because the full-scale three- to four-

hour līlā-kīrtans, to my knowledge, are rarely performed in Kolkata in the present day, 

my travels to see and record performances took me through the districts of Birbhum, 

Bardhaman, East Midnapur, Hooghly, and Nadia districts. In addition to attending live 

performances, I also accompanied Rahul Das throughout the process of his recording, 

mixing, producing, and making a video shoot for the first two VCDs of his recently 

launched kīrtan production and marketing company. 

 

OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 

 
After offering an overview of the history of padāvalī-kīrtan before the twentieth century, 

Chapter 1 explores how the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, or religiously devout kīrtan 

musician, became central to the bhadralok project of recovering padāvalī-kīrtan in the 

national register. The critical nexus of this project focuses on the relationship between the 
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University of Calcutta professor, Khagendranath Mitra, and his kīrtan guru, Pandit 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, who came to Kolkata c.1898. Defining padāvalī-kīrtan 

through the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, I argue, became a way of locating it in the 

inner domain of Bengali nationalist culture, while also distancing it from some of the 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres of the period that were held in ill repute by the 

bhadralok elite. 

 Chapter 2 continues to explore the relationship between Mitra and Brajobashi 

through an investigation of their joint project of editing a voluminous padāvalī-kīrtan 

song anthology in the early twentieth century. Though their project was one of many that 

was attempting to organize the genre according to the detailed system of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava religious aesthetics, I claim that their anthology was a high watermark on 

account of the focused attention they gave to organizing padas within a detailed 

framework of headings and subheadings adapted from Rūpa Gosvāmī’s Sanskrit treatises. 

I argue that their project might be considered a cosmopolitan project in the sense that 

they were interested in finding a new elite audience for the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire, 

a point supported by Mitra’s attempt to fashion a new audience for kīrtan that was 

educated in the system of rasa. 

 In Chapter 3 I focus on two kīrtanīyās who performed in the commercial domain 

of Bengali cinema in the mid-twentieth century. Krishnachandra De, the famous “blind 

singer” of the Bengali recording industry, was featured in the soundtracks for a number 

of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed films of the period, while Rathin Ghosh became, to my 
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knowledge, the first trained kīrtanīyā to act as a music director in Bengali cinema. I study 

their contributions to the Bengali commercial media industry to analyze how the 

ideological and material constraints of this industry conditioned the performance of 

padāvalī-kīrtan. Because the themes of these films gravitated towards an image of 

Caitanya as a social reformer, both kīrtanīyās were required to adapt their performances 

and arrangements to support this nationalist-influenced theme. Similarly, the 

technological capacities of commercial media during this period required shorter kīrtan 

performances than the boṛo-tāl style that both musicians were originally trained in. 

 In Chapter 4 I shift the analysis to ethnography in a study of how the boṛo-tāl 

style is taught in the religiously orthodox context where Nimai Mitra teaches in present-

day Kolkata. Mitra, the nephew of Khagendranath Mitra and student of 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, structures his religious life and performance style 

according to the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā described in Chapter 1 through his 

attention to musical detail and didactic approach to stressing Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava practice 

in his lessons. His student and Rabindra Bharati University professor, Kankana Mitra, 

also focuses on the boṛo-tāl style, but stresses padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with religious 

aesthetics in her university instruction and personal compositions. This chapter concludes 

with a detailed study of the All-India Kīrtan and Bhakti-Gīti Artists’ Forum conference 

described in the prelude to this Introduction. In this discussion I use Chatterjee’s concept 

of the “political society” (2004) to analyze how padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship to the 

nation has, in many ways, shifted to now focus on the state. Indeed, kīrtanīyās, 
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responding to the lack of financial support from the government of West Bengal, attempt 

to organize as a political society in order to be recognized by state funding policies. 

 Chapter 5 offers an analysis of an entire līlā-kīrtan performance by Nimai Mitra. 

In this chapter I focus on how līlā-kīrtan performance might be analyzed according to the 

concept of ritual dynamics. Specifically, I consider how the concepts of order and 

expansion are central themes that undergird performance, and are ways that kīrtanīyās 

attempt to accomplish the theological and religio-aesthetic goals of a performance. This 

analysis further suggests how the performance practice of līlā-kīrtan indexes a 

relationship with the rural sphere through its use of vernacular improvised song texts in 

performance. 

 In the final chapter--Chapter 6--I study two recent developments in padāvalī-

kīrtan musical entrepreneurship: the growing use of rural music melās to market 

kīrtanīyās and the production of līlā-kīrtan video compact discs. By contrasting the 

performative and discursive domains of the urban and rural cultural economies, I 

question why the rural economy is regularly defined in regards to the trope of “lack.” 

Whether in regards to lacking knowledge of the boṛo-tāl style, subverting the national and 

religio-aesthetic meanings of kīrtan performance, or lacking the proper production 

techniques in regards to VCD production, the musicians and musical artifacts of the rural 

cultural economy are seen as representative of cultural loss. Through my analysis of live 

and mediated performances of līlā-kīrtan, and my ethnographic descriptions, I question 

the assumptions of the urban cultural economy and argue that the performative decisions 
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of rural-based musicians are often representative of the nature of the economic sphere in 

which they make music. 
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Chapter 1: The Image of the Sādhaka-Kīrtanīyā in Histories of 
Padāvalī-Kīrtan 

An issue that received the sustained attention of the early twentieth-century kīrtan patron 

and enthusiast Khagendranath Mitra (1880-1961) was the consideration of the “downfall 

of kīrtan” (1333 BS [1926], 377). Throughout a number of writings and speeches on the 

topic of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava padāvalī-kīrtan, Khagendranath Mitra suggested a number of 

reasons why this genre had failed to gain a foothold among the educated society of West 

Bengal throughout the nineteenth century. In his opinion a number of issues were to 

blame: the rise of British rule; the increasing popularity of performance genres such as 

kabi-gān16 and ḍhap-kīrtan17; and, finally, the rise of a professional and hereditary class 

of kīrtanīyās who lacked requisite musical skill, and, more grievously, attempted to feign 

emotions in order to make money by impressing audiences. However, more than simply 

being nostalgic for a period of time when padāvalī-kīrtan was more popular, 

Khagendranath Mitra’s focus on kīrtan’s downfall had a specific purpose: to raise 

awareness of this genre within early twentieth-century bhadralok society, the English-

educated and professional elite of Bengal.  

To this end, Mitra presented a counter-example to the depraved characterization 

of the professional class of kīrtanīyā based on his studies of padāvalī-kīrtan history. 

Reaching back to what he referred to as the “golden age” of padāvalī-kīrtan performance 

                                                
16 Kabi-gān is a performance genre based on the episodes of Radha and Krishna where two poets (i.e. 
kabis) compete with spontaneous verbal compositions that are interspersed with song performance. 
17 Ḍhap-kīrtan is a style of performance that was based on padāvalī-kīrtan and gained prominence in 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Kolkata. The patrons of this style were the newly rich class of Bengali 
merchants. 
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in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (ibid., 379), Mitra presented an image of the 

ideal kīrtan musician, coalescing around the concept of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, or the 

“religiously devout kīrtan musician.” Speaking in a public lecture in the early twentieth 

century, Mitra described some of the specific qualities of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā: 

“contemplative” (bhābuk), “knowledgeable of rasa” (rasa-jñā)18, “dedicated to spiritual 

discipline” (bhajanaśīla), and “expert in music” (saṅgīte pāradarśī) (ibid., 378). 

Proceeding hand in hand with the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā was Khagendranath 

Mitra’s reemphasis on padāvalī-kīrtan as a form of sādhanā, a term that can be defined as 

“religious practice,” but equally connoted a dedication to musical skill obtained through 

rigorous training in the context of padāvalī-kīrtan discourse. A specific musical form that 

was thought to be a locus of musical skill and religious devotion in Kolkata during this 

period was boṛo-tāl kīrtan, a style of accompaniment using slow tempos and long tāls that 

were seen as key components in a form of devotional meditation, which was part of the 

sādhanā of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. 

In this chapter I read this emphasis on the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā as an 

attempt to restore a certain amount of respectability to a performance genre that had been 

neglected in the listening habits of the bhadralok elite in the nineteenth century. Indeed, 

like other Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres of the period, padāvalī-kīrtan had been 

disparaged by the Victorian-era sensibilities of the British and British-influenced 

bhadralok because its performers were from the “lower orders” of urban folk culture 

                                                
18 The term rasa is part of the formal theoretical terminology of Sanskrit aesthetics, and in the case of 
padāvalī-kīrtan refers to the specific “mood” that one has while listening to a devotional song. 
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(Banerjee 1989), and because its song texts focused on the erotic episodes (līlās) of the 

Hindu deities of Radha and Krishna. The emphasis on the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, 

I argue, was an attempt to downplay the subaltern rural identity of the kīrtanīyā through 

the suggestion that he represented an authentic link to the golden age of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance. Mitra’s role in this redefinition of the padāvalī-kīrtan musician underscores 

the social agency of the bhadralok in this period, a group who were actively engaged in 

cordoning off a new “inner” domain of national culture (Chatterjee 1993, 6).  

I focus on Mitra’s role in the bhadralok’s project of re-emphasizing the image of 

the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā in colonial Bengal. As Chatterjee observes, the role of the 

nationalist elite in identifying and promoting national culture involved a process of 

“mediation” (ibid., 72), and it was bhadralok mediators such as Mitra who endeavored to 

determine how musical performance and discourse could be refigured into key 

ingredients of an “inner” domain of national culture. At its core, the task of redefining 

padāvalī-kīrtan as a national form of culture rested on an appropriation of popular culture 

(ibid., 72), a process described by Chatterjee as presenting popular culture in a “sanitized 

form, carefully erased of all marks of vulgarity, coarseness, [and] localism” (ibid., 73). In 

the case of padāvalī-kīrtan, this process of sanitizing popular culture necessitated 

disassociating the popular theme of Radha and Krishna’s erotic episodes from performers 

of ill repute in colonial Bengal: namely, ḍhap-kīrtan singers and kabi-gān performers. 

However, I register a slight disagreement with Chatterjee’s claim that the nationalist 

elite’s redefinition of popular culture necessarily required a process of erasing localism. 
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Indeed, as Bhatia’s research notes, the bhadralok project of recovering Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism often depended on using the rural sites of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava praxis in West 

Bengal as authentic locations for finding Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava texts and performance 

practices (2009, 226). The image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, then, presents a case of careful 

mixing of rural provenance and urban refinement in the construction of Bengali cultural 

nationalism.  As representative of a centuries-old tradition of musical performance and 

scriptural exegesis, the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā was thought to transcend the social context 

where Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres were associated with the lower orders of 

Kolkata urban performance.  

This emphasis on the musician who combines a devout religious countenance and 

high level of musical skill as central to processes of musical reform is not unique to 

Bengal. Indeed, Lakshmi Subramanian’s research on the South Indian classical musicians 

of the Tanjore court in the eighteenth century demonstrates how the image of  “devout 

performer-musician” became valued (2006, 37). Furthermore, the image of this musician 

underscored his ability to create a performance “in which the artist’s labour followed or 

was seen to follow his existential self-realization” (ibid.). Not only a pre-modern 

phenomenon, Subramanian notes how the enduring image of the religiously devout 

performer remained relevant, noting how the Bengali musicologist Sourindro Mohan 

Tagore called for the return of the “renouncer-musician” in late nineteenth-century 

Bengal (ibid., 65). 
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The program of modernizing padāvalī-kīrtan was not an isolated case of musical 

reform in early twentieth-century South Asia, and recent research that has studied how 

various musics were being redefined during this period. One of the core questions in this 

research has attempted to define the nature of the influence that colonialism and 

modernity had on this process of musical reform. As mentioned in the Introduction, 

Bakhle’s work has stressed how the work of two elite modernizers of Hindustani classical 

music can be almost exclusively defined as influenced by the complex of colonialism and 

modernity (2005). Indeed, one of her descriptions regarding the near-total transformation 

of Hindustani classical music suggests that “music went from being an unmarked practice 

in the eighteenth century to being marked as classical music in the twentieth” (ibid., 4; 

emphasis added). Amanda Weidman’s research on South Indian classical music, 

similarly, suggests that it was the “context of colonialism, nationalism, and regional 

politics in South India” that were the primary determinants of South Indian classical 

music being defined as “classical” (2006, 4). In response to this work, other research on 

music and modernity in South Asia has begun to question the extent of the influence of 

colonialism and modernity on Hindustani classical music (Kobayashi 2003; Schofield 

2010). Furthermore, recent research in regional devotional music has suggested that non-

elites often have their own political agendas that do not completely conform to nationalist 

elite programs (Schultz 2013). In this chapter I study padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with 

modernity and processes of musical reform as neither defined wholly by the colonial 

encounter, nor completely free from its effects. I thus use the term re-emphasize to 

suggest that certain historical trends of padāvalī-kīrtan were redefined in key ways in 
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colonial Bengal, a process that was based on what was known of the genre’s pre-modern 

history, yet was also aware of how this music needed to be aligned with bhadralok 

respectability if it was to become popular in the elite circles of English-educated society. 

Because of my focus on pre-modern and modern cultural influence, this chapter presents 

padāvalī-kīrtan’s history beginning in the sixteenth century in order to underscore how 

aspects of the style were both maintained and transformed into the early twentieth 

century. 

A central link in this project of re-emphasizing the importance of rural padāvalī-

kīrtan traditions was the relationship between Khagendranath Mitra and his padāvalī-

kīrtan guru, Pandit Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, a rural kīrtanīyā who moved to Kolkata 

c.1898.19 In bhadralok biographies of Brajobashi, he is remembered as the “sādhaka-

kīrtanīyā” on account of his developed musical skill and religiously devout countenance 

(Das 1985). Indeed, in the first half of the twentieth century he became the kīrtan guru for 

a number of high-placed educators, politicians and administrators in colonial Bengal. His 

arrival in Kolkata is also important as it marks the entrance of two styles of padāvalī-

kīrtan performance in Kolkata that have been considered to reflect a “high-classical 

structure,” known as uccāṅger kīrtan: the two regional styles of Gaḍanhātī and 

Manoharasāhī accompaniment.20 A hallmark of both of these musical styles has been the 

use of boṛo-tāl kīrtan forms, which feature long tāls performed at slow tempos. In 

                                                
19 The date of Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s arrival in Kolkata as c.1898 is based on Mitra’s claim, in 
1910, that Brajobashi had arrived in the city twelve years earlier. See Brajobashi and Mitra 1317 BS 
[1910].  
20 See Mitra (1333 BS [1926]), p. 380, for mention of uccāṅger kīrtan. 
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addition to referring to the high-classical structure of kīrtan, Mitra referred to a “golden 

age” (1333 BS [1926], 379) of padāvalī-kīrtan, and tirelessly lectured and wrote on the 

necessity of each and every Bengali to help “uplift kīrtan music from its state of 

degradation (ibid., 377). Therefore, Mitra’s focus on the resuscitation of padāvalī-kīrtan 

can be squarely located in the register of cultural recovery in colonial Bengal, and thus 

symptomatic of nationalism in its fashioning of an inner sphere of cultural life. 

The relationship between Mitra and Brajobashi might also be considered from the 

former’s role as patron of kīrtan in an expansive sense of the term, as one who not only 

helps secure financial support, but one who offers “encouragement” and works to 

establish a “collective clientele” (Erdman 1992, 4). However, the importance of financial 

support in the project of recovering Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava traditions was not lost on Mitra, 

who wrote in reference to padāvalī-kīrtan that “without encouragement, and in the 

absence of sufficient patronage, a fine art cannot become established” (1945, 34). Indeed, 

Mitra’s role as a patron through his promotion of Brajobashi as a sādhaka-kīrtanīyā 

arrived at an important moment in shifting systems of patronage. The bhadralok’s new 

position as patrons for padāvalī-kīrtan performance began at the twilight of rural 

patronage. This was a time when the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century patronage of 

Bengali zamindars (landed tax collectors) was quickly eroding as the zamindari system 

headed towards its eventual demise in 1950. Therefore, a second theme I trace throughout 

this chapter is the relationship between the inner domain of cultural nationalism and the 

new opportunities for patronage that were emerging during this period. 
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Before investigating the transplantation of padāvalī-kīrtan into early twentieth-

century Kolkata, I outline the emergence of the boṛo-tāl kīrtan style by surveying three 

periods of padāvalī-kīrtan performance: the pre-Caitanya period (c. 1100-1486), the 

period of Caitanya’s life (c.1486-1533), and the post-Caitanya period (c.1534-1750). It 

was a historical consciousness of these three periods that offered twentieth-century kīrtan 

patrons a foundation for the project of promoting an image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā. 

 

THREE PERIODS OF PADĀVALĪ-KĪRTAN HISTORY 

Pre-Caitanya Period 

 
Histories of padāvalī-kīrtan locate the beginnings of the genre in what is commonly 

referred to as the “pre-Caitanya period” (śrīcaitanya-pūrbbabarttī).21 Over three centuries 

long (c. 1100-1486), our knowledge of kīrtan in this period is based on the song texts 

attributed to a group of mahājana padakartās (“great composers of verse”) who 

composed padas (“verses”) on the erotic episodes of Radha and Krishna. In the padas of 

Jayadeva (12th c.), Vidyāpati (13th c.), and Baṛu Caṇḍīdās (15th c.) numerous joyful and 

pitiful episodes are described, where the young lovers Radha and Krishna are united and 

separated, often composed in accordance with the stringent outlines of the śṛṅgāra-rasa 

(“erotic mood”) of Sanskrit aesthetics.22 Jayadeva’s twelfth-century Sanskrit Gīta-

                                                
21 See, for example, Mukhopadhyaya 1971. 
22 Jayadeva was clearly knowledgeable of the vocabulary of Sanskrit aesthetics, as he used terms from 
Bharata’s Nāṭya-śāstra to describe Krishna in the Gīta-govinda. See Miller 1997, 25. 
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govinda was the source for later padakartās, as it is credited as being the first text to make 

its explicit emphasis the erotic episodes of Radha and Krishna (Gerow 1989, 534). The 

term “padāvalī,” defined as “stanza series” or “song cycle,” also has its origins in the 

Gīta-govinda (Miller 1997, 9), and though these early Vaiṣṇava padāvalī compositions 

often list which rāgs-rāginīs (“melodic modes”) and tāls should be used in performance, 

23 the general conclusion is that these padas were used for the performance of a number 

of regional musical styles, as these padas helped “lend… sustenance to the old traditions 

of classical music and dance” (Chakrabarty 1996, 186). 

 If the details of performance context during this period remain relatively fuzzy, 

the available evidence suggests that the early settings for Vaiṣṇava padāvalī performance 

were various royal courts in what is now eastern India. Though Jayadeva was believed to 

be a wandering ascetic, many of the literary allusions in his text suggest that his Gīta-

govinda was either performed or composed in the court of Lakshmansena, the fourth king 

in the Sena dynasty of Bengal. The Senas hailed from Kanada in South India, a region 

where devotional Vaiṣṇavism had taken root with the help of the eleventh-century 

Vaiṣṇava philosopher and theologian Rāmānuja, and thus it is likely that they would have 

offered patronage for the composition and performance of Vaiṣṇava-themed poetry. 

Similarly, Vidyāpati was the fourteenth-century court poet in the Hindu kingdom of 

Mithila, an area that overlaps areas of present-day Bihar and West Bengal. It seems that 

the Mithila court had become a center for “classical music and dance” by the mid-

                                                
23 Miller notes that tala markings are not found in the early manuscripts of Gīta-govinda, and vary 
significantly when they appear in later manuscripts (Miller 1997, 12). 
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fourteenth century, a point that suggest that Vidyāpati was in the center of an “intellectual 

milieu in contemporary Mithila [that] was remarkably cosmopolitan and liberal” (ibid., 

182). Accordingly, his padas were composed in the hybrid language Brajabuli, a tongue 

that consists of a mix of Maithili and Bengali. The case of performance context is less 

clear for Baṛu Caṇḍīdās,24 the fifteenth-century poet from Nanur village in present-day 

Birbhum, West Bengal. His Śrī-Kṛṣṇa-Kīrtan contains thirteen chapters describing 

various episodes of Radha and Krishna, and is the “earliest example of episodic Kīrtan 

composed in the Bengali language” (ibid., 184). In Chakrabarty’s opinion, the meager 

evidence of the performance context for Baṛu Caṇḍīdās’s padas suggests that they might 

have been part of some type of “rustic puppet-show” (ibid.), while another opinion 

regarding their performance context is that they were part of ritual Tantric worship in the 

region that comprises the present-day district of Birbhum (Dimock 1966, 65).  

Considering this period as a whole, the evidence does seem to paint a picture of 

an increasing trend in the vernacularization of the Radha-Krishna theme. Beginning with 

the courtly Sanskrit of Jayadeva’s Gīta-govinda, and extending to the regional emphasis 

in Baṛu Caṇḍīdās’s Bengali padas, it would seem that the “twelfth to the fifteenth 

centuries witnessed a gradual vernacularization of the theological concepts of some of the 

Vaiṣṇava mythologies” (Chakrabarty 1996, 182). Though we still know little about the 

                                                
24 As Chakrabarty notes, the controversy about the various identities ascribed to the poet Candīdās 
continues (1996), p. 184. It is now accepted that there were at least two different Candīdās’s composing 
kīrtan lyrics. Mukhopadhyay suggests that there are three different Candīdās poets: Baṛu Candīdās, Dvija 
Candīdās, and Dīna Candīdās (1971). For a discussion of the identity of the various poets who signed their 
poems “Caṇḍīdāsa,” see Dimock 1966. p. 56-67. 
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performance practice of this period, the enduring legacy of the pre-Caitanya era is found 

in the continued use of this period’s padas in present-day padāvalī-kīrtan performance. 

 

The Caitanya Period 
The lifetime of Caitanya (c.1486-1533) is the next period described in histories of 

padāvalī-kīrtan. Like the pre-Caitanya period, one source for our understanding of 

padāvalī-kīrtan in this time frame are Vaiṣṇava padāvalī-kīrtan texts composed during 

Caitanya’s life. The other sources are the various hagiographies that describe Caitanya’s 

life and teachings, which include numerous descriptions of Caitanya’s participation in 

emotional and miraculous kīrtans. Born into a Brahman family in Nabadwip in 1486, 

Caitanya began his life as a Sanskrit scholar, teaching in his own Sanskrit school in 

Nabadwip, a city that was considered one of the intellectual capitals of eastern India. 

However, after a visit to a Vaiṣṇava temple in Gaya (present-day Bihar) as a young man, 

Caitanya returned to Nabadwip in a state of devotional madness, pining for the deity of 

Krishna who he had seen in a state of devotional trance on his return trip. No longer able 

to instruct his students in the details of Sanskrit grammar, one outlet for his devotional 

impetus became his regular attendance in nocturnal kīrtan performances. From the 

descriptions of these kīrtans in the early hagiographies of Caitanya’s life, especially the 

Caitanya Bhāgavat,25 two important points are revealed. Firstly, these kīrtans were events 

that brought together the community of bhaktas (“devotees”) in Nabadwip, as one 

                                                
25 The Caitanya Bhāgavata is the first Bengali biography of Caitanya’s life, written by Vṛndāvana Dāsa 
c.1548. See Dimock and Stewart 1999, p. 85-87, for a discussion of this text and its author. 
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common term used to describe these performances--“saṅkīrtan”—defines kīrtan as a 

form of congregational performance.26 The other point to be gleaned from these 

descriptions is that the textual material of these early kīrtans consisted of a repetition of 

Krishna’s names, known as nām-kīrtan. For example, a description of a kīrtan that took 

place in the house of Śrīvāsa Paṇḍit describes that there was the “singing of hari-nām,” 

referring to a type of nām-kīrtan where one of Krishna’s many epithets (i.e. Hari) was 

repeated.27 According to Vṛndāvana Dāsa, the author of the Caitanya Bhāgavat, 

Caitanya’s emotional state in these nām-kīrtans was so intense that he teetered on the 

edge of physical and mental collapse: 

 At sunset all of the bhaktas gradually assembled at Caitanya’s house. The [kīrtan singer] 

 Śrī Mukunda Mahāśaya read aloud verses from the books of bhakti-yoga [“devotional 

 religion”]. Hearing the divine sound of Mukunda’s voice, Caitanya, the jewel of the 

 Brahmans, became overwhelmed. “Hari bol!” [“Chant Krishna’s name!”] Caitanya 

 bellowed; he then collapsed to the floor; no one could hold him still. Fear, laughter, 

 trembling, perspiration, horripilation, bellowing: all of these emotions simultaneously 

 became visible [in Caitanya]. Seeing these wonders, the bhaktas happily sang [Krishna 

 nām-kīrtan]; no one could check the lord’s mood of divine love. The entire night passed 

 in what seemed like a moment, and in the morning, somehow or other, the lord regained 

 external consciousness. In this way, in his own home, the Son of Sacī [Caitanya] 

 continuously performed kīrtan, day and night. (Caitanya Bhāgavat 2.2.15-22) 

Eventually, these nām-kīrtan performances flooded onto the streets of Nabadwip—the 

most cited event being an organized show of opposition to the rule of the local Qazi 

(Muslim administrator) who had forbade the performance of kīrtan in his district. It 

                                                
26 See Caitanya-bhāgavata 1.2.109. 
27 See Caitanya-bhāgavata 1.2.111. 
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would seem that these performances, described as “nagar-kīrtan” (“kīrtan in the 

village”), highlighted how the “rapid growth of the movement…seems to have aroused 

various kinds of hostilities” (Dimock and Stewart 1999, 14). One group in particular that 

was hostile to Caitanya’s egalitarian, street-based religion was the caste Brahmans, who 

“were afraid of its strength, for the emotionalism of it all seemed to them antagonistic to 

orthodox brahmanical Hinduism” (ibid.). Indeed, a central tenet of Caitanya’s bhakti 

orthopraxy was that all members of society were eligible for the practice of devotion, 

irrespective of their caste identity. 

 While the role of kīrtan in Caitanya’s Nabadwip period emphasizes the 

importance of congregational nām-kīrtan, it seems that the presence of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

was less ubiquitous. Though there are a number of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī compositions 

written during this period, with many of them authored by known associates of Caitanya, 

the role of padāvalī in the Nabadwip kīrtans is not emphasized in the hagiographies that 

focus on the early part of Caitanya’s life. However, the presence of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

performance becomes clearer in the second half of Caitanya’s life, after he takes 

saṅnyāsa, and enters a monastic order, at the age of twenty-four. During this period 

Caitanya leaves his boyhood home of Nabadwip, and, after a two-year journey 

throughout the Indian subcontinent, relocates in the coastal city of Puri in Orissa. While 

residing there, Caitanya was “attacked increasingly by his divine madness, [and] for the 

last twelve years of his life he was almost entirely out of touch with the everyday world” 

(ibid., 22). The role of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī in this period of Caitanya’s life, as suggested in 
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the hagiography Caitanya-Caritāmṛta, was to evoke certain devotional bhāvas 

(“emotions”) through the performance of kīrtans. These performances often took place 

late in the night in Caitanya’s secluded room in Puri, where he was attended to by two 

close associates, Svarūpa Dāmodara and Rāya Rāmānanda: 

 In this way Mahāprabhu [Caitanya] passed day and night, raving in the strivings of 

 madness, absorbed in prema [“divine love”]. One day Prabhu [Caitanya] with Svarūpa 

 and Rāmānanda passed half the night in the delight of talk of Kṛṣṇa. And when a certain 

 bhāva [“emotion”] arose in Prabhu, Svarūpa…sang a song appropriate to that bhāva. 

 From Vidyāpati, Caṇḍidāsa, and [Jayadeva’s] Śrī Gīta-govinda—Rāya Rāmānanda 

 recited ślokas [“verses”] according to the bhāva….In this way in various bhāvas, half the 

 night passed; then the two made Gosvāmī [Caitanya] lie down and they went to their 

 homes (Caitanya-Caritāmṛta 3.17.2-7; trans. Dimock and Stewart 1999)28 

Though we do know that the repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was sung during the 

Caitanya period, we know less regarding the style of musical accompaniment of this era. 

As Mitra and Brajobashi comment, “in which tune or by which technique [the] songs [of 

Caitanya’s period] were sung, that history cannot be known” (1948, 24).29 It is not until 

                                                
28 The two devotees mentioned in this passage—Rāmānanda and Svarūpa—are both connected with the 
history of padāvalī-kīrtan. Rāmānanda, or Rāya Rāmānanda, was a “high official…in the administration of 
the kingdom of the Mahārājā Pratāparudra” (Dimock and Stewart 1999, 19), the devotee-king stationed in 
Puri. In addition to being considered a close associate of Caitanya, he is also remembered as a composer of 
Vaiṣṇava padāvalī and Sanskrit devotional dramas. The other kīrtan participant described here, Svarūpa, or 
Svarūpa Dāmodara, was considered to be an exceptional musician. For example, the Caitanya-caritāmṛta 
mentions that he was given the role of being one of the chief kīrtanīyās in the annual Jagannātha chariot 
procession in Puri, a point that has led Swami Prajnanananda to conclude that he was a “great musician of 
his time” who “mastered both…vocal music and Mridaṅga” (Prajnanananda 1956, 6). 
29 One theory, that remains relatively unestablished, is that Kṛṣṇadāsa Kavirāj, the author of the Caitanya-
caritāmṛta, learned music from Svarūpa Dāmodara and Rāyā Rāmānanda before relocating to Vrindavan, 
where he would settle to finish his text on Caitanya’s life (Prajnanananda 1956, 6). However, before the 
next generation of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava musicians began their training in Vrindavan, he was already too old 
to teach them, thus, in essence, suggesting that whatever style of accompaniment that Svarūpa Dāmodara 
used in his padāvalī-kīrtan disappeared in the transition from the Caitanya to post-Caitanya period. 
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the post-Caitanya period that we have the first descriptions that hint at the characteristics 

of musical style in padāvalī-kīrtan performance. 

The Post-Caitanya Period 
What distinguishes the post-Caitanya period (c.1534-1750) from the two previous eras of 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance is the fact that this period witnessed the beginnings of what 

are today considered to be the various regional musical styles used to accompany the 

Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire. This point, coupled with the marked increase in Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī composition in the post-Caitanya period, led twentieth-century bhadralok kīrtan 

patrons, such as Khagendranath Mitra, to label this time period as the “golden age” of 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance, a time when “kīrtan was famous for creating new melodies, 

and, because of the need to express emotion (bhāva), … newer and newer tāls were 

created” (1333 BS [1926], 379). 

 Two names commonly mentioned in conjunction with the introduction of a new 

style of musical accompaniment in this period are Narottama Dāsa (1534 – 1630?) and 

Śrīnivāsa Ācārya (1525? - ?), two musicians considered the originators of the Gaḍanhātī 

and Manoharasāhī styles, respectively.30 Narottama and Śrīnivāsa were born in Bengal 

near the twilight of Caitanya’s life, but by all accounts never personally met him. 

However, because of the intensity of their devotional fervor, they dedicated their lives to 

studying Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava śāstras under some of the last people who had known 

                                                
30 While histories of padāvalī-kīrtan are more or less unanimous in attributing the genesis of the Gaḍanhātī 
style to Narottama, the consensus is less united in suggesting that Śrīnivāsa is the originator of the 
Manoharasāhī style. See below. 
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Caitanya, a group of renunciants and scholar-devotees living in Vrindavan referred to as 

the Gosvāmīs. Vrindavan’s importance as a place for devotional study was based on the 

area’s significance in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava cosmology, as Vrindavan was a pilgrimage city 

“unlike other places on earth, for it was here the tradition declares that Kṛṣṇa descended 

to experience the love of the local cowherd girls,” one of whom was the heroine Radha 

(Stewart 2010, 4). It was to this idealized and pastoral Vrindavan that Narottama and 

Śrīnivāsa arrived sometime in the mid-sixteenth century,31 after having renounced 

significant positions in society. Śrīnivāsa was from a wealthy Brahman family in Bengal, 

while Narottama, a prince by birth, was part of a wealthy Kayastha family that were tax 

collectors for the Muslim government in the Rajshahi district (present-day Bangladesh). 

 Histories of padāvalī-kīrtan suggest that this period of study in Vrindavan had a 

profound effect on Narottama and Śrīnivāsa’s creation of a new style of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance. The most fundamental influence came from their study of the new 

manuscripts of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava theology that had been written by the Gosvāmīs living 

in Vrindavan. Of particular significance were two theoretical treatises written by Rūpa 

Gosvāmī and taught to them by Rūpa’s nephew and disciple, Jīva Gosvāmī. In these two 

theoretical treatises, the Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu (“The Ocean of the Essence of 

Devotional Rasa”) and its appendix Ujjvalanīlamaṇi (“The Blazing Sapphire”), Rūpa 

argued that the erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna represented the pinnacle of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava theology, and, furthermore, that Caitanya was not only a divine incarnation, but 

                                                
31 See Rosen 1991, p. 31-32, for a discussion of the possible dates when Śrīnivāsa may have arrived in 
Vrindavan. 
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more specifically, Krishna descended again in the mood of Radha. This turn towards the 

erotic--or, as Stewart has noted, the “ascendency of the erotic” (2010)—led Rūpa to 

introduce and explore the subject of Radha and Krishna’s episodes in minute detail, and 

the framework that he laid out in these two treatises, became the undergirding for further 

organization of the padāvalī-kīrtan repertoire. Indeed, the various headings and 

subheadings that Rūpa uses in the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi are still used in present-day padāvalī-

kīrtan performance. Furthermore, the divisions laid out in Rūpa’s texts became the guide 

for the composition of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī in the post-Caitanya period, as padas were 

written in order to describe the līlās and resultant emotive states that had been delineated 

in Rūpa’s texts, highlighting how these theories “emerge[d] as the spiritual backbone to 

Gauḍīya-style bhakti” (ibid., 22) 

 If training in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava theology offered the cornerstone for 

transformations in the textual material of padāvalī-kīrtan, the question as to where 

Narottama and Śrīnivāsa gained their musical expertise has been more problematic. 

Perhaps because histories of padāvalī-kīrtan offer no significant theories regarding where 

Śrīnivāsa may have studied musical performance and theory, some kīrtanīyās 

characterize his role in the formation of the Manoharasāhī style as “hearsay” (Sanyal 

1989, 207). Furthermore, because a number of other musicians are associated with the 

emergence of the Manoharasāhī style (see below), opinions diverge as to whether or not 

Śrīnivāsa played a significant role in the development of a new musical style for 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance. 
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 This is not the case with Narottama, who is widely considered the founder of the 

Gaḍanhātī style. The most common opinion regarding Narottama’s musical training is 

that while living in Vrindavan, he studied music with the Vaiṣṇava musician Svāmī 

Haridāsa, the founder of the Haridāsī Sampradāya. Though not a Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava, 

Svāmī Haridāsa is considered to be one of the earliest performers of the Dhrupad style of 

north Indian classical music.32 Because the opinion that Narottama studied with Svāmī 

Haridāsa is not common in histories of padāvalī-kīrtan from the early twentieth century,33 

Swami Prajnanananda might have been the first to argue it in the mid-twentieth century, 

when, based on his study of the Mohāntanāmā Pothi and Grows’ History of Mathurā, he 

notes that Svāmī Haridāsa was active as a musician in the Vrindavan area from roughly 

1542-1608, a period of time that would generally coincide with the time when Narottama 

(and Śrīnivāsa) were living in Vrindavan (1956, 6-7). Though little is known about the 

specifics of the temple-style of Dhrupad that Narottama may have studied from Svāmī 

Haridāsa,34 the evidence we have of Narottama’s padāvalī-kīrtan performance style does 

suggest some similarity with what we know of Dhrupad performance practice in the same 

period.35 But even if the evidence of a shared past between Dhrupad and Narottama’s 

                                                
32 See Sanyal and Widdess 2004, p. 63-64, for references to Svāmī Haridāsa’s place in Dhrupad lore. 
33 See Mitra 1945. 
34 Thielemann suggests that though the present-day congregational Dhrupad style associated with the 
Haridāsī Sampradāya in Vrindavan, known as Samāj-gayan, is still performed, it may bear little 
resemblance to the performance practice of Svāmī Haridāsa, as he was known for solo performance (1999, 
308) 
35 For example, if the early seventeenth-century Sahas-ras from Mān Singh’s court is any indication, 
Dhrupad performance at this time featured the presence of a solo ālāp that precedes the song composition 
(i.e. Dhrupad), and the use of accompanying singers who would sing in conjunction with the lead artist 
(Sanyal and Widdess 2004, 49-51). As will be shown below, these same performance practices are 
described in Narottama’s padāvalī-kīrtan style from the same period. 
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padāvalī-kīrtan style remains limited, the idea that Narottama studied with Svāmī 

Haridāsa has become widespread in textual and oral histories of padāvalī-kīrtan. 36  

The Unveiling of līlā-kīrtan at Kheturī 
If the evidence of Narottama’s musical training remains circumstantial, the most definite 

information we have of his performance style is found in seventeenth-century 

hagiographies that describe the debut of his new style of padāvalī-kīrtan performance. 

The event associated with this unveiling was a Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava melā that took place in 

the village of Kheturī, located in the district of Gader Hāt (present-day Bangladesh) 

c.1574; it was the location for this melā—Gader Hāt--that conferred on Narottama’s style 

the name of Gaḍanhātī.37 Two seventeenth-century hagiographies, Narottama vilāsa 

(“The Divine Activities of Narottama”) and Bhakti-ratnākara (“The Jewel of Devotion”), 

by Narahari Cakravartī, offer details of events of the Kheturī melā, including what we 

know of Narottama’s padāvalī-kīrtan performance. The descriptions of the general 

performance characteristics that emerge in this description strongly resemble basic 

aspects of present-day padāvalī-kīrtan performance, suggesting some connection between 

the performances of Kheturī melā and present-day kīrtan. 

                                                
36 See Mukhopadhyay 1971, 210-213 and Chakrabarty 1996, 191 for examples of textual accounts. The 
assertion that Narottama studied with Svāmī Haridāsa in oral accounts is based on my personal 
communication with Nimai Mitra, December 2, 2012. 
37 The melā in Kheturī was the fifth in a series of seven melās in this period that brought together various 
Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava leaders “from different parts of Bengal and Orissa” to “assemble for days of public 
kīrtan, celebrating the glories of Caitanya and Kṛṣṇa, and on several occasions to commemorate the passing 
of those last remaining devotees to have known Caitanya personally” (Stewart 2010, 285). The Kheturī 
melā is thought to have been the largest and longest of these melās, with attendants in the thousands and a 
duration lasting a month (ibid., 209). 
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 Organizing and facilitating the Kheturī melā was part of the larger project of 

Narottama, Śrīnivāsa, and their associate Śyāmananda, who had been ordered by their 

guru Jīva Gosvāmī to return to Bengal in order to distribute the writings of Rūpa 

Gosvāmī. The Kheturī melā thus offered an opportunity to publicize these texts--and the 

rituals and theology they propounded--to a large assembly simultaneously, and function 

as part of their larger project, which was meant to chasten the “potentially disintegrating 

centrifugal trajectories of theology and ritual” that existed between numerous 

communities of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavas during the period (Stewart 2010, 6). For example, in 

addition to kīrtan, a key element of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava sādhanā is the worship of sacred 

images (mūrtis), a process that Narottama and Śrīnivāsa had studied in Vrindavan. In 

order to establish how image worship should be practiced according to the prescriptions 

developed by the Gosvāmīs in Vrindavan, Narottama and Śrīnivāsa performed an 

installation ceremony for six pairs of images, five of Radha and Krishna, and one of 

Caitanya and Viṣṇupriyā, who was Caitanya’s wife before he took to the renunciant 

order. The fact that there were five sets of Radha-Krishna images and only one set of 

Caitanya was meant to act as a “visual statement of the theology of the new system” 

(Stewart 2010, 292), as the Gosvāmīs’ doctrine stressed the erotic līlās of Radha and 

Krishna above all else. This emphasis on the Vrindavan-centric theology was continued 

in Narottama’s padāvalī-kīrtan performance, which followed the elaborate image worship 

ceremony.  
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 The account of the kīrtan performance at the Kheturī melā may be the earliest 

detailed description we have of the instrumental and formal aspects of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

kīrtan. In order to perform his new style of padāvalī-kīrtan Narottama had organized a 

kīrtan troupe, a group of singers and instrumentalists described as “learned in singing, 

dance and instrumental performance” (B.R 10.527). Narottama’s group included 

Gokulānanda, a singer; Debīdāsa, who was performing on the double-headed barrel 

drum, the khol; Śrī Ballabadās, another instrumentalist whose instrument is not specified; 

and, finally, Śrī Gauraṇgadāsa, who was performing on a type of bell-metal hand cymbal 

(kāngsya-tāla).38 

 Debīdāsa began the kīrtan with the presentation of a solo composition (“hastā-

ghāt”) on the khol. From Narahari’s description, the atmosphere of the melā was so 

emotionally charged that even the drum strokes of the khol performance, 

onomatopoetically represented as “tā te,” expressed a “sound composed of divine love” 

(BR 10.528). Other instrumentalists then joined Debīdāsa, as Śrī Gauraṇgadāsa and 

others with their “minds delighted” played the bell-metal hand cymbals in order to 

“reveal the demarcations of tāl” (BR 10.530).  

 Following the instrumental introduction, the vocal portion of the performance 

began. Because the narration of this kīrtan performance was done by the musicologist 

Narahari Chakravartī, the description uses Sanskrit musicological terms that make the 

description of the performance seem part narrative and part musicological exegesis. For 

                                                
38 See BR 10.527-532. 
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example, Narahari notes how the vocal performance was divided into two discrete 

segments: an anibaddha (“unbound”), and a nibaddha (“bound”) section.39 The 

anibaddha, or unbound, section refers to a performance that is nonmetrical, without text, 

without the patterns of tāl, and without pulsation (Rowell 1992, 238). A common type of 

anibaddha performance in South Asian vocal traditions is the ālāp, a section of the 

performance where the vocalist improvises according to a rāg (“melodic mode”) without 

text, and free from a meter or pulsation. The nibaddha, or bound categorization, on the 

other hand, refers to a performance that “unfold[s] within the dual constraints of poetic 

meter and musical rhythm” (ibid.), and is usually represented in vocal traditions in South 

Asia as the performance of a song text using a percussive accompaniment that follows a 

specific metric organization. 

 The anibaddha section of the Kheturī performance begins with an ālāp by 

Gokulānanda, a disciple of Śrīnivāsa whose high level of musicianship is emphasized 

because of the affective properties of his performance:40  

 There was a deep gamak (“vocal modulation”) during the singing of [Gokulānanda’s] 

 ālāp; whoever heard that ālāp became peaceful” (BR 10.533).  

                                                
39 The use of these two terms in Indian musicological treatises dates back to the fourth-century 
Nāṭyaśāstra, yet has become a key component of determining musical form throughout the ancient and 
medieval periods. See Rowell 1992, 238. 
40 The identity of the Gokulānanda who is mentioned in this description of Narottama’s kīrtan is somewhat 
ambiguous, as the verse in the Bhakti-ratnākara that mentions him as the singer simply names him as 
“Gokula” (BR 10.532). However, earlier in the Bhakti-ratnākara, a Gokulānanda who later makes the 
pilgrimage to the Kheturī melā with Śrīnivāsa is mentioned as his disciple, suggesting the likelihood that 
the Gokula of the kīrtan descriptions is the disciple of Śrīnivāsa; for the reference in the Bhakti-ratnākara, 
see verse 10.133. Also, see Stewart 2010, 289 for more information on Gokulānanda. 
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Gokulānanda’s vocal ability was not limited to the skill of executing vocal modulations. 

In addition, Narahari’s description further emphasizes his musicianship, as during the 

ālāp performance his “rāgs and rāginīs exhibited a visible form,” and the “śrutis 

(“microtones”), svaras (“tones”), grāmas (“scales”), and murchanās (“ornaments”) were 

all displayed” (BR 10.539). It seems that Gokulānanda’s ālāp entered a second, metered 

section (i.e. using a tāl), as “little by little the speed of the singing and instruments 

increased,” affecting the audience of devotees by “increasing their blissful divine love” 

(BR 10.542). 

 Narottama followed Gokulānanda’s ālāp with the nibaddha section of the 

performance, a section that was “bound” by song text and tāl. While padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance during Caitanya’s life focused exclusively on the theme of Radha and 

Krishna, at the Kheturī melā Narottama performed a new type of pada, which focused on 

līlās of Caitanya—this category of pada was named Gaura-candrikā; and the title for this 

new class of pada reflected this new theme, as Gaura-candra, i.e. “the Golden Moon,” 

was a common epithet for Caitanya.41 In Narottama’s performance, the Gaura-candrikā 

pada was used to introduce the līlās of Radha and Krishna, a practice that became 

standardized at the Kheturī melā and known as līlā-kīrtan: 

 Narottama, with his associates, then spread a new arrangement of nibaddha song. This 

 song was suffused with emotion, and described how the Moon of Nadiyā (“Caitanya”) 

                                                
41 The specific Gaura-candrikā pada that Narottama performed at the melā is unknown, but because the 
early authors of these padas were Caitanya’s boyhood companions from Nabadwip, it may have been a 
pada from this collection that was used. See Dimock (1958), p. 159. 
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 was submerged in the emotional mood of Śrī Rādhikā…Then the pastimes of Rādhā and 

 Krishna were sung, fulfilling the desire in everyone’s mind. (BR 10.546-547; 10.549) 

This new formal arrangement—prefacing the līlās of Radha and Krishna with the Gaura-

candrikā pada—was not simply a novel combination of two religious themes. Rather, the 

influence of the Vrindavan Gosvāmī school was clear, as Sanyal notes: “the practice of 

prefacing Kṛṣṇa-līlā by Gaura-candrikā represents the idea of identifying Caitanya with 

Kṛṣṇa but with a particular emphasis on Kṛṣṇa worship” (1985, 61-62). Therefore, 

Narottama’s new arrangement of padāvalī-kīrtan was not only put to service in presenting 

the theology of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism as envisaged by the Gosvāmīs; it was also part of 

redefining padāvalī-kīrtan as a form of sādhanā for both singer and audience, and became 

known as līlā-kīrtan (Sanyal 1989, 186). In this sādhanā, both singer and audience were 

cautioned against approaching the līlās of Radha and Krishna directly. Instead, because 

Caitanya was Krishna in the mood of Radha, one was encouraged to meditate on 

Caitanya through listening to Gaura-candrikā padas, before focusing on the erotic 

episodes of Radha and Krishna. The success of Narottama’s new style of kīrtan was 

clearly successful according to the Bhakti-ratnākara, as Narahari describes how the 

departed Caitanya and his associates appeared in the midst of the dancing devotees 

during Narottama’s performance. For Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavas, surely there could not be more 

convincing evidence that Narottama’s style of kīrtan represented the gold standard.  

 Narottama’s performance at the Kheturī melā was the catalyst for the creation of a 

variety of regional traditions of padāvalī-kīrtan throughout greater Bengal. Three styles of 

padāvalī-kīrtan that emerged after the Kheturī melā, and were significantly influenced by 
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regional traditions of Bengali folk tunes and poetry were the Reneti,42 Mandarini43 and 

Jharkhandi44 traditions. The common opinion is that performers of these three styles can 

no longer be found, yet it should be mentioned that significant research on these 

traditions has not been done.  

 The līlā-kīrtan style that was considered the closest to Narottama’s Gaḍanhātī, and 

remains the most commonly heard padāvalī-kīrtan performance style in present-day West 

Bengal, is the Manoharasāhī tradition. Together the Gaḍanhātī and Manoharasāhī styles 

became known as uccāṅger kīrtan, a form of “high-classical kīrtan” known for a large 

repertoire of long tāls and virtuosic performance practice.45 Geographically, they were 

both originally associated with the northwestern area of Bengal, referred to as Rārh, thus 

associating these two styles with the term “Rārh Kīrtan” (Chakraborty 1992). One reason 

for some of their shared musical characteristics might have been their proximity: the 

Manoharasāhī style was developed in a region called the Manoharasāhī pargana, an area 

centered around the present-day city of Katwa in the Bardhaman district of West Bengal, 

                                                
42 A number of opinions regarding the origins of the Reneti style exist. Nimai Mitra suggested that this 
style hailed from a village named Reneti, which is near the town of Satgachia in the Bardhman district 
(personal communication, December 2, 2012), an opinion echoed by Khagendranath Mitra (1945, 32). 
Bipradash Ghosh was considered an important performer in this style (Nimai Mitra, personal 
communication, December 2, 2012). 
43 The origins of the Mandarini style are either from the village of Mandaran (present-day district of 
Medinipur in West Bengal), or from the performer Sarkar Mandaran (Nimai Mitra, personal 
communication, December 2, 2012).  
44 The Jharakhandi style of kīrtan is from the present-day Indian state of Jharkhand, and was begun by 
Gobinda Gokul (Nimai Mitra, personal communication, December 2, 2012). 
45 Perhaps the most obvious difference between them is that the Gaḍanhātī style uses a slow tempo and 
long tāla for the duration of a song, while the Manoharasāhī-style performance begins the song with a slow 
tempo and long tāla before moving through a series of tempos and tāls as the performance progresses. 
Because of this there is a shared repertoire of tāls between the two systems, thus reinforcing the general 
opinion that previously kīrtanīyās were trained in both Gaḍanhātī and Manoharasāhī styles simultaneously. 
See Chakraborty 1995, 139. 
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located directly across the Padma River from Kheturī. Another reason that they have 

often been considered similar may have been the fact that many believe that Śrīnivāsa 

was the founder of the Manoharasāhī style, and, according to this theory, Śrīnivāsa, who 

was a known associate of Narottama, would have learned from Narottama and adapted 

his new style accordingly. However, as mentioned above, the lack of direct evidence 

regarding Śrīnivāsa’s musical training and performance, coupled with the fact that 

numerous theories abound regarding who founded the style, have led some to believe that 

Śrīnivāsa may not have had a hand in the creation of the Manoharasāhī style. 

 The most common theory regarding the origins of the Manoharasāhī style is that it 

was created in the area directly surrounding the present-day city of Katwa in Bardhaman 

district.46 Several locations in the vicinity of Katwa were the villages where those 

mentioned as founders of Manoharasāhī lived (Chakraborty 1998, 142). For example, in 

the village of Shrikhand, on the outskirts of Katwa, lived Raghunandana Ācārya, one 

person considered an inventor of the Manoharasāhī style. One piece of evidence that 

suggests Raghunandana’s connection with līlā-kīrtan performance was that he was 

present at Narottama’s Kheturī performance, as his ceremonial worship of the kīrtan 

instruments is described in the Bhakti-ratnākara (BR 10.543-544).47 Another name 

mentioned in the creation of the Manoharasāhī style is the famous composer of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī, Jñāna Dāsa, who lived in the village of Kandra, roughly twenty kilometers 

                                                
46 Another theory regarding the name Manoharasāhī is that the Vaiṣṇava Manoharadāsa created it. 
Chakraborty offers some arguments why this theory has generally been discredited (1995, 142). 
47 In this dissertation, I use the Gauḍīya Mission (2004) edition of the Bhakti-ratnākara. 
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outside of Katwa. A third important location in the Katwa area was Jajigram, a village 

where Śrīnivāsa permanently relocated after returning from Vrindavan, thus suggesting 

that he may have been involved in the invention of the Manoharasāhī style. Finally, 

another name mentioned in regards to the origins of Manoharasāhī is Mongol Thakur, 

who was also based in Shrikhand. The Thakur lineage was known for performing līlā-

kīrtan as the family profession, as the Thakurs of Shrikhand were performing and 

teaching this style into the twentieth century. 

 The Manoharasāhī style eventually spread to different areas of West Bengal from 

the Katwa region. Perhaps most famous was Moynadal, and older name for the present-

day village of Panchra in the Bardhaman district, located roughly 100 kilometers to the 

west of the Katwa area. It was probably during the early seventeenth century that 

Nrisimha Mitra Thakur established the Manoharasāhī style in Moynadal. After studying 

with Mongol Thakur in the Katwa area, Nrisimha Mitra Thakur was sent to Moynadal, 

where he established a kīrtan school where the Mitra Thakur lineage instructed students 

in the Manoharasāhī style. The Manoharasāhī style had a significant presence in 

Moynadal as recently as the mid-twentieth century, as Rasabihari Mitra Thakur (1868-

1947), the eleventh-generation kīrtanīyā of the Mitra Thakur line, was well known 

throughout West Bengal as a performer of līlā-kīrtan.48 In addition to Moynadal, the 

Manoharasāhī style further spread into areas of the Murshidabad and Nadia districts in 

West Bengal, as well the cities of Pabna and Dhaka in Bangladesh throughout the 
                                                
48 Recordings of members of the Mitra Thakur family from the first half of the twentieth century have 
been preserved in the field recordings of Arnold Bake held at the ARCE in Gurgaon, and in the commercial 
recording “Songs of Krishna,” released on Argo Records and produced by Deben Bhattacharya. 
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seventeenth through nineteenth centuries (Chakrabarty 1996, 191), slowly becoming the 

most common style of padāvalī-kīrtan throughout the Greater Bengal region. 

 Until the early twentieth century, the overwhelming evidence suggests that 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance had remained rooted in rural contexts of performance. 

Though the migrating laborers from the villages of Bengal had brought certain 

performance genres focusing on the Radha-Krishna theme to the city of Kolkata in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Banerjee 1989), the performers of the boṛo-tāl style 

of padāvalī-kīrtan remained connected to rural centers of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. One 

reason for this was that padāvalī-kīrtan performance had been connected with village-

based religious activities. For example, we know that Narottama did not have to perform 

his new style of līlā-kīrtan to make a living, as he was the son of a wealthy landowner 

who, along with Narottama’s disciple, Santoṣa Rāya, “provided permanent substantial 

financial support for Narottama’s activities” (Stewart 2010, 282). Narottama was thus 

free to act as a religious guru and perform image worship among other tasks. Another 

example is the Mitra Thakur lineage of Moynadal, who, during the time of Nrisimha 

Mitra Thakur, installed an image of Caitanya in Moynadal that is still worshiped by the 

family until the present day (Mukhopadhyay 1971, 204). As custodians of this image, the 

Mitra Thakurs were tied to the temple that they maintained, though they occasionally 

travelled for padāvalī-kīrtan performances in the Greater Bengal area. Moreover, the 

most important reason that padāvalī-kīrtan performance rarely strayed from the rural 

setting was the fact that there were sources of patronage in rural Bengal that could not 
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have been matched in the newly developing metropolitan center of Kolkata, where the 

performance genres of choice for the Bengali elite were kabi-gān and ḍhap-kīrtan 

(Banerjee 1989). As Sanyal notes, the performance of padāvalī-kīrtan in these rural areas 

was part and parcel of the structure of Bengali village society (1989), where a common 

source of financial support came from Hindu zamindars who took an interest in padāvalī-

kīrtan (see below). It seems that the spark for the introduction of the boṛo-tāl style of 

padāvalī-kīrtan in Kolkata, then, was the rise of a new audience of kīrtan enthusiasts that 

emerged in the early twentieth century. This class of English-educated and professional 

salaried individuals, the bhadralok, turned to the rural traditions of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism 

in order to find the basis for a new register of Bengali national culture. 

 

A BHADRALOK “RECOVERY” OF GAUḌĪYA VAIṢṆAVISM 

 
Bhadralok interest in padāvalī-kīrtan performance emerged in a later stage of a complex 

dynamic that involved the rise of British-style education and the wane of other Vaiṣṇava-

themed musical genres in nineteenth-century Kolkata. Because the earlier performance 

genres of ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān were associated with the “lower orders” of urban folk 

culture (Banerjee 1989), namely the female courtesan ḍhap-kīrtan singers and the low-

caste kabi-gān singers among others, these genres failed to gain traction in the rising tide 

of bhadralok influence beginning in the later part of the nineteenth century. Instead of 

foregrounding these genres, bhadralok society during this period began to imagine 
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Vaiṣṇava padāvalī as a symbol of Bengali nationalism, whether as the “the fruition of the 

Bengali language” or an expression of “the genius and character of the Bengalee people” 

(Bhatia 2009, 7). If some of the early bhadralok interest in padāvalī-kīrtan was limited to 

the discovery and publishing of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī texts, it would be kīrtan patrons and 

enthusiasts like Mitra who would not only show interest in the repertoire of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī, but also study from, and collaborate with, rural kīrtanīyās in the early twentieth 

century. However, this collaboration built off of a series of events that witnessed the 

fading of the popular genres of ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān and the rise of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava practices, a shift that was embedded in the social and economic dynamics of 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Kolkata. 

 The origins of the vast metropolis of present-day Kolkata can be found in the 

British East India Company’s interest in three small villages situated roughly one 

hundred kilometers upstream of the Bay of Bengal on the eastern bank of the Hugli River 

at the end of the seventeenth century. Seeing the commercial opportunity of this location, 

and being attracted by the indigenous cloth manufacturers working there, the Company 

built warehouses, port facilities and a military fort after acquiring the revenue rights for 

these villages from the region’s Mughal rulers. In the following decades the Company 

slowly increased their land holdings, which, coupled with the rapid decline of the local 

Mughal rulers, led the Company to be in position of political strength in the region in the 

mid-1700s. After the British victory in the Battle of Plassey in 1757, Kolkata occupied a 
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central position in the Company’s, and later the British Crown’s, economic and 

administrative projects. It was the official capital of British India from 1773 until 1911. 

 The later half of the eighteenth century saw an unprecedented level of migration 

from the Bengal countryside to Kolkata. In part because of widespread famine, including 

the infamous Bengal Famine of 1770, large numbers of villagers came to the city looking 

for work (Banerjee 1989, 32). Because the English section of southern Kolkata, known as  

“White Town,” was off limits for the migrant laborers, it was the northern part of the city, 

known as “Black Town,” where these rural migrants settled. Their dwellings were 

crowded around the estates of a new class of aristocracy, the nouveau riche Bengalis. The 

estates of these newly wealthy Bengali banians (“interpreters”) and dewans 

(“intermediaries”) were built from the fortunes they earned as assistants who negotiated 

between the Company and indigenous laborers. By “setting up bazaars in their 

neighborhood and [providing assistance to] settling artisans and labourers of different 

types” (ibid., 23), these nouveau riche Bengalis created an economy that would offer 

work for newly arrived migrants from the countryside. Throughout the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, this new Bengali aristocracy entertained audiences with several 

genres of “urban folk” performance that were based on “rural folk forms imported by the 

migrants from Bengal’s villages, but adapted to the demands of…urban patronage” (ibid., 

78). Among these genres, two musical performance styles that had roots in the padāvalī-

kīrtan tradition were the genres of ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān.   
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 Though ḍhap-kīrtan texts were based on the līlās of Radha and Krishna, the 

musical style of this genre significantly differed from the slow tempos and long tāls of 

the rural style of padāvalī-kīrtan. Instead, it was influenced by the light classical genres of 

tappa and thumri, which featured shorter tāls like the six-mātrā Dādra Tāl, or the four-

mātrā Keharva Tāl (Goswami 1985, 304). Though ḍhap-kīrtan was originally a rural 

form, popularized by Madhusudan Kan of the Jessore district (now in Bangladesh), in 

nineteenth-century Kolkata it became a popular form of entertainment amongst the newly 

rich Bengali intermediaries as well as the growing class of middle-class Bengalis. The 

performers of this period were primarily women, who sang “in the streets as well as at 

gatherings in the houses of the sambhrānta [“respectable”] Bengalis” (Banerjee 1989, 

91). These female performers of ḍhap-kīrtan most likely specialized in other light 

classical genres, and were part of Kolkata courtesan culture during this period. Often 

maintained as mistresses of rich Bengalis in northern Kolkata, their  

 main source of livelihood was their expertise in singing and dancing…[and] it was this 

 expertise that earned them a certain recognition from the Bengali gentry which allowed 

 them access to the cultural arena…[namely] invitations from middle-class Bengali homes 

 for singing kirtans (ibid., 116) 

Another music with roots in rural performance that was adapted to the new urban context 

was the genre kabi-gān. Influenced by padāvalī-kīrtan and the folk-based genre tarjā, 

these “songs of the poets” were essentially contests between two singing parties that 

developed around various mythological topics, including the episodes of Radha and 

Krishna among other themes (Banerjee 1989, 92). The formulation of the kabi-gān was to 
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present the Radha-Krishna theme in a form that was more palatable to the masses, which, 

as Ramakanta Chakrabarty suggests, functioned as an alternative to the “classical 

Manoharasāhī Kīrtan [that] was not comprehensible to the unlettered people” (1985, 

461). Though the origins of kabi-gān can be traced to the early 1700s in rural Bengal, the 

poet-performers, or kabis, who relocated to Kolkata were from the “lower orders” of the 

city, including from castes that specialized in cow husbandry, cobbler work, 

blacksmithing, weaving, and milk sweet making. Like ḍhap-kīrtan, kabi-gān 

performances were widely patronized by the newly rich aristocracy in Black Town 

throughout the nineteenth century, and thus enjoyed by both the elite and popular groups 

in Kolkata. 

 This interest in these Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres began to slowly erode 

amongst some groups in the mid-nineteenth century as a result of the rise of British-style 

education and the general disdain that English administrators had for these performance 

genres (Banerjee 1989, 83). In the case of British-influenced education, the establishment 

of Hindu College in 1817 (later to be Presidency College of the University of Calcutta) 

signaled the British Crown’s desire to educate a new class of Bengalis in the English 

language and Victorian-era morals so that they would become assistant administrators 

and clerks in the British governance of India. In the well-known formulation of the 

British administrator Thomas Macaulay, this new class of English-educated Bengalis--the 
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bhadralok--was imagined as “a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English 

in taste, in opinions, in morals and in intellect.”49  

 The Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres of popular culture in nineteenth-century 

Kolkata presented a problem for both British and bhadralok morality, as the erotic 

episodes of Radha and Krishna challenged Victorian religious and ethical prescriptions. 

For example, the British administrators passed an Obscene Publication act in 1856 that 

was, in part, directed at curtailing the publication of what the British saw as the erotic 

subject matter of the Radha-Krishna-themed popular Bengali songs.50 Furthermore, the 

new bhadralok class often joined in the chorus of scorn directed at kabi-gān and other 

Bengali folk-derived genres. For example, the performances of jatras, a type of Bengali 

rural folk theatre that was influenced by Vaiṣṇava padāvalī,51 were common “targets of 

attack” for their unabashed portrayal of the “amours of the lascivious Krishna and of the 

beautiful shepherdess Radha” (Banerjee 1989, 159). In an attempt to bypass what they 

saw as the crassness of this urban folk culture, some bhadralok expressed a “need to go 

back to the ancient Sanskrit classics” which “sprang from a newborn sense of shame 

about contemporary Bengali folk culture that was fostered by persistent English 

denigration of the songs of the jatras” (ibid., 160). Though sentiments such as these 

reflect Chatterjee’s claim that the nationalist elite were involved in the “sanitization” of 

popular culture (1993, 73), not all bhadralok followed the British-influenced distaste for 

                                                
49 Quoted in Banerjee 1989, 1. 
50 See Bhatia (2009), p. 135. 
51 See Ramakanta Chakrabarty 1985, 466-470. 
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Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed literature and performance in the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Indeed, among the bhadralok some were intent on defining Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

culture in the national register and returning it to a place of respectability among the 

educated elite of Kolkata, a respectability that, in the minds of some, had been tarnished 

by the presumably crass popular genres of ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān.  

 One platform where bhadralok interest in padāvalī-kīrtan was actively reported 

and encouraged in the late nineteenth century was the pages of the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

periodical, Bishnupriyā Patrikā. The main figure behind the publication of this periodical 

was Sishir Kumar Ghosh, a bhadralok “maverick intellectual” (Bhatia 2009, 225) who 

managed the publication of the Bishnupriyā Patrikā between 1891-1899. The 

management of this new Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed periodical took place at the offices of 

the Amrita Bazaar Patrika, a newspaper that Sishir Kumar Ghosh had begun in 1868 

when he and his brother, Hemanta Ghosh, began printing this Bengali-language weekly 

in order to express anti-colonial sentiment, for example by including caustic articles that 

“campaigned against indigo farming, earning the wrath of the colonial state” (ibid., 231). 

The Bishnupriyā Patrikā mixed Ghosh’s interest in anti-colonial journalism with his 

newfound interest in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, and, as Bhatia suggests, became the “primary 

institutional platform for an organized program of Vaishnava recovery” (ibid., 225). An 

important project of this periodical was to document and publish what it saw as the 

vanishing repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī. For example, the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

anthologies Vāseudeva Ghoṣer Padāvalī (“The Padāvalī of Vāsudeva Ghoṣ”) and 
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Padakalpataru (“Wish-fulfilling Tree of Lyrics”) were serialized in Bishnupriyā Patrikā, 

and the editors of the periodical also urged readers to bring manuscripts of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī forward for “authentication and publication”; a monetary award was even 

offered for those who delivered manuscripts of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī considered valuable 

(ibid., 247). 

 Though the editorial staff of Bishnupriyā Patrikā was based in Kolkata, much of 

the work done for the bhadralok recovery of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī took place outside of the 

city. In addition to trying to locate manuscripts of poetry in rural areas, the Bishnupriyā 

Patrikā mentions how one strategy that periodical contributors used to gauge whether or 

not Vaiṣṇava padāvalī lyrics were authentic was to travel from village to village 

throughout rural Bengal and ask kīrtanīyās to sing the padas. If the singer refused, one 

contributor argued, then one could be sure that these lyrics were not authentically part of 

the ancient Vaiṣṇava mahājana tradition (ibid., 253-254). Through this method, Bhatia 

argues, “the Bishnupriyā Patrikā began to posit the countryside as the authentic 

repository of Vaishnava literature, history, and devotional practices” (ibid., 226). 

Through this methodology, we can see how the rural stood in contrast to the urban, as the 

latter was considered a site corrupted because of the foreign influence found there.  

 However, if rural Bengal offered one solution in the project of recovering 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, it simultaneously gave rise to other problems as well. Because one 

of the goals of the bhadralok recovery was to put Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava practices and 

respectability on the same page, the case of rural kīrtanīyās complicated this undertaking 
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because they were often from a low caste or otherwise indexed with an uneducated 

provinciality that conflicted with the religious-cum-educated image of the contributors of 

the Bishnupriyā Patrikā. At a time when “the virtue of being respectable was increasingly 

mapped onto education, urbanity, and salaried service—the constitutive components of 

the Bengali bhadralok,” rural kīrtanīyās who lacked English education did not directly 

feature in the bhadralok recovery, a fact that highlights how caste and class were 

ambivalent issues in this project (ibid., 257). It was perhaps for this reason that although 

the Bishnupriyā Patrikā was “instrumental in encouraging kirtan performances in middle-

class gatherings” (ibid., 225), it seems that promoting the performances of rural 

kīrtanīyās was not a specific focus of the periodical’s editors and contributors. This 

would change in the 1900s, only a few years after the final issue of Bishnupriyā Patrikā 

left the presses, when one of the most ambitious projects to promote a rural kīrtanīyā 

began in Kolkata with the promotion of Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi as the kīrtan guru 

for many leading bhadralok of the period. However, the task of presenting a rural 

kīrtanīyā to the educated circles of the city required emphasizing connections with the 

mahājana kīrtanīyās of the post-Caitanya period, a task that fell to the professor and 

kīrtan patron Khagendranath Mitra. 

 

THE SEARCH FOR THE SĀDHAKA-KĪRTANĪYĀ: KHAGENDRANATH MITRA AND THE 
GOLDEN AGE OF PADĀVALĪ-KĪRTAN 
By all accounts, Adhyāpak (“Professor”) Khagendranath Mitra was an extremely 

productive and influential member of bhadralok society in early twentieth-century 
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Kolkata. He arrived in Kolkata during the 1890s from his ancestral home in the village of 

Dhulian in the Jessore District (present-day Bangladesh) to enroll in Presidency College 

at the University of Calcutta. After completing his undergraduate studies in 1898 with 

honors in both English and Philosophy, he earned an M.A. in Philosophical treatises 

(darśan-śāstra) from the University of Calcutta, placing first in the final exam. He then 

began his career as a professor, teaching at several universities throughout West Bengal, 

before becoming a professor of philosophy at Presidency College in 1904. His career at 

The University of Calcutta witnessed a number of achievements, including holding the 

inaugural position as the Ramtanu Lahiri Chair in the Department of Bengali Language & 

Literature from 1932-1945; being named the Dean of the Faculty of Arts in 1951; 

educating and mentoring some of the most influential minds in colonial Kolkata 

(including the nationalist revolutionary and philosopher Nolini Kanta Gupta); and being 

named the Director of University Institute, a cultural organ of The University of Calcutta. 

It was during his tenure at the University Institute that Mitra came in contact with two 

British Governors of Bengal, Thomas Gibson-Carmichael and Lawrence Dundas, Earl of 

Ronaldshay, and it was the latter who recommended Mitra to serve as a member of the 

National Law Committee and the Council of State on the government’s behalf, earning 

him the Government-issued honorific title: Roy Bahudar (literally, “most honorable 

prince”). In addition to these official roles, Mitra was also a well-known author. His 

writings spanned a diverse number of subjects, including: Bengali Vaiṣṇava kīrtan (e.g. 

Kīrtan, 1945); Comparative Religion (e.g. The Dynamics of Faith, 1952); Philosophy 

(e.g. Sukha-Dukha, 1932); Fiction (e.g. Nilambari, 1912; Kaner Dul, 1921;); and last but 
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not least his voluminous four-volume Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthology, Padāmṛta-mādhurī 

(1910-1953), co-edited with his kīrtan guru, Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi. 

 Throughout his extraordinary career, Mitra’s intense interest in padāvalī-kīrtan 

endured, evinced by his tireless lecturing and publishing on the subject. Unlike previous 

bhadralok interest in padāvalī-kīrtan, Mitra was not content with the mere recovery and 

publication of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī texts. What was just as essential, in his opinion, was 

recovering the musical style used to accompany these padas in performance. From the 

time of his childhood, he writes, he was concerned with finding the “right” combination 

of the poetry and musical accompaniment that together would represent a full recovery of 

padāvalī-kīrtan: 

 It was during my boyhood that I became fascinated with, and allured to, this Vaiṣṇava 

 poetry. To some extent I understood it, and to some extent I did not. What I did not 

 understand, that also roused my mind, as it was charming and drenched with the 

 attachment of affection and pain. Music gave life to all of those poems with the brush of 

 desire. But where could this music be found? (1948, i-ii) 

Though he grew up in rural Bengal where he had heard padāvalī-kīrtan performances, 

perhaps it was his encounters with kīrtanīyās who lacked what he saw as a proper level of 

musical training that led him to pose this question. Indeed, throughout his writings Mitra 

often derisively mentioned performers who lacked what he considered the requisite 

musical skill. In his eyes, instead of impressing audiences with their singing ability, these 

musicians only sang “colors,” a euphemism for a performance that is overly emotive in 

an attempt to draw attention to the singer, and not the song (1333 BS [1926], 379). In his 
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estimation, their padāvalī-kīrtan performances thus relied on a number of techniques, 

such as “making recitations, ‘puffing’ up a lecture, [or] dancing and entertaining to 

impress the audience” (ibid.). The reliance on these techniques showed that there “is a 

scarcity of persons who will bear hardship to get trained in singing. How many are there 

to learn kīrtan by performing a sādhanā of the voice? How many will internalize the 

concept of rāgs and rāginīs? How many will learn to maintain the nobility of rhythm?” 

(ibid.). In short, the problem was finding musicians who would dedicate themselves to 

the practice of kīrtan: “Without unflinching sādhanā, the instruction of kīrtan’s pure 

musical form cannot proceed” (ibid.).  

 Mitra’s assertion that padāvalī-kīrtan performance was as dependent on musical 

skill as it was on theological conceptions drew from the semantic sphere of the word 

“sādhanā” that circulated in the sphere of Hindustani classical music in early twentieth-

century Kolkata. One center for Hindustani classical music during this period was the 

establishment of the Bengal Music School in Kolkata in 1871, where rigorous training in 

musical performance was given. The school, established by Sourindo Mohun Tagore 

(1840-1914), was known for asking students to commit to at least five years of serious 

musical “sādhanā,” with only the most dedicated students receiving gold and silver 

medals for their achievements (Rosse 1995, 35). Through striving for high levels of 

musicianship, the Bengal Music School was presenting Hindustani classical music to the 

same audience that Khagendranath Mitra was aiming for in his own attempt to elevate the 

standards of padāvalī-kīrtan performance, namely the “graduates of Calcutta University 
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holding official positions in the judicial system, the educational establishment, and in the 

administration of princely states” (ibid., 34). 

 In Mitra’s estimation, stressing the importance of musicianship as a form of 

sādhanā was not a new imposition on padāvalī-kīrtan performance. Rather, it was part 

and parcel of the tradition’s history, and especially prominent during what he called the 

“golden age” of padāvalī-kīrtan (1333 BS [1926], 379). The evidence of this golden age 

of performance could be found in the hagiographies of Narahari Chakravartī and the 

profuse output of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī compositions in the post-Caitanya period. This 

golden age, as Mitra described it, was a period when the mahājanas such as “Jñāna Dāsa, 

Govinda Dāsa, and Narottama Dāsa excited the region with the sweet rhythms of 

padāvalī compositions and their singing,” it was a “time when kīrtan would manifest its 

full form, shine and stand enlivened” (ibid.). For Mitra, the mahājanas represented the 

ideal image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā because of their ability to meld the religious sādhanā 

of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism with a rigorous sādhanā of musical performance: these 

“mahājanas not only paid attention to the growth of music, but made utmost efforts to 

make sure that music facilitated bhajana-sādhana (“the practice of worship”)” (ibid.). In 

short, the sādhaka kīrtanīyā had to be both “expert in music” (saṅgīte pāradarśī) and 

“dedicated to worship” (bhajanaśīla) (ibid., 378). 

 In his description of padāvalī-kīrtan history, Mitra often cited the hagiographies of 

the post-Caitanya period in order to underscore this melding of musical expertise and 

spiritual discipline. For example, in his description of the sixteenth-century religious 
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festival, the Kheturī melā, he notes how the vocalist Gokulānanda’s “voice rose from the 

low to the high register” and “show[ed] mastery of these three octaves – udārā, mudārā 

and tārā” (1945, 26). In addition to musical skill, Mitra’s analysis of the Kheturī 

performance noted how the Gaura-candrikā padas on the līlās of Caitanya expressed the 

religious focus of Narottama’s famous performance, as these padas were sung to 

“summon Śrī Gaurāṅga Mahāprabhu [i.e. Caitanya] in kīrtan” (ibid., 30), thus 

underscoring how the combination of musicianship and religious devotion were the 

constituents for “uccāṅger kīrtan” (ibid.). 

 In Mitra’s view, emphasizing the symbiotic relationship between a well-

developed musical system and religious sādhanā was essential to stressing the importance 

of uccāṅger kīrtan. A source that hinted at such a musical system from the period of the 

mahājanas were the prescriptions of rāg and tāl listed in the manuscripts of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī collections, and two manuscripts in particular caught his attention: the 

Padāmṛta-samudra (c.1700),52 and the Padakalpataru (c.1750). Through studying these 

anthologies, Mitra had arrived at the conclusion that “from the arrangements of tune and 

tāl in the Padāmṛta-samudra, one can easily understand kīrtan’s excellence during that 

period” (1333 BS [1926], 378), an excellence that he contrasted with his own present-

day, when he noted that “needless to say most of those rāg-rāginīs or tāls are no longer in 

circulation” (ibid.). Particularly distressing for him was the gradual disappearance of the 

“big tāls” (boṛo boṛo tāls) and slow tempos from padāvalī-kīrtan performance, a defining 
                                                
52 See Dimock (1958) p. 168 regarding a potential date for the compilation of Padāmṛta-samudra. He 
mentions it was published roughly twenty years before the Padakalpataru, a text that is dated at c.1750. 
For an example of Mitra and Brajobashi citing the Padāmṛta-samudra, see footnote 3 on p. 184. 
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characteristic of the uccāṅga-kīrtan style. Indeed, emphasizing the symbiotic relationship 

between the boṛo-tāl style of kīrtan and the meditational sādhanā of līlā-kīrtan, Mitra 

describes the affect of long tāls and slow tempos: 

 In kīrtan music, especially in uccāṅga-kīrtan, for a long time the vilambit laya (“slow 

 tempo”) has been used. The reason for this is that it gives the listener sufficient time to 

 think. The meaning of this is that, the picture [of the līlā] that the singer has drawn, the 

 listener, also in his or her mind, is given the time to imagine that same picture. Many 

 important kīrtan masters, giving kīrtan arrangements in this vilambit laya, have amazed 

 listeners (1945, 56) 

The essential characteristic of the golden age of the mahājanas, then, was the presence of 

a high level of musicianship that was meant to work in tandem the sādhanā of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇavism. This perspective ran throughout Mitra’s histories of the post-Caitanya era, 

exemplified in his focus on the boṛo-tāl style of kīrtan’s connection with viewing the līlās 

of Radha and Krishna as a meditational sādhanā. 

 Mitra’s work combing the early histories of padāvalī-kīrtan performance was not 

simply an exercise in unearthing a lost history, though. At its core was the desire to 

reestablish padāvalī-kīrtan among the educated classes of Bengali society by stressing a 

certain sense of skill and order that were required for kīrtan performance. The aim was to 

associate padāvalī-kīrtan with respectability in a way that ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān were 

decidedly not. Unlike the episodes that had been deemed lascivious by British and 

bhadralok critics, Narottama’s songs on Radha and Krishna’s līlās were described as part 

of a “systematic” form of kīrtan (Mitra 1945, 30). In particular, Mitra emphasized 

Narottama’s inclusion of the Gaura-candrikā padas, suggesting that this uccāṅga-kīrtan 
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style “regulated” the līlās of Radha and Krishna through their connection with the figure 

of Caitanya (ibid., 30), whose respectability had been established through his conflation 

with Bengali national identity. In fact, Khagendranath Mitra went so far as to suggest that 

if a singer does not sing about Caitanya before reciting the episodes of Radha and 

Krishna, “a knowledgeable audience will not listen to it” (ibid.). Mitra was therefore 

attempting to create a certain sense of difference between the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed 

genres of the nineteenth century and the emergence of padāvalī-kīrtan in the twentieth 

century. The outlining of the golden age of mahājana performance was one part of the 

overall project--the second task was presenting the rural kīrtanīyā as the continuation of 

this tradition.  

 

NABADWIPCHANDRA BRAJOBASHI: THE SĀDHAKA-KĪRTANĪYĀ 
Despite the descriptions of kīrtan performances in earlier hagiographies, and named tāls 

in various Vaiṣṇava padāvalī song anthologies, Mitra argued that the concrete knowledge 

needed to perform this style of padāvalī-kīrtan was difficult to find. He suggested that 

“there was a barrier in regards to that sādhanā,” a barrier that could only be overcome by 

a sufficient “opportunity”--a chance to meet a padāvalī-kīrtan performer who knew the 

intricacies of the style (1948, i). The opportunity that Mitra was searching for arrived 
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when he was introduced to the kīrtan performer and guru Pandit Nabadwipchandra 

Brajobashi (1863-1951) in the early twentieth century:53  

 One day, during and auspicious moment, that opportunity arrived. The Respectable 

 Pandit Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi Mahashoy of Vrindavan arrived in Kolkata. A 

 famous instrumentalist and well-educated, skillful singer, such a golden, jewel-like 

 combination cannot be found in a book (ibid., i-ii).  

What Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi represented to Mitra and the bhadralok cadre who 

would become his students was a living emissary of the knowledge of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance. Indeed, Mitra had realized that despite a detailed study of the textual 

sources for padāvalī-kīrtan, there remained a fundamental lacuna that could only bridged 

by a kīrtan musician who had imbibed the knowledge of the kīrtan paramparā 

(“succession of gurus”). One reason that Brajobashi was seen as a living repository for 

padāvalī-kīrtan was the fact that he hailed from Vrindavan, the birthplace of Krishna and 

a known location for Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava traditions; another cause for his rise as the kīrtan 

guru of Kolkata’s bhadralok society can be gleaned by studying the stories that described 

him as the ideal sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, a living representative of the padāvalī-kīrtan tradition 

from the time of the mahājanas.  

 Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s family performed the dual occupations of 

priesthood (pāṇḍāgiri) and kīrtan performance in Vrindavan. Indeed, like the Mitra 

Thakur family of Moynadal described previously, Brajobashi’s family maintained 

                                                
53 The following account of Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi is based on Mukhopadhyay (1971) and Das 
(1985). 
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themselves through activities of image worship in Hindu temples and musical 

performance.54 Though the specific details regarding when the Brajobashi family began 

performing padāvalī-kīrtan is not entirely clear, what is known is that Brajobashi’s father, 

Krishnadas,55 and his uncle, Gobindalal, were “extremely learned” in kīrtan singing and 

khol performance (Das 1985, 270). One possibility is that they learned padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance in Vrindavan, as it should be noted that Vrindavan had remained a center for 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance until the twentieth century on account of the well-

documented travel route that existed between the Bengal hinterlands and Vrindavan.56 

Brajobashi’s father and uncle were his first gurus in kīrtan performance, and, as he 

recounts,  

 it was in the time of my childhood when I began my instruction in singing and 

 instrumental performance, obtaining the fortune of meeting famous singers and 

 instrumentalists. By Śrī Śrī Rādhā’s mercy, in Vrindavan I heard and studied the songs 

 and instrumental performances of Gaura-maṇḍal [i.e. Bengal] (ibid., 271) 

After beginning kīrtan instruction within his family, Brajobashi continued his studies 

with the well-known padāvalī-kīrtan performer Advaita Das Babaji. Advaita Das Babaji 

was from the village of Cariyagram in the Pabna District (present-day Bangladesh), and 

had relocated to Vrindavan to follow a life of an ascetic, denoted by his last name 

“Babaji.” The biographical picture we have of his life suggests that he regularly travelled 
                                                
54 Though the Brajobashi’s were a Bengali family, their ancestors most likely changed the family name to 
“Brajobashi”--meaning a “resident” (bashi) of the Braja region including Vrindavan-- sometime after the 
family settled there. According to the genealogical records of the family, they had been performing the 
occupation of priesthood for twenty-two generations. 
55 Das (1985) calls Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s father “Kesabdas,” but then later notes that his name 
was changed to “Krishnadas” by Raghunatha Das Babaji, a religious leader in Vrindavan. 
56 See, for example, Das (1955), 281-286, and Chakraborty 1995, 139-140. 
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throughout north India in search of training in both Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava scripture and 

music. For example, after leaving his wife and family at the age of twenty-seven to 

pursue his religious goals, he travelled by foot throughout north India, visiting Nabadwip 

and Puri in order to find a Sanskrit teacher. Not finding a teacher to his liking, he finally 

settled in Vrindavan, where he studied a system of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava Sanskrit grammar. 

It was at this time he began his instruction in kīrtan singing, studying from a Vrindavan-

based padāvalī-kīrtan singer named Gopidas. However, in order to further his learning 

Advaita Das Babaji was known to travel throughout north India in order to find 

instruction in kīrtan, and, in order to study with one of his main gurus in padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance, he travelled to the village of Panchathupi in Bengal (present-day 

Murshidabad District) to learn from Krishnadoyal Chandra. 

 Though Advaita Das Babaji’s peripatetic lifestyle did not require a large amount 

of financial support for his instruction in kīrtan performance, he was the recipient of 

significant financial support from several patrons of padāvalī-kīrtan who happened to be 

zamindars, landowners and revenue collectors in colonial Bengal. The evidence that we 

have regarding the zamindari patronage of Advaita Das Babaji, and, to some extent, his 

student Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, represents the twilight of this period of support, as 

the zamindari system of administration was abolished in the mid-twentieth century. The 

most ambitious zamindari project for supporting kīrtan performance was initiated by the 

Maharaja of Kasim Bazaar (in the present-day city of Berhampore, Murshidabad 

District), Manindra Chandra Nandy (1860-1929).  
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 Maharaja Manindra Chandra Nandy was from the Kasim Bazaar family and well 

known as a philanthropist in colonial Bengal. His family line of zamindars dated back to 

Kanta Babu (?-1778), who had earned the rights and status of a zamindar as a reward for 

having saved the life of Warren Hastings, a Company official, during the East India 

Company’s struggle to wrestle power away from the Mughal Nawab of Murshidabad 

surrounding the Battle of Plassey in 1757. Hastings would eventually become the 

Governor of Bengal, and, remembering the service performed by Kanta Babu, bestowed 

the right of revenue collection to his family. The grandson of Kanta Babu was Raja 

Harinath (1803-1832), who was known as a Vaiṣṇava, and was also fond of the Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava-themed genre of kabi-gān that was also popular among the newly rich of 

Kolkata during the same period (Walsh 1902, 207). This patronage of Vaiṣṇava music 

continued under Raja Harinath’s nephew, Manindra Chandra Nandy, who supported 

padāvalī-kīrtan by starting a school (ṭola) in the Rajbari [palace] of Kasim Bazaar in the 

early twentieth century. The aim of the school was to “maintain the pure styles of 

Gaḍanhātī and Manoharasāhī” (Das 1985, 271) and for this purpose Advaita Das Babaji 

was brought from Vrindavan to be the kīrtan guru. Manindra Chandra Nandy spared no 

expense in facilitating padāvalī-kīrtan education: the Maharaja offered students who 

enrolled in the school free meals and clothing in addition to a monthly stipend of Rs. 15-

25, a considerable sum for the period (ibid.). Evidently, this project encountered 

significant setbacks when the music students could not learn the slow-tempo technique of 

Narottama Dāsa’s Gaḍanhātī style. And even though the Maharaja arranged for a notation 

system to be created that might help the struggling students, historians of Gauḍīya 
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Vaiṣṇava kīrtan have suggested that the goals of this school ultimately “ended in failure” 

(Chakrabarty 1996, 191). 

 In the context of Brajobashi’s life, however, the kīrtan school at Kasim Bazaar is 

a pivotal place for his training in padāvalī-kīrtan. Brajobashi travelled to Kasim Bazaar to 

study from Advaita Das Babaji where he stayed for three and a half years continuing his 

instruction in the Gaḍanhātī and Manoharasāhī styles of padāvalī-kīrtan. This long period 

of study was also made possible by zamindari patronage, as the zamindar of Tarash 

Upazila (present-day Rajshahi Division, Bangladesh), Banamali Raya, who was living in 

Vrindavan, had told Brajobashi that he would maintain his family while he was away 

studying kīrtan. This freedom from his householder duties allowed Brajobashi to study 

padāvalī-kīrtan with “extreme effort and devotion” (Das 1985, 271). Indeed, regarding 

the study of kīrtan, he wrote: “in order to learn kīrtan, extreme effort is required; this 

people do not know. In order to learn one song, it takes between 3-5 months, and even up 

to one year” (ibid.).  

 The detail and complexity found in the padāvalī-kīrtan system that Brajobashi 

referred to can be seen in an appendix titled “Khol Performance” (khol bādya) that he 

wrote for the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthology that he co-edited with Khagendranath Mitra, 

Padāmṛta-mādhurī (1933). Because, as Brajobashi writes, “the concepts of tāl and mātrā 

are especially influential in kīrtan music” (1933, 5), a prominent feature of this appendix 

was a comprehensive list of the tāls of the khol repertoire, totaling 108 individual metric 

patterns. The list highlights some of the characteristics of the padāvalī-kīrtan system of 
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tāl, where one species of tāl will have several varieties. For example, Brajobashi lists the 

six tāl types of the name of daśkuśī:57 boṛo daśkuśī, biṣam daśkuśī, madhyam daśkuśī, 

choṭa daśkuśī, kāṭā daśkuśī, and birām āṛā daśkuśī (ibid).58 In addition to listing the tāls 

of padāvalī-kīrtan, Brajobashi explains the necessity of having detailed knowledge of the 

various facets of tāl theory, including an understanding of the various qualities of the 

theoretical concept of mātrā: “Knowledge of mātrā is essential. [Understanding] tāl and 

mātrā is required for performing. Without understanding mātrā, there is no knowledge of 

tāl” (ibid., 4). Indeed, in order to connect the large repertoire of tāls given in the appendix 

with the theory of mātrā, Brajobashi gave explanations of the different features of mātrā 

that were part of the padāvalī-kīrtan system of tāl. In the case of Boṛo Daśkuśī, he 

outlined the three different features of mātrā that constitute this specific meter: tāl 

(“hand-claps,” [different than the overarching category of tāl]), joṛā (a combination of 

“sounding” and “non-sounding” mātrās), and, finally, the kol (an un-stressed mātrā) he 

notes: 

 in this tāl there are 28 mātrās. First is the tāl, next is the joṛā, which is followed by 

 another tāl. Therefore, there is one kol. During the second kol, the playing is complete 

 (ibid., 8) 

If the descriptions of Brajobashi’s dedication to musical study represent part of the image 

of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā, an equally important component of his life in the eyes of his 

biographers and collaborators was his dedication to religious worship. For example, when 
                                                
57 Brajobashi describes this group of tāls with the term daśkuśī; however, the more contemporary spelling 
in my experience is daśkośī. These two spellings clearly refer to the same tāls, though. 
58 The name of the tāl Biṣam Daśkośī may be a misprint, as the author is not familiar with this tāl, and it 
does look quite a bit more like the more common Birām Daśkośī. 
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the period of instruction at Kasim Bazaar ended, Brajobashi returned to the Radha-

Vinoda temple in Vrindavan with Advaita Das Babaji where took charge of the image 

worship of the mūrtis of Radha and Krishna and performed kīrtan. Far from an isolated 

case, Brajobashi’s life is described as being “extremely devoted to religion” (Das 1985, 

269), as one biographer notes: 

 He would perform the service to his household deity, Radha-Rasabihariji, with his own 

 hands, including cooking and offering the food to Thakur [Krishna]; and only once in a 

 day would he eat this offering (prasāda). He only took a single meal everyday. During 

 the occasions of religious austerities and festivals, he was regulated and fixed [in his 

 religious duties] (ibid.) 

In the eyes of his biographers, this combination of musical skill and religious devotion 

imbued Brajobashi’s performances with affective properties that were reminiscent of the 

kīrtans performed during the life of Caitanya. In what is one of the most celebrated 

performances, Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi performed padāvalī-kīrtan before the famous 

Hindu leader Ramakrishna Paramahamsa (1836-1886)59 in 1883. The performance took 

place at Ramakrishna’s temple in Dakshineshwar in northern Kolkata, as Brajobashi was 

brought to the city with one of his father’s acquaintances, Nandalal Sarkar, in order to 

lessen the grief that he was experiencing after his mother’s recent death through a change 

of locale. 

 Nandababu [Nandalal Sarkar] brought Nabadwipchandra with him to meet 

 Paramahamsadev [Ramakrishna] who was in the temple. Then, after a brief conversation, 

                                                
59 Ramakrishna was a popular religious figure among the bhadralok of Kolkata in the late nineteenth 
century. For more information see Sarkar 1992 and Chatterjee 1993.  
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 Ramakrishna ordered Nabadwipchandra to sing a kīrtan. While playing khol himself, 

 Nabadwipchandra began to sing the famous pada by Vidyāpati, “madhava minati 

 karu tay” [“O Krishna {Madhava}, I beseech you intensely”]. In the temple were many 

 people. Śrī Ramakrishnadev, along with the entire congregation, listened with rapt 

 attention to this teenager’s [Nabadwipchandra’s] style of singing and playing…Then Śrī 

 Ramakrishnadev, without any knowledge of his external surroundings, went into an 

 emotional samādhi (“state of trance”). Then, after being absorbed in the words of 

 Nabadwipchandra’s singing for a long time, he returned to consciousness. After, when 

 the song had finished, Śrī Ramakrishnadev, overcome with emotion, slowly opened his 

 eyes and offered a blessing to the young singer (ibid., 272-273) 

 

ENTERING THE BHADRALOK SPHERE 
The claim that is most often repeated in regards to Brajobashi is that before his arrival in 

Kolkata, padāvalī-kīrtan was not performed before the educated bhadralok society of the 

city. In one narrative of his arrival in the city, the person who acted as the catalyst for this 

arrival was the famous anti-colonial and Bengali nationalist leader, Deshbandhu 

Chittaranjan Das (1870-1925), who was the leader of the Swaraj (Independence) Party in 

colonial Bengal. Nimai Mitra, a student of Brajobashi during his boyhood, explains:  

 In the upper echelons of society [at that time], the practice of kīrtan was nonexistent. The 

 person who introduced kīrtan to these strata of society was Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das, 

 whom we know as C.R. Das. C.R. Das once visited Vrindavan. He met Gadadhara Das 

 Babaji, who was a sādhaka-kīrtanīyā [and disciple of Advaita Das Babaji]. Sitting on the 

 banks of Radha-kunda [in Vrindavan], he would joyfully perform līlā-kīrtan. Not as a 

 profession, but as his devotional service. He would do so alone. Hearing his wonderful 

 kīrtans, C.R. Das was moved. He then asked Gadadhara Das Babaji to come to Kolkata 

 with him. “This is such a wonderful thing,” [C.R. Das] said. “Should it just remain here 

 in the isolation of Vrindavan? Please take this and spread it.” Gadadhara Das Babaji did 
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 not accompany C.R. Das back to Kolkata…Instead, he sent Nabadwip Brajobashi and 

 Haridas Brajobashi as his representatives. They traveled to Kolkata and began the 

 practice of kīrtan. They did so in the Gaḍanhātī tradition. Gradually over time, the style 

 lightened further and further into the Manoharasāhī Gharana (Interview, September, 28, 

 2011) 

Chittaranjan Das’s home quickly became a center for Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s 

new role as the padāvalī-kīrtan guru of Kolkata. It was there that he began his kīrtan 

school, named “Śrī Vraja-mādhurī Sanga,”60 where Chittaranjan Das’s daughter, Aparna 

Debi, studied padāvalī-kīrtan. Furthermore, this school sponsored performances of 

padāvalī-kīrtan throughout Kolkata in private homes and concert halls, and through such 

vigorous publicity attracted a large number of Kolkata’s bhadralok to study with 

Brajobashi. In the 1930s and 1940s when Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s influence in the 

city was at its peak, his kīrtan students represented a veritable Who’s Who of Kolkata’s 

bhadralok society. In addition to Mitra, his students included Prof. Nandigopal 

Mukhopadhyay M.A. (Bangabasi College); Prof. Nilamani Chakrabarti M.A. (Presidency 

College); Dr. Indubhushan Basu M.D.; Shrisacandra Roy Chaudhury (Architect for the 

City of Kolkata); and Dilip Kumar Ray (author and composer) among others. 

 In addition to taking lessons from Brajobashi, influential members of bhadralok 

society were involved in mobilizing support in order to organize committees to promote 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance. These Kīrtan Samitis (“Kīrtan Committees”) often 

                                                
60 Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi began another padāvalī-kīrtan school, “Shankar Mitra Kīrtan Sikshalaya,” 
which was named after the deceased son of B.N. Mitra, and was also “appointed to the post of kīrtan 
lecturer” at Ashutosh College (University of Calcutta) with the help of Khagendranath Mitra 
(Mukhopadhyay 1971, 272). 
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associated the promotion of kīrtan performance with a national identity that was defined 

in contradistinction to the Western culture of the colonial administrations, as the 

underscored in Rathindranath Sen’s account of approaching Chittaranjan Das to begin a 

program for promoting padāvalī-kīrtan: 

 On another occasion, I went to Chittaranjan to have a discussion on kīrtan songs of 

 Manohar Sain [Manoharasāhī]. My proposal was to invite all the artists of kīrtan music to 

 a competition every year and to award certificates to them in order of merit and thus 

 encourage them. Noticeably, we had no such scheme to preserve our own culture and 

 foster them against foreign culture that piled up in heaps. As a result, many of our 

 remarkable creations in the field of art and culture were in the process of decay. 

 Chittaranjan subscribed fully to my proposal and promised to pay two thousand rupees at 

 the initial stage (Sen 1989, 47) 

The committee that was brought together, including notable bhadralok figures, e.g. Sir 

Ashutosh Mukherjee, Atul Krishna Goswami, and Dinesh Chandra Sen, shared the belief 

that the knowledge of padāvalī-kīrtan might only be found in the living performers of the 

genre. The committee’s focus, then, for promoting padāvalī-kīrtan musicians was part 

and parcel of the larger project of recovering and preserving Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava culture.  

 

PADĀVALĪ-KĪRTAN AS NATIONAL SYMBOL 
Throughout this upswell of interest in padāvalī-kīrtan, Brajobashi remained a central 

figure in Kolkata bhadralok society. In addition to teaching kīrtan in Chittaranjan Das’s 

home, he established a program of kīrtan instruction at Ashutosh College with the help of 

Ashutosh Mukherjee (Mukhopadhyay 1971, 272). Furthermore, he published articles on 
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padāvalī-kīrtan performance in leading Bengali musicological journals of the early 

twentieth-century (i.e. Sangit Bijnan Praveshika) and co-edited a voluminous padāvalī-

kīrtan song anthology with Mitra (1910-1948). And though Brajobashi never rose to fame 

as a performer on All-India Radio, his disciple, Aparna Debi, the daughter of Chittaranjan 

Das, became a prominent singer of padāvalī-kīrtan on Kolkata-based radio broadcasts in 

the 1940s and 50s. Indeed, Aparna Debi organized a padāvalī-kīrtan troupe that 

performed throughout Kolkata, and, according to Hemandranath Das Gupta, they were 

“highly appreciated and extolled by all classes of society from High Court Judges to the 

common men” (1934, 157). Aparna Debi’s performances were noted for her use of 

“sweet melody” and an “extreme devotional nature,” and it was none other than 

Khagendranath Mitra that conferred on her the honorific title of “kīrtan-svarasvatī” 

(“divine singer of kīrtan”) (ibid.).61 

 Comparing the universal acclaim for Aparna Debi’s padāvalī-kīrtan performances 

on the episodes of Radha and Krishna in the 1930s to performances on same themes sung 

by the ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān musicians in the mid nineteenth century paints a picture 

of stark contrast. While bhadralok society was hailing the former as a “revivalist” who 

was “giv[ing] this form of music an impetus that was its due” (ibid.), the performers of 

ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān in the mid-nineteenth century found no such support among the 

English-educated elite. Indeed, the transformation was so profound, and kīrtan’s 

transformation into a symbol of Bengali nationalism so complete, that at the funerary 
                                                
61 This honorific title--kīrtan svarasvatī--joins two sounds: svara to refer to a “musical note” with the 
suffix, -svatī. It thus sounds like the name of the Hindu goddess of music, Sarasvatī, but uses the term svara 
to refer to the ability to produce music. 
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procession of the national leader Chittaranjan Das, Mohandas Gandhi himself issued a 

written order that no one in the procession should go before the processional kīrtan party 

that led Chittaranjan Das’s body from the Sealdah train station to the cremation grounds. 

 Padāvalī-kīrtan’s adoption as a symbol of the “inner” and “spiritual” domain of 

Bengali culture occurred in the literary sphere as well. In the middle of the nineteenth 

century the song texts of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī were considered libidinous and 

representative of the uneducated listening habits of rural populations. Yet, by the mid 

twentieth-century, it was common for authors to suggest that the “songs” of padāvalī-

kīrtan were responsible for “awakening the life of the Bengali nation” (Mukhopadhyay 

1961, iii), an idea that fused religious devotion and nationalism within the texts of 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. 

 This transplantation of padāvalī-kīrtan from the rural setting to the center of urban 

nationalist discourse hinged on the image of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā. This religiously 

devout musician, possessing musical skill and a religious countenance, was presented as 

the living embodiment of the mahājana kīrtanīyās of the sixteenth century, and through 

this historical connection could transcend the “marks of vulgarity, coarseness, [and] 

localism” (ibid., 73) that were prominent in earlier Vaiṣṇava-themed genres. The shift 

from the urban popular forms of ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān to the refined image of 

padāvalī-kīrtan as a form of sādhanā thus underscores a process of sanitizing a popular 

form. While the so-called lasciviousness of the Radha-Krishna theme in earlier 

performance genres was heartily criticized, the later emergence of this same theme in 
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padāvalī-kīrtan was regulated through the image of the Caitanya as a national figure. This 

redefinition thus depended on a process of mediation, as agents such as Mitra aimed to 

define popular culture in the national register. The appropriation of popular culture in the 

fashioning of national culture thus treads a fine line between the modern and the pre-

modern. While the attempt to cleanse padāvalī-kīrtan of associations of a rural 

lasciviousness represent an attempt to make it modern, its deep-time history also connects 

it with a national past that is decidedly non-Western and thus predates the colonial 

period. Therefore, the aim to modernize popular culture is, as Chatterjee suggests, 

involved in a simultaneous “struggle against modernity” (1993, 75), where national forms 

are valorized as art forms that are equal to, yet different from, those of non-Western 

origin. The discourse that surrounded padāvalī-kīrtan’s entrance into the “inner” domain 

of national culture attempted to balance these two factors. The image of religious 

devotion embodied in the life of Brajobashi was decidedly non-Western in its Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava praxis; however, he was also distanced from the disrepute directed at other 

performance genres that focused on Radha and Krishna’s erotic episodes through his 

connections with the sixteenth-century mahājana kīrtanīyās, a redefinition that functioned 

in response to British ethical standards during the colonial period. The sādhaka-kīrtanīyā 

was thus imagined as a figure that could hold these two poles in equilibrium—the non-

Western and Western—and could thus symbolize the aspirations of a Bengali nationalist 

identity. 
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  At the same time padāvalī-kīrtan performers like Brajobashi were adjusting to 

new systems of patronage in the shift from the rural to the urban setting. While the 

zamindars of rural Bengal offered economic support to performers in the late nineteenth 

century, a new source of patronage began to emerge in twentieth-century Kolkata, as 

prominent members of the Bengali bhadralok created new systems of economic support 

in the city, and kīrtan performers began to earn money by performing on All-India Radio. 

The transformation of padāvalī-kīrtan into a new form of nationalist expression in the 

“inner” domain of Bengali life thus went hand in hand with new opportunities for 

financial remuneration.  

 The various historical perspectives of padāvalī-kīrtan presented in this chapter 

have undoubtedly come from the writings and remembrances of the nationalist elite 

bhadralok who were the organizers and patrons in the project of redefining Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava culture in the national register. The image of Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi as 

the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā was the work of their attempt to insert padāvalī-kīrtan into Bengali 

educated society and redefine kīrtan as representative of a Bengali cultural identity. If the 

voices and perspectives of the rural kīrtanīyās appear to be missing, then that, too, would 

seem to be part and parcel of the elite historiographical project. In the next chapter, 

however, I study another prong of the program of recovering padāvalī-kīrtan that was in 

full swing in the first half of the twentieth century: the editing and publishing of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī song anthologies. Of particular focus is a voluminous anthology co-edited by 

Khagendranath Mitra and Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi where the latter’s own work in 
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arranging songs according to Sanskrit aesthetic theory is foregrounded, thus offering a 

historical lens on padāvalī-kīrtan where the strands of elite and subaltern agency are 

intertwined. 
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Chapter 2: Editing Padāvalī-Kīrtan: Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava Song 
Anthologies in Early Twentieth-Century Kolkata 

In 1953, two years after the death of Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, Khagendranath Mitra 

published the second volume of a Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthology that he had co-edited with 

his kīrtan guru. Perhaps due to Brajobashi’s unexpected death in 1951, the final two 

volumes of this proposed four-volume collection, Padāmṛta-mādhurī (“The Sweet Elixir 

of Verse”), were never published.62 However, whatever this endeavor may have lacked in 

the sense of completion was made up for in regards to the amount of detail that was used 

to organize the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire. This project, spanning nearly a half-century 

(1910-1953), marks a high watermark in the endeavor to categorize Vaiṣṇava devotional 

padas according to the vast and meticulous system of Rūpa Gosvāmī’s sixteenth-century 

work on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious aesthetics, the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi (“The Blazing 

Sapphire”), a theoretical treatise that applied the language and theory of Sanskrit 

aesthetics to the līlās of the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava deities, Radha and Krishna.63 Following 

the categories of the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, 64 Brajobashi and Mitra’s anthology utilized a 

series of headings and subheadings for arranging padas, which closely followed the 

terminology of Rūpa’s theory of bhakti-rasa, or the “devotional mood.”65 This emphasis 

                                                
62 Like many other song anthologies of this period, the name of this anthology was prefixed with the word 
“śrī” to denote its religious and “beautiful” topic. For ease of reading, I refer to this anthology as simply 
Padāmṛta-mādhurī throughout this dissertation. 
63 Padāmṛta-mādhurī was the first modern anthology to categorize padas according to the detailed system 
of the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi as Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi and Khagendranath Mitra carried out the work of 
editing. I draw a distinction between their work as a modern anthology and the translation of older 
Vaiṣṇava padāvalī manuscripts such as Padāmṛta-samudra first published in 1878 and Padakalpataru 
published in 1915. 
64 For an introduction to the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi and the context of its composition see Delmonico 1990. 
65 Rasa is a multi-valent term that I define here as “mood.” See Wulff (1984). 
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on connecting padāvalī-kīrtan with the foundation of Sanskrit aesthetics in the 

Ujjvalanīlamaṇi is one reason why this performance genre gained the moniker rasa-

kīrtan, a term that remains in use into the present day. Further proof of the lasting 

influence of Sanskrit aesthetic theory can be seen in the present day padāvalī-kīrtan 

performances, as the vast majority of kīrtans continue to conform to the main aesthetic 

headings given in Rūpa Gosvāmī’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi. 

 In this chapter I argue that Brajobashi and Mitra’s collaborative project hinged on 

two sets of beliefs about the power of language to organize cultural expression. The first 

constellation of ideas pivoted around the idea that categorizing Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

according to Sanskrit aesthetic theory was a way to underscore the relationship between 

musical performance and the images and emotions expressed in the repertoire. For 

example, Brajobashi and Mitra used the term “sound-picture” (śabda-citra) to describe 

each pada (1948, vii), a reference to the meditational process that was thought to have 

inspired the mahājana padakartās’ compositions. However, the images described in each 

pada were further linked with a specific mood (i.e. rasa) that was delineated and 

expressed in Sanskrit terminology. In short, what Mitra and Brajobashi suggested was 

that to know the devotional moods, or to know the expected emotional response that each 

pada was thought to evoke, one had to be familiar with the centuries-long theoretical and 

terminological sphere of Sanskrit aesthetics. The core of this initiative was to organize 

padāvalī-kīrtan song anthologies according to a detailed structure known as rasa-parjāy, 

“the categories of rasa.” 
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 The power of language to categorize cultural expression, I argue, also revolved 

around a belief that aligning Vaiṣṇava padāvalī with Sanskrit was a means of expressing 

its relationship with a “cosmopolitan” cultural sphere (Pollock 2000). Far from natural 

categories, “cosmopolitan” and “vernacular,” as Sheldon Pollock suggests, are “action[s] 

rather than idea[s]” (2000, 593), and, more specifically, “modes of…communication 

directed toward two different audiences” (ibid.,). Indeed, using Sanskrit to lend a sense of 

scholarly rigor to Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava texts was not new. For example, Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

hagiographies of the post-Caitanya period were composed keeping these two audiences in 

mind. The Caitanya-Caritāmṛta, discussed in the previous chapter, mixed the languages 

of Bangla with Sanskrit in its description of Caitanya and his theology. While the 

vernacular Bangla tongue was able to speak to the less educated lay people, the use of 

Sanskrit represented an attempt to imagine the expansive space of a cosmopolitan sphere, 

and the “power of making something classical in traditional Indian terms… serving as a 

hyperglossia that transcends the ordinary and limitations of the mundane” (Stewart 2010, 

19-20).  

 In addition to the domain of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, much research on South Asian 

performance has studied how Sanskrit has been employed as a means of strengthening a 

tradition’s theoretical base and refining performance practice. In the patronage of 

Hindustani music in seventeenth-century Mughal courts, for example, Katherine Butler 

Schofield notes how “Mughal writers were primarily interested in connecti[ng] 

performance practice…with Sanskrit music theory…in order to bring practice back in 
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line with theory” (2010, 499). These texts, moreover, were not composed for performers, 

but “for the elite connoisseur—the man of enlightenment or discernment” (ibid., 495). In 

the case of Hindustani music in late nineteenth-century Kolkata, another tie with Sanskrit 

aesthetic theory is found in the work of musical reformers such as Sourindo Mohun 

Tagore who was involved in publishing Sanskrit compendiums on musicological topics 

(e.g. Saṅgīta-sāra-saṅgraha) and tableaux vivants that connected Hindustani musical 

performance with Sanskrit aesthetic theory (Rosse 1995; Capwell 2002). Often the 

patronage of performance genres in South Asia would combine financial support with 

decision-making processes regarding the development of repertoire, as in the case of 

Brahman patronage behind the development of the Kathakali dance-drama repertoire in 

South India (Zarilli 1992). The influence of Namboodiri Brahman patronage in the 

nineteenth century was not only a source of financial support, but also “led to a series of 

innovative refinements in kathakaḷi, many of which were intended to please the royal and 

ritual elite and provide opportunities for realization of predominant rasas” (ibid., 102). 

Indeed, Phillip Zarilli’s research paints a picture of the role of the patron as concerned 

with “providing the economic and social infrastructure for [a genre’s] 

realization,…engaging … in making decisions about performative realization of texts, 

and finally serving as ideal audience members” (ibid., 105-106; emphasis added). 

 In the project of strengthening ties between padāvalī-kīrtan and Sanskrit aesthetic 

theory, I argue that Khagendranath Mitra aimed to fulfill a similar role of patronage. 

More specifically, his work as a patron entailed “providing a social infrastructure” for 
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performance by arguing that there were two types of individuals who listened to kīrtan. 

The first category, he suggested, were the antaraṅgas, or “those belonging to a circle of 

intimates,” who understood the theology and aesthetics of padāvalī-kīrtan. In his 

reckoning, the other group, the bahiraṅgas or “those outside of the circle of intimates,” 

could not understand the intricacies of rasa that were crucial to understanding this 

musical genre.66 One method for converting the “outsiders” into “insiders,” Mitra argued, 

was for “kīrtan’s excellence…to be shown through logic” (1333 BS [1926], 379), a 

statement that highlights how the audience for padāvalī-kīrtan should not only be 

attracted by the devotional sentiments of this poetry, but, just a crucial, should be 

educated to understand the relationships between this poetry and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

aesthetics. The key to unlocking this repertoire for the listener was to possess knowledge 

of rasa-śāstra--the textual knowledge of Sanskrit aesthetics. That a high level of 

erudition fueled this cosmopolitan project could not be doubted, and because of this Mitra 

is sure to note that Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, the co-editor of his anthology, was 

“well-educated” and possessed of “extraordinary erudition and diligence” (1948, ii). 

While Mitra’s role as a patron was to frame the discussion that surrounded the 

organization of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī, Brajobashi researched the Sanskrit manuscripts of 

Vaiṣṇava padāvalī that offered the content for this project and aligned the performance of 

padāvalī-kīrtan with the sādhanā of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. If Mitra’s name lent the project 

a hint of bhadralok education and rigor, Brajobashi’s role as the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā from 

                                                
66 See Mitra (1333 BS [1926]) for his most sustained discussion of these two categories. 
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Vrindavan offered this project the stamp of a rural authenticity that was prized in the 

bhadralok recovery of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism.  

 The ability of Sanskrit to reference a cosmopolitan sphere also functioned to 

create a sense of order around the erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna that constitute the 

vast majority of padāvalī-kīrtan repertoire. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 

connecting Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava cultural expression with Caitanya was one such way to 

“regulate” these episodes so that a “knowledgeable audience” would listen to them (Mitra 

1945, 30). The ordering of these padas in the larger framework of Sanskrit aesthetic 

theory was another aspect of this endeavor of regulating, in this case of way of putting 

“matter in place,” to reverse a famous phrase of anthropologist Mary Douglas (1966). If 

the Radha-Krishna themes of ḍhap-kīrtan and kabi-gān (Chapter 1) were too closely 

associated with the spheres of courtesan culture and the lower orders of Kolkata urban 

society, the intended audience for the erotic līlās of padāvalī-kīrtan, as imagined by 

Mitra, were the cosmopolitan elite, the educated bhadralok society of Bengal. Of course, 

the fact that the early twentieth-century bhadralok sphere was the intended audience for 

Mitra and Brajobashi’s anthology suggests that moves to associate padāvalī-kīrtan 

repertoire with a cosmopolitan Sanskrit domain was a means of classicizing tradition in 

the frame of cultural nationalism (Chatterjee 1993, 73). As Partha Chatterjee has noted, 

the “classicization of tradition” in colonial Bengal was a project that sought to find a past 

for nationalist art forms by forging connections between popular genres—like padāvalī-

kīrtan—and a past that was, in part, represented in Sanskrit texts (ibid.). Using Sanskrit to 
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organize Vaiṣṇava padāvalī represented the desire to present it in a “sanitized form” 

(ibid.,), and it was this potential of Sanskrit’s ability to stand for such a “nonlocalized 

mode of existence” (Pollock 2006, 223) that made language central to projects of editing 

padāvalī-kīrtan in early twentieth-century Kolkata.  

 In light of all this one caveat is in order. The project of classicizing--or 

Sanskritizing--cultural expression in each of the examples previously mentioned 

underscores that the process of classicization has been, more often than not, in the hands 

of the elite. Whether it was the Mughal musical connoisseurs or the South Indian 

Namboodiri Brahmans, the voices of the subaltern seem to be the passive agents in this 

dynamic process. Even in the case of the bhadralok recovery of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava culture 

in late nineteenth-century Kolkata, for example, Bhatia writes that the project of 

associating Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism with “Sanskrit exegesis,” in the work of the bhadralok 

writer Kedarnath Dutta, “remained an elitist venture in its social dimensions” (2009, 9). 

As alluded to in the Introduction of this dissertation, projects of classicizing in the 

nationalist frame can be conceived as “elite” in a number of ways, and research in the 

case of musical reform in South Asia has focused on the hegemonic project of elite-

determined cultural production (e.g. Bakhle 2005). This chapter attempts to offer another 

perspective on the concept of hegemony in relation to reforming music, as I argue that the 

history of padāvalī-kīrtan challenges this overarching narrative of elite-dominated 

cultural definition, thus adding to recent discussions of musical reform in South Asia that 

notes the complicated and fluid nature of the elite-subaltern relationship (Kobayashi 
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2003; Schultz 2013). For example, Sanyal notes how throughout the history of padāvalī-

kīrtan low-caste kīrtanīyās were recognized for their knowledge of Sanskrit and ability to 

teach rasa-śāstra (1989, 221); and of special note in the present study is the fact that 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s own kīrtan guru, Advaita Das Babaji, learned from a low-

caste musician, Krishnadoyal Chandra (Chapter 1). The dynamic of Mitra and 

Brajobashi’s relationship, therefore, adds a different perspective on theories that stress 

how the “hegemony” of the nationalist elite was a unilateral force in the process of 

“mediating” the production of national cultural forms (Chatterjee 1993). Indeed, the song 

anthologies edited and produced by Mitra and Brajobashi suggest how the vernacular 

resonances of padāvalī-kīrtan, represented in the persona of Brajobashi, were an integral 

aspect in the construction of national culture, thus presenting a way of reconsidering the 

role of hegemony in the elite-subaltern dynamic. The larger question that thus emerges 

from this analysis is: what was the nature of colonialism and political modernity in the 

reform movements of music in colonial India? 

 

IMAGE AND EMOTION: VAIṢṆAVA PADĀVALĪ AS A WAY OF SEEING 
The popularity of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī had erupted in late nineteenth-century Kolkata, 

when this genre became defined as a form of Bengali “literature” (sāhitya) that was 

increasingly being identified with the rising tide of Bengali nationalism. 67 Indeed, during 

this period Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was being defined as “the fruition of the Bengali 

                                                
67 The use of the term sāhitya (“literature”) for Vaiṣṇava padāvalī is commonplace. See Sen and Mitra 
1943, for example. Also see Kaviraj 2003. 
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language,” (2009, 7-8), and thus frequently used as a template for poetic composition by 

composers such as Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) and Rajanikanta Sen (1865-1910). 

It was in the late nineteenth century that the first Nobel Laureate poet of Asia, the young 

Tagore, composed a number of Vaiṣṇava padas in Brajabuli under the pseudonym of 

Bhanusingha Thakur that were later anthologized in 1884. In these poems, Tagore 

rehearsed many of the themes and images of the līlās of Radha and Krishna that he found 

in the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī manuscripts that were discovered in the nineteenth century. The 

influence of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī on Tagore was obvious to Khagendranath Mitra. In his 

Preface to Padāmṛta-mādhurī, he even suggested that the entire body of Tagore’s literary 

and poetic work “became sweet” on account of the early influence that Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

had on his career (1948, i).  

 However, from the perspective of Mitra and Brajobashi, Tagore’s experiments in 

padāvalī composition only scratched the surface of a larger religious sphere. Because 

Tagore’s religious affiliation was with the Brahmo Samaj, a Hindu reformed religion that 

was against the worship of sacred images and other practices of a rural Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

praxis, Tagore’s padāvalī was of a different type than the compositions of the mahājana 

padakartās. Indeed, throughout his discussions of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī, Mitra and 

Brajobashi were intent on describing a specific relationship between sādhanā and 

epistemology that made the composition of these poems possible. Mitra’s perspective on 

the mahājana padakartās is that their poetry was the result of their deep immersion in a 

meditational sādhanā: 
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 It can be noted that the mahājanas have created the padas according to their own taste 

 and skill. As the Ṛṣis [“sages”] are the direct viewers of the [Vedic] mantras, so also the 

 great Vaiṣṇava is the direct viewer of the līlā of Radha [and] Krishna. For this they are 

 called “mahājanas.” Due to this direct vision, the Vaiṣṇava poem is not only a collection 

 of sweet words. Each and every poem is also an individual picture (Brajobashi and Mitra

 1948, vii). 

The particular term that Mitra and Brajobashi use to describe compositions of the 

mahājana padakartās was “sound-pictures” (śabda-citra). Indeed, Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was 

not only a “collection of sweet words,” but it was also a “sound-picture” of a particular 

episode of Radha and Krishna that was not visible to the naked eye (ibid.). For the 

mahājana padakartās, this picture was not metaphorical, but, according to Mitra and 

Brajobashi, a “direct vision” (pratyakṣa-darśan) (ibid.) that was obtained through the 

process of meditational sādhanā.  

 What becomes clear from this formulation of the sound-pictures of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī--and is a central theme throughout this chapter--is that the repertoire of 

padāvalī-kīrtan is built on a belief that there exists a relationship between image and 

emotion. The vision of the mahājana padakartās, referred to as darśan, implies their 

relationship in a larger semantic field of religion and aesthetics in India. As Dipesh 

Chakrabarty has argued, the term darśan, even in early twentieth century Bengali society, 

evoked a range of meanings that extend beyond the simple visual apprehension of 

something: “darshan belongs…to a history of practice and habitus,” and “in modern 

Bengali nationalist writing was not necessarily [a] subject-centered, mentalist category” 

(2000, 175). Instead, in the case of the episodes of Radha and Krishna found in Vaiṣṇava 
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padāvalī, the key element is that each picture—sometimes existing as only a couplet—

carries an indexical relationship to a specific emotional field. Each sound-picture, then, is 

not just a “mentalist” category, or one that designates a subject-object relationship 

between the viewer and the viewed; rather, it suggests a connection with the moods 

(rasas) of Sanskrit aesthetics. Take, for example, the following pada, which describes 

Radha’s feelings of separation from Krishna that are described in the pūrva-rāga līlā, or 

the episode that describes Radha’s “infatuation” for Krishna: 

“Rādhā’s golden complexion, which shines like gold, turned dark constantly 
remembering your [Krishna’s] name.”68 

 

While this pada presents an image of Radha’s bodily transformation from a golden to a 

blackish hue because of hearing Krishna’s—the “black one’s”—name, more importantly, 

it is meant to convey the emotional state of her intense attraction for him. Therefore, in 

Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthologies, it will be organized under the heading of “Radha’s 

Infatuation” (śrī rādhār pūrva-rāga). The image called to mind in the pada is not only an 

event; crucially, the image is linked to a specific rasa that the characters in the verse--and 

the listener--are thought to experience. For editors like Mitra and Brajobashi, then, the 

process of refining padāvalī-kīrtan as a performance genre relied on being able to draw 

direct lines of correspondence between the image of each pada and a specific mood that it 

was meant to convey. 

                                                
68 The entire pada is discussed later in this chapter. See pg. 147. 
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 This task, however, was fraught with numerous challenges. And, by Mitra’s own 

admonition, his journey to understanding Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was filled with numerous 

barriers that he acknowledged in the Preface to the first volume of this anthology: 

 It was during my boyhood that I became fascinated with, and allured to, this Vaiṣṇava 

 poetry. To some extent I understood it, and to some extent I did not. What I did not 

 understand, that also roused my mind, as it was charming and drenched with the 

 attachment of affection and pain. (1948, i-ii) 

The emotional content of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī—the “attachment,” “affection,” and “pain”--

attracted Mitra, but he also admits that there were aspects of the poetry that he did not 

understand. Looking back to his boyhood later in life, Mitra mentioned that his 

misunderstanding arose from not knowing how these emotional poems fit within the 

larger scheme of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava aesthetics. Indeed, it was this lack of 

contextualization that caused the meaning of the poetry to elude Mitra. 

 Like his search for the style of musical accompaniment for padāvalī-kīrtan 

(Chapter 1), the method for surpassing his barrier to understanding Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

came in the form of his kīrtan guru, Brajobashi. When he had relocated to Kolkata 

c.1898, Brajobashi had brought with him a collection of manuscripts that he had collected 

from two padāvalī-kīrtan performers. The first source for these manuscripts was his 

father, Krishnadas Brajobashi, and the second was one his kīrtan gurus, Advaita Das 

Babaji. For Mitra, Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi’s manuscripts offered an opportunity to 

learn the meanings of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī that had previously escaped him. Because 
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Brajobashi had performed his own detailed study of these manuscripts, Mitra saw an 

opportunity that could not be missed: 

 Seeing all of those [manuscripts], I wanted to publish them for a long time. At present, I 

 said to [Nabadwipchandra] Brajobashi Mahashoy that we should compile a pada 

 anthology. Absorbed in  those manuscripts for a long time, and using extraordinary 

 erudition and diligence, he arranged the padas according to their proper order (parjāy-

 ānurupa). In accordance with this knowledge, I have added my own commentary and 

 description of āsvādan [i.e. rasa]. That is this Padāmṛta-mādhurī. (ibid., iii) 

Brajobashi’s ability to put the padas in the “proper order” was a prerequisite for being 

able to determine which rasa, or “mood,” they were referring to. Moreover, this task 

required organizing padas using a system of headings, subheadings, and commentaries 

found in these manuscripts. However, the English translation of parjāy-ānurup, “proper 

order,” misses some of the subtleties of this terminology. The term parjāy, “order” or 

“categories,” is a common term used in padāvalī-kīrtan discourse regarding how specific 

padas should be arranged within the system of Sanskrit aesthetics. For Mitra, the 

“proper” matching of a pada with a specific līlā was considered an essential aspect of 

understanding padāvalī-kīrtan’s meaning. For example, in his book-length study of 

padāvalī-kīrtan, Mitra mentions that if a singer does not know to which rasa a specific 

pada belongs, and sings it out of order, then the result will be rasābhāsa, a “distortion of 

rasa”:  

 At the present time, it cannot be said that those who sing kīrtan are expert in alaṅkāra-

 śāstra (“the scriptures of poetics and aesthetics”). Rather, many of them do not have such 

 knowledge of śāstra [“scripture”]. But they have learned kīrtan in a hereditary line or 

 guru-paramparā (“succession of gurus”), and as a result of this, many of them, on 
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 account of habit, try to avoid rasābhāsa…If the kīrtanīyā does not know the meaning of 

 this padāvalī-kīrtan, or creates another meaning, then his kīrtan is futile (1945, 13-14; 

 emphasis added) 

The task of avoiding rasābhāsa is characterized as having knowledge of śāstra, and, based 

on this knowledge, assembling padas in a proper order during performance. Indeed, Mitra 

affirms that to know this order, is to understand the meaning of a pada. For Mitra, finding 

the meaning that was missing in his childhood attraction to Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was 

dependent on understanding the intricacies of rasa-parjāy, the order of rasa. 

 Yet because Mitra seems to have had little faith in the hereditary kīrtanīyās and 

their knowledge of rasa-śāstra, he also emphasized the importance of developing an 

audience that would have knowledge of rasa-parjāy, and who could act as a corrective 

counter-balance to the situation of uneducated musicians. Indeed, the ideal situation for 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance, in Mitra’s estimation, was one in which both singers and 

listeners had knowledge of the system of rasa. In the case of kīrtan singers, Mitra 

mentions how the marriage of musical skill and theoretical knowledge should be present, 

as “the kīrtanīyā should not only have knowledge of music (saṅgīta-jña), but he or she 

must also be a paṇḍit,” or one “learned in śāstra “ (1945, 13). However, in the case that 

the singer had “no knowledge of rasa” (ibid.), the responsibility for correcting such a 

situation falls to the audience: “if the singer has no knowledge of rasa, then the 

knowledgeable audience should censure him or her” (ibid.). Mitra often refers to such an 

audience member as the “rasika śrotra,” or the “listener who has knowledge of rasa” 

(ibid.). Furthermore, this listener will not gain “satisfaction of the heart” from a padāvalī-
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kīrtan performance where there is a “lack of knowledge of rasa” or in a “song that 

contains a prominent rasābhāsa” (ibid.). As Mitra explains, a high onus of learning is 

required of a kīrtan audience, as 

 kīrtan’s special characteristic [is] that both the audience and singer should have 

 knowledge of rasa, meaning it is necessary to know the main verses (sūtras) of both 

 Vaiṣṇava religious conclusions (siddhānta) and alaṅkāra-śāstra (“the scriptures of poetics 

 and aesthetics”) (ibid.).  

As previously mentioned, one distinction that Mitra employs to draw a line between the 

rasika śrotra and the listener without such knowledge of rasa was to suggest that there are 

two types of audience members: the antaraṅgas, (“those belonging to a circle of 

intimates”) and the bahiraṅgas (“those outside of the circle of intimates”). Mitra’s source 

for delineating these two groups is a somewhat obscure verse69 from a Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

śāstra that describes how Caitanya inaugurated an intimate method of Krishna worship: 

antaraṅga bhābe antaraṅga bhaktagaṇe 

rasarāja-upāsanā korilā arpaṇe 

“In an antaraṅga (“intimate”) mood, with antaraṅga (“intimate”) devotees, 

he [Caitanya] distributed the worship of Krishna, the king of rasa” (1333 BS [1926], 382) 

 

In his explanation of this verse, Mitra suggests that “Mahāprabhu [i.e. Caitanya] arranged 

for two types of worship depending on one’s qualification (adhikār)” (ibid.). Mitra 

argued that the bahiraṅgas only possess the qualification for nām-kīrtan, a practice that 

                                                
69 Mitra explains that this verse comes from Premadas’s Vaṁśī Śikṣār (1333 BS [1926], 382). 
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focuses on repeating Krishna’s name, and, furthermore, they are advised to thus avoid 

hearing about the intimate topics of Radha and Krishna’s līlās, because the  

 appreciation or “tasting” [of these līlās] is not possible with them. Those who are not 

 impressed with Radha and Krishna’s ujjvala-rasa (“erotic mood”) are bahiraṅga. It is 

 not possible to “taste” good quality līlās with them. They can at the most be qualified for 

 listening to nām-kīrtan. (ibid.). 

On the other hand, the antaraṅgas, because of being “sympathetic” with this intimate 

form of worship, are “qualified for the worship of Krishna, the king of rasa” (ibid.). 

Indeed, Mitra states that performing padāvalī-kīrtan for such a sympathetic audience is 

crucial for the proper mood to develop:  

 It is true that Caitanya has stated that rasa should be tasted with those who are antaraṅga. 

 Even now we can notice that a kīrtan performance does not attain its real spirit in the 

 absence of antaraṅga, all gets wasted. Rasa does not crystallize. Hence there must be 

 antaraṅga (ibid.)  

Yet in the same breath as confirming the requirements for the antaraṅga audience, Mitra 

also reveals his doubts regarding an exclusionary practice of only performing padāvalī-

kīrtan in the presence of such knowledgeable audience members. Because of kīrtan’s 

then-current state of unpopularity in bhadralok circles, surely such audience member 

must be rare. He notes his doubts by saying:  

 besides, Mahāprabhu [Caitanya] never said that the kīrtan music that is prevalent  now 

 should be appreciated with a handful of devotees secretly (i.e. at a place inaccessible to 

 the bahiraṅgas). If one would explain it like that, then it would amount to killing off 

 whatever is still remaining of kīrtan (ibid.) 
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The answer to such a paradox would be to educate a new audience of padāvalī-kīrtan 

enthusiasts who would become listeners who were knowledgeable of rasa. This audience 

member would be knowledgeable in both the conclusions of Vaiṣṇava religious tenets, 

and the intricacies of the detailed system of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava Sanskrit aesthetics. It is 

thus no surprise that a significant aspect of Mitra’s project was found in aligning the vast 

repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī with the detailed order of rasa (rasa-parjāy) found in 

Rūpa Gosvāmī’s sixteenth-century treatises on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava aesthetics, the Bhakti-

rasāmṛta-sindhu, and, more importantly, his Ujjvalanīlamaṇi. 

 

RŪPA GOSVĀMĪ’S AESTHETIC TREATISES  
Rūpa’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi is a treatise that focuses exclusively on śṛṅgāra-rasa (the “erotic 

mood”) in the context of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious devotion. It was conceived of and 

written as a sequel to the Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu, “The Ocean of the Essence of 

Devotional Rasa” (c.1541), Rūpa’s better-known text that offers only a brief introduction 

to the erotic mood.70 These two texts borrow their basic organizational structure and 

vocabulary from earlier texts on Sanskrit aesthetics, a body of work beginning with the 

                                                
70 It is commonly believed that Rūpa wrote the Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu and Ujjvalanīlamaṇi in the 
vicinity of present-day Vrindavan, an area of Vaiṣṇava pilgrimage in north India, after Rūpa, previously a 
minister in the Muslim court of the Nawāb Husain Shāh, retired to Vrindavan to write texts on Vaiṣṇavism 
on the order of Caitanya. Indeed, Rūpa was a disciple of Caitanya, and the importance given to his texts 
derives in no small part from the belief that Caitanya personally instructed Rūpa by delineating to him the 
particulars of rasa-tattva (“the truth of rasa”); see Caitanya-caritāmṛta 2.19.103-120 (trans. Dimock and 
Stewart, 1999). Rūpa wrote the Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu and Ujjvalanīlamaṇi only after composing two 
full-length Sanskrit dramas (nāṭakas) that focused on the līlās of Radha and Krishna, a point that suggests 
Rūpa’s theoretical treatises were based on his own attempt at expressing devotional sentiment through 
drama (Wulff 1984, 4). 
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fourth-century Nāṭyaśāstra. However, Rūpa redefined the mundane hero and heroine of 

earlier Sanskrit aesthetic theory by placing Radha and Krishna into this overall 

framework, while additionally describing “their adjuncts and associates, as well as an 

analysis of their various attributes and expressions of love” (De 1961, 203). The title of 

Rūpa’s treatise, Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, “The Blazing Sapphire” [i.e. Krishna]), is based on 

Rūpa’s translation of śṛṅgāra-rasa into the term ujjvala-rasa (“the brilliant rasa”), which 

he uses to define the erotic mood. Another term that he uses in place of śṛṅgāra-rasa is the 

term mādhurya-rasa (“the rasa of sweetness”), which influenced the title of Mitra and 

Brajobashi’s anthology, Padāmṛta-mādhurī.  

  Mitra’s assertion that “in Vaiṣṇava śāstra, rasa is an unprecedented creation” 

(1945, 51) surely tells only part of the larger story. Indeed, the theoretical framework of 

the Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu and Ujjvalanīlamaṇi can be traced through a genealogy of 

aesthetic thought that dates back to Bharata’s Nāṭyaśāstra, a Sanskrit treatise (śāstra) on 

dramaturgy (nāṭya) that contains the first textual usage of rasa as a concept related to 

Sanskrit aesthetic theory. In the Nāṭyaśāstra, Bharata saw drama as a way to counteract 

what he saw as the more base emotions of the current degraded age of Hindu cosmology 

(Kali-yuga). In short, emotions that were identified as detrimental—desire, greed, 

jealousy, and anger—were considered to stem from a “fundamental problem of egoism 

arising from the perception of oneself as a distinct individual separate from and in 

competition with other distinct individuals” (Haberman 1988, 13-14). In order to remedy 

this egoism, the purpose of the Nāṭyaśāstra was to “evoke within an audience a particular 
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aesthetic-emotional experience, known as rasa, that would cope with or transcend the 

problems of egoism” (ibid., 14). In the Nāṭyaśāstra Bharata offered a theory regarding 

how numerous emotions (bhāvas) might combine to evoke the experience of rasa. Key to 

this framework was the concept of sthāyi-bhāvas, a specific group of eight “dominant 

emotions” that are foundational to the experience of rasa. These eight sthāyi-bhāvas--

passion, humor, anger, sorrow, effort, astonishment, disgust, and fear—were thought to 

be dormant in one’s consciousness, and could only be actualized when combined with a 

series of other emotional states, called bhāvas. The experience of combining these 

bhāvas—the actual “tasting” of emotion--was thus called rasa. As Donna Wulff notes, a 

standard analogy used to explain the relationship between the bhāvas and the concept of 

rasa in the Nāṭyaśāstra, and Rūpa’s Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu, “is that of a blend of a basic 

foodstuff, such as yoghurt, with a number of spices; the resulting decoction has a unique 

flavor (rasa) identical with none of the single elements that comprise it” (1984, 26). In 

this analogy the sthāyi-bhāva, or dominant emotion, is one of the (dominant) “spices,” 

and the final experience, or “taste,” is the rasa. The eight sthāyi-bhāvas, therefore, serve 

as foundational elements to the Nāṭyaśāstra’s well-known eight rasas that have been 

integral to South Asian performing arts: “erotic” (sṛṅgāra); “humorous” (hāsya); 

“furious” (raudra); “compassionate” (karuṇa); “heroic” (vīra); “wondrous” (adbhuta); 

“odious” (bībhatsa); and “terrible” (bhayānaka) (Haberman 1988, 16). 

 Though Rūpa’s Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu clearly followed the basic framework 

established in the Nāṭyaśāstra and subsequently embellished by later theorists, he 
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ultimately introduced fundamental changes that refigured Sanskrit aesthetics in the mode 

of bhakti-rasa, or the “devotional mood.” Perhaps the most fundamental contextual 

change that Rūpa introduced was the suggestion that the experience of rasa was not 

limited to the dramatic stage, but instead was something that the devotee might 

experience throughout his or her day-to-day experiences. Because of this, Rūpa’s 

aesthetic project re-envisioned how the dramatic context of Sanskrit aesthetics could be 

reconceived of as a religious practice, or sādhanā. More specifically, this sādhanā is 

described in Rūpa’s treatises as rāgānugā-bhakti-sādhanā, a process that, in David 

Haberman’s words, “is a technique informed by classical Indian aesthetic theory and 

involves assuming the role of a character in the ultimate reality” (1988, 3). In the process 

of sādhanā, the various descriptions of heroes and heroines, emotional states, and 

resultant experiences found in Sanskrit aesthetic writings were no longer about the 

proscenium stage; instead they were re-conceptualized as elements in a process of 

meditation where one could enter into a “religious reality” (ibid.). Moreover, the 

performance of kīrtan was significant in this process, used to enable the performer and 

listener to enter into a meditation of a religious reality as outlined in Rūpa’s Bhakti-

rasāmṛta-sindhu (ibid., 133-135).  

 In addition to this overarching re-conceptualization, Rūpa introduced certain 

formal changes that differentiated his theory from Bharata and earlier aesthetic theorists. 

Instead of considering that the aesthetic experience could lead to eight rasas, as in 

Bharata’s system, or nine in the later writings of Abhinavagupta, Rūpa suggested that 
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there was only one rasa: bhakti-rasa, the devotional mood. However, he further proposed 

that this one rasa could be experienced in five different ways, depending on the five 

different sthāyi-bhāvas, or “dominant emotions,” that guide the devotee’s sādhanā. 

Rūpa’s delineation of these five rasas was to create a template for practitioners of 

rāgānugā-bhakti-sādhanā, where the practitioner imagines him- or herself as the friend, 

parent or lover of Krishna, for example. These five varieties of bhakti-rasa in Bhakti-

rasāmṛta-sindhu are: śānta-rasa (“the mood of tranquil contemplation”), dāsya-rasa 

(“the mood of servitude”), sākhya-rasa (“the mood of friendship”), vātsalya-rasa (“the 

parental mood”), mādhurya-rasa (“the erotic mood”).  

 These details of Rūpa’s conceptualization of bhakti-rasa theory were clearly not 

lost on Khagendranath Mitra. Indeed, throughout his writings he suggested that 

understanding these five different moods of devotion—tranquility, service, friendship, 

parental and erotic—was a key component for understanding the padāvalī-kīrtan 

repertoire. In this regard, Mitra uses the concept of adhikār (“eligibility”) as an integral 

aspect of the process of rasa-āsvādan (“tasting rasa”) in relation to listening to kīrtan. 

One’s eligibility for listening to padas of a particular rasa was dependent upon one’s 

“taste” or enjoyment of the subject matter. For example, Mitra mentions that līlā-kīrtan 

“consists of various categories of rasa (rasa-parjāy),” and having “an eligibility (adhikār) 

for a particular category, leads to one who is eligible (adhikārī) to ‘taste’ a particular 

rasa” (1333 BS [1926], 381-382). Therefore, one who is eligible to listen to a particular 

rasa will thus search out performances that support that “taste.” Mitra underscores this 
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point in relation to the common līlā-kīrtan performance of Goṣṭha-līlā, a performance that 

focuses on Krishna’s adventures with his boyhood friends: “some [listeners] are soaked 

with sākhya-rasa (“the mood of friendship”) and draw immense joy from Goṣṭha. Some 

draw pleasure from vātsalya (“the parental mood”) while another is a follower of the path 

mādhurya, the crest-jewel of rasa.” (ibid., 382). 

 Categorizing Vaiṣṇava padāvalī into the five main rasas was only the beginning of 

Rūpa’s theoretical project. The more detailed work was to order these padas within the 

various segments of mādhurya-rasa, a task that was carried out in his sequel to the 

Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu, the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi. 

 

THE DIVISIONS OF THE EROTIC MOOD 
That editors of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthologies usually begin their arrangement of padas 

with the category of Radha and Krishna’s pūrva-rāga (“infatuation”) is not 

happenstance.71 Whether studying Mitra and Brajobashi’s Padāmṛta-mādhurī or other 

well-known anthologies from the early-to-mid-twentieth century,72 more often than not 

the first category used as an organizational heading is pūrva-rāga. One reason for this is 

because pūrva-rāga represents the first chronological episodes in the drama of Radha and 

Krishna’s erotic affairs, as it is based on the attraction they feel for each other before 

actually meeting. Another reason is on account of the fact that it also appears as the first 

                                                
71 I use Donna Wulff’s pithy translation of pūrva-rāga, “infatuation” (1998). 
72 See, for example, Padakalpataru, ed. Satishchandra Ray, or Vaiṣṇava-padalaharī, ed. Durgadas Lahidi. 
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heading in Rūpa’s chapter on śṛṅgāra-rasa in the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi (Table 1), a point that 

highlights how anthology editors sought to align their project with rasa-śāstra.  

1. pūrva-rāga 

(“infatuation”) 

2. māna 

(“pique”) 

3. prema-vaicittya 
(“feeling separation in the 
presence of the beloved”) 

4. pravāsa 

(“separation based on a distant 
journey”) 

5. saṇkṣipta-
sambhoga 

(“brief union”) 

6. saṇkīrṇa-
sambhoga 

(“union mixed with 
contrary feelings”) 

7. sampanna-
sambhoga 

(“developed union”) 

8. samṛddhimān-
sambhoga 

(“complete and excessive 
union”) 

Table 1: The Eight Headings from sṛṅgāra-bheda-prakaranam in Ujjvalanīlamaṇi  

 
Pūrva-rāga is the first of eight headings used in the fifteenth chapter of Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, 

which constitutes a detailed discussion of the various varieties of the amorous mood of 

devotion (sṛṅgāra-bheda-prakaranam).73 These eight headings can be further divided 

into two groups of four: the first group, including pūrva-rāga, are considered indicative of 

the mood of vipralambha, or “amorous devotion-in-separation,” while the second 

overarching category is considered representative of sambhoga, or “amorous devotion-in-

union.”74 Again, the basic framework for these categories in the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi is based 

on previous treatises on Sanskrit aesthetics,75 which Rūpa modifies into a list of eight 

headings, four of which constitute vipralambha (1-4), and the other four sambhoga (5-8) 

(Table 1). Taken together, these eight overarching categories serve as the basic 

                                                
73 I have used the edition of Ujjvalanīlamaṇi edited by Haridas Das (1955) for this discussion. 
74 The terms amorous devotion-in-union, and amorous devotion-in-separation, are influenced by Wulff 
1984, p. 149, and Haberman 1988. 
75 See De 1960, 115. 
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organization for conceptualizing and organizing the līlās of Radha and Krishna in 

Vaiṣṇava padāvalī. In the context of a līlā-kīrtan, a kīrtanīyā would be expected to use 

only padas from one of these divisions in performance. For example, if one were singing 

a līlā-kīrtan performance of pūrva-rāga, which is in the mood of separation, then he or 

she would not introduce a pada from any of the divisions of love-in-union. Such a 

mistake would be considered rasābhāsa, a distortion of rasa.  

 Under each one of these eight headings, Rūpa lists various situations and 

emotional and physical states that flesh out each one of the overarching moods. In the 

case of pūrva-rāga, Rūpa outlines seven different ways that Radha might develop her 

infatuation for Krishna (Table 2):  

1. sākṣāt 
darśana 

(“through 
direct 
vision”) 

2. citre 
darśana 

(“seeing in 
a picture”) 

3. svapne 
darśana 

(“vision in a 
dream”) 

4. vandi-
vaktrāt 

(“from the 
mouth of a 
bard”) 

5. dūtī-
vaktrāt 

(“from the 
mouth of a 
messenger”) 

6. sakhī-
vaktrāt 

(‘from the 
mouth of a 
friend”) 

7. gītāt 

(“from a 
song”) 

Table 2: Situational Stimulants for Pūrva-rāga. Ujjvalanīlamaṇi 15.5-14 

For example, she might directly see him while going about her daily activities (sākṣāt 

darśana), see him in a picture (citre darśana), or see him in a dream (svapne darśana). 

Additionally, she may hear about him from an itinerant bard (vandi-vaktrāt) or a 

messenger (dūtī-vaktrāt), to give a few examples of how Rūpa conceived of these various 

situations. 
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 Once this infatuation begins through one of these dramatic devices, Rūpa 

describes how it quickly gathers steam, leading to a group of Ten States (daśa daśās) that 

are found in the “developed” (prauḍha) stage of pūrva-rāga (Table 3):  

1. lālasā 

(“ardent desire”) 

2. udvega 

(“anxiety”) 

3. jāgaryā 

(“sleeplessness”)  

4. tānava 

(“thinness of the 
limbs”) 

5. jaḍimā 

(“stupidity”) 

6. vaiyagrya 

(“impulsiveness”) 

7. vyādhi 

(“paleness, heat 
etc. of the 
body” – 

“disease”) 

8. unmāda 

(“dementedness”) 

9. moha 

(“unconsciousness”) 

10. mṛtyu 

(“death”) 

Table 3: The Ten States (daśa daśās) of prauḍha pūrva-rāga from Ujjvalanīlamaṇi 15.21-
4576 

These Ten States, like much of Rūpa’s theory, originate from previous aestheticians,77 

but become inflected with Rūpa’s own ideas in the context of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. 

Sushil Kumar De notes these Ten States designate both physical and emotional 

conditions, and “succeed…each other in order of intensity and leading even up to death 

in the most extreme case (1961, 217).78 Indeed, beginning with lālasā (“ardent desire”), 

the devotee in the developed stage of pūrva-rāga would pass through each one of these 

Ten States leading up to, ultimately, death (“mṛtyu”), a stage that is often described as 

more of a desire for death because of intense desire for union. 

                                                
76 These definitions of the Ten States are from De (1961, 217). 
77 See Viśvantha Kavirāja 1956, p. 114-115. 
78 The fact that these Ten States are considered sequential highlights how they are considered different 
from the sañcāri-bhāvas of Rūpa’s aesthetics. See Wulff 1984, 150. 
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 The Ten States of pūrva-rāga represent one example of how Rūpa elaborated on 

the subject of śṛṅgāra-bheda, or the “varieties of amorous devotion,” and it was an 

awareness of these small details that formed the foundational framework for the task of 

arranging padas in Mitra and Brajobashi’s anthology. For example, details that might 

have seemed inconsequential in earlier Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthologies of the twentieth 

century--such as the fact that the Ten States were meant to be sequential—became key 

aspects of their work in the Padāmṛta-mādhurī. In their Introduction to the first volume, 

for example, Mitra and Brajobashi focus on the importance of understanding how the rasa 

of a specific līlā can only be presented if the correct “sequence” (krama) is maintained: 

 In this book we have tried to understand the gradual unfolding of the līlā’s rasa by 

 collecting the [previous editors’] arrangements found in their handwritten manuscripts. If 

 the entire pālā [i.e. līlā] cannot be arranged completely, then the rasa’s sequential 

 development (krama-bikāś) cannot be seen. In order to see that development of the rasa, 

 the source texts of the mahājana padakartās have been referenced as far as possible. 

 (1948, 6-7) 

One attempt at focusing on the detailed aspects of Rūpa’s aesthetic writings is found in 

the method of organizing padas according to the Ten States, a process of arrangement 

that, in Mitra and Brajobashi’s anthology, paid special attention to the sequential order of 

how these physical and emotional States were presented. The importance of developing 

the various rasas of the episodes of Radha and Krishna, were part and parcel of educating 

a new audience of antaraṅgas into the order of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī. 
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ORGANIZING EMOTION IN VAIṢṆAVA PADĀVALĪ ANTHOLOGIES 
On face value, the task of organizing a songbook may seem a banal exercise. Yet in the 

case of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthologies of the twentieth century, regular debates ensued 

regarding exactly how the repertoire should be categorized under a system of headings 

and subheadings deriving from Rūpa’s theory of religious aesthetics. For the most part, 

the discussion was not about determining where an individual pada should be categorized 

within the larger scheme of śṛṅgāra-bheda; most editors would not disagree about where 

a single pada would fit in regards to the headings of either pūrva-rāga or māna, for 

example. Instead, much of the debate focused on how a single pada would fit within a 

series of subheadings that offered another level of detail to the basic framework of 

aesthetic organization.  

 One case that highlights how Vaiṣṇava padāvalī editors were shifting their focus 

throughout the early and mid-twentieth century is found in the Introduction to the well-

known anthology, Vaiṣṇava Padāvalī, first published in 1961 by Harekrishna 

Mukhopadhyay. Citing the widely read anthology Vaiṣṇava-padalaharī, published in 

1905, Mukhopadhyay explicitly criticizes the categorizational methodology of the editor, 

Durgadas Lahidi. The core of his complaint focuses on the fact that Durgadas Lahidi had 

not recognized the subtlety of Vaiṣṇava aesthetics because he has only “arranged the 

padas under the division (parjāy) of pūrva-rāga,” and not, like Mukhopadhyay, “arranged 

each poets’ padas within the heading of pūrva-rāga (1961, v; emphasis added). Studying 

Durgadas’s chapter on the compositions of Jñāna Dāsa, for example, reveals that he has 

arranged forty-five padas under the heading of “śrī-kṛṣṇer pūrva-rāga” (“Krishna’s 
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infatuation”), yet has not offered any subheadings to organize this large number of padas 

(1905, 200). It is a lack of organizational specificity found in Durgadas’s anthology that 

causes Mukhopadhyay to comment that his own anthology of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

“follow[s] the method of previous āchārya’s (“spiritual preceptors”)”, while “giving up 

the method of Durgadas Lahidi” (1961, v).  

 To be sure, the changes that transpired in the editing of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

anthologies between Lahidi’s 1905 text until Mukhopadhyay’s, published in 1961, were 

significant, and, as previously mentioned, one of the most rigorous attempts to create a 

more detailed system of organizing padas was Mitra and Brajobashi’s anthology, first 

published in 1910.79 It was Brajobashi’s detailed study of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī manuscripts 

that provided the organizational system for Padāmṛta-mādhurī; and one manuscript in 

particular, the Padāmṛta-samudra, was one of the most important sources for his work. 

Dating from the early eighteenth century,80 the Padāmṛta-samudra represents the pada 

collections and editing work of Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura, a direct descendent of Śrīnivāsa, 

and therefore seemingly created a link between the post-Caitanya period of padāvalī-

kīrtan performance and Brajobashi and Mitra’s twentieth-century project. Furthermore, it 

was Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura’s Sanskrit commentary to this anthology, the 

                                                
79 The date that the first edition of Padāmṛta-mādhurī was published is conjectured as 1317 BS [1910] 
based on the signature date given by Khagendranath Mitra at the end of the Preface. See note in the 
References section of this dissertation. 
80 See Dimock (1958), p. 168, regarding a potential date for the compilation of Padāmṛta-samudra. He 
mentions it was published roughly twenty years before the Padakalpataru, a text that is dated at c.1750. 
For an example of Mitra and Brajobashi (1948) citing the Padāmṛta-samudra, see footnote 3 on p. 184. 
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Mahābhāvanusārinī ṭīkā, which offered explanations as to how to consider each pada 

within the headings and subheadings given in the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi.81  

 

The Ten States and Organizing Padas in the Padāmṛta-mādhurī 
Arranging padas according to the Ten States of Ujjvalanīlamaṇi was a key focus of Mitra 

and Brajobashi’s anthology. Indeed, when introducing the Ten States as a subheading in 

the first volume of Padāmṛta-mādhurī, they use a footnote to connect their methodology 

with Rūpa’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi: 

 In pūrva-rāga, the cause of divine love’s severity can be situated according to various 

 types, from lālasā [“ardent desire”] up until mṛtyu [“death”]. Paṇḍits from ancient times 

 have described in abbreviated form those ten states of profound attraction as: lālasā, 

 udvega, jāgaryā, tānava, jaḍimā, vaiyagraya, vyādhi, unmaddatā, mohā and mṛtyu (1948,  

 178). 

In addition to quoting the Sanskrit verse from the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi that lists the Ten 

States, the next footnote continues to define each of the Ten States in Bangla for readers 

who do not know Sanskrit. For example, the State of udvega is defined in the footnote as 

“restlessness of the mind”; jāgaryā as “sleepless”; and tānava as “thinness of the body” 

(ibid.).82  

                                                
81 For this study I have consulted the edition Śrī-padāmṛta-samudra, edited by Uma Ray. Calcutta: 
Calcutta University Press, 1391 B.S. [1984]. 
82 In addition to highlighting some of the aesthetic details of various padas, the material in footnotes 
represented several other ways for Mitra and Brajobashi to communicate with--and educate--their 
readership. Often, the footnotes contain a complete translation of a pada, from an older Bengali or 
Brajabuli dialect into a more contemporary use of the language, while in other instances simply translating 
a difficult line of a couplet. 
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 A detailed examination of how Mitra and Brajobashi considered the pada “sahaje 

nanīk putali gorī” underscores their detailed methodology (Example 1). The setting for 

this pada, composed by Jñāna Dāsa, is a scene where one of Radha’s messengers (dūtī) is 

describing to Krishna the intense state of Radha’s love-in-separation. This pada, which is 

categorized under the heading of “śrī-rādhikār-pūrva-rāga” (“Rādhā’s infatuation”) in 

Padāmṛta-mādhurī, narrates a number of emotional and physical states that Radha 

experiences in her mood of infatuation. Indeed, because this verse seems to illustrate 

several different stages of developed (prauḍha) pūrva-rāga, it becomes the task of the 

editors to decide how to position it within the subheadings of the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi’s Ten 

States. It is here, I argue, that we see the influence of Brajobashi, as it was based on his 

detailed study of padāvalī manuscripts, such as Padāmṛta-samudra, which offers the 

structure for categorizing this particular pada. 

 Three of the Ten States of pūrva-rāga are illustrated in this verse, beginning with 

udvega (“anxiety”), and followed by jāgaryā (“sleeplessness”) and tānava (“thinness of 

the limbs”). The initial theme, udvega, is described in the first, second and fourth 

couplets, and focuses on how Radha’s anxiety has caused a type of discoloration of her 

bodily features. The first couplet describes how her white complexion—she is compared 

to a “doll of cream”—was burnt within a “fire of separation” (biraha-ānale) that arose 

from her intense feelings of love-in-separation. Continuing this theme in the second 

couplet, Jñāna Dāsa further writes of a change in Radha’s golden complexion (baraṇa 

kāñcana), as it becomes darkened (śyāmara) on remembrance of Krishna’s name.  
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sahaje nanīka putali gorī 

jārala biraha-ānale tori 

“White complexioned Radha, who is as soft 
as a doll of cream, was easily burnt in the fire 
provoked by separation from you [Krishna].” 

baraṇa kāñcana e daśa bāna 

śyāmara soṅari tohāri nāma 

“Rādhā’s golden complexion, which shines 
like gold, turned dark constantly remembering 
your [Krishna’s] name.” 

 

śunaha mādhaba kahalu toy 

śamati nā dei din rajanī roy [dhruvapada] 

“Listen here, Madhava [Krishna], I [the 
composer, Jñāna Dāsa] am telling you, good 
sense does not prevail, she sheds tears during 
both day and night.” 

 

aruṇa adhara bāndhuli phula 

pāṇḍura bhoi gola dhutura tula 

“[Rādhā’s] pair of red lips, as red as a 
bandhuli flower, turned pale like a thorn-
apple.” 

phurala kabarī urahi lola 

sumeru upare cāmara ḍola 

“[Rādhā’s] flower-dressed hair plait hangs 
loose on her breast, as if a fan was swinging 
lightly on top of a mountain.” 

 

galāya e gajamotima hāra 

basana bahite guruyā bhāra 

“There is a costly pearl necklace around her 
neck; she feels her clothes too heavy to 
carry.” 

 

aṅgala aṅguri balayā bhela 

jñāndās kahe dukha madana dela 

“The ring she wore on her finger became 
loose like a bangle. Jñāna Dāsa [the author] 
humbly concludes saying this suffering was 
given by Madana [Krishna].” 

Example 1: The pada “sahaje nanīk putali gorī” by Jñāna Dāsa83 

Finally, the theme is again illustrated in the fourth couplet, when Radha’s red lips (aruṇa 

adhara) become pale (pāṇḍura), compared to a thorn apple (dhutura). Though 

discoloration (vaivarṇya) is not one of the Ten States from the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, 
                                                
83 The source for this pada is Padāmṛta-mādhurī, Vol. 1, 2nd ed., 1948, p. 199. 
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Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura’s commentary suggests that discoloration is a symptom of 

udvega, or “anxiety,” the second of the Ten States. 

The third couplet introduces the next theme in the pada, as it focuses on jāgaryā, 

or the State of sleeplessness. This couplet, composed as if the poet Jñāna Dāsa is directly 

speaking to Krishna, described how Radha’s state of infatuation is such that she sheds 

tears during both day and night (dei din rajanī roy), and is thus unable to sleep. 

 The third and final theme in this pada, tānava, is illustrated in the fifth, sixth and 

seventh couplets, as the State consisting of thinness of the limbs. However, as noted in 

the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi verses describing tānava, this State consists of more than a physical 

transformation where the limbs become thin. Specifically, Rūpa’s description of this state 

further notes that the presence of tānava causes weakness (daurbalya) and dizziness 

(bhramaṇa).84 The appearance of weakness as a cause of tānava is particularly noticeable 

in the sixth couplet, which describes how Radha’s weakness due to infatuation has 

become so intense that her thin clothes have become too heavy for her to carry (basana 

bahite guruyā bhāra). Furthermore, Jñāna Dāsa highlights how tānava relates to the 

thinning of Radha’s limbs when he describes the extreme transformation of her body. In 

this case, the ring on her finger (aṅgala aṅguri) has become so loose that it resembles a 

bangle that a woman wears on her wrist (balayā bhela).  

 Though this pada expresses three different States of Radha’s infatuation, the 

Padāmṛta-mādhurī categorizes this pada under the subheading of tānava. And, if Mitra’s 
                                                
84 See Ujjvalanīlamaṇi 15.30. 
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description of this anthology’s genesis is true, then the specific task of arranging this 

pada according to rasa-parjāy belonged to Brajobashi. That his method followed 

Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura’s eighteenth-century Padāmṛta-samudra is based on two 

significant facts.  

 The first piece of information that points to this conclusion is that Rādhāmohana 

Ṭhākura’s anthology uses “tānava” as the heading for this pada. This heading, composed 

in Sanskrit, reads: “atha tānavaṁ yathā,” or “now the examples of tānava…” The second 

fact that suggests that Brajobashi’s research used the Padāmṛta-samudra is found in 

Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura’s Sanskrit commentary for this verse. There, in the opening of his 

discussion on this verse, he mentions that Radha’s messenger is “again describing Śrī 

Radha’s State of tānava, which is mixed with udvega and jāgaryā” (udvega-jāgaraṇa-

milita tānava daśār kathā balitechen) (1984, 49).85 Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura’s wording in 

this commentary is unambiguous: tānava stands alone as the principal State, which is 

mixed with udvega and jāgaraṇa. That Brajobashi decided to arrange this pada under the 

heading of tānava is thus not happenstance; rather it underlines how he reached his 

conclusion that the dominant State of this pada is tānava only after researching 

Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura’s Sanskrit commentary. What may have been incidental details to 

earlier anthologizers of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī became central issues for Brajobashi in his 

attempt to order padas according to the minute levels of classification found in Rūpa’s 

Ujjvalanīlamaṇi. 
                                                
85 The editor for the Sanskrit commentary in this edition of the Padāmṛta-samudra uses the Bengali term 
for sleeplessness (i.e. jāgaraṇ) instead of jāgaryā. 
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 The method of arranging Jñāna Dāsa’s verse on tānava daśā is only one example 

of the meticulous system employed by Mitra and Brajobashi. In addition to using tānava 

daśā as a subheading for organizing the Ten States, there are other padas under the 

headings of “daśa daśā barṇana” (“description of the Ten States”) in the context of 

Rādhā’s infatuation (1948, 178). For example, the States of lālasā (“ardent desire”), 

udvega (“anxiety”), jāgaryā (“sleeplessness”), acetana jaḍimā (“inanimate stupidity”), 

vaiyagraya (“impulsiveness”), vyādhi (“disease”), and unmāda (“dementedness”) are all 

used as subheadings for arranging padas. In addition to organizing padas within 

subheadings that describe Radha’s emotional and physical States, Mitra and Brajobashi’s 

present numerous subheadings based on the situational stimulants of pūrva-rāga. For 

instance, a number of padas are arranged under the headings that describe how Radha’s 

infatuation was sparked by either “direct vision” of Krishna under “sākṣāt darśan” (ibid., 

102), or seeing Krishna in a painting (citrapaṭe darśan) (ibid., 81). Another common way 

to arrange padas according to the situational stimulants was to focus on who was 

speaking to whom. For example, a number of padas are grouped under the headings of 

“sakhīr ukti” (ibid., 172), “the speech of Radha’s friend,” or “śrī-rādhār āpta dūtī” (ibid., 

193), the “messenger addresses Radha.” Like the case of focusing on the Ten States, 

using the subheadings of the various situations also closely follows the terminology that 

Rūpa used in the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi. 
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CONCLUSION  
Mitra and Brajobashi’s attempt to create a modern anthology of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī was 

one aspect of a larger project intent on securing a foundational theory for padāvalī-kīrtan. 

Based on a detailed reading of Sanskrit manuscripts, and applying a series of headings 

and subheadings to organize padas, they attempted to align kīrtan performance with a 

cosmopolitan sphere of Sanskrit refinement. In its broadest ambitions, this endeavor 

sought to widen kīrtan’s appeal by associating it with a strong theoretical base and sense 

of cultural refinement. Mitra and Brajobashi tried to show the order that existed 

underneath the erotic līlās of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī, underscoring how specific padas, as 

sound-pictures, reflected the detailed specifications of Sanskrit aesthetic theory. Indeed, 

Radha’s various moods of infatuation could be read as the opposite of spontaneous; they 

occurred in a particular sequence that derived from a centuries-old discourse of aesthetic 

thought, and in Mitra’s own words, they were, therefore, “regulated” (1945, 30). 

 The social dimensions of this project are evident in Mitra’s role as a patron who 

was attempting to frame the relationship between Sanskrit aesthetics and padāvalī-kīrtan. 

Indeed, in order to create a social infrastructure for listening, Mitra took a two-pronged 

approach: while on the one hand he suggested there were two audiences who were either 

eligible or ineligible for hearing the erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna (antaraṅgas and 

bahiraṅgas), on the other hand his collaboration with Brajobashi in Padāmṛta-mādhurī 

was meant to educate a new audiences of rasika śrotras, or the listeners who have 

knowledge of rasa. Furthermore, Brajobashi’s role in the creation of Padāmṛta-mādhurī 

stresses the importance of the vernacular register in this project. While the protagonists in 
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most histories of classicization or Sanskritzation in research on South Asian performing 

arts have been the members of elite society, Brajobashi’s story underlines the presence of 

a considerable history of Sanskrit education and teaching that has existed outside of the 

confines of urban, elite cultural production. Indeed, contrary to the perspective in Chapter 

1 of this dissertation, where I highlighted how the nationalist elite project of 

historiography underscores how “localism” becomes problematic in the creation of 

national cultural forms, it was, in many ways, the local or vernacular persona of 

Brajobashi that lent this project a sense of rural authenticity. Furthermore, it might cause 

us to pause and reconsider the roles of hegemony and “mediation” (Chatterjee 1993) in 

forms of regional nationalism in South Asia, as processes that often depended on a mix of 

cosmopolitan and vernacular markers of performance. 

 If one of the goals for the project of editing Vaiṣṇava padāvalī anthologies was to 

cement padāvalī-kīrtan within educated bhadralok society, this endeavor met with only 

limited success. For example, Mitra and Brajobashi’s anthologies have been out of print 

for more than half a century, and one is more likely than not met with blank stares when 

inquiring about them at Kolkata-area book stores. Paradoxically, the most lasting 

influence of the project of organizing padāvalī-kīrtan song anthologies has been to insert 

the Sanskritic vocabulary of kīrtan performance deeper and deeper into the rural, 

subaltern sphere. Whether through live performance or the circulation of VCD 

recordings, padāvalī-kīrtan shows its strongest signs of vitality in the present-day 

hinterlands of West Bengal, where thousands of villagers regularly assemble to hear 
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performances. Indeed, on any given evening throughout West Bengal, villagers assemble 

to hear kīrtans that are structured according to the categories of Rūpa Gosvāmī’s aesthetic 

treatises. And I will return to this topic in Chapter 4. However, in the next chapter I 

explore how musicians and producers began to employ padāvalī-kīrtan in the burgeoning 

commercial entertainment industry of Kolkata beginning c. 1932. In this project, the 

specific meanings of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī, as discussed in this chapter, became radically 

transformed in the soundtracks of Bengali cinema, where Caitanya’s image as a 

devotional mystic became redefined into that of a social reformer who could be 

assimilated into the larger narrative of Bengali nationalism. 
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Chapter 3: Bengali Cinema, the Public Sphere and Padāvalī-Kīrtan 

 
In the previous two chapters, I have attempted to chart some of the ways that padāvalī-

kīrtan was influenced by, and influenced, the urban milieu of Kolkata in the early 

twentieth century. At its core, this project--with Khagendranath Mitra and 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi at its center--attempted to gain traction for this genre 

among the bhadralok elite of early twentieth-century Kolkata, a process in which they re-

emphasized padāvalī-kīrtan’s boṛo-tāl style and rigorous connections with Sanskrit 

aesthetic theory. The focus on these markers of a rural and orthodox Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

provenance, however, was not padāvalī-kīrtan’s only transformation in the urban context. 

One project that facilitated a wider circulation of listenership for padāvalī-kīrtan was the 

use of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres in the Bengali commercial music industry and 

Bengali cinema beginning c.1932. On the one hand this project helped padāvalī-kīrtan 

gain a larger audience through the wider circulation of Bengali films, but, on the other 

hand, it required performers to significantly alter the genre. Two key transformations that 

kīrtanīyās had to navigate in this context were shorter time allocations for performance in 

the commercial media industry and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava’s new role as an ingredient of 

national sentiment in the Bengali public sphere. 

 The core of my argument in this chapter traces two strands of discourse from 

previous research on Bengali nationalism. The first involves the bhadralok nationalist 

discussed previously, Sishir Kumar Ghosh, who managed the periodicals Amrita Bazaar 
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Patrika and Bishnupriyā Patrikā in colonial-era Kolkata. It was in Ghosh’s writings in 

the late nineteenth century that a specific image of Caitanya emerged, one that 

emphasized his relationship to processes of social transformation. As Bhatia notes, Ghosh 

emphasized how the figure of Caitanya was interpreted as a “prophet for the Bengalis and 

all of the subjugated people of India” (2009, 25). This translation of Caitanya from 

mystic saint to nationalist figure was based on Ghosh’s desire to “harness…the collective 

potential of devotion through the immense local popularity of the figure of Caitanya…as 

a way of nationalist mobilization” (ibid.). In his writings, then, Ghosh highlighted 

Caitanya as symbolic of certain “inherent qualities among the Bengalis: humility, 

openness to social change, resistance to autocratic authority, and religious toleration” 

(ibid., 8), and downplayed his devotionally religious identity that was central to Mitra and 

Brajobashi’s project of connecting padāvalī-kīrtan with Sanskrit aesthetic theory. 

 The second theme in previous research on Bengali nationalism I follow in this 

chapter is based on Sharmistha Gooptu’s recent research on Bengali cinema that argues 

how a driving concern in the production of Bengali-language films in early and mid-

twentieth century was a concern with articulating a regional nationalist identity of 

“Bengaliness” (Gooptu 2011). Gooptu argues that more than simply representing a 

regionally transplanted form of the Hindi-language cinema from Bombay, Bengali 

cinema from 1920-1980 might be better understood as part of a larger “exclusionist 

ideology” (ibid., 4) that was intent on producing a “certain order of difference” (Ibid., 6) 

between Bengali and the pan-Indian Hindi cinema. Her main argument involves 
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identifying the specific national “imaginary” of Bengali cinema, which was “based on the 

Bengali bhadralok’s world view” (ibid., 4). As will discussed below, one of the most 

obvious ways that Bengali cinema was indexed as “Bengali” was by the use of language 

with the beginning of sound in films. However, the work of further marking of a regional 

nationalism was accomplished through the use of Bengali musical genres. For example, 

Gooptu notes that music directors such as Raichand Boral and Pankaj Kumar Mallick 

began to use Bengali musical genres such as Rabindra Sangeet, and later padāvalī-kīrtan, 

in the late 1930s in order to distinguish the production studios of Kolkata from Bombay-

based Hindi-language productions (ibid., 57). In this chapter explore I explore how a 

series of cinematic musical performances, images, and discourse underscored Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava themes, and became defined by a particular strand of Bengali nationalist 

consciousness, which presented Caitanya, and his devotional religion, as catalysts for 

social transformation, an emphasis that derived much of its ideology from the late 

nineteenth-century writings of Sishir Kumar Ghosh. 

 The sources I use to investigate the relationship between Bengali cultural 

nationalism and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava themes in Bengali cinema include films, newspaper 

reviews and advertisements, and books on the topic of kīrtan. In order to articulate the 

cultural space where these various media were actively constructing a relationship 

between Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan and Bengali cultural nationalism I use the concept of 

the “public sphere,” a term that can ultimately be traced back to Jürgen Habermas (1989), 

but has experienced a more recent renaissance in the study of media in South Asia 
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(Rajagopal 2009). The spirit of the continued use of Habermas’s concept in recent 

research has found the concept of the public sphere more relevant for the questions is 

poses than the specific answers that Habermas himself offered. Some of these questions, 

succinctly posed by Arvind Rajagopal, include: “what is the relation between a 

communicational form such as print and its socio-political context? What kinds of 

popular participation are made possible in a given context of publicity, and whose 

interests are best represented in a particular public sphere?” (2009, 2-3). In regards to the 

critiques, Habermas’s insistence on discourse of the public sphere as more or less purely 

rational, and his pejorative opinion of the relationship between commercialism and 

discourse, have been questioned on account of the fact that they exclude a vast majority 

of subjects from taking part in this sphere. One strand of research that has emerged from 

this critique of Habermas has suggested the presence of a variety of “counterpublics” that 

are the constructions of subcultural groups who operate outside of the rational sphere of 

Habermas’s public sphere (Warner 2002). Warner’s provocative description of a 

counterpublic sphere is relevant to the case of padāvalī-kīrtan, especially in the case of 

Gooptu’s larger argument regarding Bengali cinema as part of an exclusionist ideology of 

Bengali nationalism. The thoroughgoing treatment of Caitanya as a social transformer in 

Bengali cinema was partly a re-imagining of a religious leader, and also partly a means of 

defining a cultural space vis-à-vis the more dominant Hindi cinema: while Hindi cinema 

had its own religious figures depicted in film (e.g. Sant Tukaram, see below), Bengal had 

Caitanya, the so-called prophet of the Bengalis. The creation of a nationalist 
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consciousness through media has been widely studied in the case of Hindutva86 style 

nationalism in India (Dwyer 2006b; Mankekar 2002), yet the case of Bengali cinema 

represents the formation of a significantly different form of nationalist consciousness. 

 However, despite the importance of defining the public sphere as an imaginal 

space, where concepts of nation and nationalism can be conflated with a religious figure 

such as Caitanya, or a religious genre such as padāvalī-kīrtan, I return to what I believe 

must be part of the public sphere’s definition: namely, its commercial aspect. Ultimately, 

Bengali cinema was a commercial enterprise that depended on profits in order to survive. 

In what follows, I focus on two ways that the commercial implications of padāvalī-

kīrtan’s imbrication with cinema were realized. The first was the manner that padāvalī-

kīrtan (and nām-kīrtan) musicians were required to conform with the dominant image of 

Caitanya-as-social-transformer in film narratives; the second was the manner that 

padāvalī-kīrtan film songs lived a “double life” as commercial releases on short play 

vinyl recordings (Morcom 2007). Indeed, Anna Morcom’s research into the song style of 

Hindi cinema describes how the musical style of Indian cinema songs was always 

beholden to producing both “narrative” and “audio value” (2007, 135). That is, Hindi 

film songs were at once part of the narrative of specific films, and designed to be released 

as singles in order to create more profits. This situation is similar to the first case study of 

padāvalī-kīrtan studied in this chapter, where the songs of Krishnachandra De are 

similarly defined by their function in the plot of the Bengali film Chandidas, while also 

                                                
86 Hindutva refers to a national consciousness that defines the Indian nation as primarily Hindu, in 
contradistinction to Islamic populations and beliefs. See van der Veer (1994). 
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produced as a single to be released for mass consumption. I thus define the rise of 

Bengali-language cinema in early twentieth-century Kolkata as representative of a public 

sphere that was the “space or arena evolving in…[colonial and] postcolonial societies in 

conjunction with some measure of political liberalization and commercialization” (Meyer 

and Moors 2006, 6). Focusing on the use of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan in Bengali cinema, I 

thus consider how the performances of this genre were influenced by both nationalist and 

commercial interests in Bengali public sphere. 

 In addition to studying the performances of Krishnachandra De in the Bengali 

film Chandidas in 1932, I contextualize how music directors began using padāvalī-kīrtan, 

in addition to other Bengali musics, as part of the larger project of expressing a Bengali 

national identity in Bengali cinema. The second kīrtanīyā I study in this chapter, Rathin 

Ghosh, became the first trained kīrtanīyā to become a music director in Bengali cinema, 

arranging and recording the soundtrack for the 1960 release Nader Nimāi, a film that 

focused on the boyhood episodes of Caitanya. These two musicians, tellingly, were 

trained as kīrtanīyās by rural kīrtan gurus, and in various styles of Hindustani classical 

music. But even though these two musicians were trained in the boṛo-tāl styles of rural 

kīrtan performance, their shift into the film industry required them not only to modify 

performances to adhere with the themes of social transformation depicted in the films, but 

also to adjust the performance style of padāvalī-kīrtan to the new material constraints of 

the commercial recording industry. The long and slow performances of the rural style of 

boṛo-tāl kīrtan, with songs lasting up to one hour, could not be accommodated in either 
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the film soundtracks, or the short play records that were released during this period. 

Therefore, in addition to studying how the conceptual Bengali public sphere influenced 

padāvalī-kīrtan, I also pay attention to the “physicality of media” (Ginsburg, et al. 2002, 

19), a consideration that attempts to pair a study of media’s content with the various ways 

that a medium’s materiality influences how meaning is produced in mediated 

performance.  

 

BENGALI CINEMA AND NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
If the leap from the recondite sphere of Sanskrit aesthetics to that of cinema seems vast, 

one need only remember the long-standing connection between religious affect and film 

production in India. Raja Harishchandra (1913), the first Indian film,87 established the 

framework for enduring popularity of the “mythological genre” (Dwyer 2006a) in India. 

As Rachel Dwyer notes, through the creation of this silent film D.G. Phalke, the “father 

of Indian cinema,” established India’s first filmic genre as the mythological, “creating an 

immediate connection between religion and cinema in India which persists to this day” 

(ibid., 1). The roots of Indian cinema and the foundational characters of the mythological 

genre were taken from Hindu scriptures and based on “tales of gods and goddesses, 

heroes and heroines mostly from the large repository of Hindu myths, which are largely 

found in the Sanskrit Puranas, and the Sanskrit epics, the Mahabharata and Ramayana” 

(ibid., 15). However, the mythological genre was never far removed from its conflation 

                                                
87 Though there were several “shorts” made in India before this film, Dwyer suggests that Raja 
Harishchandra was the “first all-Indian feature film” (2006a, 14). 
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of religious and social messages, as it combined depictions of the Sanskrit myths with 

“Indian popular or middle-brow culture” (ibid.). Because of this technique of fusing 

religious and social messages, Indian cinema has long been analyzed as a site for the 

creation of national consciousness (Dwyer 2006b). Indeed, Phalke himself referred to his 

films as “nationalistic (swadeshi), and his use of special effects created a new form of 

modernity around religion” (Dwyer 2006a, 29).  

 The relationship between religion and social identity took on new meaning with 

the arrival of sound into Indian cinema and the release of the first Indian talkie, Alam 

Ara, in 1931. Though silent films had been produced with regional audiences in mind 

through their use of different languages in the intertitle frames that were tailored to 

specific regional languages (ibid., 30), it was the ability to create films with sound that 

propelled robust development in the regional cinema industry. The reason for this 

development lay in the fact that regional cinema exploited the use of sound technology to 

create films in a number of regional languages spoken throughout the subcontinent. This 

new focus on regional languages further introduced the possibility of soundtracks that 

were constructed around songs sung in the specific dialects of various regions, a 

technique that was capitalized on in the rise of the “devotional” genre (ibid.). Though the 

devotional genre had much in common with the earlier mythological, a key difference in 

these films was that the main character was often one of the numerous singer-saints from 

various regional religious traditions whose portrayal in film would thus “celebrate the 

introduction of vernacular languages into worship” (ibid., 65). If the pan-Indian appeal of 
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the mythological helped to buttress a pan-Indian nationalism, the expansion of regional 

cinema with its vernacular languages and devotional films, featuring regionally specific 

singer-saints, had a hand in promoting a “regional nationalism” (ibid.). 

 The use of devotional themes in regional cinema was a key feature of the success 

of New Theatres Ltd. in Kolkata in the 1930s. Though on a technical and commercial 

level it could be said that New Theatres Ltd. emerged in response to the expansion of 

regional cinema throughout India, Gooptu’s recent research on Bengali cinema has 

further argued that the films of New Theatres Ltd. trafficked in debates regarding Bengali 

nationalism. Indeed, for many of the cinema-going bhadralok clientele of the 1920s, the 

importance of New Theatres Ltd.--a Bengali-owned and operated establishment--was 

constructed in contradistinction to the Parsi-operated Madan Theatres of Kolkata, owned 

by the capitalist J.F. Madan. Madan Theatres had grown out of Kolkata’s Parsi theatre of 

the early twentieth century and had “expanded to the rest of the subcontinent in terms of a 

vast network of film distribution and control of exhibition outlets” (ibid., 8). The films 

produced by Madan Theatres provoked disapproval among bhadralok Bengali 

cinemagoers, who expressed their dissatisfaction in trade journals of the period. For 

example, in Varieties Weekly, a popular trade magazine, Dr. B. Neppolan, in an article 

with the provocative title “Unenterprising Non-Bengalee Master-heads,” writes: “The 

products of Madans couldn’t be called Bengal’s, just because Madans are in Bengal. All 

that is Madans’ is Madans’ and not of Bengal, for Madans are not ‘Bengal’” (Neppolan 

1934, 5; quoted in Gooptu 2011, 34). Declamations such as this not only voiced 
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disapproval for the production techniques of the non-Bengali filmmakers, but, moreover, 

suggested that the films of non-Bengalis were not a “faithful portrayal of Bengal’s 

psychological trend” (ibid.).  

 One register where Bengali nationalism was conflated with religion was in the 

production of devotional genre films that focused on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava themes. 

Beginning with the film Chandidas in 1932, which told a version of the story of the pre-

Caitanya padakartā, Chaṇḍīdās (Chapter 1), New Theatres Ltd. sparked a long-standing 

run of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed films in Bengali cinema, including: Vidyapati (1938), 

Nimāi Sanyas (1941), Bhagaban Shrikrishna Chaitanya (1953), Nilācale Mahāprabhu 

(1957), Nader Nimāi (1960), and Radha-krishna (1964). A key component of these 

productions were the film songs that commonly used compositions from the repertoire of 

padāvalī-kīrtan. Indeed, a key attraction that made Chandidas the first “big success”  

(ibid., 41) for New Theatres Ltd. was a number of kīrtan performances that were taken 

from the compositions of the medieval poet. 

 Before focusing on the song recordings used in the film Chandidas, I pause to 

consider how the case of padāvalī-kīrtan’s transformation in Bengali cinema might be 

different from, or similar to, other transformations of religious genres within the 

ideological and material structures of the larger Indian commercial media industry. One 

point of reference is Anna Morcom’s study of the style of Hindi cinema songs in the 

Bombay film industry, where she notes how the frequent use of the sacred Sufi genre of 

qawwalī in Hindi cinema required music directors and performers to adjust aspects of 
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what is considered “traditional qawwalī” (2007, 73). Certainly, Morcom notes, numerous 

features of traditional qawwalī were maintained in their adaptations in Hindi cinema, 

including the “use of harmonium and ḍholak (barrel drum)…the regular, driving rhythm, 

with frequent stress points and the hand-claps that reinforce this, the clear textual delivery 

and the repetition and reinforcement of portions of the text by the chorus” (ibid.). 

However, in addition to these more traditional musical features, Morcom’s analysis 

demonstrates how filmic qawwalīs also included certain performative transformations, 

for example: extra instrumental orchestration, instrumental interludes, superficial 

harmony, changes in the lyrical texts (ibid., 80). Therefore, to say that padāvalī-kīrtan 

musicians were required to make changes to their performances in the Bengali cinema, in 

one sense, is only stressing a point of similarity with other cases of song performance in 

Indian cinema. What is striking in the case of the film Chandidas, I argue, is how the 

transformations required were specific to the religio-aesthetic domain and performance 

practice of padāvalī-kīrtan. 

 A highlight of the Chandidas soundtrack was the immensely popular songs of the 

“blind singer,” Krishnachandra De (1894-1962), whose recordings throughout the 1930s 

and 40s helped secure a spot for padāvalī-kīrtan songs in Bengali public culture (Figure 

1). De was born in Kolkata in 1894, the first musician in his middle-class family. At the 

age of twelve he suffered from a disease that left him blind, and, after several years of 

seclusion, he decided to dedicate himself to music. His musical training was eclectic, as 

he was trained in various styles of Hindustani classical and semi-classical genres  
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Figure 1: Krishnachandra De 

including Dhrupad, Tappa, Thumri, and kīrtan vocal techniques, while also studying 

sarod and tabla instrumental techniques. Among his padāvalī-kīrtan gurus were 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi and Radharaman Das, the latter, like Brajobashi, was a 

rural kīrtanīyā from Bardhaman who had relocated to Kolkata and was staying in the 

Goabagan area of Kolkata (Mukhopadhyay 1971, 252-254). Though De’s recording 

career reveals that he was accomplished in a number of vocal styles, in his essay. “My 

Story” (Āmār Kathā), he describes his own opinion of kīrtan’s importance: “Our 

[Bengali’s] own treasure is kīrtan. There is no other song so sweet as kīrtan.” (2012, 22).  

 Before he was a singer and actor in Bengali cinema, De was an active member of 

the thriving Bengali theater scene in Kolkata. Because Bengali theater heavily relied on 
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songs in performance--it was commonly referred to by the compound term nāṭya-gīti 

(“drama-song”)88--it proved a popular platform for singers of the period to perform. The 

first production that De was a part of was the drama “Basant-līlā” in 1924 at the Alfred 

Theatre, a production where he both played a role and served as the production’s music 

director. De’s singing drew critical acclaim in the drama “Satyer Sandhāne” (“In Search 

of Truth”) (1928), where the Bengali journal Nācghara reviews his performance: 

 the songs that Sir Krishnachandra De sang, those [songs] cannot be appreciated 
 only by a high understanding.... the fineness and sweetness of his songs were so 
 attractive, all used to silently listen to them---how splendid! Only to listen  to his 
 songs, and to obtain good fortune, everyone went to see “Satyer Sandhāne” (2012, 
 74) 

His performances in the Bengali theater were so popular that the recording companies of 

the time hired him to record his songs as short-play vinyl record releases.89 For example, 

De recorded two songs in 1926--“jaya sītāpati sundara tanu” and “andhakārer antarete”-

-that were originally featured in the drama “Sītā.”90  

 With the advent of sound technology in filmmaking in 1931, it was not long 

before theater performers like De made the leap to the screen. As mentioned above, the 

use of sound technology began to atomize the pan-Indian cinema market into a plethora 

of regional cinema industries that utilized regional languages and songs to cater to their 

markets. However, in the case of Bengali cinema, the appropriation of padāvalī-kīrtan 

into film production required performers and music directors who could reimagine the 

                                                
88 See Bhattacharya, 1998. 
89 The short-play records of this period were 7” and contained two songs, one on each side. 
90 See the discography of De’s recordings in Bandhopadhyay 2012. 
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genre in significant ways. Indeed, as mentioned previously, we might consider how this 

new context imposed both conceptual and material influences that would affect the 

structure of padāvalī-kīrtan songs. In the case of the film Chandidas, Krishnachandra 

De’s performance reveals how the genre’s connections with Sanskrit aesthetic theory 

took a less pronounced role in the new context of commercial cinema.  

 Though the film Chandidas was “loosely based on the life and philosophy” of the 

medieval poet (Gooptu 2011, 41) one reason it was deemed a success was on account of 

its ability to mix religious and socially progressive themes that stressed social 

egalitarianism, a topic that had been at the center of nationalist re-imaginings of 

Caitanya’s social role. The main theme of the story addresses caste relations, as the high-

caste Brahman, Chaṇḍīdās, falls hopelessly in love with the low-caste washerwoman and 

widow, Rami. This love story--often given form through padāvalī-kīrtan song 

performances that are adapted from the erotic context of Radha and Krishna--confronts a 

number of obstacles, as Chaṇḍīdās’s guru and the village zamindar both try to stop the 

love affair for fear that it will disrupt the village’s strict social hierarchy. In addition to 

his singing performances that are the centerpiece of the film’s soundtrack, 

Krishnachandra De also plays the part of a devout Vaiṣṇava in the film; he is Shridham, 

in whose house Rami stays, and whose song performances often accompany scenes in the 

film where Rami receives advice to follow her love for Chaṇḍīdās, while eschewing 

social restrictions. Though the film’s popularity surely derived from its modernization of 

the devotional genre--its ability to address social issues through the life story of a 
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medieval Vaiṣṇava--critical appraisals of the film have suggested that its success and 

enduring popularity were also due to its emotional appeal. In writing of the film’s 

director, Debaki Bose, Madhuja Mukherjee writes, “Bose was a devout Vaishnavite, 

and…he brought to cinema a lyrical intensity that was until then unknown to film 

audiences” (quoted in Gooptu 2011, 42). Despite the fact that De was trained in padāvalī-

kīrtan performance, the fact remained that inserting a padāvalī-kīrtan song into the 

structure of a film targeted for mass commercial release would require a significant 

amount of restructuring. In order to get a glimpse of how this project was carried out, I 

study what was perhaps the most enduringly popular song on the Chandidas soundtrack: 

De’s performance of the Chaṇḍīdās’s pada “chuṅya nā chuṇya nā vandhu” (Example 2). 

 As recorded for the film Chandidas, the repeated chorus (dhruvapada) for this 

song expresses Radha’s directive to Krishna: “do not touch me! Keep away!” In 

padāvalī-kīrtan song anthologies this pada is classified under “khaṇḍitā,” a term that 

refers to the dramatic heroine who is offended by the infidelity of her lover. Like the 

various divisions of śṛṅgāra-rasa (the “erotic mood”) that were the topic of Chapter 2, the 

heading of khaṇḍitā--or more commonly “khaṇḍitā nāyikā” (“offended heroine”)--comes 

from Rūpa Gosvāmī’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi.91 Specifically, it is in the chapter “Nāyikā-bheda-

prakaranam” (“The Divisions of the Heroine”) where Rūpa outlines eight different 

emotional states that Radha goes through in one episode with Krishna. In the context of a 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance, Radha, as the khaṇḍitā nāyikā, has waited the entire evening  

                                                
91 Of course, like much of Rūpa’s aesthetic theory, this categorizational scheme originates with Bharata’s 
Nāṭyaśāstra. 
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chuṅyo nā chuṅyo nā vandhu oikhāne thāka 
mukura laiyā cāṅda mukha khāni dekha 

Oh my friend! Do not touch me! keep away! / 
Taking the mirror look at your moon like face// 
 

nayānera kājara vayāne legeche 
kālara upare kāla 
prabhāte utḥiyā omukha dekhinu 
dina yāve āja bhāla 

The collyrium of your eyes has stained your 
face, which seems black over black/ 
Seeing that face in the morning 
this day will be good for me// 
 

adharera tāmvula vayāne legeche 
ghume dḥulu dḥulu āṅkhi 
āmā pāne cāo phiriyā dāṅḍāo 
nayana bhariyā dekhi 

The chewed betel leaf of your mouth has stuck 
on your face and your eyes are down with 
drowsiness/ 
Look at me! Stand in front of me! 
Let me see you with my open eyes// 
 

cāṅcara keśera cikaṇa cūḍā 
se kena vukera mājhe 
sindurera dāga āche sarvagāye 
morā hale mari lāje 

That glossy tuft of your curling hair, why it is 
on your breast?/ 
Your whole body is stained with the mark of 
vermillion. If this happened to us, we might die 
in shame// 
 

nīla kamala jhāmaru haiāche 
malina haiāche deha 
kon rasavatī peye sudhānidhi 
niṅgḍe layeche seha 

The blue lotus has become faded; the body has 
lost its glow/ 
Which Rasavatī [gopī] having gotten such an 
ocean of nectar, has squeezed it all? 
 

kuṭila nayāne kahiche sundarī 
adhika kariyā tvarā 
kahe canḍīdāsa āpana svabhāva 
chāḍite nāpāre corā 

The beautiful maiden is hastily saying with a 
wink in her eye/ 
Candidas says that thief [Krishna] cannot 
change his nature// 

Example 2: “chuṅyo nā chuṅyo nā vandhu” 

 

Example 3: "chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu" from Chandidas 
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for Krishna to come, and when he finally arrives, she can see signs on his body that 

indicate he has been with another lover; the black and red markings of another woman’s 

collyrium and vermillion, and his sleep-deprived eyes, among other signals, cause Radha 

to wonder why Krishna did not take the time to look in a mirror and assess his own 

appearance.  

 However, in the narrative structure of the film Chandidas, De’s performance of 

this song has little to do with the līlā and aesthetics of the khaṇḍitā nāyikā. Instead, this 

song is woven into the film’s narrative of overcoming social boundaries. It is sung at a 

crucial moment, when the low-caste washerwoman, Rami, realizes that she is willing to 

transgress social boundaries to be with Chaṇḍīdāsa, and is preparing herself to go to him 

in the night despite her fears of transgressing social mores. While we see various scenes 

showing De singing “chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu,” they are interspersed with a variety 

of shots of Rami putting on jewelry, adjusting her dress, and putting on a fresh garland of 

flowers (Figure 2). She is then shown checking her appearance in the mirror. De’s 

performance of this song thus acts as background music to Rami’s preparations; however, 

a clash of narratives clearly exists between the sounds and images of the film: while the 

song refers to the story of an offended heroine, the images of Rami suggest her own 

expectant mood of love.  

 If these differences between padāvalī-kīrtan’s original aesthetic context and the 

film’s dramatic plot suggest one way that the genre was restructured in Bengali cinema, 

another transformation involved removing a significant textual element of each song. In  
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Figure 2: Scenes accompanying "chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu" in Chandidas 

addition to the written text of each pada, each padāvalī-kīrtan song includes insertions of 

text that are placed between each written line, called ākhar. As Donna Wulff notes, these 

additional lines of text might be conceived of as “internal interpretations” (1996) that 

elaborate on the theme of the pada, and, crucially, are composed in a more colloquial 

form of Bangla than the medieval Bangla or Brajabuli of the original pada. In my lessons 

with Kankana Mitra, she taught me the following ākhar that would be inserted at the end 

of the first verse of the song “chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu.” In this ākhar, Radha 

continues on the theme of the mirror from the first verse, questioning how Krishna could 

think that she would be so naïve as to not notice his appearance: 

 pada: chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu oikhāne thāka 
  mukura laiyā cāṅda mukha khāni dekha 

  Oh my friend! Do not touch me! keep away! / 
  Taking the mirror look at your moon like face// 
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 ākhar: bali mukur sethay chilo nā ki śyām 
  naile kemone orupe ele 
  tabe jethāy badankhāni dekha 
 
  In that place there was no mirror? 
  How can you come [here] looking as you do? 
  Did you see your face in that place? 
 

While discussing the padāvalī-kīrtan recordings from the early twentieth century, 

including De’s with me, Kankana Mitra, defined these commercial recordings as 

“modern” (personal communication, January 9, 2012). When I asked her further why this 

was the case, she told me that the act of removing the ākhar from a song performance was 

one of--if not the--key factor that shifted a performance from the sphere of “traditional” 

to “modern” in her estimation. Though we can only speculate about De’s own role in the 

decision to leave ākhars out of the performance of “chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu” in the 

film Chandidas, we can say with certainty that he would not have had the option to 

include them in the short-play vinyl recordings he made of this song, and its “b side,” 

“śatek baresh pare,” after the cinema success of the film. Indeed, because of the 

popularity of these songs in the film, De was commissioned by HMV Records to record 

numerous singles from the film Chandidas in 1933, one year after the film’s release. 

However, because the maximum duration of recordings of this period was roughly four 

and half minutes, De, if he wanted to include all of the original text of the pada, needed to 

exclude any ākhars he might have otherwise performed. It is thus the physicality of 

media, in this case the time limitations of short-play records, which underscores the 

relationship between the mediatization and commercialization of padāvalī-kīrtan in the 
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urban sphere. Indeed, these changing contexts required performers to consider “how 

religious discourses, practices, and forms of organization change as new media are 

adopted” (Meyer and Moors 2006, 3). And the case of “chuṅya nā chuṅya nā vandhu” 

thus represents a highly visible example of the manner that padāvalī-kīrtan was refigured 

to adapt to the conceptual and material constraints of the Bengali film industry.  

 

NILĀCALE MAHĀPRABHU: MIXING THE DEVOTIONAL AND NATIONAL 
The public sphere into which padāvalī-kīrtan performers like Krishnachandra De entered 

was a site that was being actively constructed in a number of films and print media, 

especially periodical publicity. In addition to signaling new releases, Bengali newspapers 

such as the Amrita Bazaar Patrika would both chart the successes of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-

themed films and try to entice audiences to attend the cinema. Take, for example, the 

publicity that surrounded the 1957 release, Nilācale Mahāprabhu (“Caitanya in Nilācala” 

[i.e. Puri]), a film that focuses on the final twenty-four years of Caitanya’s life after he 

had taken the monastic order as a saṅnyāsin and relocated to the coastal city of Puri (i.e. 

Nilācala), leaving his family home in Nabadwip. The discourse that both surrounds this 

film--in newspaper publicity--and is used in the film’s narrative, attempts to locate the 

image of Caitanya in a larger discourse that includes concepts of social transformation 

and religious devotion--two important constituents of Bengali nationalism. What is 

certain is this discourse is far removed from the rural and provincial identity that was 

ascribed to Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava traditions in the nineteenth century.  
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Figure 3: Nilācale Mahāprabhu Advertisement 1 

 One advertisement for this film, from the English-language Kolkata paper, Amrita 

Bazaar Patrika, pairs the headline: “International Fame Ahead” with a drawing of 

Caitanya as the monastic saṅnyāsin (Figure 3).92 The reason for the combination of these 

seemingly incongruous messages--international fame and a world-renouncer--is based on 

the fact that the president of India, Rajendra Prasad, had heard of the film and requested a 

special showing in the presidential mansion in Delhi, Rashtrapati Bhavan (see Figure 3). 

Surveying the advertisements for Nilācale Mahāprabhu in the days before and after this 

screening of the film in Delhi reveals an obsessive fixation on this event. Advertisement 

copy before the screening in Delhi, on a daily basis, reminds us of the “upcoming Delhi 

                                                
92 Amrita Bazaar Patrika, June 30, 1957, pg. 4. 
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show”; and in the weeks after, the daily advertisements for the film continuously remind 

us of the “Success of the Delhi Show,” while telling us relatively little about the film. 

 In another advertisement for Nilācale Mahāprabhu, the copy and image 

underscores the imbrication of the urban public sphere and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism in the 

mid twentieth century. This advertisement (Figure 4) shows an image of Caitanya, 

dancing in front of the famous image of Krishna from Puri, Jagannath.93 This scene is a 

historical reference to Caitanya’s well-documented attendance at the annual Ratha Jatra 

festival, where the image of Jagannath is brought on a cart for a public procession, an 

event that still occurs every June in Puri. Indeed, because Ratha Jatra is one of the largest 

religious festivals of eastern India, attracting millions of devotees each year, and because 

it occurs in the hottest time of the year, the festival is austere in the extreme. Focusing on 

this, the advertisement reads, “Why a tiresome pilgrimage to Puri [?] See the entire 

festival of Ratha Jatra and the [sic] Lord Jagannath in this great film.” The film’s release 

was thus timed to coincide with the annual festival in Puri, and was thus marketed as a 

more convenient way to become absorbed in a devotional activity. Cinema going is 

conflated with religious pilgrimage in this advertisement, underscoring the relationship 

between an urban, bhadralok audience and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava themes. 

 The narrative scheme of Nilācale Mahāprabhu is a further ingredient in this 

conflation of devotion and nation in the Bengali public sphere. Indeed, from the 

beginning of the film, it is clear that the director, Kartik Chatterjee, intends to underline  

                                                
93 Amrita Bazaar Patrika, June 29, 1957, pg. 4. 
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Figure 4: Nilācale Mahāprabhu Advertisement 2 

the image of Caitanya as a social reformer. The opening scenes of the film show low-

caste fishermen being captured by the king’s soldiers to fight in a war being waged in 

Karnataka (south India). And when the king’s minister stops their rebellion protesting 

against this, the outcastes meet to discuss how they will overcome their situation. In a 

moment of desperation, realizing that they are all only expendable soldiers in the king’s 

war, and further commenting that as untouchables they are not even allowed in the local 

Krishna temple that houses the image known as Jagannath, one of the fishermen 
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exclaims: “who will help us? Who do we have? We have no king, no country, not even 

Jagannath!”94 At that moment, a Vaiṣṇava arrives, and, after he is accused of being a spy 

of the king, delivers the following speech: 

 The king for whom I spy, that king you have not seen. He has no weapons in his arms 

 and no army. To him there is no difference between big or small, rich or poor, brahman

 or candal (outcaste), Hindu or Muslim…whatever suffering men have given to each 

 other, have become tears in his eyes. He says this, “you should love, only love. No 

 ritualistic worship (puja)…, no temples, no worship of the demigods. Only have love for 

 humankind. That will be the worship of Jagannath”…Jagannath is now sleeping from the 

 song and dance of the devadasis.95 So he comes to wake Jagannath with another dance, 

 another song. I know he is coming. I can see his beautiful form…I can hear his footsteps. 

The final sentences of this speech are delivered with intense emotion, and the 

accompanying image changes to show a new scene: Caitanya, with upraised arms and in 

ascetic robes, running across the sandy beach of Puri towards the temple of Jagannath as 

he sings a kīrtan in praise of Jagannath (see Figure 5). The themes of religious devotion 

and social justice and transformation are fused in this scene around the image of 

Caitanya. Indeed, he is the one referred to in this speech; the one who spreads the creed 

of love, and sees no difference between different castes, yet also represents the ideal 

devotee. 

 In Nilācale Mahāprabhu, the construction of this image of Caitanya is a concerted 

discourse in the Bengali public sphere. Though the hagiographies of Caitanya did  

                                                
94 Jagannath, the famous image of Krishna worshiped in Puri, had--and has--a temple policy that does not 
allow low-caste Hindus and non-Hindus to enter the temple. 
95 The devadasis were female performers, who, at a young age, were given in service to the Jagannath 
temple to be trained in performance for the image of Jagannath. See Patra (2004). 
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Figure 5: Nilācale Mahāprabhu - Caitanya Arrives in Puri 

mention how he spread his doctrine of bhakti indiscriminately, his aims, and those of his 

followers, could not be faithfully characterized as a project that was solely focused on 

social restructuring. Indeed, the director’s filmic representation of this image of Caitanya 

as a social liberator uses no small measure of poetic license, as the speech of the 

Vaiṣṇava, and, indeed, even the outcaste rebellion that opens the film, are not found in 

the hagiographies of Caitanya’s life. 

 The music director for Nilācale Mahāprabhu was Raichand Boral, a Bengali 

music director who had been an early music director at New Theatres Ltd., and, along 

with Pankaj Mallick, one of the key figures to implement new approaches to using music 

as a defining characteristic of the new Bengali cinema. And though many notable kīrtan 

singers were featured in Nilācale Mahāprabhu (for example, Chabi Bandhopadhyay), one 

feature of this soundtrack, like earlier Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed films, was the fact that 

the musical director was not a trained kīrtanīyā. That would change for the first time with 
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the soundtrack for the 1960 release, Nader Nimāi (“Nimāi of Nadia”), under the direction 

of Rathin Ghosh. 

 

THE “COLLISION” OF GENRES: NADER NIMĀI AND RATHIN GHOSH 
Though there may be other reasons why Rathin Ghosh was the first trained kīrtanīyā to 

become a full-fledged music director in the Bengali cinema, certainly one rationale was 

his wide-ranging musical training. Indeed, it probably is not a coincidence that a 

significant parallel that one could draw between Krishnachandra De and Rathin Ghosh--

as two kīrtan singers that broke into the Bengali public sphere--was that they both had 

had an eclectic base of musical training. Both De and Ghosh were trained in numerous 

vocal and instrumental styles of Hindustani classical music that most likely afforded them 

a shared platform of musical knowledge where they could communicate with performers 

and composers in the context of Bengali cinema soundtrack production. The sketch we 

have of Rathin Ghosh’s life and musical training, written by his close friend and research 

associate, Harekrishna Mukhopadhyay (1971), begins with a description of his family’s 

devotion to their household images of Radha and Krishna. Bearing a striking similarity to 

the descriptions of Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi as the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā (Chapter 1), 

Ghosh’s family life centered around worship of these images of Radha and Krishna, and 

his early experience with kīrtan took place when kīrtanīyās came to his house to sing 

before the family’s images on religious festival days. As further evidence of his 

devotional nature, in photos Ghosh always appeared with the twin vertical lines of  
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Figure 6: Rathin Ghosh 

Vaiṣṇava tilak on his forehead, traditional markings that index the body as a temple of 

Viṣṇu or Krishna (Figure 6). Descriptions of his early interest in music cite how he would 

attempt to sing along with the recordings of the popular Bengali recording artist M.N. 

Ghosh. Soon after this, at the age of fourteen, he began vocal lessons in Hindustani 

classical music, including the vocal style khayal and tabla, a serious training that 

continued until he was twenty-five years old. 

 Ghosh came from a wealthy Kolkata family that owned several flourmills. 

Because of this, his family had the economic capacity to leave Kolkata at the beginning 

of World War II out of fear that Kolkata would be bombed. The family thus relocated to 

Nabadwip where Ghosh took lessons in kīrtan from the singer Pashupati. Soon after this, 

Ghosh’s father died and the family then moved to Darjeeling. There, in the far north of 

West Bengal, money was arranged to bring a host of singers and instrumentalists, who 

had daily “sittings” in the Ghosh household. 
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 Sometime c.1949 Ghosh returned to Kolkata where he continued his studies in 

Hindustani classical music and furthered his burgeoning interest in padāvalī-kīrtan, 

taking lessons from the kīrtanīyā Renupad Goswami. However, in 1949, as 

Mukhopadhyay explains: 

 one day an auspicious opportunity arrived. One evening in the year 1356 [1949] the 

 kīrtan singer Śrī Nandakishor Das, the performer of pure līlā music, came to Kolkata to 

 perform kīrtan. The famous son of Pandit Prabhupād Prangopal Gosvami’s from

 Nabadwip… said to Rathin, “Come, we’ll go to hear Nandakishor’s kīrtan.” At that time 

 Rathin…did not know the name of Nandakishor. With great urgency Rathin heard the 

 singing of Nandakishor. After hearing, he understood this singing had a different system 

 [than Hindustani classical music]. This [music] was an unequalled treasure of Bengal… 

 Two days after hearing this singing he properly offered an honorarium (daksinā) as 

 promised…and invited Nandakishor to sing at his house. Three or four days more after 

 hearing Nandakishor’s singing, he [Rathin] became the kīrtan disciple of the guru 

 Nandakishor (1971, 266) 

Nandakishor Das was a well-known kīrtanīyā from Murshidabad who in the later part of 

the twentieth century travelled throughout north India for performances, becoming a 

regular performer in Kolkata.96 In the eyes of his biographer, Ghosh’s studies in padāvalī-

kīrtan from Nandakishor Das clearly endowed him with a unique set of skills, as he was 

now perhaps one of the few trained kīrtan musicians that also had extensive experience in 

Hindustani classical music. According to Mukhopadhyay, Ghosh’s previous training in 

Hindustani classical music afforded him an ability to analyze, and make adjustments to, 

                                                
96 See Mukhopadhyay 1971, p. 262-263.  
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what he learned from Nandakishor Das and the other kīrtanīyās with whom he studied.97 

One opinion amongst those who knew Ghosh was that he was able to refine and 

retranslate the performance style of these rural kīrtanīyās for an urban audience (Debtosh 

Guha, personal communication, December 3, 2012). In language that is explicitly critical 

of Ghosh’s kīrtan gurus, Mukhopadhyay notes the changes that Ghosh introduced by way 

of pointing out some of the issues found in the performance of the rural musicians: 

“many of these [rural kīrtan] singers had no classical training, [and they] used to lose the 

rhythm”; furthermore, at the time of “singing [they] could not maintain the pitch” 

(Mukhopadhyay 1971, 266). 

 Perhaps it was his familiarity with both padāvalī-kīrtan and the sphere of 

Hindustani classical music that landed Ghosh the job of music director for the film Nader 

Nimāi. Until this film, padāvalī-kīrtan was never featured as the sole musical genre used 

in a soundtrack, and, on account of this, Bengali films, which were produced for diverse 

audiences, used a music director that was familiar with a wide variety of styles that would 

be part of the film. Because of his wide training in both Hindustani classical music and 

padāvalī-kīrtan, Ghosh could fulfill this role, and it would be his combined knowledge of 

Hindustani classical music and kīrtan that formed an important basis for Nader Nimāi’s 

soundtrack. Here, I briefly consider one set of scenes from Nader Nimāi in order to study 

how Ghosh’s direction used his eclectic musical training to contribute to the film’s 

theme, which, much like the earlier Nilācale Mahāprabhu, focused on the ability of  
                                                
97 Ghosh went on to study with several more kīrtanīyās, including, Gaura Gopal, Radhashyam Das, 
Surendranatha Bandhopadhyay, Jaminibhuṣan Mukhopadyay, and Shri Panchanan Das (Mukhopadhyay 
1971, 264-268). 
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Figure 7: Courtesan Performing for Jagai and Madhai in Nader Nimāi 

Caitanya’s movement to counter autocratic authority and social reformation through the 

power of religious devotion.  

 The film’s title--Nader Nimāi, or “Nimāi of Nadia”--alludes to the film’s focus on 

the early years of Caitanya’s life, as his birth name was Nimāi. It begins with the 

miraculous events that he enacted as a boy, leading to his spiritual initiation and 

subsequent state of devotional absorption. The film concludes with his initiation into the 

bhakti tradition and subsequent adoption of monastic life. However, within this general 

narrative frame, the director inserts numerous episodes that recast characters from 

Caitanya’s hagiographies in a manner that uses stock characters and scenes from other 

Indian films. One of the more glaring instances of this is the creation of a Mughal-style 

scene that takes place in the court of two brothers, Jagai and Madhai. This scene in Nader 

Nimāi differs from the depictions of Jagai and Madhai in the hagiographies of Caitanya, 

where these two brothers are depicted as Brahmans who are enemies of Caitanya’s  
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kaise karuna (main) ikwāra ho balamwa 
vāda karna ailā 
 

“O my lover, how can I lie to you? I came 
to promise you that I will marry you.” 

gaire se pyāre neha lagainā 
 

“Make love to me gently” 

aur hame visajailā ho balamwa 
vāda karna ailā 

“I have come to take my wedding vows, 
and have decorated and dressed myself for 
the occasion” 
 

Example 4: Thumri Performance in Nader Nimāi 

 

Example 5: Thumri Performance in Nader Nimāi 

popular devotional kīrtans. In Nader Nimāi, Jagai and Madhai are depicted as Mughal-

style rulers, who are frequently portrayed lounging on a cushioned dais smoking on a 

hookah and being entertained by court musicians and dancers. The character that 

becomes the central figure in these scenes is a courtesan singer who performs for the two 

brothers (See Figure 7). In the set of scenes I study here, the courtesan singer performs a 

variety of genres for Jagai and Madhai, beginning with a short khayal composition, 

before following it with a song in the thumri style, a genre associated with courtesan 

performance (See Examples 4 and 5).98 The theme of this scene, which is actualized in 

Ghosh’s musical direction, involves the courtesan’s movement from a position of  

 

                                                
98 See Manuel 1989. 
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Example 6: Hare Krishna, Nām-Kīrtan 

subservience to the two brothers, to becoming included in the egalitarian bhakti 

movement of Caitanya.  

 While listening to the first khayal-style performance, Jagai and Madhai’s 

displeasure is exhibited by the looks of annoyance on their face. At the performance’s 

conclusion, they demand another song, but not one with the fast improvisations of the 

khayal genre: a point emphatically made by Madhai’s mocking imitation of the rapid 

melodic improvisations of the courtesan’s khayal performance. Instead, they desire a less 

austere, and more erotically charged performance: Madhai displays the abhināya (hand 

gestures) associated with thumri, as he requests a song from this light-classical genre that 

generally features lyrical content dealing with topics of erotic love (Manuel 1989). 

 In the middle of the thumri song, the soundtrack switches to a performance of 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava nām-kīrtan, as the scene switches to show a large kīrtan troupe moving 

through the street outside of Jagai and Madhai’s court. Caitanya, and his associate 

Nityananda, dance in the midst of this procession with upraised arms and are surrounded  
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Figure 8: Nām-Kīrtan Troupe in Nader Nimāi 

by a group of khol drummers and kartāl musicians (Figure 8). As the nām-kīrtan 

continues in the soundtrack (Example 6), the image switches to show the courtesan. Upon 

hearing the kīrtan, she stops her performance in mid-phrase, opening her mouth in 

astonishment. The song text is perhaps one of the best known in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava nām-

kīrtan, repeating the Sanskrit vocative names of Radha and Krishna: hare krishna hare 

krishna krishna krishna hare hare, hare rāma hare rāma rāma rāma hare hare.99 The 

nām-kīrtan is accompanied a common four-mātrā kīrtan tāl that is exclusive to the khol 

repertoire.  

 After again showing Caitanya’s kīrtan procession in the streets, the scene switches 

back to the courtesan who is now shown with her eyes closed, swaying back and forth to 

the sounds of the nām-kīrtan. Her reverie is abruptly interrupted as Jagai and Madhai 

order her to resume the thumri performance that had been interrupted by her trance-like 
                                                
99 In this nām-kīrtan hare is the vocative case of hara, a name of Radha, and krishna and rāma both refer 
to the Vaiṣṇava deity Krishna in the vocative as well. 
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state. In this scene, Jagai and Madhai are clearly intoxicated, one reason why they take 

some time to figure out that their enemy, Caitanya, is singing loudly outside. The 

courtesan then quickly resumes the thumri song, but is again interrupted, as we hear the 

sounds of the nām-kīrtan coming from outside. This time the courtesan’s reverie does not 

stop with a state of absorption in the nām-kīrtan: presumably because of her intense 

attraction to the kīrtan, she begins to sing the “hare krishna” kīrtan in the presence of 

Jagai and Madhai. Using the same melody as the kīrtan outside, her performance on the 

soundtrack is accompanied by tabla. The members of the court look at each other in 

amazement, startled that the courtesan would have the audacity to sing kīrtan in front of 

Jagai and Madhai, who are avowed enemies of Caitanya and his kīrtan performances. It 

slowly dawns on the intoxicated brothers that the courtesan is singing a kīrtan in their 

presence, to which she replies, “See, another music is disturbing my song. Can’t you 

hear? How sweet!” Realizing that the kīrtan troupe outside has influenced the courtesan, 

Jagai and Madhai quickly rise to dispatch them. 

 This set of scenes, under the musical direction of Ghosh, combines a variety of 

genres to underscore a message of social transformation and the active role that kīrtan 

plays in this process. In her study of the Maharastrian genre of Rāṣṭrīya Kīrtan, Anna 

Schultz addresses a similar process that she refers to as the “collision of genres” and the 

“collusion of participants” (2013, 174). Drawing on Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of 

intertextuality, and the application of this idea in oral performance, Schultz argues that 

the juxtapositioning of various genres in Rāṣṭrīya Kīrtan--the “collision of genres”--
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creates a space where the meanings we associate with genres can be transformed; she 

writes, “when genres collide, they rupture and are reformed” and a certain sung genre, in 

this case the thumri performance, “becomes disassociated from its text” (ibid., 180). 

Indeed, in Ghosh’s music direction, the collision of genres between the thumri and kīrtan 

performance create a restructuring of genre in relation to the overall narrative of the film. 

When positioned next to the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava nām-kīrtan, the thumri song is less about 

its text, and more about its relationship to the nām-kīrtan and the theme of transgressing 

social boundaries. In the first scene, we see the subservience of the courtesan to the 

brothers, Jagai and Madhai; she acquiesces to their desire to hear the more erotically 

charged performance of thumri, which includes the elaborate gestures of abhināya. The 

performance of nām-kīrtan that Ghosh directs then takes place in the streets outside of 

Jagai and Madhai’s court, and is defined by its difference to the structured hierarchy of 

the court scene: Caitanya leads an egalitarian group of Vaiṣṇava devotees, who, 

irrespective of their caste or social identity, take part in a popular religious performance 

that is open to all. Ultimately, the power of the nām-kīrtan becomes too great for the 

courtesan to ignore, and, in blatant disregard for the structured hierarchy of the court 

scene, she begins to sing kīrtan in front of Jagai and Madhai.  

 The story of the filmic conversion of the courtesan can also be told through 

gesture. Before hearing Caitanya’s kīrtan, the courtesan’s gestural language, that of 

abhināya, suggests that she is in a subservient position to Jagai and Madhai: she complies 

with their requests for the eroticized thumri performance and is clearly in a position of  
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Figure 9: Outward- and Inward-Facing Gestures of the Courtesan 

disadvantaged power in the court scene. After hearing the kīrtan, though, her resistance to 

this position does not occur in the physical domain of the two brothers, but is represented 

by an inward turn, as the gestures of abhināya shift into an inward-facing devotional 

trance as she becomes absorbed in the sounds of the kīrtan (See Figure 9). The shift from 

a gesture-rich display of abhināya to a more limited gestural language of the devotional 

trance, can also be theorized in regards to what Matthew Rahaim terms a “gesture-

denigrative discourse” that is expressed in early twentieth-century Hindi film. A focus of 

his analysis is the film Sant Tukaram (1936), the story of a Maharashtrian devotional 

singer-saint Tukaram, who, much like Caitanya, is heralded as spreading an egalitarian 

form of Hindu worship. In the following passage, Rahaim notes how in this film images 

of protagonists who use a series of less active gestural actions, becomes conflated with 

concepts of devotional piety and defined in contradistinction to elite, hierarchical filmic 

characters, who have more active gestural motions: 
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 In the opening sequences of the film, gesture operates alongside elocution, dress, song 

 style, and posture as a sign of the main opposition represented in the film: between the 

 hierarchical, elite Brahminical religion and the populist, devotional spirituality of the 

 Marathi singer-saint Tukaram…Tukaram [representing populist, devotional religion] sits 

 on the ground and hardly moves at all as sings his simple unadorned songs--transported, 

 as it were, beyond his body. Salomalo [the haughty Brahman and representative of 

 hierarchical, elite religion], on the other hand, marches about and gestures wildly as he 

 peppers his devotional songs with florid, distracting melodic runs. At one point he nearly 

 smacks an audience member in the face with his flailing arms (2012, 21). 

Even more relevant to our present discussion, Rahaim notes how the conversion of a 

courtesan figure in the film conforms to a nearly identical depiction as shown in Nader 

Nimāi. Through a set of scenes the courtesan figure, Sundara, is sent by Salomalo, the 

inimical Brahman, to entice Tukaram away from his devotional practice by singing an 

erotic song, much like the thumri performance in Nader Nimāi. Tukaram then joins the 

singing of the courtesan, transforming what was an erotic song about the love of Radha 

and Krishna into a participatory kīrtan performance. Sundara, seeing the devotionally 

pure nature of Tukaram, surrenders to him and becomes his disciple. And, as Rahaim 

notes, “after the conversion, she sits down on the ground and accompanies herself on 

kartal with her hands folded palm to palm, singing a devotional song, with her eyes 

closed, and quite still” (ibid., 22). 

 The similarities between both the conversion narrative and its relationship to 

gesture between the 1936 released Sant Tukaram and Nader Nimāi are striking. Of 

course, Sant Tukaram was a huge pan-Indian success, achieving wide viewership outside 

of western India (ibid., 21), so the fact that Bengali filmmakers were aware of its plot and 
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various filmic techniques is not surprising. My analysis of gesture and the role it plays is 

meant to underscore how Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan, in this case nām-kīrtan, were framed 

in the film’s overarching aim of inflecting the image of Caitanya and his religious praxis 

as vital constituents in the creation of a Bengali national consciousness that prized themes 

of social mobility and that consciously devalued autocratic authority, represented in 

Nader Nimāi by the brothers Jagai and Madhai. The task of directing the music for this 

film while interweaving a variety of colliding genres amongst a series of thematic and 

gestural concerns was complicated. Rathin Ghosh, with his training in a variety of 

Hindustani classical genres and Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan, was able to manage this task 

through his deft combination of musical styles. 

 

CONCLUSION 
That the image of Caitanya as a social reformer who was also a religious leader had 

found a solid footing in the Bengali public sphere by the release of Nader Nimāi in 1960 

could probably go without saying. The creation of this characterization--as opposed to a 

religious figure who was also a social reformer--was the result of a concerted discourse 

that had its foundation laid with the work of Sishir Kumar Ghosh and his periodicals of 

the late nineteenth century. However, this transformation gained steam and had become 

increasingly secularized by the 1960s. As a final case in point I cite the copy in one of the 

advertisements that announced the release of Nader Nimāi (Figure 10). The heading of 

the Amrita Bazaar Patrika advertisement announcing the release of the film in Kolkata- 
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Figure 10: Nader Nimāi Advertisement 

area cinemas reads, “That Divine Soul who Brought Light Unto Darkness, Salvation to 

the Sufferers and Paved the Path of Supreme Happiness for the Tormented Humanity--

Illumines the Screen with His Spiritual Lustre.”100 Indeed, the adjectives and nouns used 

to describe Caitanya--“Divine Soul,” “Spiritual”--lack any specific references to the 

theological underpinnings of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava thought. Caitanya, for example, is not 

mentioned as the incarnation of Krishna, or the combined incarnation of Radha and 

Krishna, two definitions that were repeatedly emphasized in the sphere of padāvalī-kīrtan 
                                                
100 Amrita Bazaar Patrika, October 28, 1960. 
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song anthologies. Similarly, his accomplishments are described in such a way as to mask 

their relationship to a specific religious tradition, suggesting, instead, that his main goals 

were performing various and vaguely defined philanthropic activities, such as “bringing 

light unto darkness,” and offering “salvation to the sufferers.” Of course, the objection 

could be raised that these descriptions do not fully represent the beliefs of the film’s 

production staff, but are simply requirements of the commercial industry into which 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed films, and, just as crucially, padāvalī-kīrtan musicians, were 

adapting. But, in a sense, isolating that point has been one of the main goals of this 

chapter. By charting padāvalī-kīrtan’s trajectory into the Bengali public sphere, I have 

attempted to highlight how it was moving into a “space or arena evolving in…[colonial 

and] postcolonial societies in conjunction with some measure of political liberalization 

and commercialization” (Meyer and Moors 2006, 6; emphasis added). Whether the more 

secularized image of Caitanya appealed to a larger commercial market, or, conversely, if 

the desire to market Caitanya caused such a shift towards secularization, might be beside 

the point. I would argue that these two aims operated in tandem, and the conflation of 

more secularized Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava themes with processes of commercialization were 

both a way into the public sphere and a symptom of its influence.  

 I conclude by noting that the skill required to adapt to the various meanings that 

were circulating in this public sphere belonged to few musicians in early and mid-

twentieth-century Kolkata. Both Krishnachandra De and Rathin Ghosh, as trained 

Hindustani classical musicians and kīrtanīyās, had acquired a set of skills that gave them 
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the facility to adapt to a setting where numerous musical genres were used to forge a 

specific characterization of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. Significantly, they were both trained by 

rural kīrtanīyās, but had to adapt this style to the new and emerging technologies and 

ideologies of the Bengali film industry. Their modifications, then, required a 

consideration of the materiality and conceptual sphere of the commercial music and film 

industries of urban Kolkata.  

 However, this career course that they both enjoyed was not the only possible path 

that emerged from studying padāvalī-kīrtan with rural kīrtanīyās. In the next chapter, I 

trace another genealogy of padāvalī-kīrtan performance in Kolkata that surfaces not 

through a study of Bengali commercial media, but can only be approached through an 

ethnographic study. On one level, the reason for this shift from a survey of commercial 

media to an ethnography of performance is straightforward: kīrtanīyās whose repertoire 

focused on the use of the boṛo-tāl style, which was featured in two- to three-hour līlā-

kīrtan performances, could not be accommodated within the material constraints of the 

commercial media industry. Until the advent of digital recording techniques in the 1990s, 

the longest unbroken track that could be recorded--for instance on LP records used in the 

1970s--was roughly 23 minutes, a time span that was only half of a boṛo-tāl song 

performance. Therefore, a history of boṛo-tāl kīrtan cannot be told through a study of the 

artifacts of the commercial media industry. On another level, my shift to ethnography 

returns to the more religiously orthodox meanings of padāvalī-kīrtan that were 

emphasized in the creation of padāvalī-kīrtan song anthologies in Chapter 2. The 
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performers I discuss in the next chapter place an emphasis not only on the boṛo-tāl style 

of padāvalī-kīrtan performance, but also on a belief that it was part and parcel of the 

religious aesthetics of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. Their story, then, continues the theme of the 

sādhaka-kīrtanīyā described in Chapters 1 and 2. 
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Chapter 4: From Nation to State: Padāvalī-Kīrtan, Sanskrit Aesthetics, 
and Political Society 

 
“New Culture: West Bengal is hurtling towards the fate of eating cake since it does not 
have bread. After the fanfare of the film festival, created out of funds that could have 
been used elsewhere since the state is professedly cash-strapped, the government has 

turned its attention to the performing arts. Singing, music, dancing and drama, it feels, 
should be taught in all state-aided universities. Performing ‘culture’ seems to be the state 
government’s current passion…” Anonymous Opinion Piece, The Telegraph, November 

25, 2012 

This chapter’s epigraph, an opinion piece published in the English-language Kolkata 

newspaper, The Telegraph, expresses a frustration with the policies of the Mamata 

Banerjee-led ruling party of West Bengal, the Trinamool Congress. More specifically, it 

refers to the government’s recently announced decision to require courses in the 

performing arts at universities that receive financial support from the West Bengal 

government. However, this article was not alone in its concern over what was a growing 

trend of the West Bengal government to become involved in cultural affairs. Indeed, in 

addition to policy decisions such as this, increasingly larger portions of the state’s budget 

in 2012-13 were being devoted to various projects related to the arts, including: cash 

awards for musicians and dramatists; renovating and updating music studios; organizing 

music and film festivals; and, finally, rescuing an outdated cultural center.101 Continuing 

the theme of cake-eating, the article “Let Them Eat the Cake Called Culture: Guess Who 

Got a 125% Hike,” Ganguly and Das question Mamata Banerjee’s policies, as they note 

                                                
101 “Let Them Eat the Cake Called Culture: Guess Who Got a 125% Hike.” Arnab Ganguly and Sreecheta 
Das. The Telegraph. April 2, 2012. 
[http://www.telegraphindia.com/1120402/jsp/frontpage/story_15324021.jsp#.UwZPTkKyhYQ] (Accessed 
February 20, 2014). 
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how “the spectacular surge in funds for culture stands in sharp contrast to the slash for the 

panchayat and rural development department by over Rs. 255 crore. The government has 

not explained in detail the pressing need for the largesse for cultural affairs at a time the 

state is grappling with almost every financial malaise conceivable.”102 The various 

references to a quote attributed to Marie Antoinette underscore the growing frustration of 

the urban middle class with the Trinamool Congress’s focus on affairs that they deemed 

superfluous to the day-to-day needs of the people of West Bengal. In these cases, the arts 

are the cake, in relation to the bread--what many saw as the Mamata Banerjee’s 

ineffective policies for economic development. 

 The consternation directed towards the government’s policy and budgetary focus 

on promoting “culture” in West Bengal are, of course, one side of this story. The 

government’s attempts to foster the performing arts in West Bengal had met with more 

approval among some of the groups that were to be benefited by such policies. One 

example of this was the government’s Backward Classes Welfare Department’s approval 

of a new scheme in December 2011 that would offer a special categorization for a variety 

of Bengali folk music and dramatic traditions to take advantage of state welfare schemes. 

Among these groups were performers of Jhumur, Baul, Bhatiyali, Kabi-gān, Puppetry, 

and Chhau (dance), for example.103 Though many of the performers of these groups would 

get welfare assistance from the government on account of already belonging to one of the 

                                                
102 The term panchayat refers to local village councils that work to govern affairs within and between 
villages.  
103 See http://www.anagrasarkalyan.gov.in/htm/cultr_actvs.html (accessed February 20, 2014). 
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Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribe categories, in an article titled “‘Backward’ Tag for 

State Folk Artistes,” the state welfare minister, Upen Biswas, noted that “because of the 

enormity of the [scheduled caste and scheduled tribe] bracket…they [the folk artists] 

need to be identified separately and must be included within a smaller fold for better 

spotlighting.”104 One group not named in this new initiative were kīrtan musicians, a fact 

that underscores the point that padāvalī-kīrtan music and musicians often inhabit a border 

space between vernacular and cosmopolitan actions, one that often makes it difficult to 

gain traction in subaltern-directed welfare schemes.  

 The point of interface between performing artists and the West Bengal state 

government is one of the new theoretical directions I pursue in this chapter, as I turn to an 

ethnography of contemporary padāvalī-kīrtan musicians operating in the cultural 

economy of West Bengal. My analysis thus follows the two strands of “culture” and 

“economy” through a description of two padāvalī-kīrtan musicians I studied with during 

my fieldwork. What emerged from my studies in padāvalī-kīrtan with the two 

protagonists of this chapter--Nimai Mitra and Kankana Mitra--is how they represent a 

subset of the present sphere of padāvalī-kīrtan musicians who continue to emphasize the 

boṛo-tāl musical style and the genre’s relationships to religious aesthetics. However, 

intertwined with this interest in a specific musical form and religious praxis--the strand of 

“culture”--has been these musicians’ keen awareness of how their music might appeal to 

government-related sources of economic and promotional support (“economy”). For 

                                                
104 “’Backward’ Tag for State Folk Artistes,” by Ajanta Chakraborty. The Times of India, Kolkata. 
October 18, 2012. 
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example, while the history of the professional kīrtanīyā Nimai Mitra reveals how the 

majority of his career was spent as an independent performer, in his later years he became 

a registered artist with the Eastern Zone Cultural Centre, the Government of India’s organ 

for promoting culture and the arts in the eastern states of India. Likewise, his disciple, 

Kankana Mitra, is also an enthusiast of the boṛo-tāl padāvalī-kīrtan style, yet makes a 

living as a professor of vocal music at the state-founded Rabindra Bharati University in 

Kolkata, where her research and teaching attempt to build a strong theoretical basis for 

padāvalī-kīrtan that will attract, in her words, “educated” audiences in present-day 

Kolkata. While the previous chapters were mostly concerned with the manner that 

padāvalī-kīrtan interacted with the conceptual sphere of the nation, the concerns of this 

chapter focus more on the way that kīrtanīyās relate to the concept of the state.  

 In the final section of this chapter, I present a description and analysis of the West 

Bengal and All-India Kīrtan and Bhakti-Gīti Artists’ Forum, an event in September 2012 

that was hosted by padāvalī-kīrtan musicians in order to bring a set of demands before the 

government of West Bengal. Indeed, as many of the speeches in this forum demonstrated, 

kīrtanīyās were well aware of the government dispensations that had been given to other 

Bengali artists, and were thus seeking similar types of economic support. One example of 

this was the kīrtanīyās response to the government support that was being furnished to 

found a school dedicated to teaching the genre of kabi-gān; in one of the demands they 

brought forward at this forum, kīrtanīyās requested that the government support the 

founding of a “kīrtan institute” in each of West Bengal’s nineteen districts.  
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 I consider this final example through the lens of Partha Chatterjee’s theory of 

“political society,” a term that seeks to draw a distinction between the theoretical sphere 

of civil society and the manner it is often considered a homogenous form of nationalism. 

Indeed, Chatterjee, in The Politics of the Governed (2004), makes his point of focus the 

political strategies that subaltern groups employ to be recognized by state policies. This 

mode of political action, he argues, is best understood when considering the differences 

between “political society” and “civil society." In drawing out this distinction, he thus 

notes the presence of two  

 sets of conceptual connections…one is a line connecting civil society to the nation-state 

 founded on popular sovereignty and granting equal rights to citizens. The other is the line 

 connecting populations to governmental agencies pursuing multiple policies of security 

 and welfare” (2004, 37).  

Though this idea of the political society is clearly influenced by Michel Foucault’s 

concept of “governmentality” (1991), Chatterjee applies this idea to what he sees as a 

shift in “nationalist political mobilizations” in India since the 1980s, focusing on several 

case studies in West Bengal (ibid., 47). The cases that Chatterjee studies exemplify 

situations where subaltern populations find a way to interface with the state for the 

receipt of welfare assistance despite the fact that their claims lack a foundation in the 

theory or legal documents central to the existence of civil society. For example, he 

describes in detail how the residents of the Gobindapur Rail Colony in Kolkata organized 

as a community in order to remain on the small sliver of land they inhabit next to the 

municipal railway tracks in the city. Though the residents of this colony have no legal 
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right to live on this property, as the railway authority owns it, they, nevertheless, engage 

in a series of political projects in order to remain on the property and develop education- 

and health-based initiatives for the colony’s residents. It is activities such as these, 

Chatterjee argues, “that bring these population into a certain political relationship with 

the state” (ibid., 38). The attempt of kīrtanīyās to organize as a community and bring 

demands before the government is also an attempt to enter into a political relationship 

with the state, as these musicians seek to receive assistance from the governmental 

agencies of the state of West Bengal in order to provide what they see as their essential 

roles as cultural ambassadors of a quintessentially Bengali music style. The “politics of 

recognition” employed by padāvalī-kīrtan musicians and activists is not one forged in the 

long durée of the colonial struggle like other tribal or “backward” groups in Indian 

society (Ghosh 2006);105 rather, it represents an emergent attempt to form a community 

that can address the government in order to make a claim for its importance in the 

cultural landscape of West Bengal. My analysis in this chapter does not read these 

various attempts to receive assistance from the state as divergent cases from those 

discussed in the previous three chapters that focused on the construction of a Bengali 

national consciousness; rather, the cultural work of nationalism, I argue, forms the 

foundation from which kīrtan musicians and activists can approach the state as they lay 

claim to a series of relationships between culture and nation. 

 

                                                
105 I make specific reference to Ghosh’s use of the term “politics of recognition” here, though the concept 
originates with Charles Taylor (1992). 
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SITUATING THE PROFESSIONAL KĪRTANĪYĀ: NIMAI MITRA AND THE CULTURAL 
LEGACY OF THE SĀDHAKA-KĪRTANĪYĀ 

 
An important node in the network of padāvalī-kīrtan instruction throughout West Bengal 

lies in the residential area of Gouri Bari in northern Kolkata at the residence of Nimai 

Mitra. Less than one kilometer from the Sobhabazaar--Sutanuti Metro station, his 

residence indexes a relationship with one of the three original villages (i.e. Sutanuti) that 

originally attracted the British East India Company to set up their business interests in the 

area in the late seventeenth century. During the colonial period this area was clearly part 

of the “Black Town” of Kolkata, as it housed the indigenous population, many of who 

had migrated to Kolkata from rural areas (Chapter 1). As such, north Kolkata is a 

congested residential area where robust construction and development in the later 

nineteenth and early twentieth century defines its architectural style and narrow roads and 

alleyways to the present day. 

 After disembarking at the Sobhabazaar--Sutanuti station and taking one of the 

numerous auto-rickshaws heading east, one leaves behind the busy markets of 

Sobhabazaar and heads deeper into the north Kolkata residential district. Getting off the 

auto-rickshaw at the busy Acharya Prafulla Chandra Road--which is a inter-state highway 

that passes through the city--making one’s way further east is difficult, as the sidewalks 

are crowded with salesmen who have spread their wares of backpacks, hats, and other 

assorted goods across the sidewalks. On weekends, especially, it is often easier to walk in 

the street, taking care to avoid the slow-moving traffic. Right before Gouri Bari Bridge 
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flyover, a side lane veers off to the left from the busy traffic and runs parallel to the 

flyover. After passing the small and dirt-patched Gouri Bari Park, a set of apartment 

buildings emerges on the left; entering the building complex, a blue door on the left holds 

a mailbox painted with the words: Pandit Nimai Mitra.  

 A cool, dark hallway greets one after crossing the threshold of the building’s 

entrance, and it soon becomes clear that this is a tenement house, as there is usually a 

flurry of activity at the common water faucet that one passes on their way to the staircase. 

It is here that tenants, who lack running water in their rooms, congregate to gather water 

for their daily activities. A wide staircase opposite the well leads to the upper floors, and, 

arriving on the second floor, Nimai Mitra’s living space is on the right. A variety of 

furniture, including a large bed, dresser, and couch, leave virtually no space to move 

around once you enter this single room that he shares with his wife. The walls are 

decorated with a number of photos, paintings, and awards and plaques that have been 

given to Nimai Mitra to recognize his long career in padāvalī-kīrtan performance. 

Featured prominently above his bed is a studio photo of Nimai Mitra dressed in his 

performance attire, including Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava tilak (facial markings) (Figure 11). He is 

now eighty-three years old, but will occasionally point to these pictures and his awards in 

the course of discussion when members of a new generation of kīrtan performance are 

visiting, lest they forget the many years of hard work he put into the career. In addition to 

various images of him in performance, images of Caitanya, Radha and Krishna, and a 

large photo of one of his padāvalī-kīrtan gurus, Nandakishor Das, are organized in a  
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Figure 11: Nimai Mitra in His Room and Photo of His Kīrtan Guru Nandakishor Das 

 

circle around the room, tilted at an angle so those standing below can see them. At the 

foot of his bed is a couch, where guests and students sit and talk with him before or after 

lessons, often chatting over tea. Many students travel several hours from other districts in 

West Bengal to study with Nimai Mitra, and will often spend hours at his house taking 

instruction in singing or khol, listening to other students’ lessons, having lunch, and 

resting on this couch in his small room afterwards. 

 Leaving his room and taking the staircase up another level to the roof, one finds 

Nimai Mitra’s music room. This is the small space where he spends most of his time  
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Figure 12: Nimai Mitra Teaching in His Music Room 

teaching padāvalī-kīrtan lessons and meeting with guests (Figure 12). This room is also 

where he keeps images of Radha and Krishna that are worshiped daily according to a 

regular schedule (Figure 13). Indeed, padāvalī-kīrtan lessons are often briefly interrupted 

as Nimai Mitra or another household member offer incense or other offerings to the 

images. On any given day, Nimai Mitra wakes and sits behind his harmonium for four to 

five hours every morning. And, after a break for lunch and an afternoon rest, he will 

repeat the same procedure every evening, as students from the greater Kolkata metro area 

and throughout West Bengal come to this small room to study padāvalī-kīrtan. Sundays, 

especially, are the busiest days, as his disciples from distant districts of West Bengal, 

including Midnapur, Bardhaman, and Birbhum, make the three- to four-hour journey to 

the city and cram into his packed music room to wait their turn and learn another  
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Figure 13: Nimai Mitra's Images of Radha and Krishna 

padāvalī-kīrtan song. From the humble settings of this room, Nimai Mitra has a 

significant influence over the sphere of padāvalī-kīrtan performance throughout West 

Bengal. By his estimates he has over five hundred students who perform as professionals 

throughout the state, while he also acts in an advisory role to the padāvalī-kīrtan program 

at Rabindra Bharati University, where he was given the honorific title of “kīrtan 

sudhākar” (“the moon of kīrtan”) by the Rabindra Bharati University professor Mriganka 

Shekhar Chakraborty.  

 The physical space of his music room also bears the marks of padāvalī-kīrtan’s 

history in Kolkata. Directly across from where he sits hangs a photo of Nimai Mitra 

sitting with his last kīrtan guru, Nandakishor Das, who would stay at his home when he 

would travel through Kolkata. Nimai Mitra’s guru-bhai (“disciple-brother”), Rathin 
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Ghosh, would also visit Nimai Mitra here, as they would take turns accompanying each 

other on khol as the other sang padāvalī-kīrtan songs. And Kankana Mitra, the current 

director of the padāvalī-kīrtan program at Rabindra Bharati University, and a student of 

Nimai Mitra, would often stay overnight in this room, having remained to study padāvalī-

kīrtan throughout the day and night with her teacher. 

 Though he enjoyed a long and successful career as a kīrtanīyā, Nimai Mitra did 

not come from a hereditary musical family. As previously noted, his uncle was the early 

twentieth-century padāvalī-kīrtan patron and scholar Khagendranath Mitra. In the 

following passage from a preface to a līlā-kīrtan script he published (“Nimai Sannyasa” 

n.d.), Nimai Mitra cites how Khagendranath Mitra was not the only padāvalī-kīrtan 

enthusiast in the family; his younger brother, Nimai Mitra’s father, was also an ardent 

supporter of padāvalī-kīrtan, and the one who encouraged Nimai Mitra to take up 

performance: 

 During childhood I had a special attraction for līlā-kīrtan, nām-saṅkīrtan, and śrī khol 

 performance. Because of that my late father Narendranath Mitra gave me sufficient 

 encouragement and opportunity. As a small boy in our house I saw many famous music 

 artists. [And] my father gave many kinds of assistance and encouragement to all of them. 

 Because he was a topmost Vaiṣṇava and kīrtan enthusiast, his only wealth and interest 

 was to spread and publicize kīrtan. During my childhood, my father arranged for my 

 instruction in śrī khol from Jatin Das (Ustad-ji) and kīrtan singing from Radharaman 

 Karmakar (Mahashoy) (n.d., i) 
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As mentioned here, Nimai Mitra began a serious study of khol at the age of eight with 

Jatin Das,106 which was augmented with lessons in singing from Radharaman Karmakar, a 

singer from Nabadwip who would teach in Kolkata. In addition to these two musicians, a 

list of the kīrtanīyās that Nimai Mitra studied with could form a list of the most well 

known performers of the period, including: Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi, Gaura Das 

Adhikari, Dhiren Gupta, Pareshchandra Majumdar, Radhika Mohan Goswami, and, 

notably, his last teacher, Nandakishor Das. In addition to padāvalī-kīrtan styles, he 

studied ḍhap-kīrtan with the recording artists Indubala Dasi and Krishnachandra De. 

 Nimai Mitra’s career as a professional khol musician began when he was twelve 

years old, accompanying numerous kīrtan performers in Kolkata. For example, Nimai 

Mitra accompanied the recording artist Krishnachandra De in performance and, later, the 

All-India Radio singer Aparna Debi at the meetings of the Śrī Vraja-mādhurī Sanga 

(Chapter 1), an organization that both Nimai Mitra’s uncle and father--Khagendranath 

Mitra and Narendranath Mitra, respectively--belonged to. Nimai Mitra recalls how he and 

a young Siddhartha Shankar Ray, the future Chief Minister of Bengal and son of Aparna 

Debi, would attend these kīrtan meetings: 

 My father and Siddhartha Shankar’s father…together with Roy Bahudar Khagendranath 

 Mitra, all of them belonged to the same group [Śrī Vraja-mādhurī Sanga]. I was young 

 then. I don’t remember very well. [But] my father loved this…[so] he would take me 

 along…I would play khol, alone. I was a young boy and would be dressed up nicely and I 

                                                
106 In other places, Nimai Mitra describes his first khol guru as Jatindranath Das, which is most likely the 
same person. 
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 would sit there and play khol. That drew a lot of attention (personal communication, 

 November 26, 2012). 

Nimai Mitra gradually made the transition to a sought-after, professional kīrtanīyā. He 

was the leader of a padāvalī-kīrtan troupe that regularly travelled throughout West Bengal 

and outside as well. At the height of his career in the 1970s and 80s, Nimai Mitra’s group 

would give up to forty three- to four-hour līlā-kīrtan performances in a month; at busy 

times in the year, especially on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava festival days when these performances 

were in demand, he would give two or even three in one day. He explains the taxing 

travel by car where his group would crisscross not only the state of West Bengal, but 

venture into other areas of north and northeast India: “We had to travel by car: today, 

Midnapur, tomorrow, Bankura, next day, Birbhum, next day Murshidabad, next day 

Bihar, [followed by trips to] Uttar Pradesh, Orissa, even as far as Shillong [in the 

northeastern state of Meghalaya]” (personal communication, November 26, 2012). His 

performance schedule was so busy, that his accompanying musicians--many of who also 

performed with Rathin Ghosh--“would search in my diary for blank dates, so that they 

could get some leave” (ibid.). The reason for his busy schedule, Nimai Mitra attests, was 

not only a succession of one-time trips to various locations across north India; his 

constant engagement as a travelling kīrtanīyā was on account of the fact that  

 audiences loved my singing. Otherwise why should they repeatedly invite the same artist 

 to the same place the next year, or again the next year, [continuing like this] for five 

 years…[In some cases] I have attended the same gatherings for thirty-three years…thirty 

 years, twenty-eight years, twenty-two years, sixteen years…this is an infinite grace 

 given by God (personal communication, November 16, 2012) 
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Perhaps because of such a time-consuming career as a padāvalī-kīrtan performer, Nimai 

Mitra had a relatively quiet life in the media industry. His one recording was a cassette 

released in 1988 titled “Āmāder Gaurāṅga” (“Our Gaurāṅga”) that featured short songs 

and nām-kīrtans. Nimai Mitra also recorded documentaries on kīrtan and kīrtan-related 

topics for governmental agencies, including a documentary on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan 

produced by the Eastern Zone Cultural Centre, in the 1980s. Furthermore, Nimai Mitra 

was featured in a documentary on Vidyapati that was produced by the Government of 

Bihar.  

 Despite being part of national and state-based initiatives to promote aspects of 

padāvalī-kīrtan, only once during all of our conversations did Nimai Mitra mention how 

the genre might relate to a shared consciousness of Bengali nationalism. Once, talking in 

his room after a lesson, I asked him why the boṛo-tāl kīrtan style was gradually 

disappearing from performance practice. His answer did not target kīrtanīyās, but instead 

found audiences culpable, as he told me that “Bengalis” have been “negligent” in regards 

to taking padāvalī-kīrtan performance seriously (personal communication, October 24, 

2012). Contrary to underlining national meanings of kīrtan, Nimai Mitra’s discussions of 

padāvalī-kīrtan frequently focused on its religious meanings and contexts. Indeed, in 

interviews and his constant commentary that ran through his padāvalī-kīrtan lessons, 

Nimai Mitra’s general focus on padāvalī-kīrtan’s place in the larger sphere of Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava theology and praxis might be thought of as profoundly informed by the 

discourse of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā that was part of the emphasis on the relationships 
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between religious devotion and musical skill in early twentieth-century Kolkata. After all, 

this might not be such a surprise considering that he had a direct relationship with the two 

main protagonists in Chapter 1: Khagendranath Mitra was his paternal uncle, and he took 

lessons with Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi. Indeed, the idea that padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance requires equal parts religious devotion and musical skill--two concepts 

central to the discourse of the sādhaka-kīrtanīyā--are encapsulated in Nimai Mitra’s 

reflections on one of his early encounters with Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi when he 

was sitting in on one of his lessons: 

 At that time Kalyani Maitra and Dr. Ray were students Brajobashi Mahashoy. He 

 [Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi] did not yet train me. He would say, “hey you, kid, it will 

 take some time to understand…music. You should grow up, then it will be possible to 

 know how to perform [instrumental] accompaniment [with the khol]. It is a subject 

 comprised of rasa, no?” (personal communication, November 16, 2012) 

These early impressions of the fundamental relationship between religious aesthetics and 

musical performance profoundly influenced Nimai Mitra’s approach to padāvalī-kīrtan. 

Perhaps one could not find a more concrete example of this than in one interview, where 

he conveniently divides the sphere of kīrtan performance into two equal parts, suggesting 

that kīrtan performance is equal parts bhakti and musical knowledge: “What is lacking in 

other singing traditions—principally bhakti—that is present fully only in kīrtan. Tāl, rag, 

rāgīni, sur, chand—all these comprise only fifty percent of kīrtan. The other fifty percent 

is bhakti-bhāva (“the emotions of devotion”) (Interview, September, 28, 2011). The 

reference to musical terminology used here suggests how learning these various facets of 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance will only get one half way; the remaining, and crucial, 
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aspect of performance is to have bhakti, and, moreover, allow one’s performance to be 

imbued with that devotion. In his view, the role of the accompanists is not only to have 

knowledge of the musical concepts he mentions here--tāl, rāg-rāgini (“musical modes”), 

chand (“metered verse”), sur (“tune”), etc.--but also to understand the broader context of 

the aesthetic system of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī. In the following extended reflection on the 

topic, Nimai Mitra discusses how a kīrtanīyā, regardless of what instrument he or she is 

playing, might interpret the task of accompanying a particular song.  

 Suppose you are singing, “nīla ratana kiye nava ghana ghaṭā”107 (“Is he [Krishna] a blue 

 gem? No, a fresh cloud”) and someone is playing khol in the Teoṭ Tāl, “Dha, Gi,” 

 [referring to the onomatopoetic syllables, or bols] like this. In…[this song] Radharani is 

 saying, “is this cloud blackish or golden? I don't understand.” The playing style should 

 match this mood. So, if the mridanga [i.e. khol] player is playing in concert like this, then 

 the kartāl player should follow suit, he must understand the meaning of padāvalī. Because 

 bhāva is predominant in kīrtan, the accompanist must understand the true, inner meaning 

 of padāvalī. The kartāl player must know this. Whether you play a Yamaha [electronic 

 keyboard], or a flute, or whatever, you have to follow the rules of padāvalī…one should 

 try one's best to understand the meaning of the kīrtan according to how the original 

 author intended. This is required. After [knowing] this, then you can accompany 

 (Interview, September, 28, 2011) 

As he continues this train of thought, Nimai Mitra adds a further level of analysis: it is 

not only understanding how a particular song fits into the larger theological and aesthetic 

framework of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, but, more importantly, the performer must 

experience the emotional state that is meant to be evoked in a particular performance. He 

                                                
107 This pada is composed by Govinda Dāsa and categorized under the heading, “Śrī Krishna’s Form.” See 
Mukhopadyay 2012, 619. 
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thus elaborates on the term used to describe the lead singer in a līlā-kīrtan performance, 

the mula-gāyan: 

 This is why, ancient kīrtanīyās were known as “mula-gāyan.” The tree is held up by its 

 root [mula], now you are the kirtaniya, you are singing, and everyone is following you. It 

 is not merely repetition, they have to listen to what you're singing; they have to 

 internalize it. The emotions you are expressing, this is what they [the musicians] must 

 experience. If the accompanists can match the singer's expression, then together they can 

 all accomplish the full rūpa (“form”) of padāvalī-kīrtan… you have to rehearse regularly. 

 You are singing, you call Rahul, you call someone else, then they come and play “dum-

 dum” and leave. No, [you should say] “it must be like this,” or “no, like that”--they must 

 understand. You also have to understand. That way, the kīrtanīyā and the accompanists 

 will be of one mind and mood. Just like one river merges with another river, and then 

 with more and more rivers, eventually mixing into the ocean, similarly, the śrī khol is one 

 river, the kartāl is another river, the Yamaha [electronic keyboard] is another river, the 

 flute is another river, and you [the kīrtanīyā] are the ocean. They are all meant to merge 

 in you, and your mood. This is the process of kīrtan (Interview, September, 28, 2011) 

All of this contextualization about the process of padāvalī-kīrtan accompaniment does not 

mean that there is no detailed attention paid to the specifics of musical performance. 

Indeed, like the theoretically detailed descriptions of tāl that Nabadwipchandra 

Brajobashi wrote of in the appendix dedicated to khol performance in the Padāmṛta-

mādhurī (1933), Nimai Mitra’s instruction in padāvalī-kīrtan--whether in singing or khol-

-began with an understanding of tāl.  

 When I began studying khol with Nimai Mitra, our early lessons were devoted to 

a study of, as he put it, “what is tāl?” (personal communication, September 11, 2012). 

After learning the basic spoken syllables (bols) that onomatopoetically represent the  
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Figure 14: Tāl Diagram for Birām Daśkośī and Nimai Mitra Writing Tāl 

played strokes on the drum, the khol bāṇī, or “words of the khol,” as Nimai Mitra called 

them, lesson after lesson was dedicated to understanding tāl theory and its various 

manifestations throughout the large repertoire of specific tāls used in padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance. My early lessons were devoted to learning the four different categories of 

mātrā used in tāl theory. Then, the majority of our lesson time would consist of Nimai 

Mitra drawing elaborate diagrams of various padāvalī-kīrtan tāls that would include: the 

name of the tāl; the total number of mātrās and how many of each category of mātrā are 

used; the combination of these mātrās into various groupings (vibhāg; Bangla: bibhāg); 

and, finally, a full diagram that aligns each mātrā with its corresponding ordinal number 

of the tāl and the bol that corresponds to the particular piece of repertoire that is being 

described. Figure 14 shows how this method was carried out for the Birām Daśkośī Tāl. 

One practical application that Nimai Mitra’s diagrams served was for keeping track of the 

minor distinctions that differentiate various tāls in such a large repertoire. Indeed, the 
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Manoharasāhī style has fifty-four different tāls, and some of them nearly identical in 

form. For example, the two tāls Teoṭ and Birām Daśkośī both have a total of fourteen 

mātrās, but vary in their mātrā subdivisions: Teoṭ Tāl is subdivided 6+4+4, while Birām 

Daśkośī is organized 4+4+2+4. As I learned each different tāl in my individual lessons 

with Nimai Mitra, I would keep a chart in the back of my notebook to try to organize this 

vast and detailed body of rhythmic repertoire.  

 In one lesson, Nimai Mitra was illustrating how a certain song was performed 

using a variety of tāls. While he was singing, he instructed me to change the tāl I was 

performing with every line of the song, telling me that “this type of song there are many 

tāls” (personal communication, November 2, 2012). He then elaborated on the reason 

why the mahājana padakartās had formulated this particular system of musical 

accompaniment where there is frequent change of tāl: 

 This system was for influencing the pada. Radha is crying. Her beloved has left. The hero 

 [Krishna] has gone away, and the heroine [Radha] is crying. Then [the tāl] is slow…then, 

 Radha’s friend is speaking to her in excitement…(personal communication, November 2, 

 2012) 

Then, to illustrate this new mood, Nimai Mitra plays a line of the song at a faster tempo. 

Then goes on to explain, “this system of changing rhythm was introduced to influence the 

[repertoire of] padāvalī…to express its inner meaning” (personal communication, 

November 2, 2012). Nimai Mitra thus expresses how the combination of a detailed 

knowledge of musical repertoire--in this case tāl--and the evocation of a certain mood of 

devotion are central to the musical and religious training of the kīrtanīyā. 
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 As mentioned earlier, Nimai Mitra rarely mentioned how padāvalī-kīrtan might be 

a genre with an active influence on the Bengali public sphere. Unlike the image of 

Caitanya as a social reformer that was portrayed in mid-twentieth century Bengali 

cinema, the image of Caitanya evoked in Nimai Mitra’s discussions and performances 

was mostly religious. In discussions and in his līlā-kīrtan performances, he would define 

Caitanya as the combined incarnation of Radha and Krishna, an opinion found in 

orthodox Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava theology (Stewart 2010). However, this is not to say that 

Nimai Mitra did not have any point of interface with the nation-state. He would often 

speak of his association with the Eastern Zone Cultural Centre (EZCC), the official organ 

for tourism and culture of the Indian government’s Department of Culture in for the 

eastern and northeastern states.  

 After a lesson one day I was sitting in Nimai Mitra’s room with another one of his 

students when he told me how he became a “registered artist” with the EZCC. As the 

story goes, Nimai Mitra was giving a līlā-kīrtan performance in 2003 in Kuttack, Odisha 

when, somewhat serendipitously, the Director of the Kolkata-based EZCC happened to 

attend his performance. The Director at the time, P.K. Mohanty, was himself Oriyan, and 

told Nimai Mitra that the EZCC had been searching for a padāvalī-kīrtan performer for 

official performances, but had not been able to find a suitable performer. According to 

Nimai Mitra, Mohanty had complained that there was a lack of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performers who could be considered to be good singers with “proper pronunciation”; who 

only sang songs from the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire; and, finally, knew the 
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accompanying dance and gestural repertoire that were considered key to a padāvalī-kīrtan 

stage performance. As Nimai Mitra recounted to me, Mohanty was so impressed with 

Nimai Mitra’s performance and the manner that it fulfilled all of these requirements that 

he was searching for that the regular requirement of having an audition to become an 

EZCC registered artist was waived, as Mohanty considered the five-hour līlā-kīrtan 

performance that he saw in Kuttack was suitable for audition purposes.  

 On the one hand being registered as an artist provided Nimai Mitra opportunities 

for future performances, as the EZCC invited him to participate in various concerts and 

programs in Kolkata and outside of the state. But, on the other hand, it was clear that 

being recognized by an official institution of cultural promotion was also a source of 

profound pride for him. On one occasion Nimai Mitra produced a variety of 

correspondence that he had received from the EZCC over the past decade, which he had 

carefully preserved. One letter he showed me was an official invitation for him and a ten-

person kīrtan troupe to travel to Imphal, Manipur in 2004. The program was billed as a 

“Festival Manoharsai, Ankiya Nat, and Nata Sankirtan,” and the EZCC covered all of the 

travel and lodging expenses in addition to paying Rs. 10,000 for the participation of 

Nimai Mitra’s and his kīrtan troupe. Without having to look at the official documents that 

he received from the EZCC, Nimai Mitra could call to mind the seemingly mundane 

matter of his official registration number as V-27. One performance that he described in 

detail was a Holi-līlā event held at the EZCC’s main campus in Salt Lake, Kolkata. This 

event, celebrating the vernal episodes of Radha and Krishna, had begun with a speech--
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given in Hindi, Bangla, and English--that had told the story of his life and kīrtan 

performance. He remembered with a broad smile how he had been given a wreath of 

flowers and the organizers of the event had “given him prestige” (personal 

communication, November 20, 2012). Furthermore, he repeatedly told me how he was 

the only padāvalī-kīrtan artist officially registered with the EZCC. 

 The various perspectives on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and musical performance that 

influence Nimai Mitra’s approach to padāvalī-kīrtan performance influence other spheres 

of padāvalī-kīrtan education in Kolkata. In an advisory role to the padāvalī-kīrtan 

program at Rabindra Bharati University, Nimai Mitra was one of the interviewers when 

the university’s Department of Vocal Music was hiring a new professor for padāvalī-

kīrtan instruction. Rabindra Bharati University had--since its inception in 1962--been a 

locus for padāvalī-kīrtan instruction and scholarship in West Bengal. As he recounted 

aspects of the interview to me, it was clear that Nimai Mitra’s interest in solidifying 

padāvalī-kīrtan on a strong base of śāstric knowledge became an integral part of the 

decision of who to hire for the job at Rabindra Bharati University, a position which is, to 

my knowledge, the only fulltime position in padāvalī-kīrtan instruction at any university 

in West Bengal. In this interview, Nimai Mitra told me how he would quote verses from 

Jayadeva’s Gīta-govinda, and ask the interviewee to comment on the verse using the 

evidence of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava śāstra. The musician hired for the position was Dr. 

Kankana Mitra, a student of Nimai Mitra who had made the boṛo-tāl style of performance 

and Sanskrit aesthetics a focus of her musical and scholarly interests. 
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KANKANA MITRA: RABINDRA BHARATI UNIVERSITY AND SANSKRIT AESTHETICS 

Three padāvalī-kīrtan students sit waiting in the classroom at Rabindra Bharati 

University, studying their notebooks in preparation for the day’s lesson. On a raised 

platform in front of them sits the Rabindra Bharati University professor, Dr. Kankana 

Mitra, and the khol accompanist, Shib Prosad Paul. The fourth student finally arrives 

after navigating the busy hallways in the Fine Arts Building, and today’s lesson begins. 

The students begin singing what is known as a tuk pada, a term that refers to an 

incomplete set of verses used in a padāvalī-kīrtan performance; because these verses are 

incomplete, the final line that usually gives the author’s name is missing, and the author 

is thus unknown. This particular song, “bolo ei bishe,” is from Krishna’s famous Dān 

Līlā, where he acts as the taxman in a mood of jesting play with Radha and her friends. 

This song begins in an extremely slow tempo, and while the students try to sing this song, 

they split their attention between glancing at their notebooks, singing the florid and 

melismatic vocal part, and marking the movement of the tāl through a combination of 

hand claps and gestures used in padāvalī-kīrtan performance. They occasionally glance at 

Kankana Mitra and the khol accompanist in an attempt to align their own singing and 

anchor their hand gestures with the strokes being played on the khol and Kankana Mitra’s 

hand tapping on the harmonium as she plays it to accompany them. This song is in the 

26-mātrā Indrabhāṣa Tāl, and the combination of this long cycle and slow tempo ( = 20) 

means that to cycle only once through the entire song takes one and a half minutes. The 
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song gradually increases in speed, and the students begin the kāṭān section, which 

introduces a variation on the text and is accompanied with a more rhythmically dense 

khol pattern. The song finally concludes with a ghat, a composition on the khol that Shib 

Prosad Paul plays with aplomb.  

 The next song in the lesson is in the 28-mātrā Shom Tāl, and the song, “māna 

viraha,” is from “Kalahāntaritā,” a popular līlā-kīrtan that focuses on the dejected mood 

of Radha after she has been separated from Krishna on account of a quarrel.108 As this 

song moves from its slow beginning into the kāṭān section, however, the relationship 

between the khol accompanist and the students’ singing breaks down. As the 

performance stops, Kankana Mitra inquires, “what happened”? And as one student begins 

to answer, Kankana Mitra informs the students that the motions that they are making with 

their hands are not deliberate enough. She counts aloud: “one, two, three, four,” making 

corresponding hand gestures where each one ends forcefully and deliberately as she 

counts the tāl; “like this!” she says (see Figure 15). As a way of imitating the incorrect 

method of the students, she counts and loosely waves her hands through the air with no 

clear direction. These motions clearly lack the same intentionality as the gestures that 

mark her performance. The students begin the 28-mātrā Shom Tāl again, this time 

attempting to mirror the same deliberate hand motions as their teacher, while still looking 

at their notebooks and singing at the same time. 

                                                
108 In Sanskrit aesthetic theory, the Kalahantarita nāyikā is the fourth out of the eight traditional depictions 
of the heroine, and comes directly before the fifth stage--Khandita--that was previously discussed in this 
chapter. 
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Figure 15: Padāvalī-Kīrtan Lesson at Rabindra Bharati University 

 To say boṛo-tāl padāvalī-kīrtan is difficult is an understatement, a point that was 

often reinforced in my own private lessons with Kankana Mitra, as I, like the students at 

Rabindra Bharati University, often ineffectively flailed my hands in an attempt to 

demarcate tāl. She would often tell me how, as a subject, padāvalī-kīrtan is “extremely 

tough,” one reason why it is difficult to attract serious students. When recalling her early 

interest in padāvalī-kīrtan, Kankana Mitra told me that whichever padāvalī-kīrtan guru 

she would visit, she would always seek to learn rare boṛo-tāl songs. This interest is 

evident in her teaching; for example, the tuk-pada song in Indrabhāṣa Tāl that she was 

teaching during the Rabindra Bharati University lesson I attended is considered one of 

only two extant songs in this tāl in the entire padāvalī-kīrtan repertoire. Her desire to 

learn padāvalī-kīrtan led her to study with numerous gurus throughout West Bengal. 
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Nimai Mitra is one of her gurus, but she also studied with Bangshidhari Chakroborty, 

Manoranjan Bhattacharjee, and Brindaban Banik, three kīrtan teachers who formerly 

taught at Rabindra Bharati University. In addition, she still takes lessons from the 

Saraswati Das, a renowned female performer from Nabadwip, who stays at Kankana 

Mitra’s house when she comes to perform in Kolkata. In passing, she mentions to me that 

her interest in studying with many of these gurus was the fact that their instruction can be 

traced back to one of the most lauded padāvalī-kīrtan performers of the mid-twentieth 

century, Haridas Kar. In her estimation, the padāvalī-kīrtan education that Kankana Mitra 

received from these teachers represents the “original songs,” or “root” of padāvalī-kīrtan; 

she argues that these are not “fusions” or representative of a “modern singing style” 

(personal communication, January 10, 2012). Indeed, a common theme that emerged in 

my lessons and discussions with Kankana Mitra was her belief that teaching and 

promoting padāvalī-kīrtan required a process of unearthing its connections with the past, 

in regards to both performance practice and Sanskrit musicological and aesthetic theory.  

 If the ideas of social reform associated with Caitanya in the films of Bengali 

cinema hint at a populist meaning for padāvalī-kīrtan, Kankana Mitra’s aims as a 

performer and scholar clearly run contrary to such definitions. One day during a lesson 

on padāvalī-kīrtan at her home in South Kolkata, she told me decisively that padāvalī-

kīrtan should not be considered a form of “folk” music, but is, instead, a form of 

“regional classical music” (personal communication, September 29, 2012). The process 

for distinguishing between these two categories--folk and classical--is based on her use of 
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the term “grammar,” and what becomes, in her estimation, its antithesis, “spontaneity.” 

The basis for padāvalī-kīrtan being considered a form of regional classical music is the 

fact that it is underpinned by a body of musicological and aesthetic theory, a reference to 

its connections with Sanskrit theoretical treatises (i.e. śāstra). In the following quote, 

Kankana Mitra underscores the general principle of padāvalī-kīrtan’s śāstric foundation 

by stressing its relationship with compositions known as prabandhas, a term for 

compositions that stresses a pre-modern provenance and are associated with Sanskrit 

musicological treatises. Significantly, she mentions how the first musicologist to stress 

this relationship between padāvalī-kīrtan and the category of prabandha was Narahari 

Chakravartī (Chapter 1): 

 kīrtan is a type of prabandha song…It is not a [type of] folk song [that is] aroused in the 

 mind of the common people. Not like that. It is grammatically sound and…[represents] 

 the research work of the padakartās. It did not [originate] in the common people’s mind 

 and [then] come out just like other folk songs. Not like that. It has a deep grammar and it 

 has a deep roots in Indian music. [Narahari Chakravartī] first showed us this (personal 

 communication, September 22, 2012) 

This hypothesis was not only something that Kankana Mitra mentioned to me in passing, 

but she has recently published an article that studies the composition of Narahari 

Chakravartī in an attempt to make an explicit connection between the form of prabandha 

songs and padāvalī-kīrtan (2013, 82-82).  

 This attempt to make connections with pre-modern musicological theory is also 

furthered in her references to the boṛo-tāl style of padāvalī-kīrtan. For example, she cites 

as an example the system of tāl followed in the introductory Gaura-candrikā song that 
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introduces a līlā-kīrtan (Chapter 1). This combination of different tāls, which will be 

analyzed in detail in Chapter 5, features a basic structure that moves from larger metric 

cycles to smaller ones; the specific ratio is from the 28-mātrā Shom Tāl, to the 14-mātrā 

Birām Daśkośī, to the 7-mātrā Jhānti Tāl. The “grammatical” quality of this structure, 

according to Kankana Mitra, is found in the proscription against moving back to a larger 

tāl after having completed it. The name given to this particular structure is go-puccha, or 

“cow’s tail,” a reference to the spatial reduction in size, from large to small, that occurs 

as one traces a cow’s tail from its base to its tip. She explains, translating the concept of 

mātrā to “beat”:  

 the starting tāl is a long tāl, [containing] 28 beats. Then we have to perform the 14-beat 

 [tāl]; then 7-beat [tāl]…So we have no option to come back to the tāl of 28 beats…this 

 structure is …an ancient form in our tāl system, in the Indian tāl system…it is the 

 system of go-puccha which is a mārga tāl system (emphasis added, personal 

 communication, January 17, 2012) 

In the final reference to the go-puccha form as representative of the “mārga tāl system,” 

Kankana Mitra connects contemporary padāvalī-kīrtan performance with Sanskrit 

musicological theory. In both pre-modern and modern periods, the term mārga, in 

reference to musical categorization, has often functioned as a gloss for both a long history 

and a sense of authoritativeness. In Sanskrit treatises, the term mārga, contrasted with its 

binary deśī (regional), suggested an “ancient music of divine origin” (Widdess 1994, 94).  

 In addition to these references to the boṛo-tāl style as a means of connecting 

present-day performance with Sanskritic theory, one of Kankana Mitra’s most sustained 
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interests has been exploring the relationship between Sanskrit aesthetic theory and 

padāvalī-kīrtan. Indeed, her Ph.D. dissertation, titled “An Aesthetic Survey on Rasa 

Kīrtan from Sixteenth to Seventeenth Century A.D.,” completed at Netaji Subhas Open 

University in Kolkata, investigated this topic in detail. In terms of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance, this interest is documented in her composition of an entire līlā-kīrtan script 

that she uses with her students at Rabindra Bharati University. The name of the līlā-kīrtan 

is “Śrī Rādhār Aṣṭanāyikā Lakṣana” (Radha as the Eight Types of Heroine”), and depicts 

Radha within a series of episodes that conform to the aesthetic framework of the Eight 

Types of Heroine (aṣṭanāyikā), a categorizational scheme that was originally codified in 

Bharata’s Sanskrit treatise on dramaturgy, the Nāṭyaśāstra. Like the description of the 

various categories of the erotic mood discussed in Chapter 2, Kankana Mitra’s use of 

aesthetic theory uses these Eight Types of Heroine as they are considered Rūpa 

Gosvāmī’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, where he applies this theoretical frame to the erotic līlās of 

Radha and Krishna. This līlā-kīrtan presents a series of episodes that focus on Radha; and 

each episode is considered to represent a different one of her emotional moods (see Table 

4).  

 The opening scene of the līlā-kīrtan depicts how Radha goes to the location where 

she plans to rendezvous with Krishna (abhisārikā). She then dresses and prepares for the 

meeting (vāsaka-sajjā), but becomes anxious when Krishna does not arrive 

(vipralabdhā), and, further, becomes enraged when Krishna arrives in the morning 

covered with marks of lovemaking from another woman (khaṇḍitā). After Krishna leaves  
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Eight Types of Heroine (nāyikā)  

1. Abhisārikā The heroine, possessed by love, and abandoning all 
shyness and modesty, goes to the place where she 
will meet her lover, forsaking usual convention. 

2. Vāsaka-sajjā The heroine who happily adorns herself and eagerly 
awaits conjugal union with her lover. 

3. Virahotkaṇṭhitā The heroine who becomes anxious because her 
lover does not arrive at the appointed time because 
of other engagements. 

4. Vipralabdhā The heroine whose lover does not arrive at the 
appointed time feels disappointed and betrayed. 

5. Khaṇḍitā The heroine who becomes enraged learning that her 
lover did not arrive because of being with another 
woman. 

6. Kalahāntaritā The heroine who is separated from her lover 
because of a quarrel and her jealousy. After her 
lover leaves, she feels excessive anger and remorse. 

7. Proṣita-bhatṛkā The heroine who is separated from her lover, who is 
far away, and thus feels lethargic and cannot sleep. 

8. Svādhīna-bhatṛkā The heroine whose lover has returned to her and 
now remains committed to serving her. 

Table 4: Eight Types of Heroine 

she feels remorse because of their quarrel (kalahāntaritā), and thus experiences a deep 

mood of separation from her lover, Krishna (proṣita-bhatṛkā). However, upon the return 

of Krishna, takes a position of superiority over Krishna, where he becomes dedicated to 

her service (svādhīna-bhatṛkā). The relationship between these various episodes and the 

specific emotional fields they are meant to evoke are clearly similar to the concept of 

sound-pictures discussed in Chapter 2; however, instead of taking the divisions of the 

erotic mood (sṛṅgāra-bheda-prakaranam) as the frame of organization, Kankana Mitra 
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focuses on another theoretical aim of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious aesthetics. Indeed, 

Kankana Mitra hints at this larger structural emotional frame as she describes how each 

episode represents a particular “emotional structure”: 

 in Radha there are different types of emotions that were aroused when she tried to meet 

 with Krishna…in this time span, Radha [experienced] eight types of emotional arousal. 

 These are called: abhisārikā, vāsaka-sajjā, utkaṇṭhitā, vipralabdhā, khaṇḍitā, 

 kalahāntaritā, proṣita-bhatṛkā, and svādhīna-bhatṛkā…These are the types…When 

 [Radha] wants to meet with Śrī Krishna…the emotional structure of her mind is called 

 abhisārikā…what she was doing at that time, that is called abhisārikā (emphasis added, 

 personal communication, September 15, 2012)  

In her līlā-kīrtan, these various image-emotions are sequential, moving across an arc from 

love-in-separation to love-in-union. For example, Kankana Mitra explains the second 

stage, vāsaka-sajjā.  

 When [Radha] reached the kunja [forest grove where she would meet Krishna], she 

 arranged the kunja for the meeting…she [then] arranged the kunja with flowers, lamps, 

 and scented water…In this emotional mind[set], then abhisārikā changed into vāsaka-

 sajjā; the heroine is then called vāsaka-sajjā (personal communication, September 15, 

 2012)  

After the introductory material, Kankana Mitra’s līlā-kīrtan script begins by describing 

the abhisārikā nāyikā. Her script features a dense mixture of languages, as Sanskrit 

verses, Middle Bangla and Brajabuli song text, and colloquial Bangla are all used to 

describe the episodes. This is not unique to līlā-kīrtan performance, but Kankana Mitra 

suggested to me that her approach--to put all of the Eight Types of Heroine together in 

one līlā-kīrtan--is distinctive. The method she uses to both tell a story, and move through 
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the Eight Types of Heroine, is achieved through a combination of speeches (katha), 

quoted Sanskrit verses from Rūpa’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, and Vaiṣṇava padāvalī 

compositions that would be listed under the various headings of the Eight Types of 

Heroine found in Vaiṣṇava padāvalī song anthologies. For example, the section that 

describes the abhisārikā nāyikā begins as follows with a script that the performer will 

read to the audience: 

 Only by hearing the sound of Śrī Krishna’s flute, Radha fell into the trance of 

 abhisārikā nāyikā. Who is the abhisārikā nāyikā? In the scripture Ujjvalanīlamaṇi, 

 Śrī Rūpa Gosvāmī has written: 

Kankana Mitra’s script then instructs the kīrtanīyā to intone the Sanskrit verse from 

Ujjvalanīlamaṇi that describes the abhisārikā nāyikā to a slow tune that is accompanied 

on the harmonium: 

Yābhisārayate kāntaṁ svayaṁ vābhisaraty api/ 

Sā jyotsnī tāmasī yāna-yogya-veṣābhisārikā// 

Lajjayā svāṅga-līneva niḥśabdākhila-maṇḍanā/ 

kṛtāvaguṣṭhā snigdhaika-sakhī-yuktā priyaṁ vrajet// (5.71-72)109 

 

Realizing that the vast majority of the audience cannot understand Sanskrit, the script 

then instructs the kīrtanīyā to give an analysis of this verse: 

                                                
109 Translation: “A girl who meets her lover or arranges that he meet her at the place rendezvous is known 
as abhisārikā. The abhisārikā may be considered in two features--when the girl travels on a moonlight night 
(jyotsnī), and when she travels on a dark, moonless night (tāmasī). The abhisārikā wears garments suitable 
for a journey. To silence her tinkling ornaments, she timidly unties them. Accompanied by a single, 
affectionate gopī friend, the abhisārikā goes to meet her lover.” (Rūpagosvāmī 2006, 59). 
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 The meaning is: that heroine whose lover comes to meet her, or goes herself to meet 

 her lover, she is called abhisārikā. This heroine, at the time of going to meet her lover, 

 becomes ashamed. Her bangles and the bells on her feet remain silent; and she wears a 

 veil while going to meet [her lover]. For example, here she [Radha] goes to meet [her 

 lover] in the light of the full moon 

This last sentence is meant to lead in to a song performance. The pada that Kankana 

Mitra has selected to illustrate the mood of the abhisārikā nāyikā is “cāndbadani dhani 

calu abhisāra,” a composition by performed in Chanchaput Tāl.110 And, in her script, she 

includes both the verse and ākhar texts: 

pada:  cāndbadani dhani calu abhisāra/ nava nava raṅgini raser pāthār 

  “The moon-faced one [Radha] went for a meeting, [to experience] newer and  
  newer rasa” 

ākhar:  abhisāre cale dhani/ laye āge saba saṅginī/ cale śyāma abhisāre 

  “She [Radha] goes for a meeting, with all of her companions, she goes to meet  

  with Śyāma [Krishna, the dark-one]” 

pada:  karpūr candan saṅge birāja/ mālatīmāla hiye bani sāja 

  “Her body was scented with camphor sandalwood paste and she was wearing a  
  garland of mālatī flowers, which were hanging in the center of her breast.” 

ākhar:  āj kata māja sejecche/ ganda puṣpa candane/ kṛṣna-manohārinī 

  “Today she [Radha] decorated herself with a flower garland and sandalwood  
  paste, [and] she is the one who steals the mind of Krishna” 

This method of interweaving Sanskrit verses, explanations in Bangla, and song 

performances is not unique to Kankana Mitra’s approach to līlā-kīrtan. However, in her 

opinion, composing a līlā-kīrtan script that minutely adheres to the Eight Types of 

Heroine is her own innovation (personal communication, September 15, 2012). In line 

                                                
110 The composer of this pada is Balarāma Dāsa. 
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with her other projects that aimed at making connections with a textual body of 

knowledge--uncovering a “grammar” of padāvalī-kīrtan--Kankana Mitra suggests that her 

creation of this līlā-kīrtan was possible through her dedicated study, spending “fifty 

nights” working on writing and organizing the script (personal communication, 

September 15, 2012). She suggests that the aesthetic structure of Rūpa’s Ujjvalanīlamaṇi 

is there in other līlā-kīrtans, but because it is not explicitly stated, it is difficult to 

understand the “mental position” of the heroine in those līlās. Therefore, Kankana Mitra 

makes an explicit reference to the Eight Types of the Heroine in her script, a project that 

aims to make the connections between Sanskrit aesthetic theory and padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance explicit. 

 In its premier performance in Kolkata in 2011 the entire script for “Śrī Rādhār 

Aṣṭanāyikā Lakṣana” took over three hours to perform, a length of time common with 

līlā-kīrtans in general. However, one way that Kankana Mitra adjusted the performance 

context for this līlā was by having four of her Rabindra Bharati University students each 

take up different parts of the script, a novel way of performing a līlā-kīrtan as usually the 

entire performance is executed by one lead singer. When describing this adjustment she 

made to the usual one-person delivery format of a līlā-kīrtan, Kankana Mitra said that the 

audiences that she is attempting to attract to padāvalī-kīrtan might get “bored” by a 

presentation that features only one singer (personal communication, October 6, 2012). 

Furthermore, her attempt to focus on the Eight Types of Heroine can also be considered 

in terms of the way it is attempting to attract an urban audience to padāvalī-kīrtan. 
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Indeed, she specifically mentioned how making an explicit connection between a līlā-

kīrtan performance and the well-known archetypes of the Eight Heroines was meant to 

attract an educated audience to padāvalī-kīrtan performances. Indeed, one reason for 

using the framework for the Eight Heroines to undergird a performance is the fact that 

these archetypes might be familiar to urban audiences, as it is found in a variety of other 

classical dramatic and dance forms, including Kathak dance (Singha and Massey 1967, 

144). Kankana Mitra’s various attempts to make connections with a Sanskritic past of 

padāvalī-kīrtan through research and the composition of her own līlā-kīrtans is an attempt 

to locate the genre in a specific cultural economy. Her own position at the state-funded 

Rabindra Bharati University, as the only fulltime professor in padāvalī-kīrtan, is certainly 

one influence on her decisions to emphasize a specific set of theoretical connections that 

she sees as relevant to the past, and future, of padāvalī-kīrtan. From another perspective, 

however, the singularity of her position as the only fulltime padāvalī-kīrtan instructor at a 

state-sponsored institution in West Bengal underscores the glaring lack of governmental 

support for kīrtanīyās in relation to another of musical genres in the state. It is this 

situation which prompted the creation of the West Bengal and All-India Kīrtan and 

Bhakti-Gīti Artists’ Forum, an organization formed in 2006 to create a platform for 

kīrtanīyās to address the state government and gain traction as a political society that 

seeks to secure prosperity for padāvalī-kīrtan in West Bengal. 
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“ARE YOU ALL COMING TO THE ESPLANADE?”: POLITICAL SOCIETY AND PADĀVALĪ-
KĪRTAN  
On the morning of September 12, 2012, I met Nimai Mitra at his home in north Kolkata. 

Today we were travelling by taxi to Mahajati Shadan, a large concert hall in north-central 

Kolkata, where Nimai Mitra had been asked to be the President at a conference for the 

West Bengal and All-India Kīrtan and Bhakti-Gīti Artists’ Forum (hereafter, Artists’ 

Forum), a group that was presently attempting to not only raise awareness of the plight of 

devotional music performers, but also try to motivate the government of West Bengal to 

create a system of financial support for retired performers and open institutes dedicated to 

the promotion of devotional musics throughout West Bengal. When we arrived by taxi, 

the leader of this organization, Siddhartha Shekar Das, met Nimai Mitra outside and 

whisked him into the green room, where we would wait for the conference to begin. 

While we waited backstage, a series of performers of devotional music, journalists, and 

religious leaders from throughout West Bengal arrived for the conference. In addition to 

Nimai Mitra, the conference organizers had invited Saraswati Das, a kīrtanīyā from 

Nabadwip; Kankana Mitra; Suman Bhattacharya, a kīrtanīyā who regularly performs on 

the Bangla-language Tara Muzik channel; Gaurishankar Bandhopadhyay, a reputed 

kīrtanīyā of Caitanya-themed līlā-kīrtans; Prahlad Brahmachari, the All-India Radio 

performer of Bengali folk song and Baul-gān; Manoranjan Bhatacharjee, a former 

Rabindra Bharati University padāvalī-kīrtan instructor; Banasri Sengupta, a singer of 

Bengali Modern song; and a host of other musicians and religious leaders, most of whom 

would give speeches or offer short performances. Though Siddhartha Sekhar Das, the 

founder of the Artists’ Forum, was a padāvalī-kīrtan musician, he had included the term 
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“bhakti-gīti” (“devotional song”) in the organization’s name in order to create a wider 

base of musicians that would be part of the political process, a clear attempt to organize 

which might be considered a disparate group of musicians into a “community,” what 

Chatterjee notes as a means of creating a “collective identity” that will then approach the 

state (2004, 57). Indeed, the use of the term “bhakti-gīti” as a descriptor thus allowed for 

a range of musicians whose repertoire overlaps in some way with the concepts of 

devotional religion to be included in this community.  

 A common thread that emerged throughout the speeches during the conference 

involved an intertwining of two themes. The first theme was the attempt to underscore 

padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with concepts of Bengali cultural nationalism, as numerous 

speakers referenced how the music was connected with Caitanya’s mission of egalitarian 

justice and devotional sentiment. The second theme was a common call to the 

government of West Bengal to take action to provide financial support for poverty-

stricken kīrtanīyās and devotional singers, and to create new centers for musical 

instruction. This last topic was publically broadcast on a large poster that hung behind the 

speakers on stage during the event (see Figure 16), where, under the title of the 

conference, was the following message: “Today the neglected artists of kīrtan, baul and 

devotional music are falling prey to poverty[.] So, friends, in order to solve the profuse 

problems of kīrtanīyās and other groups of baul and devotional musicians, we are going 

ahead with a movement.” Furthermore, the specific aims of this movement were outlined  
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Figure 16: Saraswati Das Performs at the Artists' Forum Conference 

in a list of “nine demands” that were listed on the publicity materials and poster for the 

event: 

1) Kīrtan institutes should be established in each district 

2) The artists should get a stipend 

3) Health insurance should be arranged 

4) Concession should be given for government-run transportation 

5) Housing should be constructed for needy artists under the Indira Housing Plan111 

6) Administrative arrangements 

7) Needy artists should be included in the BPL [below poverty line] list112 

                                                
111 This program, part of the Rural Development Ministry, began in 1985 and gives subsidies and cash 
assistance to the rural poor in order to construct houses. See 
http://rural.nic.in/sites/downloads/programmes-schemes/prog-schemes-ruralhousing-iaygd2.pdf (accessed 
February 10, 2014). 
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8) Education should be arranged for the children of needy artists 

9) Life insurance should be covered for artists 

From the beginning of the conference to its end, numerous speakers addressed what they 

saw as the destitute conditions that present-day musicians face. And, throughout these 

speeches, the reasons as to why the government should be invested in trying to solve 

these issues were consistently couched in speeches that addressed a common connection 

between kīrtan and Bengali cultural identity. For example, in the conference’s prefatory 

remarks, the moderator, Chinmoy Banerjee, begins by addressing the conference’s 

themes: 

 This music [kīrtan], which is spread throughout society in various forms, a “mother” 

 music from which all music originated, remains neglected today. One feels too much 

 embarrassment to state this fact before today’s generation. This music, which once led to 

 the formation of a massive mobilization of people, who [stood] hand in hand with 

 Caitanya, that music stands in neglect today. Today all of these people have arrived here 

 to draw attention to this fact. We want to highlight this fact…so that this music [kīrtan] 

 draws the adoration it deserves. To be clear, one cannot deny the fact that artists of this 

 music will die of starvation, or suffer disease, while, at the same time, those who are 

 glamorous (caṭakdār) are adored. 

The final term used to describe a group of more popular musicians in the above passage--

caṭakdār (“glamorous”)--might also be defined as “chic,” “flashy,” or “showy,” and is a 

reference to popular music performers who, in the media-driven regional industry of 

West Bengal, receive abundant attention in the media. The most obvious example of 

these caṭakdār artists would be those connected with the Bengali regional and pan-Indian 

                                                                                                                                            
112 The below poverty line (BPL) is an economic benchmark used by the Indian government to measure 
the poverty threshold of families and determine their eligibility for government assistance. 
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film industries, but this term could also be seen as describing Bengali rock musicians and 

even the more popular singers of Rabindra Sangeet. However, the use of the term 

caṭakdār takes on another level of meaning, as it is used in tandem with the image of 

Caitanya: in the semantic field of Bangla, the term also denotes something that is morally 

hollow.113 The glamorous and flashy natures of the “caṭakdār” artists references a style of 

musical performance that is financially lucrative, but also morally hollow. In contrast, the 

image of kīrtanīyās and devotional artists that is underscored by comparison to these 

artists, then, refers to musicians who continue the socially valuable movement of 

Caitanya, yet live in poverty.  

 This theme of kīrtanīyās as the neglected culture bearers of Bengal ran through a 

number of speeches at the conference. In his talk, the kīrtanīyā Suman Bhattacharya 

allegorically related various genres of devotional music to a Bengal identity: 

 Those of us who have come here today are kīrtan singers, singers of devotional songs, 

 singers of the Rāmāyana, nām-saṅkīrtan singers, kabi-gān singers, baul singers. [We all 

 perform] a large variety of songs that exist completely merged with the soil of Bengal. 

 Bengali means the Bengal race, a music-loving race whose love for music is inherent 

 since birth.  

Though many figures in the history of Bengal have been associated with promoting kīrtan 

as a genre with an intimate connection to Bengali identity, perhaps no one looms as large 

as Rabindranath Tagore. This point is not lost on Suman Bhattacharya, as he invokes 

Tagore and his relationship with padāvalī-kīrtan by citing Rabindranath Tagore’s meeting 

                                                
113 This point was pointed out to me by Hena Basu. 
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with Albert Einstein, where Tagore, upon being asked by Einstein, noted some of the 

unique attributes of padāvalī-kīrtan: 

 Rabindranath then said, “in our Bengal, there is a tradition of music called kīrtan. There, 

 if the singer wanted to express something more than what has been stated in the Vaiṣṇava 

 padāvalī, then he or she would express his or her bhāva (“emotion”) through ākhar.” 

 [Then Suman Bhattacharya addresses the audience] Just imagine the place where this 

 dialogue is being held…Where did Rabindranath take the subject of kīrtan? Before 

 Einstein, the same Einstein whose Law of Relativity has resulted in so much progress in 

 the world…In front of that same Einstein, Rabindranath is talking about kīrtan. What is 

 apparent, therefore, is that Rabindranath, the pride of Bengal, loved kīrtan from the core 

 of his heart. 

However, despite what he views as such an integral relationship between these musics 

and the “soil” of Bengal or Bengali cultural figures, Suman Bhattacharya questions how 

these musicians can be so neglected. As a case in point he references a hypothetical 

singer of baul-gān who performs on the well-known one-stringed ektārā, who finds it 

difficult to make a living after his prime years as a performer: 

 However, what is extremely strange is that [when] an artist is singing baul songs with an 

 ektārā people are pinning 100- and 500-rupee notes on his chest. But when that artist 

 becomes incapable of singing in his old age, he has to sell his harmonium to get food. We 

 have gathered here with a view to finding an escape from a situation like that, to submit 

 our appeal as a humble way of drawing attention. 

As further evidence Suman Bhattacharya gives the example of Nilamani Das, one of his 

early kīrtan gurus who was padāvalī-kīrtan guru from Murshidabad. Referring to the 

second of the demands that this conference was bringing before the government--that 

artists should receive a stipend--Suman Bhattacharya notes how his now-elderly guru had 
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been receiving a stipend from the government, but, for some unknown reason, it had 

stopped: 

 Nilamani Das used to receive an allowance of Rs. 500 per month. But for some unknown 

 reason that stipend stopped reaching him. Now he has neither the strength to teach 

 singing, nor the strength to perform himself. I occasionally send him Rs. 200 or 500, but 

 that won’t aid him in any way. For that reason some arrangement should be worked out 

 for artists in distress from this Artists’ Forum of ours. 

In an attempt to widen the political base that might participate in the demands made by 

this Artists’ Forum, speakers at the conference explicitly attempted to connect their 

situation with a larger swathe of the Indian population. While it might be easy for 

government policy makers to ignore the requests of a demographically small group, 

Siddhartha Sekhar Das speculated regarding how large the number of kīrtanīyās 

throughout India might be: 

 To tell the truth, today there are two lakh [200,000] kīrtanīyās residing in India. Behind  

 them you have a family of five each, [and]…ten accompanists…[this] makes one crore 

 [10,000,000] of people. These [musicians] are carrying on a lifelong struggle, silently, in 

 villages and rural areas [and] urban suburbs, generating an environment of peace. They 

 are the ones who generate an environment of peace with messages like “please talk of 

 peace, may you live in happiness, do not indulge in violence, do not quarrel.” [But] what 

 do they receive for their lifelong struggle? Humiliation, harsh treatment, and neglect. 

Whatever the specific “politics of recognition” employed by the speakers throughout the 

event, the aim of these speeches never stopped at cementing a relationship between kīrtan 

and devotional music and Bengali national identity or socially beneficial activities; rather, 

the discourse that defines kīrtan and devotional musics as symbolic of a nationalist 
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identity acts as a platform for certain demands directed to the government. These 

endeavors had a specific focus: the government of West Bengal and her Chief Minister, 

Mamata Banerjee. Indeed, in the following speech, the pronoun “she” was invoked to 

refer to the current Chief Minister of West Bengal, Mamata Banerjee, as Siddhartha 

Sekhar Das recounted the speech of the popular singer of baul-gān Prahlad Brahmachari 

and a medal he received from the West Bengal government:  

 A short while ago Prahlad Brahmachari sat [here]; you have heard his speech; he has said 

 to the government with deep and earnest solicitation as follows: “I have this one medal as 

 my last resource. I shall hand it over to the government, [and] shall submit a request to 

 her [Mamata Banerjee]; she should remove my poverty.” But until now the government 

 has paid no attention. 

Siddhartha Sekhar Das then calls to the conference attendees to take up specific action in 

regards to the fulfilling the nine demands that the Artists’ Forum has brought before the 

West Bengal government: 

 I stated one point, [and] it was published in the press. I said, we shall first go to our 

 Chief Minister, then we shall go to our Governor [of West Bengal]. If required, we shall 

 go to Delhi; we shall go to the Prime Minister…If our voice is not heard, then we shall 

 work together in a unified manner. What will be our next step? We, thousands of artists, 

 shall arrive at the Maidan at Esplanade, [and] gathering there we shall humbly appeal 

 before the government, and tell them that our poverty should be ameliorated, we should 

 be given recognition, why are we neglected? 

Siddhartha Sekhar Das then concludes his speech, imploring the audience to respond with 

his final cadence: “Then all of you are coming to Esplanade?” But, unsatisfied with the 

audience’s response, he repeats: “No! The response is not convincing. Are all of you 
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coming to Esplanade?” Satisfied with a louder and more enthusiastic answer from the 

conference attendees, he concludes his speech.  

 The mention of the area of Kolkata known as Esplanade or Maidan in this speech 

is not only a reference to place; rather, it carries an indexical relationship to conceptions 

of popular protest in Kolkata and West Bengal. Geographically, the Maidan is the 

expansive urban park in central Kolkata that was originally cleared by the British in order 

to isolate their original military base, Fort William. Always carrying a relationship with 

governmental power, the area surrounding the Maidan was surrounded by British official 

and residential buildings (Chattopadhyay 2005, 46), and today the governor’s house, Raj 

Bhavan, and numerous other government offices are located close to the Maidan area. 

Indeed, the history of political rallies and protests in Kolkata can not be told separately 

from the Maidan area, a fact that has even found a telling in popular culture through the 

story of the rickshaw-operator protests told in Dominique LaPierre’s international 

bestseller, The City of Joy. Siddhartha Sekhar Das’s call to rally on the Maidan, then, is 

not only a request for a specific mobilization at a specific place. More than that, it is a 

rally for the kīrtanīyās and devotional music performers to participate in a political 

society. 

 In order to understand the series of discursive strategies that animated the 

progression from padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with Bengali national identity to the call 

for active protest on Kolkata’s Maidan, it is worth pausing for a moment on the nature of 

the discourse presented at this conference. One underlying theme in many of the 
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conference’s speeches was the active attempt to portray how these musicians who 

performed in a variety of different musical styles all belonged to an “empirical group,” 

which could be usably defined as a “population,” this term denoting a collection of 

individuals who can be differentiated from other groups, and, crucially, form a large 

enough population for the government to be interested in servicing (Chatterjee 2004). 

The construction of these musicians as a type of population, in this case defined by the 

term “bhakti-gīti,” or performers of devotional song, is the first step in the process of 

“governmentality” as it is a “usable empirical category that defines the targets of policy” 

(ibid., 57). Moreover, as illustrated in Siddharta Sekhar Das’s speech, there is the attempt 

to configure the borders of this population as large as possible. One way this is 

underscored is the use of the term “All-India” in the Artists’ Forum’s title; another would 

be Siddhartha Sekhar Das’s claim that there are one crore [10,000,000] of people who, in 

one way or another, are dependent upon the performance of devotional music for their 

livelihood.  

 However, the synthetic and tenuous nature of this population was evident at 

different points in this conference. For example, it was clear that the main constituency of 

the Artists’ Forum in attendance at the conference were padāvalī-kīrtan musicians. Not 

only were the president and secretary of the Artists’ Forum padāvalī-kīrtan musicians, but 

the speeches made continual references to “kīrtan” in their speeches, a term that can only 

be tenuously connected with many of the other genres that were cobbled together in the 

conference. Moreover, the language of the demands that the conference sought to enact 
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also revealed the synthetic nature of this population, as, indeed, one of the demands of the 

conference organizers was that “kīrtan institutes should be established in each district” of 

West Bengal. Even more damning was the fact that when the portion of the conference 

that featured padāvalī-kīrtan speakers and musicians was over, and the first performance 

of baul-gān began, the vast majority of the conference attendees noisily rose and began to 

leave, many of them speaking loudly to each other about the event. In fact, the 

commotion became so overwhelming that the baul-gān singer could hardly be heard over 

the noise, and Nimai Mitra, as the president of the conference, rose and asked that some 

respect be shown to the baul-gān performer.  

 Perhaps more crucial than the transformation of this community of bhakti-gīti 

singers into a population that can be recognized by the West Bengal government, was the 

work of “invest[ing] their collective identity with a moral content” (ibid.). Indeed, as 

Chatterjee notes, it is not enough to form a population; what is just as crucial is to frame 

the community’s welfare as a project that the government cannot afford to ignore. “This 

is an equally crucial part of the politics of the governed,” writes Chatterjee, “to give to the 

empirical form of a population group the moral attributes of a community” (ibid.). But 

how did this injection of moral content into the fabric of the empirical group take place in 

the discourse of the Artists’ Forum conference? 

 The ethical content of speeches at the conference included a variety of themes, but 

none as frequent, and as sustained, as the attempts to connect padāvalī-kīrtan and 

devotional music with Bengali nationalism. One of the strongest moments of this rhetoric 
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is in Suman Bhattacharya’s speech that underscores Rabindranath Tagore’s deep interest 

in kīrtan. For example, his statement, “Rabindranath, the pride of Bengal, loved kīrtan 

from the core of his heart,” introduces a clear moral quandary that should be addressed by 

policies of cultural promotion in West Bengal--if Tagore, the “pride of Bengal,” loved 

kīrtan, and the government neglects such a performance genre, then the government is, in 

some way, culpable of neglecting Bengal, the nation. Another moral predicament 

intertwined with the neglect of kīrtan is found in Banerjee’s speech that opened the 

conference, where he suggested that kīrtan is a “‘mother’ music from which all music 

originated.” Like mention of Tagore, the conflation of kīrtan with the image of the 

mother carries a clear moral message: neglecting kīrtan and kīrtanīyās is like neglecting 

one’s mother.  

 Though the demands of kīrtanīyās that are brought before the state might find 

little traction in the context of a civil society, as there is little ground for arguments that 

might claim artistic promotion is a right ensconced in the legal documents of the state, 

these claims do find utility if considered as an attempt to approach the state as a political 

society. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the organization of this particular 

conference was, in part, a response to a number of policies that the West Bengal 

government had implemented to promote other folk artists throughout the state. The work 

of the Artists’ Forum, then, was based on a recognition of the government’s imbrication 

in a political society, which is based on “the mutual recognition by state agencies and 

population groups that governments are obliged to deliver certain benefits even to people 
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who are not proper members of civil society” (ibid., 47). Because the West Bengal 

government had chosen promotion of the arts as one way it would “deliver certain 

benefits” to certain marginalized groups, kīrtanīyās chose this political ground to stage 

their claims to government assistance. Of course, the flip side to governmentality is the 

manner that it affects an electoral democracy such as India. And the (usually) middle 

class voices--such as the ones quoted at the beginning of this chapter--that disparage 

Mamata Banerjee’s government and its attempts to promote subaltern art forms, see these 

policies as little more than an attempt to curry favor with a potential electorate for 

upcoming polls. “All you have to do is keep the rural constituents happy to be guaranteed 

a government in Writers’ [building, the seat of the state government] every five years,” 

writes the journalist Soumitra Das in his ironically titled article, “The Sacred 

Subaltern.”114 This final opinion underscores the diversity of opinions that comment on 

the government’s policies of artistic promotion. 

CONCLUSION 
Though focusing on a variety of pedagogical and performance contexts, this chapter has 

suggested a variety of ways that padāvalī-kīrtan musicians are involved in West Bengal’s 

cultural economy, and, ultimately, operating in contexts where music is exchanged for 

cultural or economic capital. Nimai Mitra’s career as a professional padāvalī-kīrtan 

musician has been fundamentally connected to a particular musical style and emphasis on 

the religious context of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. One of his students, Kankana Mitra, has 

                                                
114 “The Sacred Subaltern: Mamata Banerjee is Pushing the Boundaries of Subaltern Culture in West 
Bengal.” The Times of India, New Delhi. November 5, 2012. 
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retained key aspects of this approach, yet is also actively searching for ways to introduce 

kīrtan performance and philosophy to, as she puts it, an “educated” audience in her role 

as a professor at Rabindra Bharati University. Though there are differences in the context 

of their performance and instruction, they both, too, believe that the West Bengal 

government has a role to play in the promotion and support of the performers of this 

music, and, indeed, the music itself.  

 Though my main focus on the Artists’ Forum conference in Kolkata was on the 

speeches, it should be mentioned that the two performers who sang at the conference--

Saraswati Das and Suman Bhattacharya--both chose compositions in the boṛo-tāl style. 

This was not happenstance; a point that was underlined by Suman Bhattacharya as he 

explained the cultural significance of the tāl he was performing, Ektāli Tāl: “how 

amazing. Just imagine, this Ektāli Tāl is one thousand years old. This Ektāli Tāl exists in 

two types of song--one is South Indian classical music, and the other is kīrtan of our 

Bengal.” In the next chapter, I hone in on a līlā-kīrtan performance by Nimai Mitra in 

order to give a reading of the boṛo-tāl style that is grounded in the context of 

performance. If one focus on the boṛo-tāl style throughout this dissertation has been its 

relationship to discourse, another important meaning is found in the manner it influences 

the performance of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava song texts, and how it attempts to expand the 

affective content of devotional song. 
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Chapter 5: From Kolkata to Vrindavan: Order and Expansion in Līlā-
Kīrtan Performance 

“Those who are present here now are no longer residents of Kolkata. Please pay attention 
to this…Those of you who are here, you are residents of Vrindavan. Why should you 

remain silently seated? Today, the rāsa-līlā of Govinda will be performed. Let all of you 
sound “ulu” loudly!” 

Nimai Mitra, 2012 

With these words Nimai Mitra begins the padāvalī-kīrtan performance of the rāsa-līlā, the 

celebrated episode where Radha and Krishna meet in the forests of Vrindavan for a night 

of dancing. Along with the onomatopoetic sounds of “ulu” that the Bengali women are 

implored to make, Nimai Mitra begins the līlā-kīrtan with the chanting of the names of 

Caitanya and his associates, which is uproariously accompanied by drums and hand 

cymbals. It is these words that open the ritual frame of padāvalī-kīrtan performance:  

“jaya jaya nitāi gaura sitānāth premānande hari hari bol” 

“Salutations to Caitanya, Nitāi, and Advaita, the wife of Sīta, in divine love call out the 

name of Krishna [Hari]!” 

At its core, the performance of padāvalī-kīrtan is thought to evoke a series of religiously 

charged emotional transformations in the performer and audience. Outlined in Chapter 2, 

these devotional moods--or rasas--range from the incipient feelings of infatuation that 

Radha and Krishna feel for each other before they meet for the first time (i.e. pūrva-rāga), 

to the full-blown expressions of love-in-union, perhaps illustrated most forcefully in the 

performance of the rāsa-līlā that will be the focus of this chapter. While the relationship 
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between this emotional order and the textual repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī poetry is 

well documented,115 studies that have examined how this evocation of rasa happens in 

performance are relatively few.116 Indeed, considering that the singing of the actual song 

texts that constitute the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire makes up a small percentage of a 

three- to four-hour padāvalī-kīrtan performance, the question remains: what are the 

musical and sonic techniques that kīrtanīyās use in performance? In this chapter, I 

explore some of the various techniques that a kīrtan troupe will use to evoke emotion in 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance. My analysis will suggest that the ritual efficacy of a līlā-

kīrtan performance is undergirded by the two concepts of order and expansion. The 

concept of order reflects a certain hierarchical theological frame of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, 

while expansion, or bistār, is part of a general “ritual dynamics” (Kapferer 2005) specific 

to kīrtan that works to expand the basic material of the padāvalī-kīrtan repertoire. It is the 

combination of these two ideas, I argue, that imbue a kīrtan performance with a ritual 

efficacy that, in the eyes of kīrtanīyās and audience members, make possible the 

transformation of Kolkata into Vrindavan.  

 The concept of order in a padāvalī-kīrtan performance is encapsulated in the idea 

that the entire event follows a predetermined structure and must sequentially progress 

from one section to another. It begins with the invocation of the names of Caitanya and 

his associates as described above, and, from that point, moves systematically through a 

variety of instrumental compositions, chanting and singing of Sanskrit mantras, and 

                                                
115 See, for example, Giri 2010. 
116 Important exceptions include Wulff 1985; 1996. 
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songs from the repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī. In sum, this progression from one section 

to another is what is believed to afford padāvalī-kīrtan its ritual efficacy, and furthermore 

designates it as a performance that has at its center a focus on one particular episode of 

either Radha and Krishna or Caitanya. This move from a more generalized repertoire of 

performance to a focus on one līlā is termed a līlā-kīrtan, the name that will be used to 

discuss padāvalī-kīrtan for the remainder of this chapter. The specific sequence used in a 

līlā-kīrtan is believed to originate with Narottama Dāsa’s performance at the Kheturī 

melā in the sixteenth-century (Chapter 1), and the potency it has to evoke rasa--in short, 

its ritual efficacy--is considered to be found in the manner that it approaches the intimate, 

erotic themes of Radha and Krishna only after a prolonged meditation on Caitanya. The 

theological concept that worship of Caitanya is the necessary precondition for hearing the 

erotic līlās of Radha and Krishna is thus built into the structure of a līlā-kīrtan 

performance, and it is thus, in every sense of the term, a “sonic theology” (Beck 1993) in 

that these songs reify through sound a theological tenet of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism.  

 However, within this overarching order of a līlā-kīrtan performance, there exists 

an amazing amount of latitude for kīrtanīyās to embellish, elaborate, and expand on the 

themes of the textual repertoire. In fact, this final term--expansion, or bistār--is cited as a 

key idea that underpins performance in līlā-kīrtan (Kankana Mitra, personal 

communication, December 1, 2012).117 The concept of bistār in the descriptions of 

kīrtanīyās illustrates a process of expansion that affects both the musical and semantic 

                                                
117 The belief that bistār is a crucial technique in the performance of līlā-kīrtan was further emphasized to 
me by Dyuti Chakrabarty (personal communication, October 15, 2012). 
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details of a performance. In regards to music, bistār, or expansion, is found in the use of a 

specific boṛo-tāl form of accompaniment, which includes a process of melodic 

elaboration that stretches out relatively short song texts into long forms that are thought 

to support the process of devotional meditation, commonly referred to with the term 

“dhyān” (Nimai Mitra, personal communication, September 26, 2012). The semantic 

expansion in a līlā-kīrtan is found in the use of a technique of interjecting lines of song 

text in performance described previously, called ākhar. These interjected texts are sung 

between lines of the original song texts in a colloquial Bangla, which differs from the 

more literary register of the original padas. As Kankana Mitra suggests, these ākhar lines 

reveal an “inner meaning” of the padas: “ākhar means bistār” and “bistār means an 

explanation or spread,…the spread of the inner meaning of the padas” (personal 

communication, December 1, 2012). Another method for embellishing or expanding the 

meaning of the song texts is the ubiquitous use of spoken narrations--known as kathā--

throughout the entire performance.  

 While the technique of bistār may be fundamental to the elongation of form in 

līlā-kīrtan, we might also ask what is the greater role of expansion in the “ritual 

dynamics” of performance (Kapferer 2005). While understanding the concept of order is 

crucial, Kapferer’s focus calls attention to the fluidity of ritual processes. Music, 

according to this view, is not just an ingredient of ritual, nor something that structures its 

time flow or underlying textual theology; rather, it becomes central to the experience of 

ritual as it conditions the relationship between text and audience. In the case of padāvalī-
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kīrtan, I argue, considering a performance from the perspective of ritual dynamics allows 

us to understand how a process of rhythmic, melodic, and textual expansion is a means of 

focusing attention on the līlā that is being described. Indeed, drawing out a single 

religious idea over a long period of time is not only a statement about what to listen to; it 

is also a statement about how to listen. A particular aim of the technique of expansion in 

līlā-kīrtan--in its rhythmic, melodic, and textual dimensions--is aimed at focusing the 

concentration of the audience by extending the time frame of performance. In this regard, 

we might consider how the process of expansion leads to a deeper absorption in the ritual 

time frame. As Jankowsky suggests in regards to Kapferer’s frame of ritual dynamics, 

“ritual, then, is at once a concentration of force and protraction of focus, simultaneously 

producing experiential density and expansion” (2010, 28).  

 A final point I focus on in this chapter is a consideration of how the form of a līlā-

kīrtan might represent not only a space of ritual encounter, but also might index a 

relationship with rural sites of performance through the variety of techniques that 

kīrtanīyās use. For example, one of the hallmarks of a līlā-kīrtan performance in the 

Manoharasāhī style is the use of the ākhar: fragments of text that hint at a literary 

theology, yet “package” that meaning in a colloquial tongue for a subaltern audience. 

Furthermore, unlike other traditions of musical-cum-dramatic kīrtan in South Asia that 

focus on the insertion of a pan-Indian nationalist rhetoric (Schultz 2013), references to 

notions of a cosmopolitan national belonging are rare in līlā-kīrtan. The indexical 

relationships between rural performance sites and the dynamics of līlā-kīrtan performance 
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might be one reason for its continued relevance in rural West Bengal, and, conversely, for 

its gradual disappearance from discussions of Bengali cultural nationalism. 

 In order to discuss the ritual frame of līlā-kīrtan performance, I analyze a 

performance of Radha and Krishna’s rāsa-līlā episode as performed by Nimai Mitra and 

his kīrtan troupe in Kolkata in November 2012. The evening of the event was the Rāsa 

Purnimā, the annual full moon night of the Bengali month of Kartika (October-

November), and is believed to the anniversary of Radha and Krishna’s autumnal dance in 

the forest of Vrindavan that took place some five thousand years ago. Although full-

length līlā-kīrtan performances are rare in Kolkata, this kīrtan took place at the home of 

Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava family in north Kolkata that has been inviting Nimai Mitra to perform 

on this specific evening for over forty years. However, before delving into a description 

and analysis of this performance, I offer a brief introduction to the vocal and instrumental 

make up of a līlā-kīrtan ensemble. 

THE LĪLĀ-KĪRTAN ENSEMBLE  

The Vocalists: Mula-Gāyan and Dohar 
At the center of līlā-kīrtan performance is the vocal performance of songs from the 

corpus of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī that describe the līlās of Radha and Krishna or Caitanya. 

The musical and narrated depictions of these līlās are considered the effective agents that 

will evoke the devotional moods; to experience these rasas is considered the affective aim 

of padāvalī-kīrtan performance. On account of this, the central focus of the līlā-kīrtan 

ensemble is the mula-gāyan, or “main singer.” In addition to singing, the mula-gāyan 
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performs a variety of extra-musical roles throughout a līlā-kīrtan performance, including: 

prolonged narrations (kathā) embellished with dramatic elocution and gesture; didactic 

religious speeches directed towards the audience; and, on occasion, presentations of 

dance. This combination of musical and dramatic roles in the course of a performance has 

led to the mula-gāyan to be considered an eka nātak, or “solitary actor,”118 a definition 

that has further led to the līlā-kīrtan performances being considered a “quasi-dramatical” 

form (Wulff 1985).  

 

Figure 17: The Līlā-Kīrtan Ensemble 

                                                
118 Kankana Mitra, personal communication, September 26, 2012. 
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Supporting the mula-gāyan is the dohār, or “second singer.” The dohār’s main duty is to 

repeat each line sung by the mula-gāyan, but, during some parts of the performance, the 

dohār will repeat a line several times to allow for the main singer to dance or “act out” 

aspects of the līlā. At other times, the dohār will repeat lines of the song in order to 

outline the form of the tāl when the khol player is giving a solo rendition of khol 

compositions. In addition to singing, the dohār usually performs on the harmonium, an 

instrument that generally doubles the melody of the vocal part throughout the 

performance.  

Tāl Theory and Kartāls 
Either the mula-gāyan or another musician in the ensemble performs on a pair of concave 

bell metal hand cymbals during a līlā-kīrtan performance. The name of these hand 

cymbals--kartāls, literally “to do tāl”--hints at their relationship with the concept of meter 

in līlā-kīrtan performance. For example, especially in the boṛo-tāl songs of a līlā-kīrtan 

performance, the musician who performs with these hand cymbals uses a cheironomic 

pattern that spatially marks out the divisions of tāl. Performing on the kartāls, then, 

includes “playing” both sounded and non-sounded gestures: in the sounded gesture the 

two hand cymbals are brought together, while the non-sounded gestures use hand 

motions where the cymbals are moving in a predetermined pattern but not touching (and 

thus not sounding). When performed by the mula-gāyan, this combination of sounded and 

non-sounded motions serves to direct the rest of the ensemble, a point that I will return to 

below. 
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 The concept and practice of tāl in līlā-kīrtan shares key similarities with the 

sphere of Hindustani classical music. Martin Clayton’s analysis of tāl in Hindustani 

classical music offers a useful starting point for conceptualizing tāl in līlā-kīrtan. His 

basic definition of tāl is that it is a “hybrid system,” composed of both quantitative-

durational and qualitative-accentual features (2000, 57). A key component of describing 

the quantitative-durational nature of tāl in Hindustani classical musical performance has 

been the so-called “clap pattern,” a series of claps and waves that mark out the divisions 

of a specific tāl (ibid.). If the basic metric building block of a tāl is the mātrā, the 

combination of these mātrās into various groupings (vibhāg) is outlined by claps or 

waves: the claps mark the “strong” divisions of the tāl while the waves mark the “weak” 

ones. This all holds true in līlā-kīrtan with the caveat that instead of a clap pattern that 

only marks the divisions of the tāl structure, in the boṛo-tāl forms of līlā-kīrtan there 

exists a series of four distinct gestures that mark each mātrā in performance. 

 In Figure 18 are four images of Nimai Mitra marking out the four categories of tāl 

in a līlā-kīrtan performance. The four gestures for these levels of tāl move on either a 

horizontal or vertical plane in relation to the body. The “strongest” mātrā is called tāl119 

and, as a sounded gesture, corresponds with the clashing of the kartāls (i.e. the sounded 

gesture) and usually marks the first division of the vibhāg. The second category of mātrā,  

 

                                                
119 The term tāl here is, of course, related to the overall theoretical concept of tāl but refers to a specific 
mātrā within that overarching system. 
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Figure 18: Clockwise from Upper Left-Hand Corner, the Four Gestures of Tāl:  

1) Tāl; 2) Kāl; 3) Phānk; 4) Kol 

called kāl, is a non-sounded gesture where the hand(s)120 move vertically, to a point that 

is roughly on the same level as the eyes. The third category of mātrā, also a non-sounded 

                                                
120 In Photo 2 Nimai Mitra marks the phank and kāl mātrās with both hands, while the birām mātrā is 
marked with only the right hand. However, it is also common for performers to mark each mātrā with only 
the right hand. 
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gesture, is called phānk,121 where the singer moves his or her hand(s) forward and away 

from the body on a horizontal place. The fourth and final category of mātrā is called 

kol,122 and is represented by the right hand moving closer to the body on a horizontal 

plane ending near the hip. These four categories of mātrā represent the quantitative-

durational aspect of tāl, as they function to mark the passage of time and outline a 

structure that forms the basis for the qualitative-accentual performance of the khol. 

Khol 
Two drummers who perform on the khol flank the main singer during a līlā-kīrtan 

performance and fulfill a variety of time-keeping and soloistic patterns in the course of a 

performance. The khol musician situated on the right-hand side of the mula-gāyan is the 

lead drummer, who is followed by the second musician on the left-hand side of the main 

singer. The khol is a double-headed barrel drum found in eastern India and Bangladesh 

that is played with an open-handed technique on both heads. Its asymmetric clay body, 

about 54 cm long, differs from the related South Asian drums pakhāvaj and mṛdaṅgam, 

as the khol has a treble head (dahine) one-half the diameter of the bass head (bahine). 

This 1:2 ratio contributes to the exaggerated asymmetry of the body (see Figure 19).  

 The khol is played with the fingers, thumbs, palms and whole hand on both heads 

and different areas of the heads, singly and together. Khol drummers use two main 

techniques: strokes that allow the heads to resonate fully, and muted strokes, including 

pitch-inflected tones on the bass head made by pressing it with the wrist and a muted  
                                                
121 Another term for this gesture is koś. 
122 Another term for this gesture is birām. 
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Figure 19: Rahul Das Plays the Khol 

stroke on the treble head where the third or fourth finger rests on the edge of the black 

circle in the middle of the drum head (i.e. the gāb), while the index finger strikes on the 

lip. As with other South Asian drums, each stroke has a corresponding oral bol-syllable 

(see Notes on Khol Transcription), and the drummer commonly calls out the various bol-

syllables while playing. 

 Worship of the khol and kartāl before a līlā-kīrtan performance underscores the 

sacred nature of the drum, as musicians and devotees offer prayers to the khol and 

compare it to Krishna’s mythical flute.123 The ritual worship of the khol before 

performance dates back to the Kheturī melā (Chapter 1), where it was described that the 

prominent devotee from Khanda, Raghunandana, offered flower garlands and 

                                                
123 See Graves 2009. 
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sandalwood paste to these percussion instruments as a form of worship (BR 10.544), a 

practice that continues in the present day. 

 In explaining the khol repertoire, Nimai Mitra presents a metaphor that compares 

each category of repertoire to different articles of clothing. The specific tāl, or meter, is 

compared to the body, while each individual rhythmic pattern in the khol repertoire is 

likened to individual pieces of dress; in Clayton’s description of tāl as a hybrid system, 

the structure of the body correlates to the durational-quantitative aspect, while the 

clothing represents the qualitative-accentual perspective. Each category of this repertoire 

serves a different purpose in the course of a performance (See Table 5). For example, the 

ṭhekā is a rhythmic pattern that is performed as a form of support for the vocalist, 

specifically when the khol musician’s role is only to support the singing. However, when 

a specific song moves into the section known as kāṭān (see below), the khol musician 

performs a piece of repertoire by the same name (i.e. kāṭān) that increases the rhythmic 

activity and helps build the song towards a point of “rhythmic density” that is believed to 

go hand in hand with the attainment of a type of “religious ecstasy,” a common feature in 

devotional musics in South Asia (Henry 2002) and is not unrelated to the ritual efficacy 

of performance. Table 5 gives a list of the various categories in līlā-kīrtan khol repertoire 

and their role in performance: 
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Piece of Repertoire When Performed General Features 
ṭhekā (laoyā) Basic accompanying pattern 

during song performance 
Outlines the structure of the tāl in 
order to fulfill a time-keeping 
role 

kāṭān Performed with the semi-
improvisatory kāṭān vocal part in 
the long-tāl forms 

Increases the rhythmic activity of 
the song performance 

mātan Played during the final section of 
the ākhar section in short-tāl 
forms 

Considered the climactic 
rhythmic piece during the ākhar 
section 

ghat A “composition” that the khol 
musician performs over a 
repeated vocal line, usually at the 
end of the Gaura-candrikā song 

Develops and combines rhythmic 
motives according to the tāl, often 
ending with a thrice-repeated 
section (tehāi); uses full-handed 
resonant strokes on both heads 

hāt A composition, also performed 
over a repeated vocal line 

Like the ghat, develops a 
rhythmic motive over the 
structure of the tāl; uses full-
handed, muted strokes 

tehāi Performed at the end of a vocal 
phrase in order to end with the 
first mātrā of the tāl 

A thrice-repeated rhythmic 
motive, usually eight mātrās in 
length 

mūrchan Used at the end of various ṭhekā, 
kāṭān and mātan patterns to signal 
a return to the ṭhekā 

A short pattern, usually four 
mātrās long 

lahar Played at the beginning of the 
ākhar section 

Usually features more muted-
style strokes that are performed 
with a dense rhythmic texture 

hātuṭi Solo khol composition that is 
used at the beginning of a līlā-
kīrtan performance 

Uses a short rhythmic pattern that 
is repeated, gradually increasing 
in speed and concluded with a 
tehāi 

Table 5: Items of Khol Repertoire 

Other Accompanying Instruments 
A number of other instruments perform a variety of accompaniment roles during a līlā-

kīrtan performance. The most common group is keyboard instruments. As mentioned 

previously, the dohār commonly performs on the harmonium, where she doubles the 

singing of both the mula-gāyan and herself during performance. The use of the 

harmonium in līlā-kīrtan performance most likely began c.1950 (personal 

communication, Nimai Mitra, December 2, 2012). The other keyboard instrument used in 
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performance is the electronic keyboard. In addition to doubling the vocal part like the 

harmonium, the electronic keyboard musician performs a near-continuous stream of notes 

that undergirds the extensive kathā sections, usually using an organ-like timbre with 

copious reverb. Though the use of electronic keyboards has become nearly ubiquitous in 

līlā-kīrtan performances today, its use dates to the mid-1980s according to Nimai Mitra 

(personal communication, December 2, 2012). Other accompanying instruments used in 

līlā-kīrtan performance include the bamboo flute, violin, and, in studio recordings, the 

sitār. These instruments perform the same function as the keyboard instruments, doubling 

the vocal part and/or creating the background music for the kathā sections of a 

performance. 

 Having introduced the basic instruments of the līlā-kīrtan ensemble, I now turn to 

a specific performance of Nimai Mitra in order to illustrate how līlā-kīrtan materializes 

the abstract concepts of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. Performed on the full moon night in the 

Bengali month of Kartik (October-November) in north Kolkata, Nimai Mitra’s 

performance underscores the relationships between song texts, spoken narration, and the 

rhythmic, melodic, and textual processes of bistār, or expansion, that make līlā-kīrtan a 

site of ritual performance. 

 

RĀSA-PURNIMĀ IN NORTH KOLKATA 
I arrive by taxi at Nimai Mitra’s house in the early evening of the rāsa-līlā performance. 

The small room that serves as his bedroom and living space is bustling with commotion 
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as the musicians of his kīrtan troupe arrive to prepare for the evening’s performance. 

Looking for some space to change into our concert attire, two musicians and I go to his 

music room on the roof, where we dress in our dhotis—the traditional unstitched cloth 

that hangs from the waist to the floor—and long panjabi shirts that hang to the knees. 

After changing, we return downstairs to Nimai Mitra’s room after collecting the 

instruments for the performance: two khols, a harmonium, an electronic keyboard, and a 

pair of kartāls. In his room, Nimai Mitra sits in a corner and applies Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava 

tilak markings to his face. These markings, made from a yellow-colored mud called 

chandan, consist of two vertical lines that stretch from his nose to his hairline emanating 

from a leaf-shaped mark on the nose that is meant to represent a leaf from the sacred tulsi 

plant. Nimai Mitra repeats this marking eleven times on the chest, back and arms, a 

process that is meant to mark the kīrtanīyās body as a temple of Krishna.  

 When the entire kīrtan troupe is dressed and ready, we file down the stairs to the 

street carrying the various instruments for the performance. On the street below one 

member of our party goes off to try and find two taxis to take us to the performance. The 

distance from Nimai Mitra’s house near the Gouri Bari Bridge in north Kolkata to the 

neighborhood of Hatibagan, where the performance will take place, is roughly one 

kilometer away. As we stand on the street corner waiting for the taxis to arrive, musicians 

in the līlā-kīrtan troupe ask me how much I paid for my new khol. Hearing I paid nearly 

Rs. 3,000, they all scoff at the price. As we wait for the taxis, I notice that the rising full 

moon is appearing over the nearby buildings. That Nimai Mitra will be performing  
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Figure 20: Images of Radha and Krishna at the Basak Home 

Krishna’s rāsa-līlā on this night is, of course, not happenstance, as he has been 

performing the rāsa-līlā kīrtan at the home of Panchanan Basak in the neighborhood of 

Hatibagan for forty-five years. Though full-scale līlā-kīrtan performances take place 

somewhat rarely in Kolkata, older Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava families in the city continue to 

make an effort to support performances, even if they do so only once in a year. After a 

short drive through the narrow streets of north Kolkata, the taxis pull up in front of the 

Basak family home and we disembark. The Hatibagan neighborhood is best known for 

containing one of the oldest markets in Kolkata. Indeed, the Basak family runs a 

successful jewelry business in Hatibagan. We climb five stories to the roof of the house, 

which, for the occasion, has been enclosed on all sides by a tent that covers the normally 

open-air space; in the corner sits a small stage where the kīrtan troupe will perform, 
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flanked on both sides by sound system speakers. In addition to all of the arrangements for 

the evening, on the rooftop is a small but ornate temple structure where two large images 

of Radha and Krishna are worshiped (Figure 20). As we arrive on the rooftop carrying the 

instruments for the performance, the evening worship is beginning. In this ceremony 

(ārāti), the household priest offers various articles like incense, a lamp, and flowers 

before the images of Radha and Krishna while a number of elderly women sing a nām-

kīrtan. Nimai Mitra and the musicians bow before the images of Radha and Krishna, 

soaking in the devotional atmosphere and elaborate worship offered to the images on the 

altar. When the ārāti ceremony is complete, the musicians move to the other side of the 

roof to prepare for the evening’s performance. 

Dhvani 
Before the music begins, a senior woman in the Basak household approaches the stage 

carrying a tray with white jasmine flower garlands and sandalwood paste that will be 

offered to the musicians and instruments before the performance. The ritual significance 

of this garlanding is meant to honor the musician-devotees who have come to sing of the 

līlās of Radha and Krishna for the benefit of the audience. Indeed, the importance of 

audience and patron participation in līlā-kīrtan performances is not unlike other religious-

themed performance genres in Bengal. As Gautam Bhadra notes in the case of the genre 

kathakathā, “participation or non-participation …results in incurring sin or acquiring 

merit” (1994, 248), and participating in a līlā-kīrtan, at least for an older generation of 

Kolkata-based Hindu gentry, is still considered an act of piety that will bring 

auspiciousness to the household.  
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 Once the garlands have been draped around the necks of the performers, and the 

sandalwood paste applied to their foreheads, Nimai Mitra invokes the ritual frame of the 

performance by calling on the names of Caitanya, and his close associates Nityananda 

and Advaita; a section that is referred to as dhvani, a word that translates as “sound,” but 

refers more generally to the evocation of the sonic frame of the performance. This short 

but all-important invocation lasts only thirty seconds, but is considered crucial on account 

of the manner by which it marks the opening of the līlā-kīrtan performance: 

“jaya jaya nitāi gaura sitānāth premānande hari hari bol” 

“Salutations to Caitanya, Nitāi, and Advaita, the wife of Sīta, in divine love call out the 

name of Krishna [Hari]!” 

Hātuṭi 
Two khol musicians play a series of compositions called hātuṭi following the brief 

invocation of Caitanya’s name. This practice of opening the līlā-kīrtan performance with 

a khol composition appears to date back to the Kheturī melā in the sixteenth-century 

(Chapter 1). The present-day hātuṭi compositions begin at slow tempo, gradually 

increasing in speed and accompanied by the kartāls and electric keyboard. The 

performance of hātuṭi is considered an invocation that “summons” Caitanya to the kīrtan 

event (Sanyal 1989, 201) and thus plays an important part in opening the ritual frame of 

the performance. Indeed, during the performance of the hātuṭi, Nimai Mitra whispers 

prayers under his breath in order to prepare himself for the līlā-kīrtan. 
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      ○ 
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        ○ 
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 ○  
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        ○ 
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      ○ 
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     ○ 

8 
 

 ○  
jhā 

        ○ 
Example 7: Basic Hātuṭi Theme 

 The hātuṭi section in Nimai Mitra’s Rāsa-līlā performance, performed by 

Gobinda, the lead khol musician, lasts roughly four minutes. In the course of this short 

section, however, the concept of taking a small musical idea and expanding it (i.e. bistār) 

is evident. One of the hātuṭis that Govinda performs elaborates on an eight-mātrā musical 

idea that is performed at three successive levels of increasing tempo (Example 7). The 

first level is performed at = 40, and, interspersed with short variations, further repeats at 

tempos of = 70 and = 325. The third and final stage, performed at the fast tempo of = 

325, sounds almost like a type of drum roll, and is one reason that the bol-syllables used 

for this tempo change to: da guru gur.124 These new bol-syllables can be spokes at this 

faster tempo, and thus replace the original bol-syllables that are learned at the slower 

tempo ( = 40). This first hātuṭi composition is completed with a thrice-repeated rhythmic 

phrase (tehāi) before Govinda begins the next hātuṭi, which, much like the previous one, 

begins with a short musical idea performed at a slow tempo and then performed faster 

until it concludes with a tehāi. With the conclusion of the final hātuṭi, the next section 

begins.  

                                                
124  
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Maṅgalācaraṇ - Auspicious Invocations 

Ālāp - Hari Oṁ Ānānta Nārāyāna 
Each līlā-kīrtan begins with a series of songs and chants that as a group are collectively 

referred to as the maṅgalācaraṇ, or “auspicious invocation.” The first part of this 

maṅgalācaran in Nimai Mitra’s performance, and those of his many students, is a rāg-

based improvisatory performance--called an ālāp--that elaborates on a textual phrase 

composed of names of Krishna: hari oṁ ānānta nārāyana. This ālāp is performed in the 

Hindustani music-derived sixteen-mātrā Tīn Tāl, and accompanied by the entire līlā-

kīrtan ensemble. The repetition of these names of Krishna marks this section of the 

maṅgalācaraṇ as a type of nām-kīrtan, the musical practice of repeating the sacred names 

of Krishna that was prominent during the Caitanya period (Chapter 1). One difference 

between this type of ālāp-style nām-kīrtan and other forms of nām-kīrtan is the fact that 

the rāg-based and improvisatory nature of this kīrtan marks it as non-participatory. The 

use of the phrase hari oṁ ānānta nārāyana in this part of the maṅgalācaraṇ suggests 

connections with Dhrupad performance, as a remarkably similar textual phrase is also 

considered to be foundational to the Dhrupad ālāp section (Sanyal and Widdess 2004, 

151). Furthermore, līlā-kīrtan musicians attest to the fact that this ālāp section is to be 

sung in the Dhrupad-aṅg, or Dhrupad “style” (Personal Communication, Dyuti 

Chakrabarty, October 15, 2012). 

Sanskrit Verses 
At the completion of the ālāp section, Nimai Mitra sings a series of Sanskrit verses, 

known as ślokas, taken from Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava scriptures. Like the entire order of the  
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Ājānulambita-bhujau kanakāvadatau 
saṅkīrtanaikapitarau kamalāyatākṣau 
viśvambharau dvija-varau 
yugadharmapālau 
vande jagatpriyakarau karunāvatārau 

“Salutations to Caitanya and Nityānanda, 
whose long arms hang to their knees, who 
resemble gold, who are the fathers of 
saṅkīrtan, who have eyes like lotus petals, 
who are the maintainers of the universe, 
who are the best of the twice-born, who are 
the protectors of the religion of the age, and 
who are munificent, and thus dear to 
everyone.” 
 

tapta-kancana gaurangi 
radhe vrindavaneshvari 
vrishbhanu sute-devi 
pranamami hari-priye 
 

“I offer salutations to Radha, who is dear to 
Krishna, who is the son of Vrishabanu, 
who is the queen of Vrindavan, and who 
has a complexion like molten gold.” 

he krishna karuna sindho 
dina-bandho jagat pate 
gopesha gopika-kanta 
radha-kanta namo ‘stu te 

“Oh Krishna, ocean of compassion, savior 
of the world and friend of the poor, I bow 
to you, the lover of Radha and the gopīs, 
and the protector of the cows.” 

Example 8: Sanskrit Verses in the Maṅgalācaran 

līlā-kīrtan performance, the singing of these verses moves in a trajectory that reinforces a 

specific theological order. For example, the complex system of theology that describes 

how Caitanya was Krishna come again, yet reappearing in the mood of Radha (Chapter 

1), is sonically represented in the Sanskrit verses that Nimai Mitra chants in the 

maṅgalācaraṇ (Example 8). Though the textual material of these verses are not explicitly 

connected, as each one is focused on a different deity, the implicit connection between 

these verses is found in the order that they are sung: arranging the verses in the order 

Caitanya-Radha-Krishna outlines the theological system of the Vrindavan Gosvāmīs that 

posits worship of Caitanya as the necessary precondition for the worship of Radha and 

Krishna (Chapter 1). The first verse in this succession is in praise of Caitanya (and  
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1. vande viśvambhara-pada-kamalam 
khaṇḍita-kaliyuga-jana-mala-samalam 

Salutations to the lotus-like feet of 
Viśvambhara [Caitanya], who mitigates the 
influence of Kali-yuga. 
 

2. saurabha-karṣita nija-jana-madhupam 
karuṇā khaṇḍita-viraha-vitāpam 

With the scent of his sweet qualities, and 
through his mercy, he removes his devotees’ 
feelings of separation. 
 

3. nāśita-hṛd-gata-māyā-timiram 
vara-nija-kāntyā jagatām aciram 

For a long time the hearts of the living entities 
in this world have been afflicted with ignorance 
due to maya, which he instantly destroys with 
his brilliant effulgence. 
 

4. satata-virājita-nirupama-śobham 
rādhā-mohana kalpita vilobham 

Radha-mohana, having become greatly 
attracted to Mahāprabhu whose unmatched 
splendor is always radiating out, is 
broadcasting his glories to all. 
 

Example 9: Gaura-vandanā Song 

Nityānanda), while the following verses, glorifying Radha and Krishna, are common 

Sanskrit verses found in a variety of Vaiṣṇava-themed performance traditions in South 

Asia.  

Gaura-vandanā - A Prayer to Caitanya 
The final song of the maṅgalācaran is known as Gaura-vandanā and directly follows the 

Sanskrit verses (Example 9). The Gaura-vandanā song, considered a “prayer to 

Caitanya,” is categorized as part of a group of kīrtan songs that are sung in praise of 

various gurus and deities and referred to as “vandanā kīrtan” (Chakrabarty 1995, 15). 

Two defining characteristics of the Gaura-vandanā songs are that they 1) describe certain 

qualities of Caitanya, and 2) express the devotee’s act of surrender (personal 

communication, Kankana Mitra, September 15, 2012). In the case of the former, Nimai 

Mitra’s Gaura-vandanā song describes certain ways that Caitanya is believed to eradicate 
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the influence of illusion (maya) that is affecting the living entities (jīva) in the present age 

of Kali-yuga, the current depraved age of Hindu cosmology. In regards to the second 

characteristic of Gaura-vandanā, the act of surrender is illustrated in the first verse of the 

song, where the composer, Rādhāmohana Ṭhākura, describes his act of surrender to the 

lotus-like feet of Caitanya (vande viśvambhara-pada-kamalam): 

Gaura-candrikā Song 

Text and Theology 
The next section in the līlā-kīrtan performance is the performance of the Gaura-candrikā 

pada. This song not only signals the end of the maṅgalācaraṇ portion of the līlā-kīrtan; it 

also introduces the devotional mood, or rasa, that will serve to frame the rest of the 

performance. The entire līlā-kīrtan performance until this point might be considered 

generic, as each kīrtanīyā may perform the Dhvani, hātuṭi, and maṅgalācaraṇ sections in a 

nearly identical fashion for each performance. However, once the līlā-kīrtan reaches the 

Gaura-candrikā section, the kīrtanīyā will both explicitly announce the specific līlā-kīrtan 

that they will sing and enact, while also implicitly signaling the specific rasa of the 

performance through the use of a particular Gaura-candrikā song. Therefore, even though 

the Gaura-vandanā and the Gaura-candrikā songs both deal with the theme of Caitanya, 

they have significantly different functions in the overall performance: if the Gaura-

vandanā praises Caitanya and his qualities, the Gaura-candrikā begins the elaboration on 

a specific religio-aesthetic mood that, once begun, must be carried to its conclusion.  
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 Though Gaura-candrikā padas present a variety of specific themes, their 

overriding similarity is that they all focus on the emotional state of Caitanya as he 

remembers the līlās of Radha and Krishna. Kīrtanīyās thus stress that the performance of 

Gaura-candrikā is the sonic representation of Caitanya’s emotional state, or his bhāva. 

The specific nature of this bhāva in Gaura-candrikā padas is characterized as a force 

where Caitanya becomes overwhelmed with emotion to the point where he ceases to be 

Caitanya. Instead, he takes on the identity of Radha and/or Krishna, a state where he is 

absorbed in a meditation of his identity from a previous life. As Tony Stewart notes, 

bhāva in the hagiographies of Caitanya is characterized as an “emotional base,” or 

something that “wells up from within the individual to manifest an underlying reality that 

reflects the individual’s ontological base” (2010, 85). In the repertoire of Gaura-candrikā 

padas, Caitanya’s underlying identity as Krishna “wells up” through the process of 

Caitanya’ remembrance (smaraṇa) of the līlās of Radha and Krishna. It was in this state 

of remembrance that Caitanya is thought to have his previous identity of Krishna evoked, 

something which, as Stewart explains, might be seen as a form of “divinity manifest 

through madness” (ibid.).  

 The nature of this madness in the songs of the Gaura-candrikā repertoire hinges 

on the phenomenon of Caitanya mistaking one thing for another, an event which results 

from his confusion regarding his own identity. The songs of Gaura-candrikā materialize 

the “emotional position of Gaura-candra [i.e. Caitanya],” Kankana Mitra suggests. “It is a 

type of illusion of his mind,” she continues, as “sometimes he thought that he was 
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Krishna; [and] sometimes he thought that he was Radha.” (personal communication, 

September 15, 2012).  

 This devotional madness of Caitanya is illustrated in the Gaura-candrikā song in 

Nimai Mitra’s performance of Rāsa-līlā, as he sings the pada “vṛndāvaner līlā gorār 

manete paṛila” (“Gaura [Caitanya] remembered the līlā of Vrindavan”) (See Example 

10).125 In this pada, composed in Middle Bengali126 by one of Caitanya’s boyhood 

companions, Vāsudev Ghosh, Caitanya is described as being in a state of emotional 

bewilderment. The pada suggests that even though he is sitting on the bank of the Ganges 

River [i.e. Suradhuni River] in Nabadwip, he imagines that he is instead in Vrindavan, 

the site of Krishna’s episodes with Radha and her friends, the gopīs (“milkmaids”). In 

this confused mental state, Caitanya confuses the Suradhunī River of Bengal with the 

Yamuna River of north India; the flower gardens of Nabadwip with those of Vrindavan; 

and, finally, considers his male associates to be Radha and her gopī friends. Not 

surprisingly, this Gaura-candrikā pada is categorized in padāvalī-kīrtan anthologies under 

the heading “rāsa-līlā,” which is a subheading under the various divisions of sambhoga, 

or love-in-union (see Chapter 2).127 The particular reference to the rāsa-līlā theme is 

evident in these references to Vrindavan, the site of the mythical rāsa-līlā of Radha and 

Krishna, yet also alluded to in the description of Caitanya’s dancing in the midst of the  

                                                
125 See Mukhopadhyay (2010), p. 175. 
126 The term Middle Bengali refers to the type of Bangla used for literary compositions between the 
fifteenth and eighteenth centuries; it is also sometimes referred to as Medieval Bengali. 
127 Mukhopadhyay (2010, 175) lists this pada under the heading “śaratkālīya mahārāsa,” meaning the 
“great rāsa-līlā durung the autumn.” 
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1. vṛndāvaner līlā gorār manete paṛila/ Gaura remembered the līlā of Vrindavan/ [Shom Tāl] 

yamunār bhāba suradhunīre karila/ He considered the Yamuna River to the be the Suradhunī [i.e. 
Ganga]// [Birām Daśkośī Tāl] 

2. phulaban dekhi vṛndavaner samān/ Seeing the flower garden, [he considered it] like 
Vrindavan/ [Jhānti Tāl] 

sahacaragaṇa gopī sama anumān/ He considered his companions to be gopīs [milkmaids of 
Vrindavan]// [Jhānti Tāla] 

3. khol karatāl gorā sumela kariyā/ Gaura arranged the performance of khol and kartāl/ [Jhānti 
Tāl] 

tār majhe nace gorā jaya jaya diyā/ In the midst of them Gaura danced and sang “Jaya Jaya”// 
[Jhānti Tāl] 

4. bāsudev ghosh kahe gaurāṅga bilās/ Basudeb Ghosh says that [in] the pastimes of Gaurāṅga,/ 

rāsarasa gorācānda karila prakāś/ Gaurachand revealed the essence of rasa// [un-metered sura 
kathā and Birām Daśkośī Tāl] 

Example 10: Gaura-candrikā pada, “vṛndāvaner līlā gorār manete paṛila” 

khol and kartāl musicians—just as Krishna danced in the midst of the gopīs in the rāsa-

līlā, so, too, Caitanya dances in the midst of his kīrtan troupe. 

Musical Accompaniment in Gaura-candrikā 
If the text of the Gaura-candrikā song introduces the theological and thematic material for 

this section, the musical accompaniment for the song text is considered the sonic 

ingredient that will effect the specific aim of temporal expansion in performance. In 

short, the style of musical accompaniment for the Gaura-candrikā song uses rhythmic, 

melodic and textual devices in order to elongate--or expand--the performance. Through 

the use of specific styles of rhythmic accompaniment, melodic elaboration, combined 

with the addition of new spoken and sung textual material, it is not uncommon that a 

relatively short pada may take one hour to perform; for example, the four-verse Gaura-
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candrikā song in Nimai Mitra’s rāsa-līlā performance is stretched to forty minutes 

through a combination of rhythmic, melodic, and textual elaboration.  

 The combination of these various features of musical style are considered a 

hallmark of the Manoharasāhī tradition. As discussed in Chapter One, the transplantation 

of the Manoharasāhī style in Kolkata can be tentatively traced to the arrival of 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi in 1898. Nimai Mitra, of course, studied with 

Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi as a boy, and further learned aspects of this style from 

noted Manoharasāhī performers from the rural areas of West Bengal (Chapter 3). In what 

follows, I discuss how the Gaura-candrikā pada of Nimai Mitra’s rāsa-līlā kīrtan is 

realized in performance through the combination of rhythmic, melodic and textual 

expansion; three processes that are part and parcel of the specific musical form of the 

Manoharasāhī style.  

Go-Puccha Form 
The basic concept that undergirds the musical accompaniment for the Gaura-candrikā 

pada in the Manoharasāhī style is a musical form that uses three different tāls. The 

progression of these tāls moves from a long tāl in a slow tempo to shorter tāl in a quick 

tempo. The first tāl used is the 28-mātrā Shom Tāl, performed at a slow tempo ( = 25), 

which is followed by the 14-mātrā Birām Daśkośī Tāl; the third tāl in the form is the 7-

mātrā Jhānti Tāl performed at a quicker tempo. Considered spatially, this progression 

from large to small meters is mapped onto the sacred physiognomy of the cow, as this 

form is called go-puccha, or “cow’s tail” (Figure 21). The emphasis on tāl as a defining  
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Figure 21: Go-Puccha Form 

characteristic for Gaura-candrikā song performance underscores the general belief, 

expressed by Nimai Mitra, that “kīrtan obtains its power from tāl.” 128 

 The first line of the Gaura-candrikā pada (“vṛndāvaner līlā gorār manete paṛila”) 

in Nimai Mitra’s rāsa-līlā performance is set to the 28-mātrā Shom Tāl. 129 The form of 

musical notation that I use underscores the relationship between tāl and song text, and 

includes a description of the tāl (including the various divisions of mātrā); the khol 

pattern being used (see Notes on Khol Transcription); and, finally, the song text which is 

in the bottom of each cell in the transcription. This system of representing musical sound  
                                                
128 Nimai Mitra, personal communication, September 26, 2012. 
129 Based on my study of dozens of Gaura-candrikā performances, Shom Tāla is used in a vast majority of 
instances. However, some Gaura-candrikā padas do use other tāls. For example, the pada “dekhata jhulata 
gauracandra,” that begins the Jhulana-līlā (Swing līlā) as sung by Nimai Mitra uses Boṛo Teoṭ Tāla. 
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Example 11: Gaura-candrikā, Shom Tāl, Ṭhekā 

is fundamentally analytic, as opposed to representative, and is meant to illustrate the 

specific point of analysis under study in this chapter. Furthermore, the method of notating 

music that I use here is close approximation of how padāvalī-kīrtan musicians notate 

boṛo-tāl songs that they learn in lessons. See Appendix 1 for an example of the method 

used by kīrtanīyās. 

 The combination of the long metrical form of Shom Tāl with the short line of text 

from the Gaura-candrikā pada creates a sparse musical texture, where single words are 

repeated and stretched across several mātrās using a melismatic vocal style (Example 
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11).130 For example, the single word “līlā” is repeated consecutively three times between 

mātrās 1-10. This sparse rhythmic density is supported by the khol accompaniment, 

which by using a scant ṭhekā, plays only one stroke for each mātrā. Because of the 

extremely slow tempo ( = 25), Nimai Mitra guides the coordination of the vocal, khol, 

and kartāl parts by means of the four hand gestures of tāl described previously. 

 After cycling through Shom Tāl roughly one-and-a-half times, the kīrtan troupe 

moves into a section called the kāṭān, which begins at mātrā 11 (Example 12). The kāṭān, 

while still in Shom Tāl, expands on the Gaura-candrikā pada by introducing new 

rhythmic and textual material: the new rhythmic material is a khol pattern called the 

kāṭān, while the new textual material, the ākhar, elaborates on the theme of the first line 

of the first verse. In the case of the former, in the Shom Tāl kāṭān the sonic density of the 

performance is increased by a gradual increase of tempo (from = 25 to =115) and the 

introduction of a new khol pattern that is more rhythmically active, playing between two 

and four strokes for each mātrā.  

 The new textual material in the kāṭān, referred to as the ākhar,131 elaborates on the 

themes in the original pada using a more colloquial form of Bangla. The general opinion 

is that the lines of ākhar were originally improvised in performance as a way to 

communicate the images and emotions of the original pada to a mostly illiterate audience  

                                                
130 The musical example here is meant to illustrate the relationship between the tāl structure and text of the 
song--another notation will be used below to illustrate the process of melodic expansion. 
131 Kankana Mitra explained to me that the kāṭān is a “one-lined ākhar” (personal communication, 
December 1, 2012. Though some kīrtanīyās consider the kāṭān and ākhar as different categorical 
phenomena, mostly on account of the fact that the ākhar is usually more than one line of text, I would argue 
that the similarities between these two textual modifications outweigh the differences. 
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Example 12: Gaura-candrikā, Shom Tāl, Kāṭān 

that could not understand the literary languages used for the compositions of Vaiṣṇava 

padāvalī (i.e. Brajabuli and Middle Bengali) (Wulff 1996, 76). As Donna Wulff notes, the 

obvious communicative value of these additional lines of text helped the ākhar “become 

virtually all pervasive, penetrating all styles of kīrtan from the most classical to the most 

popular” (ibid.). In the present, the improvisatory nature of earlier performance has given 
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way to more fixed repertoire of ākhar texts, as present-day padāvalī-kīrtan singers learn 

these lines of performance in lessons with their guru. I present the ākhar for this kāṭān 

section along with the corresponding first line of the pada for comparison: 

pada:  vṛndāvaner līlā gorār manete paṛila 

  “Gaura remembered the līlā of Vrindavan” 

ākhar:  āmār gaura āre āmār pūraber bhābe bibhor haye āhā mori vrindāvana āmār  
  gaura 

  “Oh my Gaura, who is overwhelmed with previous emotions, oh Vrindavan, my  
  Gaura”  

 

The text of the ākhar continues the theme of the original pada in that it describes 

Caitanya’s emotional state, expressed in the more colloquial phrase, “pūraber bhābe 

bibhor haye” (“absorbed in a previous emotional state”). The ākhar thus illustrates 

Caitanya’s remembrance of the līlās of Vrindavan, and thus offers an opportunity for a 

more prolonged absorption in the theme of the pada.  

 In addition to restating the pada’s theme, the ākhar introduces a more intimate 

relationship that the singer shares with Caitanya. Indeed, Nimai Mitra sings of Caitanya 

not as a distant historical figure, but addresses him directly as “my Gaura” (āmār gaura) 

in the ākhar. This shows a contrast between the “rather impersonal images” of the 

original lyrics and a “warm” and “human dimension” in the ākhar lines (ibid., 80). 

Furthermore, as Wulff notes, the use of personal pronouns such as “we” and “our” in 

relation to Caitanya “invite the audience to participate in these emotions and their 

expression” (ibid.), and, I would add, invite the listener into the ritual frame of līlā-kīrtan 
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performance. This invitation underscores the specific aim that of expansion that runs 

throughout the līlā-kīrtan form, as it “gives time for performers and audience alike to 

reflect on the ideas and experience the emotions more fully” (ibid., 84).132 

Melodic Expansion in Gaura-candrikā 
In order to elongate the sparse syllabic texture of the first line of the first verse of the 

Gaura-candrikā pada, Nimai Mitra performs the common tune (sur) that is used in Shom 

Tāl (Example 13). The fact that this specific tune is used whenever Shom Tāl is 

performed underscores a key relationship in līlā-kīrtan performance: the melodic 

structures of a performance follow the rhythmic ones--that is, depending on which tāl is 

performed, a specific tune structure will be used. In Kankana Mitra’s analysis, the 

divergence from the concept of rāg as a melodic mode in padāvalī-kīrtan is based on the 

belief that Bengali musicians could not adapt to the strict guidelines of Hindustani ragas 

(personal communication, January 10, 2012). Whatever the case, the structures of 

melodic elaboration in līlā-kīrtan performance have come to be known as tunes, a fact 

that highlights a significant point of difference with Hindustani classical music. Example 

13 demonstrates the melodic expansion that takes place across one cycle of Shom Tāl, as 

the textual material is extended through melodic elaboration. 

 

                                                
132 It should be noted that this specific transformation of text in the ākhar section is representative of the 
Manoharasāhī gharānā. The Gaḍanhātī gharānā, on the other hand, uses a less dramatic transformation of 
the original pada in the ākhar section (Suman Bhattacharya, personal communication, November 29, 2012). 
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Example 13: Shom Tāl Melody in Gaura-candrikā 
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Gaura-candrikā: Birām Daśkośī Tāl 
All of the methods of elaborating the Gaura-candrikā pada described thus far have only 

dealt with the first half of the first verse. While the first line of this verse introduced 

Caitanya’s meditation on Vrindavan, in the second line the padakartā directly refers to 

how Caitanya’s devotionally inspired confusion causes him to mistake the Suradhunī 

River of Bengal for the Yamuna River of Vrindavan. The suggestion here is that 

Caitanya’s identity as Krishna is awakened on account of his remembrance of the līlās of 

Radha and Krishna in Vrindavan, and the force of this identity is furthermore 

overpowering his ability to perceive his surroundings. This line of the pada is set to the 

14-mātrā Birām Daśkośī Tāl (Example 14), and, though this tāl is shorter than the 

previously used Shom Tāl, and uses a quicker tempo ( = 60), Nimai Mitra uses similar 

techniques to expand the relatively short one-line verse over the 14-mātrā tāl.133 Though 

Birām Daśkośī comprises only fourteen mātrās, half of Shom Tāl’s twenty-eight, the 

musical texture remains sparse. For example, the first two words of the pada—yamunār 

bhāba—are repeated three times, constituting the textual material for over half of the tāl 

cycle. 

 After singing through two cycles of Birām Daśkośī the kāṭān section begins. 

Similar to the kāṭān section in Shom Tāl, the kāṭān in Birām Daśkośī uses a new khol 

pattern (i.e. the kāṭān) and new text (i.e. the ākhar). The khol kāṭān increases the rhythmic 

density, as Govinda plays four notes per mātrā (Example 15), while the tempo increases  
                                                
133 In a līlā-kīrtan, the performance of the second line of this pada is preceded by a short section called 
Jāmālī, which is performed in Choṭo Daśkośī Tāl (a 7-mātrā meter). The text for this Jāmālī is “āhā re āhā 
mori mori”: the words “āhā” and “re” can be translated as “Oh,” while the term “mori” is translated as 
“my.” For a further discussion of the Jāmālī section, see Chapter 6. 
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Example 14: Birām Daśkośī, Ṭhekā 

at the same time, progressing from = 85 to =100. The ākhar in the kāṭān section does 

not directly reference the original line of the pada, but speaks more broadly to the context 

of this Gaura-candrikā pada as the prequel to the rāsa-līlā. Significantly, the text of this 

ākhar underscores the relationship between Caitanya’s emotional state and his 

remembrance of the rāsa-līlā, suggesting how the textual theological conceptions from 

the writings of the Gosvāmī’s of Vrindavan have filtered into the oral performance of 

līlā-kīrtan, as the ākhars that are sung by performers such as Nimai Mitra cannot be found 

in published texts: 
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Example 15: Birām Daśkośī, Kāṭān 

 

pada:   yamunār bhāba suradhunīre karila 

  “He considered the Yamuna River to the be the Suradhunī [i.e. Ganga]” 

ākhar:  āje rāser līlā karbe bole bhāba nidhi gaura-hari 

  “Today, Gaura-hari, the abode of emotion, contemplates the rāsa-līlā” 

 

Kathā - Narrative Expansions 
At the conclusion of the Birām Daśkośī kāṭān, which concludes the first verse of the 

Gaura-candrikā pada, the final two words sung are yamunār bhāba. These words are not 

from the ākhar itself, but represent a return to the text of the original pada. This reprise is 

a convention of the kāṭān section, which will not end with the colloquial language of the 

ākhar: a return to the original text of the pada signals that the ākhar was only an 
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elaboration on the original theme performed by the kīrtanīyā, not a spurious creation of 

the singer. However, the return to the words “yamunār bhāba,” referencing how Caitanya 

considered the Suradhunī to be the Yamuna, becomes a launchpad for Nimai Mitra’s first 

section of spoken narration, known as kathā (“speech”). So far, I have discussed the 

rhythmic and melodic processes of expansion, while also suggesting how the ākhar 

serves to extend the textual material through singing. However, the most ubiquitous 

process of elaborating the thematic material of the songs is through the act of narration. If 

the entire līlā-kīrtan performance is a garland, as Kankana Mitra suggests, the songs are 

the flowers while the kathā sections are compared to the string (personal communication, 

September 22, 2012). The various thematic connections that the kīrtanīyā makes between 

songs in the kathā sections are what hold the entire performance together as a unit. 

 Furthermore, the kathā sections allow a certain amount of live interaction between 

the kīrtanīyā and the audience, as a certain amount of improvisation will guide the kathā 

performance, even though the kīrtanīyā will have a certain thematic framework in mind. 

In the following kathā section, Nimai Mitra elaborates on the concluding phrase of the 

final kāṭān, as he expands on the idea that Caitanya considered the Ganges River to be the 

Yamuna River (yamunār bhāba). In do doing, he sets the scene for the Gaura-candrikā 

pada, and uses the kathā as a means of connecting the first verse of the song to the 

second. Completing the kāṭān section of Birām Daśkośī, he puts down his kartāls and 

addresses the audience: 

 The holy abode of Nabadwip. Caitanya is the combined form of Radha and 

 Krishna. Externally Radha, and internally Krishna, a body replete with the 
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 emotional state of Radha. Today, accompanied by his dear companions, they are  sitting 

 on the bank of the Mother Ganges, a river who delivers the sinful…Who is sitting on her 

 bank? A combined image of Radha and Krishna. Mother Ganges, the deliverer of the 

 sinful, had a touch of sadness in her mind. What was that sadness?  

Nimai Mitra now addresses the married women in the audience: 

 Mothers, please do not take offense. But when one woman sees another woman 

 wearing good saris and jewelry, the former feels a bit of sadness, isn’t it? 

 Considering that the later woman is fortunate because she has been able to dress 

 herself so beautifully, [she wonders] “where is that good fortune for me?” Mother 

 Ganges is a woman by nature. And she also had this sadness. What sadness, for a sari or 

 jewelry? No, no. 

 Then Nimai Mitra speaks as if he were the personification of the Ganges River. 

 Dear Yamuna, daughter of the Sun, you flow like a river; I [the Ganges] also flow 

 like a river. But look how fortunate you are! In the Dvāpara age134, my Radha and 

 Govinda [Krishna] danced and performed many amorous diversions on your bank and in 

 your waters. I, too, flow like a river. But where is my good fortune?  

Nimai Mitra then offers a commentary. 

 Bhagavān [God, referring to Krishna], not as the ruler of his devotees, but as the 

 servant is his devotees, desiring to fulfill this desire in Mother Ganges’s mind, 

 manifested today at this holy place of Nabadwip near the bank of the Ganges River.  

Nimai Mitra then sings a brief song in the 6-mātrā Lophā Tāl, sung as if Caitanya is 

addressing the Ganges River directly: 

 

                                                
134 Dvāpara is considered the previous cosmological time period in Hindu cosmology, as it precedes the 
Kali-yuga. It is also considered to be the age when Krishan performed his līlās on earth by Gauḍīya 
Vaiṣṇavas. 
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yamunā, o yamunā/ Yamunā, Oh Yamunā/ 

tumi ki se yamunā prabhābanī/ Are you that same radiant Yamunā?// 

At the conclusion of this short song, Nimai Mitra describes how Caitanya’s address to the 

Ganges eradicated her sadness: 

 Today, Gaurāṅga addressed the Ganges as the Yamuna, and Mother Ganges’s  joy 

 knew no bounds. With her waters swelling up, wave after wave crashed at the feet of 

 Gaurāṅga! Wonderful!  

Nimai Mitra then switches voices, as he considers the situation from the perspective of 

Gadādhara Paṇḍit, a close associate of Caitanya who is sitting with him on the bank of 

the Ganges River. 

 So, what do we find today? [Caitanya] addressing the Ganges as the Yamuna--

 “Yamuna, Oh Yamuna! Are you that same radiant Yamuna?” Gadādhara thought, “what 

 has happened to my Caitanya? He is addressing the Ganges as the Yamunā, and 

 frequently looking at the [full moon in] the sky…What is the matter? We should go. Why 

 should I alone experience the sight of this mahābhāva [“intense emotion”] of 

 Caitanya. Let me take him to the home of Śrīvāsa, and along with the other devotees I 

 shall experience this mahābhāva of Caitanya.” 

This development in the kathā section allows Nimai Mitra to segue smoothly to the next 

verse in the Gaura-candrikā pada, which describes how Caitanya mistakes the flower 

gardens at the home of his associate Śrīvāsa for those of Vrindavan: 

 As soon as Gaurāṅga [entered the home of Śrīvāsa], instantly there were [bodily] 

 signs of shivering and horripilation. His entire body shook, making a noise. As he 

 looked at the full moon in the sky, the full moon of autumn, and while looking at his 
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 companions and the flower groves surrounding the courtyard of Śrīvāsa’s home, he 

 asked, “Gadādhara, have I come to Vrindavan?” 

This section of the kathā is directly followed by the next verse in the Gaura-candrikā 

song (Example 10), which, in addition to discussing how Caitanya mistakes the flower 

gardens of Śrīvāsa’s home for Vrindavan, illustrates how he considered his associates--

such as Gadādhara and Śrīvāsa--to be the female companions of Krishna from the rāsa-

līlā performance, the gopīs. This verse in the Gaura-candrikā song is set to the 7-mātrā 

Jhānti Tāl. 

 Like the first verse of the Gaura-candrikā song, the second verse uses the 

technique of ākhar as well. However, instead of the one-lined ākhar of the kāṭān section, 

the ākhar used in Jhānti Tāl--like most of the ākhars in the shorter tāls--has three lines. 

The work of the ākhar is to expand on one of the main ideas presented in the verse, 

namely that Caitanya’s companions in Nabadwip are none other than the gopīs of 

Vrindavan: 

 Pada: phulaban dekhi vṛndavaner samān/ sahacaragaṇa gopī sama anumān  

  “Seeing the flower garden, [he considered it] like Vrindavan/ He considered 
  his companions to be gopīs” 

 Ākhar: tārāi to eseche; vrindavane jārā sange chilo, tārāi to eseche 

  rāsa-līlā korbe bole, bane jārā sange chilo 

  “It is they who have come, those who were with me in Vrindavan; it is   
  they who have come. In order to perform the rāsa-līlā, those who were   
  with me in Vrindavan.” 
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The remainder of the Gaura-candrikā song follows a similar pattern of embellishment and 

elongation, as Nimai Mitra elaborates on the themes of each verse using a variety of 

performance techniques. At the conclusion of the Gaura-candrikā pada, the transition 

made is from Caitanya’s imaginary rāsa-līlā in the home of Śrīvāsa to the actual rāsa-līlā 

of Radha and Krishna in Vrindavan.  

Radha-Krishna Vandanā 

 
In a similar fashion to the Gaura-vandanā performed before the Gaura-candrikā song, 

prior to the recounting of Radha and Krishna’s rāsa-līlā, the kīrtanīyā sings a short kīrtan 

known as Radha-Krishna-vandanā, or a “prayer to Radha and Krishna” (Example 16). 

Like the Gaura-vandanā, the Radha-Krishna-vandanā kīrtan describes qualities of the 

deities, as well as expressing the devotee’s act of surrender. 

1. vande nandana vraja śrīnātha 
    pada-reṇu mahāviśvāsa 
 

Salutations to the purifying dust of the feet of 
Krishna, the lord of Vraja. 

2. yā saṅhari kathā gitam 
   guṇati bhuvana kayam 

One who hears talks and songs about him, can 
easily escape material existence. 
 

Example 16: Radha-Krishna-vandanā 

 

Radha and Krishna’s Rāsa-Līlā 
With the completion of the Radha-Krishna-vandanā, Nimai Mitra begins to unfold the 

story of Radha and Krishna’s rāsa-līlā. The entire performance has taken slightly more 

than one hour to this point, and now the next hour and a half will be dedicated to spinning 
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out the story of Krishna’s meeting with the gopīs in the forest of Vrindavan for a late-

night rendezvous. In order to tell this pastime, Nimai Mitra will utilize a variety of the 

techniques that he employed in the first half of the līlā-kīrtan; the only exception being 

the long-tāl forms of the Gaura-candrikā, which are not featured in the rest of the 

performance. 

 One of the main narrative schemes of the rāsa-līlā is the manner that Krishna 

attracts the gopīs to the forest for the dance that is known as the rāsa-līlā. One technique 

that Nimai Mitra uses throughout his kathā sections is “metanarration,” an act that “shifts 

out of narrative time” where the performer “refer[s] to himself or the audience as 

participants in the present storytelling events” (Bauman 1986, 99). In the rāsa-līlā kathā, 

Nimai Mitra compares Krishna’s invitation to the gopīs to the manner that he was invited 

to perform the rāsa-līlā at the home of Panchana Basak: 

 See here, here is my chorda [affectionate term for younger man]. He visited my home 

 with a letter of invitation…You please pay a visit. There will be a kīrtan performance 

 event. You will perform kīrtan in my house, and a “rāsa” utsab [“festival”] will be 

 hosted in our residence. This was done to inform me. [But] Krishna did not publish any 

 letter. How did he inform everyone? 

Krishna’s “invitation,” Nimai Mitra explains, was sent via his flute performance that 

attracted the married gopīs from their homes to the Vrindavan forest. Most rāsa-līlā 

performances feature a number of songs describing the power of Krishna’s flute, and 

Nimai Mitra’s is no exception. In the song mūralir gān pañcama tāna (Example 17), 
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performed in the 6-mātrā Lophā Tāl, Nimai Mitra sings of the affective nature of 

Krishna’s flute: 

Mūralir ati sumadhura tān 
Dara vahidara muñjare navapallava 
 

[Krishna’s] flute makes such a beautiful 
sound, causing new leaves to blossom 

Yamunā vahato ujān  
ye mūralir gān yamunā ujān hay 
 

That song of the flute causes the Yamunā 
River to flow upstream. 

ye mūralir gāne corā dhenu phere ghore 
ye mūralir gāne yogī yoga bhole, munir 
mane tale 

That song of the flute brings the lost cows 
back home, and breaks the yogi from his 
practice, and makes the mind of the sage 
waver. 
 

Example 17: Lophā Tāl Song 

Hearing the sound of the flute, the gopīs rush to the forest only to be embarrassed by 

Krishna, as he asks why they have come to him in the middle of the night, leaving their 

families behind. In this episode, Nimai Mitra adopts the role of Krishna, harshly rebuking 

the gopīs: 

 Why have you all [gopīs] come here to me? First it is a dark night, also you are all 

 married women with families. You all have made a mistake by coming to me, a man who 

 you are not married to. How can I give you any pleasure? I cannot do it.  Return to your 

 own homes.  

Responding to this speech by Krishna, Nimai Mitra takes the role of Viśākhā, one of 

Radha’s intimate friends: 

 You swindler, hypocrite, scoundrel! You have dragged us all here by the tune of your 

 flute, which destroys one’s attachment for family! Don’t you feel ashamed? Aren’t you 

 aware that once a housewife leaves the confines of her family, the doors of her family 
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 home are shut forever? We came here breaking our family connections, and you are 

 questioning us? 

As Nimai Mitra progresses through the narrative, he reveals that Krishna’s attempt to 

discourage the gopīs seems to be only a ruse, as he is actively preparing the rāsa-sthali, 

or the location where the rāsa-līlā dance will take place. 

 The climax of the rāsa-līlā kīrtan is the eventual arrival of the dance, where 

Krishna dances with each of the gopīs simultaneously, expanding himself into multiple 

forms. As Nimai Mitra explains, 

 Today, one Krishna has split himself into many. Look, my name is Nimai Mitra. My son 

 addresses me as “bābā.”…My younger brother calls me “dādā.” Depending on my 

 relationship with a person, he or she addresses me accordingly. I respond, too. But I, the 

 singular Nimai, can never become many. That is the reason there exists so much 

 difference between Krishna and myself. Pay attention: in order to understand what the 

 rāsa-līlā, performed in the rāsa-sthali, is: as many gopīs that are there, that many 

 Krishnas are there. Today they stood in the form of a circle.  

The imagery of the circle of gopīs, each one standing next to an expansion of Krishna, is 

reinforced in the next song: 

dhani dhani aparūpa rāsa-līla 
ṭhira vijulisane cañcala jaladhara 

The rāsa-līlā is uniquely beautiful, replete 
with beautiful young women. There is a 
motionless flash of lightning, accompanied 
by a restless raincloud. 
 

rasakhani jhare anivāra āj 
yena megha vijuri jaḍājaḍi 

Today a fountain of rasa flows 
continuously, as if the cloud and lightning 
were intimately embracing. 
 

Example 18: Lophā Tāl Song 
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Nimai Mitra then pauses to explain the imagery of the “motionless lightning” and 

“restless raincloud” in the second verse of this song. Radha, with golden complexion is 

compared to lightning, while the blackish Krishna is described as the raincloud: 

 You all have noticed how dark clouds are found in the sky. [But] lightning flashes 

 for a moment and then disappears. Have you seen a cloud and lightning together, 

 intimately embracing each other? You have not? Let me show it to you standing there. 

 [Nimai Mitra motions to the images of Radha and Krishna in the rooftop  temple structure 

 behind the audience.] All of you please turn around and look behind you. There stands 

 my Radha-Vinodini [Radha and Krishna]: Radha with a complexion like lightning, and 

 Krishna, the fresh dark raincloud!   

 

CONCLUSION 
The task of finally arriving at the culmination of Radha and Krishna’s embrace in the 

rāsa-līlā took nearly three hours. Throughout the performance, the completion of each 

section of the līlā-kīrtan served as a prerequisite for moving on to the next chapter of the 

performance. For example, only after the Gaura-candrikā song could the kīrtanīyā begin 

the līlā of Radha and Krishna; this belief--that the worship of Caitanya is a precondition 

for hearing the erotic episodes of Radha and Krishna--reflects, and constitutes, the 

theological tenets of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism and takes a sonic form in the sequence of 

Nimai Mitra’s līlā-kīrtan performance. 

 However, within that overarching order of a līlā-kīrtan performance, we have also 

seen how a great deal of latitude exists for the performer to add his or her own 

perspectives on the episode being performed. These elaborations, which expand both the 
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time frame of the performance and introduce new meanings for the audience to 

contemplate, are aimed at increasing the audience’s focus on the ritual dynamics of 

performance. For example, on the one hand, Nimai Mitra’s use of ākhars throughout the 

performance certainly reflects his own musical lineage in the Manoharasāhī style; on the 

other hand, however, the use of this technique is also part of an attempt to ask the 

audience to consider a certain devotional theme from more than one angle, and in more 

than one linguistic frame. An important clue to this invitation to the audience is found in 

the specific language of the ākhars, as Nimai Mitra frequently used the personal pronouns 

“mine” and “ours” to refer to Caitanya as “my Gaura.” It is this personal involvement 

with the thematic material that is part and parcel of the musical form, as the process of 

expanding and elongating the performance is an attempt to bring the audience into a more 

prolonged interaction with the līlās of Radha and Krishna, a process that is meant to 

transport one from Kolkata to Vrindavan. 

 This specific method of expanding the rhythmic, melodic, and semantic material 

of a līlā-kīrtan performance, of course, requires a performance setting where the kīrtanīyā 

is given a rather large period of time. While these full-length līlā-kīrtans are still common 

in rural areas of West Bengal, professional kīrtanīyās have had to find ways to adapt their 

performances in order to attract new audiences to līlā-kīrtan, especially in regards to 

kīrtans done at large rural melās and in the case of media production. These new contexts 

for līlā-kīrtan performance have thus ushered in a new set of challenges for kīrtanīyās, 

which have given rise to a set of debates that have questioned not only the 
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transformations of līlā-kīrtan performance, but the manner that these more recent changes 

are defined in the cultural economy of West Bengal. 
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Chapter 6: Cultural Loss and the Rural Economies of Līlā-Kīrtan 

“Although Bengal has strong and diverse rural musical traditions…, the flow of urban 
media into rural districts is now displacing traditional musics, with the result that many 

are now no longer performed.” 

--Karunamaya Goswami, “Bengali Music,” Grove Music Online135 

 

The epigraph for this chapter, written by perhaps the most well known scholar of Bengali 

music, Karunamaya Goswami, suggests that the popular musical styles of the urban 

sphere are slowly “displacing traditional musics” of the rural areas. From this 

perspective, we see a well-worn claim of modernity, where popular music styles, 

transmitted on a variety of media forms, slowly erase the presence of rural performance 

styles--like padāvalī-kīrtan--leading to a cultural “gray out” of musical homogeneity. My 

own experience studying padāvalī-kīrtan performance in the rural areas of West Bengal, 

however, would suggest that such claim is inaccurate, or, at the very least, in need of 

serious revision. In this chapter I study two case studies that would seem to suggest that, 

despite the claims of numerous urban scholars, cultural administrators, and media 

industry people cited in this chapter, rural genres like padāvalī-kīrtan are not only 

growing in popularity, but they are doing this through a concentrated use of new media 

forms. I thus register a double corrective to the opinion expressed above: not only are 

rural genres like padāvalī-kīrtan flourishing, they are doing so by use of the same media 

that is thought to be displacing them. 

                                                
135 See “Bengali Music,” Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/01953?q=bengali
+music&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit (accessed March 9, 2014). 
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  All of this is not to say, however, that padāvalī-kīrtan performance has not 

undergone significant transformations in the rural context since the 1980s. During the 

decades directly preceding and following the turn of the twenty-first century, two 

developments emerged that have had a profound effect on the nature of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance throughout West Bengal, firmly shifting the sites of performance into rural 

areas. The first was the identification of certain rural cultural melās (“fairs”) as sites for 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance, where kīrtanīyās engage in a number of promotional tactics 

as a means of attracting future customers who will hire them for performances. The other 

development has been the shift from analog to digital media (i.e. cassettes to compact 

discs), and, more significantly, the proliferation of the use of video compact discs 

(VCDs) that are used to promote the careers of padāvalī-kīrtan musicians. Both of these 

developments have had geographical consequences, as they have seen the careers of 

kīrtanīyās become further embedded in rural contexts. While the promotional 

performances at rural melās lead to financial contracts signed to perform in rural West 

Bengal, the market for VCD sales is almost exclusively in the rural sphere as well, as 

retail music stores in Kolkata do not sell a high volume of these products. In this chapter, 

I take these two developments as indicative of new strategies of kīrtanīyās that resemble 

what Jocelyn Guilbault has termed “musical entrepreneurship” (2007), which might 

reflect the turn towards neo-liberalism that characterizes recent trajectories of West 

Bengal’s political economy (Bandhopadhyay and Dinda, 2013). Indeed, the promotional 

and marketing strategies of kīrtanīyās with whom I worked stand in stark contrast to the 

state-directed claims for financial support made by kīrtanīyās in Chapter 4, and is similar 
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to how musicians in Guilbault’s study of popular musicians in Trinidad engaged in forms 

of “neoliberal self-management” (2007, 251). One musical entrepreneur I follow 

throughout rural melā performances and VCD production, in this rural cultural economy, 

as it were, is Rahul Das, who has recently founded a company to record, market, and 

distribute padāvalī-kīrtan media.  

 In contrast to this rural cultural economy of padāvalī-kīrtan, the opening of these 

new markets for kīrtan performance has given pause to a number of individuals who see 

these developments as fundamentally at odds with padāvalī-kīrtan’s history and 

performance style. Though difficult to describe as one homogenous group, there is a clear 

set of disapproving voices for what has been described as padāvalī-kīrtan’s present-day 

commercial phase. For example, in a 2013 article in the Kolkata-based English-language 

newspaper, The Telegraph, the article “Rebellion Song,” which documents the new 

international release of a documentary on Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava kīrtan by filmmaker Samrat 

Chakraborty, refers to kīrtan’s present stage as “consumerist,” and derisively notes how 

present-day kīrtanīyās attempt to assign a “price” to a genre that is credited with being a 

“weapon for rebellion against social evils.”136 The disapproval of performing kīrtan for a 

price described here is common in what I here call the urban cultural economy, and, 

furthermore, treats such a phenomenon (i.e. exchanging music for money) as a violation 

of kīrtan’s relationship with Bengali cultural nationalism (Chapter 2). In addition to 

popular media, a growing discontent amongst urban-based kīrtanīyās, kīrtan scholars, and 

                                                
136 Chandreyee Ghose, “Rebellion Song,” The Telegraph (Calcutta Edition), July 7, 2013. 
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cultural events administrators recurrently expresses the position that these new 

developments in padāvalī-kīrtan performance are representative of cultural loss. Indeed, 

the changes that present-day kīrtanīyās introduce in the rural economy would appear to 

be at odds with the ideological underpinnings of padāvalī-kīrtan (Chapter 4) and 

performance style (Chapter 5) discussed earlier in this dissertation. More often than not, 

disparaging remarks regarding padāvalī-kīrtan’s new context of live and mediated 

performance are based in the urban context of Kolkata, where kīrtan musicians and 

scholars suggest that rural padāvalī-kīrtan musicians shorten the boṛo-tāl structure 

because of a lack of musical knowledge and a desire to attract new patrons. The 

perception of cultural loss is also found in the complaints of cultural activists and 

administrators who suggest that rural kīrtan performers overrun rural melās because of a 

one-minded interest in making money. Indeed, as a recent article in the Kolkata-based 

English-language newspaper The Statesman suggested, the increased presence and 

performance of commercially minded kīrtanīyās in the rural Jaydeb Melā is “gradually 

losing its character.”137 Therefore, some of the broad points of comparison between these 

two cultural economies are as follows: 

Urban Cultural Economy Rural Cultural Economy 
• Performances focus on full-length live 

performances of līlā-kīrtan 
• Performances featured in shortened live and 

mediated (VCD) performances 
• Boṛo-tāl style, using slow tempos, is central to 

performances 
• Boṛo-tāl style often omitted because of 

shortened time slots 
• Musicians mainly subsist as pedagogues • Musicians subsist as professional musicians, 

performing for contracted events 
• Kīrtanīyās and kīrtan scholars emphasize the 

genre’s relationship with Sanskrit aesthetics and 
Bengali cultural nationalism 

• Kīrtanīyās perform using a didactic style meant 
to entertain, yet also encourage listeners to 
practice Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism 

                                                
137 “Bauls Battle Kirtan Surge,” The Statesman, January 10, 2004. 
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The differences between my two heuristic categories outlined here are not watertight; yet 

they do represent significant differences between two different geo-cultural spheres of 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance. Furthermore, the differences between them can be 

construed along the lines of both musical content and value judgments about musical 

content. For example, as musical form changes in the rural cultural economy to a shorter 

and quicker performance style, this transformation is defined in the register of cultural 

loss. Therefore, because of the intertwined nature of cultural and economic factors in 

these two networks, I use Amin and Thrift’s term “cultural economy,” as a means of 

considering how “the pursuit of prosperity is a hybrid process of aggregation and 

ordering that cannot be reduced” to the terms “culture” or “economy” (2004, xii). One 

facet of the cultural economy that they study in the imbrication of these two spheres is the 

way that “moral judgement” influences economic considerations. They note, “the 

economy--across its variegated spaces--is made and unmade through the play of urban 

moral judgement, much of it through a process of seepage and everyday assumption 

crafted around seemingly innocuous things” (2007, 155). The moral judgment directed at 

kīrtanīyās via urban-based “media interpretations” or “all-too-easy equating of 

degeneracy with certain social groups” (ibid.) is a clear case of how cultural assumptions 

about the marketing of padāvalī-kīrtan are intertwined with ethical judgments regarding 

music. In this chapter, I suggest that these tropes of cultural loss that are voiced in the 

urban cultural economy define rural kīrtan performers as speaking and performing from a 

subject position defined by “lack,” a theme that has commonly been associated with the 

rural, subaltern subjects of Indian nationalist discourse (see, for example, Chakrabarty 
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2000, 34-35). The most pervasive way that the theme of “lack” is associated with rural 

kīrtan performers is in the manner that their commodification of padāvalī-kīrtan 

performance is thought to subvert the genre’s associations with the discourses of Bengali 

cultural nationalism and Sanskrit aesthetics that were thought to be the main determinants 

of the genre throughout much of the twentieth century in the Kolkata-based discourse 

discussed throughout this dissertation. The “lack” of subaltern kīrtan performers is thus 

not only expressed in an absence of musical knowledge; more specifically, it refers to the 

manner that they supposedly fail to appreciate the genre’s value to society because of an 

atomistic self interest in making money through performance. In this paper, I take 

seriously Dipesh Chakrabarty’s call to “read ‘lack’ otherwise” (2000, 34) in the case of 

the subaltern subject.  

 The first case study I investigate is the relationship between the religious and 

economic spheres in the performance and marketing techniques of Rahul Das and Dyuti 

Chakrabarty, two professional kīrtanīyās who travel throughout West Bengal performing 

līlā-kīrtan. Of particular focus in this section is the marketing techniques they use at the 

Jaydeb Melā, an annual rural event where thousands of kīrtanīyās attend to perform a 

series of shortened līlā-kīrtans in order to promote their kīrtan troupe and organize a 

series of performance for the rest of the year. I analyze how Rahul Das and Dyuti 

Chakrabarty both modify their longer līlā-kīrtan performance and attempt to gain 

exposure at this melā. In the second half of the chapter I use an ethnographic study of the 

production of a līlā-kīrtan VCD produced by Rahul Das to question the common claim 
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that the video quality of these media represents a rural and subaltern viewing aesthetic 

that makes them unacceptable to urban audiences. In my analysis, I draw from Barry 

Dornfield’s use of a multi-theoretical approach to uncover the relationships between 

media production and media text (1998) in order to suggest that the final product of līlā-

kīrtan VCD production is as much the result of a limited production budget as it is any 

supposed subaltern video aesthetic, the latter point suggested to me by an urban-based 

media industry administrator. Through both case studies I attempt to reframe the 

discourse that would see rural padāvalī-kīrtan performance as only representative of 

cultural loss. In contrast, I hope to foreground the lives of several musicians who search 

for ways to make the performance of kīrtan economically viable and musically 

rewarding. 

SM MUSIC AND NEO-LIBERAL KĪRTAN: RAHUL DAS AND DYUTI CHAKRABARTY 
I sit in the sparsely furnished living room of Dyuti Chakrabarty’s house in the city of 

Rishra, and industrial municipality in Hooghly district, roughly twenty kilometers 

upstream and across the river from Kolkata. I’ve taken a train on the Katwa Local line to 

meet her and her fiancé Rahul Das, as I’ll travel with them tonight to the town of Kanthi 

in the district of East Midnapore, where they’ve been hired by a local kīrtan samiti 

(“committee”) to perform. Like the majority of their hired performances, tonight’s līlā-

kīrtan performance was arranged on the strength of a series of promotional performances 

that took place at the annual Jaydeb Melā in rural West Bengal. In fact, I sit in the living 

room of Dyuti Chakrabarty’s house with a young man named Gobinda, the kartāl 

musician in her kīrtan troupe, who lives in the village of Jaydeb Kenduli in Birbhum  
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Figure 22: Rahul Das (khol) and Dyuti Chakrabarty (vocals) Performing Līlā-Kīrtan 

district, the site of the annual Jaydeb Melā. Today, he has made a four-hour-plus trip by 

train to meet the rest of the kīrtan troupe in Hooghly. From here, we will all make another 

three-hour trip by car to the site of the performance in East Midnapore, a district of West 

Bengal, not far from coast of the Bay of Bengal. As I sit with Gobinda, I speak with 

Dyuti’s father who works as an administrator in the Indian government’s railway 

division. He is curious about my interest in padāvalī-kīrtan, but, more importantly, is 

showing me all of the preparations that he is making for the upcoming wedding of Rahul 

and Dyuti. Though they have been together for many years, first meeting at Rabindra 

Bharati University, it has taken some time for Rahul to get permission to marry Dyuti: 

she is from a brahman family, while Rahul is not, and, despite their own interest in the 

egalitarian and theoretically anti-caste stance of Caitanya’s religion and music, their 

relationship met a variety of social barriers. Dyuti Chakrabarty earned an M.A. in 

Hindustani classical music at Rabindra Bharati University, where she also began studies 
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in padāvalī-kīrtan with Kankana Mitra. During this period she also began studying with 

Nimai Mitra, from whom she continues to take lessons when she is not travelling and 

performing. Rahul Das, likewise, studied Hindustani classical music at Rabindra Bharati 

University, obtaining a degree in tabla performance. However, during the course of his 

studies there he met Manoranjan Bhattacharjee and began to seriously study the khol and 

padāvalī-kīrtan, ultimately deciding that his career path would focus on this genre. 

 We have been waiting for Rahul Das to arrive with the rented Tata SUV that will 

take us to tonight’s performance, and, when he finally reaches the house, he comes inside 

with Jayadeb Saha, the other khol musician who will perform this evening. They both 

bring their khols inside the house, while the driver prepares the automobile for the 

musicians and instruments that we will have to load. Rahul Das and the other khol 

musician leave their instruments in the front living room of Dyuti Chakrabarty’s house, 

where they are placed on the floor with the harmonium and the rest of the gear that will 

be brought for the performance, including the bags that contain the changes of dress that 

all the performers will need before the kīrtan begins. It has taken Rahul longer than he 

expected to get the SUV, and he is vainly attempting to gather all of the other members of 

the kīrtan troupe to gather near the front door, constantly reminding them that we are on 

an extremely tight schedule and have barely enough time to make the three-hour drive to 

the location of the performance in Kanthi. While Rahul attempts to get everyone into the 

front living room, I sit waiting on the couch. Looking at the empty vehicle outside, and 

the array of equipment sitting on the living room floor, I wonder to myself why someone 
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doesn’t start loading the SUV. Eventually, Rahul Das gathers the entire kīrtan troupe in 

the front room, and Dyuti Chakrabarty, the last member of the troupe to arrive, 

approaches all of the instruments and gear that we are bringing, and, in a gesture of 

veneration, touches each item with her hand before bringing her hand to her head. She 

then stands on the threshold of the house with Rahul. They both face out the front door 

with the entire kīrtan troupe standing in a line behind them, and the entire group then 

loudly chants “jaya jaya nitāi gaura premānande!” (“Salutations to Caitanya and Nitāi, 

[in the emotion of] divine love!”). This chant--a variation of the opening call used in a 

līlā-kīrtan (see Chapter 4)--is then followed by a series of other salutational chants meant 

to create an auspicious beginning to the journey for this evening’s performance. Indeed, 

similar to the concept of order that is central to structure of a līlā-kīrtan performance 

(Chapter 5), Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty’s ritual start to their trip involves 

adherence to a sequence of events that are religiously determined. If the līlā-kīrtan cannot 

proceed without an auspicious invocation (i.e. maṅgalācaraṇ), then neither the packing of  

 

Figure 23: Promotional Placard for Dyuti Chakrabarty 
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the kīrtan instruments, nor the crossing of the house’s threshold, can begin without some 

recognition of, in this case, Caitanya. Indeed, only after this invocatory moment is 

completed does the packing of our SUV begin, as the instruments and gear are arranged 

inside the vehicle before all of the passengers embark.  

 Before driving away, however, Rahul Das completes one final task. He attaches a 

placard on the inside of the vehicle’s windshield that includes both detailed contact 

information for anyone who might want to contact Dyuti Chakrabarty and her kīrtan 

troupe, and a photo of her in her līlā-kīrtan performance attire (Figure 23). In the photo, 

she stands with Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava tilak and her hands folded palm to palm in front of her, 

a devotionally suggestive gesture commonly used in kīrtan promotional materials. In 

addition to her contact information--including two cellphone numbers and her home 

phone number, and complete mailing address--the text of the placard describes some of 

her professional accomplishments, while also giving some of the honorific titles she uses 

to describe herself. For example, the top of the placard reads: “one who is knowledgeable 

in kīrtan music: Gītaśrī Dyuti Chakrabarty.”138 As for her professional achievements, the 

placard mentions how she has performed both on radio and television (Doordarshan, the 

state-sponsored television channel), and also received an M.A. from Rabindra Bharati 

University. With the placard placed prominently on the vehicle’s windshield, we pull 

away from the house, and begin our trip to the site of this evening’s performance.  

                                                
138 The honorific prefix Gītaśrī, which can be loosely defined as “beautiful singer,” is most famously 
associated with the twentieth-century singer Chabi Bandhopadyay. 
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 The foregoing description of how Dyuti Chakrabarty’s līlā-kīrtan troupe 

commences their trip to perform underscores how the intertwined strands of religious 

belief and the search for economic prosperity animate much of present-day professional 

kīrtan performance in the rural cultural economy. If the most obvious meanings derive 

from the reverential gestures made towards the musical instruments and salutational 

chants made before embarking on a trip, the prominently placed placard, and its deft 

mixture of devotional iconography and economic promotional material, underscores not 

only padāvalī-kīrtan’s relationship with an informal economy through its use of 

personalized contact information; additionally, it emphasizes how travelling kīrtan 

troupes thoroughly mix religion and marketing techniques in such a way as to traffic in 

both religious and monetary economies. On the one hand, Dyuti Chakrabarty’s upcoming 

līlā-kīrtan performance will attempt to spread the message of Caitanya’s bhakti religion 

through the various messages of her performance, yet, on the other hand, she will also 

attempt to further the popularity of her kīrtan troupe, a project that is part of securing 

economic wealth. In many ways, the promotional placard might be seen as an artifact that 

represents how these two seemingly disparate motives exist in relative ease in the lives of 

contemporary performers. Indeed, I see a similarity between the intermeshed spheres of 

religious and economic prosperity in padāvalī-kīrtan that Deborah Kapchan’s research of 

Moroccan Gnawa music explores, where she analyzes how “money” and “spirit” are 

“two values [that] seem oppositional on the surface…[but] on closer examination…are, 

in fact, seen to be convertible (2007, 131). Though Rahul and Dyuti are guaranteed a 

certain amount of remuneration on account of the contract they have signed with the 
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group sponsoring tonight’s event, the way that audience is “moved” by her performance 

will lead them to make further donations to her, and, in turn, purchase the VCD 

recordings that they sell personally after the performance. Offering prayers before leaving 

Dyuti’s house is a means of recognizing the interrelationships of religion and economic 

prosperity in the lives of working padāvalī-kīrtan musicians. 

 Until recently, it would be difficult to characterize padāvalī-kīrtan musicians as 

involved in the process of marketing or managing their own musical careers as a form of 

“neoliberal self-management” (Guilbault 2007, 251). But, in many ways similar to the 

cases that Guilbault studies in Caribbean performance, a marked shift has occurred 

amongst some padāvalī-kīrtan performers in the past decade. For example, Rahul Das, 

has recently founded a company that “from card here” markets audio and VCD kīrtan 

performances, which has emerged as an alternative for emerging padāvalī-kīrtan 

musicians from the Kolkata-based production companies that, as he says, exploit the 

interests of kīrtanīyās. Crucially, Rahul Das’s attempt at this process of musical 

marketing involves the framing of the enterprise as, in some way, involving the formation 

of an “ethical citizen” (ibid.), seen as the proponent of the aforementioned neoliberal self-

management.139  

 In 2012 Rahul Das launched a new production company: SM Music. The first two 

letters--“S” and “M”--are an acronym for Śrīman Mahāprabhu, an honorific title for 

Caitanya. Rahul Das began SM Music in order to both produce VCDs for his own kīrtan 

                                                
139 Guilbault’s research draws on the work of Nikolas Rose; see Rose (1999), p. 191. 
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troupe that he manages with Dyuti Chakrabarty, and in order to promote other kīrtanīyās 

throughout West Bengal. In 2013 SM Music released its first two VCDs, which represent 

Rahul Das’s first tentative steps away from the regional music industry that had released 

two previous VCDs of Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty’s kīrtan troupe. In the case of 

Dyuti Chakrabarty’s first two releases--“Jagai-Madhai Uddhār” (S Music) and “Noukā-

vilāsa” (Raga Music)--Rahul would often complain that these companies did little to 

promote their artists or distribute their VCDs widely throughout West Bengal. For 

example, as Rahul Das told me, these companies would require the kīrtanīyās to pay them 

Rs. 50,000 in order to produce a complete VCD, but would only spend Rs. 30,000 on the 

actual production, while pocketing the remainder (personal communication, December 

12, 2012). Furthermore, these companies did not distribute these VCDs throughout rural 

West Bengal, meaning that the only profit that Rahul Das could make from the 

production of VCDs was selling them at his own performances.  

 In his discussions with me, Rahul Das represented his own attempts at producing 

and marketing padāvalī-kīrtan in stark contrast to the approaches of these other 

companies. According to Rahul Das, S Productions and Raga Music’s approach to 

producing līlā-kīrtan VCDs was completely hands-off. In fact, Rahul Das summarized the 

whole process of these companies as: he did all of the work, paid too much money, and, 

at the end, only received the stamp of the label on the VCD case. However, by going 

through the process of VCD production with these two companies, Rahul Das gained a 

series of skills that he is now putting to work for his own production company. He also 
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plans to begin a distribution network that will include all of West Bengal, and, when 

discussing his new company with me, mentions all of the roles he has taken on: 

“understand, there are many problems. I am working by myself, and now I have learnt the 

skills of directing [video shoots]” (personal communication, December 2, 2012). In Rahul 

Das’s role as a producer, he reveals to me his ethical approach: “I am working honestly; 

[and] I have taken on many artists [to my label] from outside [Kolkata]. Whatever money 

I am investing for the project, that amount I am investing in them” (personal 

communication, December 2, 2012). 

 In order to compare Rahul Das’s role in the register of neoliberal self-

management, we might compare his methods of marketing with strategies that Nimai 

Mitra used to secure performance opportunities in what was then the informal economy 

of performance in the 1980s. For example, in Chapter 4 I described what Nimai Mitra 

saw as the main reason for his own popularity and the success of his kīrtan troupe: in 

short, it was his own singing abilities and the relationships that he developed with 

communities who would invite him back to perform year after year. Furthermore, in 

Nimai Mitra’s career there was a lack of any attempt to market himself through media, as 

he only recorded one commercial cassette release throughout his entire career. This can 

be contrasted with present-day kīrtanīyās, who commonly produce a new līlā-kīrtan VCD 

each year. 

 Before delving into more of the details of the VCD production, I first study 

another technique of marketing padāvalī-kīrtan that Dyuti Chakrabarty and Rahul Das 
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use in West Bengal’s informal economy. Though they are both trained in padāvalī-kīrtan 

by gurus who are knowledgeable in the boṛo-tāl style and Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire, 

these two kīrtanīyās are often required to change aspects of the genre in the kīrtan 

markets found at rural melās in West Bengal. One of the most important performance 

opportunities for the entire year is the Jaydeb Melā, where Rahul Das and Dyuti 

Chakrabarty will book the vast majority of their performances for the upcoming kīrtan 

season on the strength of a few līlā-kīrtans they perform at this annual fair.  

 

JAYDEB MELĀ: PERIODIC KĪRTAN MARKET 
In mid-January every year, the annual Jaydeb Melā overruns the small village of Jaydeb 

Kenduli, which lies on the Birbhum district side of the Ajay River, a waterway that 

meanders through the Indian states of Bihar and Jharkhand before forming the border 

between the districts of Birbhum and Bardhaman in West Bengal. This melā takes its 

name from the village of Jaydeb Kenduli, a reference to the local belief that this was the 

birthplace of the twelfth-century mahājana padakartā described in Chapter 1, Jayadeva.140 

Furthermore, the Jaydeb Melā corresponds with the Hindu festival of Makar Sankranti--a 

three-day festival held throughout India that corresponds with a solar event in Hindu 

astrology, where the sun moves into the zodiac sign of Makar. In West Bengal, this 

festival also goes by the name Poush Sankranti (Poush being a Bengali month), and 

                                                
140 The differences in spelling between “Jayadeva,” the poet, and “Jaydeb,” which refers to the name of 
the village and fair, reflect the fact that modern Bangla does not have a “v” sound, and thus substitutes “b” 
for “v.”  
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further marks the harvest period in rural West Bengal that produces rice crops and date 

sugar. The mixed themes of Hindu astrological significance and agricultural bounty thus 

lend to this event a mixture of sacred and secular meanings: though many pilgrims come 

to the melā to bathe in the Ajay River and hear the numerous kīrtan and baul musicians in 

order to accrue religious merit, others come for the carnival-style rides and deep-fried 

foods that are sold at the numerous stalls throughout the event. In this sense, we might 

consider how the Jaydeb Melā, like many religious festivals in India, mixes themes of 

religious worship with a sense of secular “revelry” (McDermott 2011). The task of 

defining these events thus defies attempts to capture their meanings with one-for-one 

translations like “festival” or “fair,” which perhaps connote a more secular theme. The 

busiest day at Jaydeb Melā is the actual day of Makar Sankranti, when estimates are that 

half a million people attend. Indeed, because of the huge attendance of this rural fair, an 

entire city of temporary structures is built for this event, which houses the dozens of 

performance stages for musicians, temporary tents for lodging, kitchens, food and 

merchandise shops, including numerous stalls that sell līlā-kīrtan VCDs. 

 One reason for the popularity of Jaydeb Melā is its entanglement with the history 

of the twelfth-century mahājana padakartā Jayadeva. The development of Jaydeb Kenduli 

as a tīrtha, or “holy place,” centers on the belief that this small village was the birthplace 

of the famous poet-composer of the Gīta-govinda. Indeed, in the center of the village is 

the Radha-Vinoda Mandir, a seventeenth-century terracotta temple that is thought to 

mark the birthplace of Jayadeva (Figure 24). The Jaydeb Melā is also connected with a  
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Figure 24: The Radha-Vinoda Mandir in Jaydeb Kenduli 

certain historical consciousness of the poet told through folklore. As the story goes, when 

Jayadeva was elderly, the long walk to bathe in the Ganges was too difficult for him. 

Therefore, an image of the personified Ganges River appeared to him in a dream, telling 

him that she would manifest herself in the Ajay River, so that bathing in this river would 

confer upon him all of the spiritual merit of bathing in the Ganges. Bearing this in mind, 

at the time of the Jaydeb Melā, hundreds of thousands of pilgrims come to bathe in the 

river, as they believe that they will accrue the same merit as if they had bathed in the 

Ganges River (Das 1999, 34-37). 

 Based on my cursory introduction to the Jaydeb Melā, I suggest that this event 

might be considered as an example of what economic anthropologists have called the 

“periodic market” (Plattner 1989, 171). In contrast to the fixed and stable marketplaces of 
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the urban areas, Stuart Plattner describes how “periodic marketplaces are the commercial 

life of agrarian or peasant societies” (ibid.), and one of their key features--indeed, their 

periodicity--being that they are set up and dispersed according to an agricultural crop or 

rural event that necessitates their existence. Indeed, the two core aspects of a periodic 

market based on anthropological research are a melding of market-based exchanges of 

(mostly) agricultural goods, and the solidifying of social ties, as “economic, political, and 

religious activities [are performed] at one time and place” (ibid.). And though Plattner’s 

research does little in the way of suggesting how the “cultural industries” of performing 

arts (Amin and Thrift 2007, 143) are a part of such periodic markets, the following 

description of the prominence of kīrtanīyās at the Jaydeb Melā borrows an important 

concept from economic anthropology’s analysis of the periodic market: namely, how a 

defining characteristic of these periodic markets is the accumulation of demand (Plattner 

1989, 186). Indeed, a basic organizational principle of a periodic market is the fact that 

“goods are not available in a place for most of the time, causing the demand to be 

accumulated” (ibid.). In the case of the Jaydeb Melā, because of the limited time period 

of the rural, periodic market, there is a shortened window of time where kīrtanīyās can 

come face to face with potential clients in order to facilitate the processes of exchange. 

And, as more and more kīrtanīyās flock to this event to perform, that window of time 

continues to shrink. The realities of this limited time span, and the manner that it incites 

an accumulation of demand, have spurred a number of different performative and other 

marketing techniques that kīrtanīyās employ at the melā. 
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 In the 1980s the face of the Jaydeb Melā began to significantly change as 

padāvalī-kīrtan musicians became more active in the event. Today, by some estimates, 

over two thousand kīrtanīyās come to the melā to perform. This increasing influx of 

kīrtanīyās has exacerbated the already competitive nature of the event, as obtaining 

opportunities to perform on the stages has become more difficult, and time slots shorter 

and shorter. Securing stage time has become a task that depends on a kīrtanīyā’s link to 

one of a variety of kīrtan samitis or various non-governmental regional aid organizations 

that set up temporary structures at the melā. The common terms used to refer to these 

organizations are ākhṛas or āśramas, and, in addition to setting up a stage and viewing 

area, the structures that these organizations erect include rudimentary lodging for 

musicians and temporary kitchens. Both terms--ākhṛa and āśrāma--carry a religious 

valence, referring to a Hindu monastic hermitage or temple. In the context of present-day 

West Bengal, the term āśrama is often combined with the word “seva” (“service”), and 

seva-āśrāmas are thus religiously themed aid organizations that might perform a number 

of food relief or other philanthropic tasks while also promoting a religious agenda. The 

seva-āśramas that come to the Jaydeb Melā are from throughout rural West Bengal, and 

the vast majority of performance stages at Jaydeb Melā are organized by such religious 

aid organizations. The administrators of these organizations control access to the stages, 

and determine who will perform on which stage, and for how long. Furthermore, seva-

āśramas offer basic lodging and food to kīrtanīyās who pay a set fee to use the facilities 

that each seva-āśrama offers. Therefore, paying a seva-āśrama for room and board has a 

direct bearing on a kīrtan troupe’s chance of getting stage time. The arrangement is not 
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too dissimilar to “pay-to-play” situations in competitive music markets in North America, 

as kīrtanīyās, if they are intent on getting the most visible time slots, need to be affiliated 

with a particular seva-āśrama. 

 To say that the competition for stage time at the Jaydeb Melā is fierce is 

something of an understatement. Indeed, a common technique that kīrtanīyās use in order 

to ensure that they get the allotted time segment that they have been scheduled for is what 

I term the kīrtan crowd out. As one kīrtan troupe begins to reach the end of their one-hour 

time slot, the next group climbs onto the stage and surrounds the performers (Figure 25). 

If the kīrtanīyās do not stop their performance, it is not uncommon for the next kīrtan 

troupe to point to their watches or even have words with the performers, causing the  

 

 

Figure 25: Kīrtan Crowd Out and Twenty-Four Hour Schedule 
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Figure 26: A Līlā-Kīrtan Audience at the Jaydeb Tillotama Seva-Āśrama Samiti Tent 

group on stage to abruptly cut their performance short. On account of the intense 

competition for time slots, seva-āśramas schedule performances on a rolling twenty-four 

hour schedule throughout the Jaydeb Melā, where each kīrtan troupe is given a one- to 

one-and-a-half hour time slot (Figure 25). Kīrtan troupes will thus often tirelessly rotate 

amongst different stages throughout the night; sleeping is more or less out of the question 

anyway, as the seva-āśrama lodging facilities directly abut the stages, which are blaring 

kīrtan music through maxed-out speaker systems throughout the entire evening.  

 Because of this competition, kīrtanīyās use a variety of techniques in order to 

expand their exposure to potential clients who will sign a contract with them for a future 

performance in the upcoming year. Firstly, kīrtanīyās need to secure stage time, which, as 

previously mentioned, is partly done through being affiliated with a particular seva-

āśrama. However, because each seva-āśrama wants to showcase a variety of performers 
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throughout the melā, there are always opportunities to perform on different stages 

throughout the event. During the Jaydeb Melā in 2012, Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty 

secured performance time in two of the biggest tents during the evening of Makar 

Sankranti, the busiest and most well attended evening of the melā. In one case, they 

secured time on the Pancha-Tattva Seva-Āśrama stage because this is the organization 

where they were paying for rooming and meals; and in the other case, they secured a time 

slot on the stage of the largest tent, the Jaydeb Tillotama Seva-Āśrama Samiti (Figure 

26), through Rahul Das’s networking from the previous year. The ability to book such 

high-profile time slots for such a young performer as Dyuti Chakrabarty is partly a 

testament to the high regard that stage organizers have for her singing, and an indication 

of Rahul Das’s management strategies.  

 A second technique that kīrtanīyās use to widen their exposure at the melā is the 

use of posters, banners and flyers to advertise their performance skills. Indeed, these 

posters are the most visible sign of the recent incursion of kīrtanīyās at the Jaydeb Melā, 

and the iconography and formatting for these posters resembles Dyuti Chakrabarty’s 

placard that she uses to advertise her kīrtan troupe when travelling. A common feature of 

these posters and banners is how they display the transcendental and mundane, mixing 

devotional iconography and cell phone numbers in an attempt to attract those who might 

hire them for paid performances (Figure 27). These advertisements for performers begin 

to go up the day before the melā, and gradually fill nearly every space available by the 

end of the three-day event, as kīrtan musicians advertise their services on the walls of  
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Figure 27: Promotional Poster at Jaydeb Melā 

 

Figure 28: Promotional Posters at Jaydeb Melā 

buildings and tents, trees, across pathways at the event, and every space imaginable 

(Figure 28). These posters, which are custom created for the Jaydeb Melā, will mention 

the specific seva-āśrama where a kīrtanīyā is staying. For example, the kīrtanīyā Dipika 
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Gayen’s poster (Figure 27) includes the following message at the bottom: “Jaydeb Melā 

Contact: Adi Dharmaraj Seva-Āśrama.” The purpose of this message is to inform 

interested clients that she is staying at the Adi Dharamaraj Seva-Āśrama, so that 

interested parties can locate her to arrange for future performances. Indeed, the Jaydeb 

Melā arrives at a crucial part of the year, as it directly precedes the busiest season for līlā-

kīrtan performances throughout West Bengal (February-June), and kīrtanīyās see the 

entire three-day Jaydeb Melā as an essential opportunity for advertising their troupe. 

They thus spare no expense in marketing themselves during the event, often operating at 

a significant loss when considering the expenses for travel, room and board, and 

promotional materials. This investment of human capital, however, does have its rewards. 

Rahul Das told me that his kīrtan troupe secures the vast majority of their yearly 

performance opportunities on the strength of the several one- to one-and-a-half hour 

performances that they give each year at the Jaydeb Melā.  

 The importance of guaranteeing exposure at this short event was brought into 

stark contrast at the Jaydeb Melā in 2012. I had arrived on the first day of performances 

when the crowds were still relatively small, and Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty had 

not arrived yet. Outside of one of the kīrtan tents in the morning, I noticed a young man 

who was pasting rudimentary black-and-white flyers that advertised Dyuti Chakrabarty’s 

kīrtan troupe on the wall of one of the permanent structures in Jaydeb Kenduli (Figure 

29). When asked, he told me that Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty had arranged for him 

to arrive early at the melā and begin promoting them before they had even arrived. At the  
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Figure 29: Poster for Dyuti Chakrabarty at Jaydeb Melā 

bottom of the flyer was a handwritten message that informed potential clients that Dyuti 

Chakrabarty could be found at the Pancha-Tattva Seva-Āśrama at Jaydeb Melā. Indeed, 

the backstage rooms at each seva-āśrama were busy spots where kīrtanīyās would meet 

with potential clients and sign contracts for future performances. Though they were 

nothing more than semi-private rooms with straw on the floor, these backstage locations 

became spaces for kīrtanīyās to meet future clients, and many kīrtanīyās, such as Dyuti 

Chakrabarty (Figure 30), put up large posters at the entrance to their room so that 

interested parties can find them. 

 As previously mentioned, the intense marketing techniques of kīrtanīyās at the 

Jaydeb Melā and their gradual infiltration of the stages and spaces at this rural event have  
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Figure 30: Backstage at the Pancha-Tattva Seva-Āśrama 

caused a certain amount of consternation among cultural activists and administrators 

involved with the melā. One such perspective suggests that the incursion of kīrtanīyās 

into the Jaydeb Melā has been at the expense of the Baul mendicant-singers, who, until 

the mid-1980s, were the main performers at this event (Capwell 1986). In a recent article 

in the Kolkata-based newspaper The Statesman, an article titled “Bauls Battle Kirtan 

Surge” addresses some of these concerns. Indeed, according to the cultural activists and 

administrators associated with the fair, the Baul performers have become overrun and 

“cornered” by the rapid incursion of kīrtan musicians.141 This development has alarmed 

cultural activists, who have suggested that the Jaydeb Melā is “gradually losing its 

character” on account of the more than two thousand kīrtan musicians who perform at the 

fair each year.142 

                                                
141 Statesman News Service, “Bauls Battle Kirtan Surge,” The Statesman, January 10, 2004. 
142 Ibid. 
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 One of most caustic appraisals of this kīrtan market comes from the historian and 

scholar of the Jaydeb Melā, Ajit Kumar Das. In his book Jaydeb-Melā: Sekāler o Ekāler 

["Jaydeb-Melā: Then and Now"], Das dedicates an entire chapter to the subject of the 

“Beginning of Degenerate Culture” (apasangskritir unmeṣa) at the Jaydeb Melā (1999, 

255). The discussion of this chapter promotes Das’s point of view, which suggests how, 

“by the influence of the religion of the age, today the religious [event] Jaydeba Melā has 

become impure, unsocial and inhuman” (ibid.). One of reasons for this, Das attests, is the 

“marketing” of kīrtanīyās (ibid., 263). He begins his tirade against kīrtanīyās by quoting a 

popular Bangla verse that describes how Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavas believe that the 

recommended religious practice for the present degraded cosmological age (Kali-Yuga) 

is the performance of nāma-saṅkīrtan, a practice that has been degraded by present-day 

kīrtanīyās on account of their interest in “marketing”: 

 Today, there is a fault even in the sphere of music. “Kali-yuge dharma nāma-saṅkīrtana 

 sāra” [“In the age of Kali, the essence of religion is the performance of nāma-

 saṅkīrtan”]—no one believes in this today...Only a few groups of kīrtan singers can be 

 seen roaming through the area of the melā. Moreover, the kīrtanīyās only come here for 

 the purpose of preaching their own glory. They think that this Jaydeb Melā is only a big 

 platform for [displaying] kīrtan propaganda and for procuring contracts for other 

 programs. They do not come here to show respect to Jayadeva who is the original guru of 

 padāvalī-kīrtan. So, in front of the āśrams and ākhras, the big posters with the names the 

 kīrtanīyā can be seen. It is a marketing thing (ibid.) 

Das is not alone in his opinion. In another recent article reacting to the influx of 

kīrtanīyās at the melā, Gautam Ganguly, the Birbhum district information and cultural 

officer, has commented that “most of the kirtanias perform in the mela to gain popularity. 
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For this, they even perform free of cost to make themselves known."143 Furthermore, this 

article notes how the Jaydeb Melā organizational committee estimates that kīrtanīyās and 

their clients annually agree to “contracts worth Rs. 2 Crore” [equivalent to roughly 

$330,000] at the Jaydeb Melā.144 

MUSIC AND MARKETING 
A similar perspective regarding padāvalī-kīrtan performance at the Jaydeb Melā surfaces 

among the discussions and perspectives of padāvalī-kīrtan performers and scholars in the 

urban setting of Kolkata. Upon returning from the Jaydeb Melā in January 2012, 

Kankana Mitra asked me about my experiences there. When I was beginning to describe 

some of the līlā-kīrtan performances that I had seen, she asked whether or not the boṛo-tāl 

style of slow-tempo padāvalī-kīrtan was common at the melā: “but there is no vilambit 

[“slow” style], isn’t it?” (personal communication, January 17, 2012). Indeed, because 

the average time slot for līlā-kīrtan performances at the Jaydeb Melā is only one hour, 

performing a boṛo-tāl style song (e.g. Gaura-candrikā) would take up nearly the entire 

time period. This fact has led performers who stress the cosmopolitan nature of the 

padāvalī-kīrtan tāl system to derisively call the type of kīrtans that take place at the 

Jaydeb Melā as “popular” (Kankana Mitra, personal communication, January 17, 2012). 

The opinion that this type of commercialization of padāvalī-kīrtan takes place at the 

Jaydeb Melā is not uncommon in the urban setting. For example, the kīrtan scholar 

Hiteshranjan Sanyal explains: “recently some professional singers have tried to shorten 

                                                
143 Statesman News Service, “Lost Tunes of the Bauls.” The Statesman, January 18, 2008.  
144 Ibid. 
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and simplify…kīrtan songs as much as possible. The result of this is that kīrtan music has 

been significantly damaged” (1989, 222). 

 If one aspect of promotion at the Jaydeb Melā involves an integrated marketing 

campaign using posters and networking, just as crucial is giving a musical performance 

that will attract new audiences. And, as previously mentioned, a problematic feature of 

the Jaydeb Melā is the relatively short time slots that kīrtanīyās have to perform. In this 

section, I analyze two ways that Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty modify their līlā-

kīrtan performance at the annual Jaydeb Melā. The first is the modification of the boṛo-tāl 

song style in order to conform to the shorter time slot allowance, and the second is the 

way they use popular Hindi-language devotional song texts at the Jaydeb Melā--two 

musical transformations that are considered as representative of cultural loss from the 

perspective of the urban cultural economy. 

 At her Jaydeb Melā performance at the Pancha-Tattva Seva-Āśrama on the night 

of Makar Sankranti in 2012, Dyuti Chakrabarty performed a shortened version of the 

“Noukā-vilāsa” līlā-kīrtan. The theme of Noukā-vilāsa (i.e. the “Boat Līlā”) is Radha and 

Krishna’s rendezvous on a boat in the midst of Vrindavan’s Yamuna River. However, 

before this tryst can take place, the līlā progresses through a number of episodes where 

Krishna calls Radha to meet him with his flute, and Radha has to thus devise a means for 

escaping from her mother-in-law and gradually finding her way to the river. It is there, on 

the riverbank, where Radha and her friends, who want to cross the river, call out to a 

mysterious boatman, who ends up being Krishna. The līlā then focuses on Radha and  
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Example 19: "āre mora āre mora gaurāṅga rāy" from Dyuti Chakrabarty's Jaydeb Melā 
Performance 

Krishna as they perform a series of different episodes on their boat in the midst of the 

river. 

 However, before elaborating on this līlā of Radha and Krishna, Dyuti Chakrabarty 

opens her performance with the Gaura-candrikā song that is meant to open the ritual 

frame for the Noukā-vilāsa līlā (See Example 19). Similarly to Nimai Mitra’s 

āre mora āre mora gaurāṅga rāya/ 
suradhunī majhe yāñā nabīna nābika hoiñā 
sahacara miliyā khelāya// 
 

“Oh, my Gaurāṅga Rāya (Caitanya); who, 
going in the midst of the Suradhunī (i.e. 
Ganges), began to play with his 
companions” 
 
 

priya gadādhara saṅge pūruba rabhasa 
raṅge noukāya basiyā kare keli/ 
ḍubu ḍubu kare lā bahaye biṣama bā dekhi 
hāse gorā banamālī// 

“Thinking of the happiness of his previous 
līlās, he [Caitanya] performed the same 
[līlās] on the boat with his dear Gadādhara. 
The wind was blowing fiercely, and the 
boat was about to be sink; seeing that 
smiled Gorā Banamālī [Caitanya] smiled.” 
 
 

keha kare utarola ghana ghana haribol 
dukule nadīyār loka dekhe/ 
bhubanamohana nāiyā dekhiyā bibaśa 
hoiyā 
yubatī bhulila lākhe lākhe// 

“Creating a commotion, some began to call 
the name of Hari [Krishna]; The people of 
Nadia [Nabadwip] were watching from 
both banks [of th river]. Seeing the world-
charming beauty of the boatman 
[Caitanya], thousands and thousands of 
maidens forgot everything else.” 
 
 

jagajana-citacora gaurasundara mora ye 
kare tāhāi parateka/ 
kahe dāsa rāmānande ehena ānanda kande 
bañcata rahinu mui eka 

“My Gaura-sundara [Caitanya] steals the 
minds of the entire world; see what he was 
doing. Rāmānanda Dāsa says, ‘only I am 
the one who is being deprived of [seeing] 
such a blissful event.’” 
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performance of the Rāsa-līlā in the previous chapter, Noukā-vilāsa is considered a 

depiction of the devotional mood of love-in-union (Chapter 2).145 As evident in this 

Gaura-candrikā pada, the theme of Radha and Krishna’s līlā is mirrored in Caitanya’s 

episodes in Nabadwip, as in this verse he is shown in a boat with one of his Bengal 

associates, Gadādhara. 

 However, because Dyuti Chakrabarty had only one and one-half hours for her 

performance, and performing the entire Gaura-candrikā song in the go-puccha style 

(Chapter 5) would itself take one hour to perform, this would mean that she would not be 

able to perform any of the episodes of Radha and Krishna that are the main focus of the 

Noukā-vilāsa episode. A solution to this conundrum is a presentation of a version of the  

 

Example 20: Shom Tāl and Song Text, Dyuti Chakrabarty's Gaura-candrikā at Jaydeb 
Melā 

                                                
145 More specifically, the Noukā-vilāsa līlā is categorized under saṇkīrṇa-sambhoga 
(“union mixed with contrary feelings”) in the Ujjvalanīlamaṇi (see 1341 BS [1934] edition). 
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Example 21: Lophā Tāl and Song Text, Dyuti Chakrabarty's Gaura-candrikā at Jaydeb 
Melā 

boṛo-tāl form that adapts what they have learned in from their teachers in Kolkata. 

Though they begin with the 28-mātrā Shom Tāl (Example 20),146 instead of progressing 

through a series of rhythmic and melodic transformations that are usually used for the 

second couplet of the first verse, they use only one tāl: the quicker, 6-mātrā Lophā Tāl 

(Example 21). This shorter meter takes less time to perform, and thus allows them to 

quickly reach the story of Radha and Krishna that, in many ways, is the centerpiece of 

their performance. In addition to singing the text of the pada in Lophā Tāl, Dyuti 

Chakrabarty follows this with an ākhar section in Lophā Tāl as well, the text for this 

section elaborating on the text of the pada: 

pada:   suradhunī majhe yāñā nabīna nābika hoiñā sahacara miliyā khelāya 

  “Caitanya, going in the midst of the Suradhuni (i.e. Ganges), began to play 
  with his companions” 

ākhar:   nabīna nire gaura āmār nabīna nire; se je dekhiyā dekhiyā pār kare dāi;  
  se je bhāba pare nabīna kāndare 

  “Our Gaura, in the fresh water; see how he helps us go across; he, the  
  young helmsman, [helps us cross] this material realm” 

                                                
146 The melody used for this pada would be almost identical to the melody transcribed in Chapter 5 for 
Nimai Mitra’s performance of Shom Tāl. 
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Example 22: Jāmālī in Choṭa Daśkośi Tāl 

 

Example 23: Birām Daśkośī Tāl, Ṭhekā 

Upon further analysis, however, the performative transformation that Rahul Das and 

Dyuti Chakrabarty introduce is more thoroughgoing than a simple replacement of one tāl 

for another. A comparison of their performance with my own studies of this Gaura-

candrikā song with Nimai Mitra (Dyuti Chakrabarty’s singing guru) revealed that Rahul 

Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty’s performance at the Jaydeb Melā included a number of 

musical transformations. Here I focus on the second couplet of the first verse of the song  
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Example 24: Birām Daśkośī Tāl, Kāṭān 

"āre mora āre mora gaurāṅga rāya" (Example 19). In my lessons with Nimai Mitra, the 

text of the second couplet of this verse--“suradhunī majhe yāñā” etc.--is treated in five 

different ways. Firstly, before the text of the couplet is sung, it is prefaced by a short 

performance in the Choṭo Daśkośī Tāl called Jāmālī (Example 22). This short prefatory 

section uses the text “āhā re āhā mori mori,” which, similar to ākhar-style texts, uses a 

vocative style. The words “āhā” and “re” can be translated as “Oh,” while the term 

“mori” is translated as “my.” The second treatment of the text of the couplet uses the 14-

mātrā Birām Daśkośī Tāl Ṭhekā (Example 23). Third, the performance of the ākhar-like 

kāṭān vocal section is sung with the Birām Daśkośī Tāl Kāṭān (Example 24). Fourth, 

there is a repeat performance of the main text of the song in Lophā Tāl (Musical Example 

21); and, finally, there is performance of ākhar text, which also is in Lophā Tāl. In total, 
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then, comparing Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty’s performance at the Jaydeb Melā 

with the original musical form that Dyuti Chakrabarty learned from Nimai Mitra reveals 

that they omitted three of the five rhythmic and melodic transformations of the text: 

“āre moro āre moro gaurāṅga rāya”, 
Go-puccha Form, Nimai Mitra 

“āre moro āre moro gaurāṅga rāya”, 
Jaydeb Melā Performance, Dyuti 
Chakrabarty and Rahul Das 

1. Choto Daśkośī Tāl (Jāmālī) 1. Lophā Tāl, Ṭhekā 
2. Birām Daśkośī Tāl, Ṭhekā 2. Lophā Tāl, Ākhar 
3. Birām Daśkośī Tāl, Kāṭān  
4. Repeat performance of the first verse in      
    Lophā Tāl 

 

5. Lophā Tāl, Ākhar  
 

 Dyuti Chakrabarty and Rahul Das’s modification of the go-puccha form in 

performance is significant. By omitting three of the five methods of musical expansion, 

they have drastically shortened the amount of time it would take to complete the second 

couplet of this verse, thus providing more time for the segment of their līlā-kīrtan that 

will focus on the Noukā-vilāsa līlā. Indeed, instead of exemplifying the concept of 

expansion that is key to līlā-kīrtan performances (Chapter 5), it could be said that this 

section of their Jaydeb Melā performance was a form of temporal contraction, albeit one 

that is influenced by the general accumulation of demand that is part and parcel of the 

Jaydeb Melā. 

 In addition to introducing a transformation of the go-puccha song form, Dyuti 

Chakrabarty’s performance also introduces song texts that kīrtanīyās in the urban 

economy would consider unorthodox. Indeed, unlike the līlā-kīrtan of Nimai Mitra,  
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prabhu ka nām japa mana mere 
dura kare vahi saṁkada tere 
 

“Meditate on the name of God; make your 
troubles go far away.”  

jivan rena vasera he 
kyā terā kyā merā he 
du neno se nira bahe re 
dura kare vahi saṁkada tere 
 

“Life is but a night’s stop; what is yours? 
What is mine?; tears flow from both eyes; 
make your troubles go far away” 

piṅjarā jaba khula jātā he 
paṅchi kaba ruka pātā he 
kyuṅg isa kā apasosa kare 
 

“When the cage opens, when can the bird 
be stopped? Why regret this? Make your 
troubles go far away? 

hare krishna hare krishna krishna krishna 
hare hare 
hare rāma hare rāma rāma rāma hare hare 
 

 

Example 25: Hindi devotional song from Dyuti Chakrabarty's Jaydeb Melā Performance 

which used only songs from the repertoire of Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire, Dyuti 

Chakrabarty’s performance at the Jaydeb Melā uses popular Hindi devotional songs. 

Though these Hindi song texts are not part of the Manoharasāhī style as taught by 

performers like Nimai Mitra and Kankana Mitra, Dyuti Chakrabarty and Rahul Das use 

them because they are seen as popular with rural audiences at Jaydeb Melā.  

 One Hindi devotional song used in their Jaydeb Melā performance was a 

performance of “prabhu ka nām japa mana mere,” a song made famous by Mukeshchand 

Mathur, a popular Indian recording artist in the 1940-70s (Example 25). Mukesh, as he is 

commonly known, recorded nearly one thousand songs for Hindi film soundtracks and 

commercial recordings during this period, and “prabhu ka nām japa mana mere” remains 

a well-known Hindi-language devotional song.147 Dyuti Chakrabarty’s performance of 

                                                
147 For details on the career of Mukesh, see Ranade (2006), p. 374-379. 
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this popular Hindi song occurs during her kathā sections of spoken narrative that are 

interspersed between the verses of the Gaura-candrikā song. After singing the second 

couplet of the first verse of the Gaura-candrikā pada, which describes how Caitanya 

began to play in the Ganges River with his companions, Dyuti Chakrabarty extends the 

boat theme of the Noukā-vilāsa episode to her discussion of Caitanya’s religious process. 

She poses a question to the audience at the Jaydeb Melā: what shall we have to give to 

Caitanya in order to be ferried across the ocean of suffering that is this material realm?: 

 Not very much. But what does he [Caitanya] say? “Just once given an offering of tears.” 

 This means that one has to cry out loud with love, wailing, “where are you Gaura”? Only 

 then will he ferry you across [the ocean of the material realm]. One has to only once cry 

 “Oh Gaura” with devotion…See, we advise that one should always chant the name of 

 Hari [Krishna]. Why? What will happen if one chants the name of Hari? Just listen to 

 what the poet says.  

This kathā section segues into the performance of the Hindi devotional song. The 

connection between Dyuti Chakrabarty’s speech and the song is clear: just as Caitanya 

says that one must offer tears through the chanting of Krishna’s name, so, too, does the 

poet of the Hindi devotional song suggest that one should “meditate on the name of 

Prabhu,” a common epithet for divinity. Indeed, not only does the text of the song 

didactically request one to meditate on God, Dyuti Chakrabarty inserts the hare krishna 

mantra inbetween verses of the song in her Jaydeb Melā performance, a slight variation 

on the most well-known recording of this devotional song by the Hindi film singer 

Mukesh. The performance of this song is also accompanied by the four-mātrā Keharva 
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Tāl, a tāl that is more commonly performed on the tabla in the context of Hindi film song 

or lighter Hindustani classical genres. 

 When discussing the way that kīrtanīyās adjust their performance at the Jaydeb 

Melā with Kankana Mitra in Kolkata, she commented that performances that exclude the 

go-puccha song form are representative of a “light” type of kīrtan, one that is first and 

foremost structured to become “popular” (personal communication, January 17, 2012). 

This characterization, encompassed in Kankana Mitra’s use of the word “popular,” 

suggests how these performances, in her opinion, lacked an authenticity because they did 

not use the boṛo-tāl form. However, when speaking with Rahul Das about these 

transformations that he and Dyuti Chakrabarty introduced in their Jaydeb Melā 

performance, he would also invoke the concept of the popular, albeit in a different way. 

Indeed, when I asked Rahul Das about his transformation of the boṛo-tāl form and his use 

of Hindi devotional songs, his answer, far from exhibiting a sense of “lack,” revealed an 

attempt to highlight the genre’s relevance to contemporary audiences. Rahul explains:  

 the result of intensive media use is that people are listening to all kinds of songs. The 

 public does not demand [padāvalī-kīrtan]. Instead, [they say] I would like to listen to 

 Rabindra-sangit and Hindi bhajans [or devotional songs]…[Therefore,] you need to keep 

 pace with these, and you need to harmonize with these [genres] (Personal 

 Communication, December 12, 2012) 

These popular genres that Rahul speaks of, and that dominate contemporary Bengali 

listening habits, certainly feature less austere meters than the boṛo-tāl style of padāvalī-

kīrtan. Rather than being viewed as driven solely by self-interest and money making, 
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therefore, Dyuti Chakrabarty and Rahul Das’s shortening of the Gaura-candrikā song and 

use of Hindi devotional songs might be more productively seen as a way of making 

padāvalī-kīrtan relevant to contemporary audiences that have a different set of musical 

interests than those of the urban cultural economy.  

 Another development in padāvalī-kīrtan performance in the last decade has been 

the rise in popularity of VCD media as a means for kīrtanīyās to record and distribute 

their līlā-kīrtans to a wider audience. Similarly to performances at the Jaydeb Melā, the 

use of VCD technology has required musicians to reconsider how to present 

performances in a limited time span, as they use this new media form to find new 

audiences for kīrtan. 

LĪLĀ-KĪRTAN VCDS: PRODUCTION AND TEXT 
When I was discussing the popularity of līlā-kīrtan VCDs with Nimai Mitra in 2012, he 

summarily referred to this entire endeavor of recording, producing, and distributing these 

media as “business” (personal communication, October 8, 2012). His use of the word 

business was not congratulatory; rather, it suggested that because the primary goal of 

these media was to circulate in a network of economic exchange, they were marked by a 

certain sense of inauthenticity. More specifically, Nimai Mitra once told me that media 

representations of kīrtan are responsible for “cutting” boṛo-tāl kīrtan performances, as 

kīrtanīyās have to shrink their performances within the limited time frame allowed by 

commercial media forms. Furthermore, by referring to VCD production as business, he 

meant to distance this mediated style of performance from what he himself taught to the 
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numerous kīrtanīyās who came to study the boṛo-tāl style from him, a style which he saw 

as primarily influenced by the domain of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious aesthetics.  

 Similarly to the debates regarding how markets influence musical performance 

discussed above, the sphere of VCD production by kīrtanīyās proves a contentious issue. 

While a previous generation of musicians, such as Nimai Mitra, have strong opinions 

about the limitations of the medium, and the manner that it influences musical form, the 

ability to produce and distribute līlā-kīrtan VCDs remains a central endeavor in the 

professional careers of present-day kīrtanīyās. Indeed, during the off-season months, 

when kīrtanīyās are not touring throughout West Bengal, they are often engaged in 

recording, filming, and producing VCDs that are based on their live līlā-kīrtan 

performances. Though the margins of profit remain slim for most kīrtanīyās who sell 

their VCDs at their rural performances, the distribution of well-produced media is a way 

to spread one’s name in order to get more invitations for performances: like the placards 

and posters mentioned earlier, each līlā-kīrtan VCD includes the contact information and 

cell phone numbers for kīrtanīyās.  

 If one method of analyzing līlā-kīrtan VCDs might focus on similar issues as 

discussed above, namely, how their shorter time allowances require kīrtanīyās to adjust 

the boṛo-tāl style, in what follows I pursue a different mode of analysis. My specific 

focus is on the video images of līlā-kīrtan VCDs and how they are considered to display 

lack in comparison to the products of the commercial music industry of the urban sphere. 

A common opinion regarding līlā-kīrtan VCDs is that the final text of the medium 
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represents a lack of “technological savvy,” a point driven home to me in a November 

2012 interview with the Head of Operations at the Kolkata-based regional music 

company, Raga Music. Drawing on ethnographic approaches to the study of media 

(Ginsburg et al 2002; Dornfield 1998), I hope to complicate this idea that VCD 

production is a mere reflection of a subaltern aesthetic preference by reading the text of 

the VCD through the lens of my own ethnographic involvement with the methods of 

production, and an analysis of the larger economic frame that surrounds the production 

and distribution of these media. I thus draw from Barry Dornfield’s attempt to use an 

analysis of media production as a counterbalance to media studies approaches that focus 

exclusively on the media-as-text (1998). What I intend to illustrate is the manner that the 

sounds and images of VCDs--as cultural artifacts--are the results of a complex dynamic 

of aesthetic and economic relationships that index the place of kīrtanīyās in West 

Bengal’s cultural economy. In this sense, through an analysis of both VCD production 

and content, I attempt to note how media are “cultural products” that, in many ways, 

derive from “social processes” (Spitulnik 1993).  

Raga Music, the “Open Market,” and the Subalterity of VCD Images 
In November 2012 I met with Sweta, the Head of Operations for Raga Music in her busy 

office that overlooks the busy Esplanade area of central Kolkata. From here, as Head of 

Operations, she oversees Raga Music and True Eastern Music, two regional media 

companies that specialize in Bangla-language audio and video media. Sweta has found 

time to speak with me for thirty minutes, fitting our discussion in between the numerous 
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meetings that she has with young musicians and producers who file in and out of her 

office throughout the day. 

 Our discussion began with a brief history of Raga Music, a company founded in 

1997 with the main aim of producing and distributing Bangla-language media. Its 

catalogue of releases is thus mostly directed at a Bengali regional audience, and Raga 

Music categorizes its releases under a series of genre headings such as “Tagore” 

(referring to Rabindra-sangeet styles), “Devotional,” “Folk,” “Modern” etc.148 As Sweta 

informed me, one of Raga Music’s main contributions to the Bengali regional music 

market has been the popularity of their devotional releases, a genre which includes a 

variety of Hindu devotional genres that feature songs in praise of a variety of Hindu 

deities. Also included in this group are a small number of audio and video releases of līlā-

kīrtan. Raga Music releases come in three formats: audio CDs, Video CDs (VCDs), and 

MP3 format discs. The centerpiece of the Raga Music līlā-kīrtan catalogue is the entire 

collection of the līlā-kīrtan recordings of Chabi Bandhopadhyay, the popular Bengali 

cinema performer of the mid-twentieth century (Chapter 3). In addition to her shorter 

soundtrack recordings of the mid-twentieth century, she recorded numerous long play 

records in the 1970-80s, and Raga Music acquired the rights to these recordings after it 

formed, and have now been re-released as VCDs.149 In these recent releases, Raga Music 

has hired actors and a film crew to record video that would be coupled with Chabi 

                                                
148 See the Raga Music store website: http://ragamusic.co.in/store/index.php/ (Accessed March 6, 2014). 
149 For examples of some of Chabi Bandhopadhyay’s LP see Bandhopadhyay 1984 and 1986 (in 
Discography). 
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Bandhopadhyay’s previously recorded audio tracks. Because Raga Music is one of the 

larger Bengali regional media companies, and on account of its relationship with the 

famous Chabi Bandhopadhyay, releasing a līlā-kīrtan VCD with Raga Music carries a 

certain amount of prestige, especially since kīrtanīyās would have their VCD sold in the 

central Kolkata retail store, M. Biswas & Symphony, perhaps the largest music store in 

Kolkata. In fact, with few exceptions, M. Biswas & Symphony only retails līlā-kīrtan 

VCDs that are produced by the Raga Music label. 

 In 2012, Raga Music released Dyuti Chakrabarty’s “Noukā-vilāsa” VCD on the 

Raga Music label (Figure 31). Soon after, it was duly placed in one of the three small 

bins in the back of the M. Biswas & Symphony retail store where the Raga Music-

produced līlā-kīrtan VCDs are offered for sale. When I first came across the  

 

Figure 31: Dyuti Chakrabarty's 2012 "Noukā-Vilāsa" Released by Raga Music 
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inconspicuous placement of this VCD, wedged between dozens of other līlā-kīrtan VCDs 

in a small bin in the back of the store, my intuition was that the prospects for selling a 

large number of units were slim. Indeed, this point was reinforced when I discussed Dyuti 

Chakrabarty’s recent release with Sweta. Though Raga Music does produce līlā-kīrtan 

VCDs, this genre represents an extremely small portion of its entire catalogue of regional 

music. Out of a total of some two thousand audio and video products for sale, this 

company has eleven līlā-kīrtan VCDs in its entire catalogue. So, while being one of only 

a small handful of artists who sign to the label might carry some prestige in the sense of 

exclusivity, the tiny portion of the Raga Music catalogue dedicated to this genre might 

also give one pause regarding how dedicated Raga Music is to promoting their līlā-kīrtan 

products.  

 In our discussion, Sweta made a clear distinction between kīrtan VCDs that will 

sell successfully in retail stores, and those that will not sell on the “open market,” as she 

called it. In the first category, she explained, are the recordings of the well-known 

kīrtanīyā Chabi Bandhopadhyay, which, as noted, form the centerpiece of Raga Music’s 

catalogue of kīrtan recordings. In the second category, Sweta described the VCDs of 

newer padāvalī-kīrtan performers, like Dyuti Chakrabarty, whose VCDs sell only a very 

small number in retail stores like M. Biswas & Symphony. Sweta was clear in her 

opinion when she told me point-blank that Dyuti Chakrabarty’s VCDs will not sell in the 

open market. In using this term, Sweta referred to urban retail stores, for the simple 

reason that Raga Music has ceased selling their products to music retailers outside of 
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Kolkata. Though they previously worked directly with retail shops outside of Kolkata, at 

present they only have a few rural distribution points where rural retailers must go in 

order to get Raga Music products. The reason for this is that issues of musical piracy and 

unpaid invoices have made the distribution of their products in rural locations financially 

untenable. The unfortunate paradox of this situation for performers like Dyuti 

Chakrabarty is that her VCDs have a much better chance of selling in the rural market 

than in Kolkata.  

 I queried Sweta further regarding why the majority of līlā-kīrtan VCDs would not 

sell in the open market of urban retail stores. Her response suggested that these media are 

not popular in Kolkata because they lack a level of production quality that an urban 

audience expects. In the following passage, she formulates an indexical relationship 

between the rural regions of West Bengal--where these types of VCDs are popular--and a 

viewing preference for these media that is made up of religious belief and a lack of media 

“savvy”: 

 I think that whoever is the follower of the [līlā-kīrtan] VCDs, [whoever likes the] visuals 

 of padāvalī-kīrtan [VCDs]…they are basically from [the] interior. These people are 

 not…Kolkata-based, city-based. They are not city-based. That is the main thing. The city 

 people want to follow animated products… And in interior, the people today are just a 

 little bit down-to-earth, or something, you can say. They are not very technologically 

 savvy. They believe in God or something--that means all the spirits [and] all the 

 mythological [topics] 

Sweta then contrasts the style of production used in līlā-kīrtan VCDs with the types of 

media production that are more popular with urban audiences. She mentions that one 
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method where VCDs deal with the “spirits” and “mythological” topics is their use 

computer-generated effects to depict such scenes, and Sweta thus mentions the presence 

of “jyotis,” or magical flames, that are commonly used in VCD production. In contrast, 

describing the types of media that urban Kolkata-based consumers prefer, she mentions 

the 2010 Indian blockbuster film, Robot, a release that was famous for its consummate 

use of high-quality CGI graphics (Computer-generated Imagery). Putting a period on our 

conversation, she reiterated the divide between rural and urban media consumption: “So 

in interior people believe all these kinds of presentation. But in Kolkata there is nobody.”  

 Though the split between urban and rural methods of media production and 

consumption has a particular history in the context of West Bengal, a more widespread 

connection between the use of VCD technology and musicians in the “global south” 

(Stobart 2010) is clear, based on a survey of recent research. The use of VCD technology 

in Bhojpuri folk music in Bihar, north India (Manuel 2012), Uttarakhandi gīt in the 

Himalayan foothills (Fiol 2010), a variety of originario (indigenous) genres in Bolivia 

(Stobart 2010), and dunglen performance in Tibet (Morcom 2008), all are cases of groups 

who use VCD technology and whose recording products orbit outside of large-scale 

national and international commercial music industries. When developed by 

technological juggernauts Philips and Sony in 1993, the VCD format offered the ability 

to encode audio and video on a regular compact disc. However, this technology did not 

become a part of marketing schemes in the “global north,” as media companies in Europe 

and North American already had their designs set on the newly developing DVD 
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technology, which could offer a higher video quality because of its larger data capacity 

(Stobart 2010, 28). Philips and Sony, therefore, chose China as the launching place for 

this new technology, where, as Shujen Wang notes, this media technology was hugely 

profitable due to low costs of the reproduction equipment and the ease with which this 

format could be adapted to existing media technology, especially audio CD players (cited 

in Stobart 2010, 29). Furthermore, because many households in China did not yet have 

VHS systems, VCD technology was adopted as a newer method for recording and 

viewing video, especially because this medium was not as susceptible to humidity as 

VHS cassettes were.  

 In India, the emergence of VCD technology came on the heels of the vast 

networks of regional media production that had been part and parcel of the boom in the 

cassette industry in the 1980s (Manuel 1993). The adoption of cassette technology 

beginning in the late 1970s, Manuel argues, spurred a rapid “decentralization” (ibid., 2) 

of the “oligopolistic” grip (ibid., 44) that the Hindi film industry had on popular music 

production. Because of the way it challenged “one-way” media such as the cinema, 

cassette technology in north India allowed for smaller-scale media companies to produce 

language- and region-specific products. Cassette technology was gradually replaced with 

VCDs beginning in the 2000s, and is now one of the dominant media forms throughout 

north India’s regional music market, especially with the “lower classes” (Manuel 2012, 
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226).150 The shift from cassette to digital technology has been profound, and as Manuel 

has recently noted, “digital technologies [including VCDs] have come to largely eclipse 

cassettes in India” (ibid., 223), a phenomenon I would argue is plainly obvious in the case 

of līlā-kīrtan media where cassettes are nowhere to be found in the present music market. 

One of the surprising characteristics of the shift from cassettes to digital media, Manuel 

notes, is the lack of any large spike in retail costs: VCDs retail for Rs. 30-50 (under a 

dollar) despite the fact that they include the considerable added expense of video 

recording and editing as part of their production costs. The same price tag is common in 

the case of līlā-kīrtan VCDs, were the upper range of VCDs retail for Rs. 50 (for 

example, Raga Music releases), with a more common price being around Rs. 40. 

 The relatively affordable price tag for līlā-kīrtan VCDs does not necessarily 

reflect a price that will cover production costs. Indeed, like many other case studies of 

VCDs, the evidence seems to point to the fact that, more often than not, musicians use 

VCDs to promote themselves for live performances, and often do not expect to make a 

profit on sales.151 In the case of producing a līlā-kīrtan VCD, the entire production cost 

can be between Rs. 30,000-50,000 (roughly $500-$800), considerably less than Manuel’s 

research into the costs of Bhojpuri VCD production, which are estimated at $1,700 (2012, 

227). One reason for this might be the size of the regional līlā-kīrtan market, where 

thousands of musicians are constantly producing VCDs, thus driving down the costs of 

                                                
150 The case may be similar in south India, but as of yet there is little research that has studied VCD 
production in this region. 
151 See, for example, Morcom (2008), p. 266. 
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production on account of competition between recording studios and film production 

staff. Nevertheless, if the high-end estimates of VCD production are taken as standard 

(Rs. 50,000), then, after considering the ensuing duplication costs (roughly Rs. 10 per 

VCD) a kīrtanīyā would have to sell nearly 1,800 units to cover costs. This is a daunting 

figure considering how līlā-kīrtan VCDs do not feature in the retail setting. It might be, 

then, that the kīrtanīyā’s phone number on the back of the VCD case (Figure 31) is as 

important a number as the price tag on the front, as musicians consider the prime 

importance of the VCD a promotional tool that will help arrange live performances. 

These live events will pay the kīrtan troupe anywhere between Rs. 8,000 (for emerging 

artists) to Rs. 30,000 (for some of the most popular performers in West Bengal), figures 

that can quickly counterbalance any financial losses incurred in the production of VCDs. 

 This brief overview of the economics of VCD production in the case of līlā-kīrtan 

VCDs in West Bengal is meant to complicate the opinion that these media are only the 

result of a subaltern, rural preference for video consumption. Indeed, taking into account 

the marginal economic gains that result from VCD production, spending more money on 

the filming of the video for these VCDs would seem a wasteful expense. In the following 

analysis, I seek to contextualize the relationship between VCD production and the final 

media text in such a way as to suggest that there is more at work than simply a lack of 

technical savvy, as suggested by the Head of Operations at the Kolkata-based Raga 

Music. What comes to bear on the entire project of making a kīrtan VCD, I argue, is the 

manner by which the rural cultural economy, and its embedded expectations for a low-
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profit return, influences production decisions. During a recent project, I accompanied 

Rahul Das through several stages of the production of a VCD produced by SM Music: a 

līlā-kīrtan VCD on the Radha-Krishna episode of “Muralī-bṛṣṭi” (“The Flute’s Rain”) by 

the kīrtanīyā Shampa Mishra.  

Muralī-bṛṣṭi: Līlā-Kīrtan VCDs and the One-Take Economy 
The process of producing a kīrtan VCD goes through three distinct stages: 1) the 

recording of the audio track in the studio; 2) the filming of the video segment in several 

locations; and 3) the syncing of video clips to the completed audio track. The process of 

recording the līlā-kīrtan audio track, much like a live līlā-kīrtan performance, features 

both spoken narration (kathā) and the performance of various songs that highlight 

different moments in the episodes of Radha and Krishna, or Caitanya. The kīrtanīyā’s 

audio-only studio performance will consist of a shortened version of a live līlā-kīrtan 

performance. If a live performance lasts between three to four hours, the studio version 

will be shortened to roughly 45-50 minutes. As mentioned previously, this shortened time 

slot requires that most (if not all) boṛo-tāl style songs are omitted.  

 After the initial day of recording the līlā-kīrtan audio, a second day of overdubs 

and mixing refines the audio track before the filming begins. For the “Muralī-Bṛṣṭi” VCD 

under study here, I accompanied Rahul Das to the recording studio Audio On in the 

Kolkata suburb of Bally, where he, the engineer, and the main singer, Shampa Mishra, 

listened to the recording and corrected minor issues with the vocal part. In this session, 

Shampa Mishra’s music guru, Manoranjan Bhattacharjee, came into the studio, and often  
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Figure 32: Shampa Mishra's "Muralī-Bṛṣṭi" VCD Released by SM Music 

suggested how the vocal part could be improved. A final aspect of this studio session was 

the addition of various pastoral sound effects such as rain or the sound of waterfalls and 

birds chirping, which were stock sound effects added by the engineer and Rahul Das.  

 The structure of Shampa Mishra’s līlā-kīrtan follows the general “order” of līlā-

kīrtan performance (Chapter 5). It begins with the Sanskrit mantras and nām-kīrtan found 

in the maṅgalācaraṇ section of a full-scale līlā-kīrtan performance, before a performance 

of a pada in praise of Caitanya, before proceeding to the līlā of Radha and Krishna. The 

main section of the Radha and Krishna episode begins with Radha and Krishna 

awakening in the forest right before sunrise. They then realize that their night together is 

almost at an end, and Radha requests Krishna to help her dress before she leaves for her 
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home. After this, she mistakenly brings Krishna’s flute with her, having forgotten that she 

was holding it in her hand, and a number of different episodes then follow this initial 

mistake, as Radha and her friends attempt to keep her mother-in-law and sister-in-law 

from finding out about her possession of Krishna’s flute and her nighttime tryst with him 

in the forest. 

 The second stage of production is the film shoot. For the drama direction in the 

“Muralī-Bṛṣṭi” VCD Rahul Das hired Tapash Debnath, an instructor of drama and kathak 

style dance at Rabindra Bharati University in Kolkata. For the roles of Radha and 

Krishna, Tapash Debnath brought two of his students, also from Rabindra Bharati 

University, who would be the main actor and actress in the līlā. The shoot was held at the 

Hangeshwari Temple in the town of Bansberia in the Hooghly district of West Bengal, 

which was a two-hour-plus train ride north of Kolkata. The Hangeshwari Temple is an 

eighteenth-century Kali temple located on the western bank of the Hooghly River, and 

this locale was chosen for the ruins and pastoral locales that surround the temple. In order 

to organize this film shoot, Rahul Das had to arrange for a large number of directors, 

actors, film production staff, and general workers to be on hand for the entire day. In 

addition, he had to arrange for catering for the rather large party of roughly fifteen 

individuals involved in the production. The entire monetary commitment needed to 

mobilize this party and facilitate the film shoot in rural West Bengal meant that the 

shooting had to be completed in one day. In the following section, I analyze two scenes  
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Figure 33: Tapash Debnath Instructs Radha and Krishna Between Scenes 

of the VCD in order to focus on the relationship between VCD production and the final 

product of the VCD. 

 I stand in a recently mowed hay field that sits behind the Hangeshwari Temple. 

The actor and actress playing Radha and Krishna for Rahul Das’s newest līlā-kīrtan VCD 

production have paused to adjust their makeup before filming of the next scene. While 

doing so, Tapash Debnath instructs them regarding the sequences of events in the next 

scene (Figure 33). Rahul Das, standing nearby, discusses today’s schedule of scenes with 

the cameraman, while a variety of other actors and actresses involved in the filming and 

curious locals watch on. For the moment, the CD player hooked up to a car battery that 

has been blaring the audio track that these scenes are meant to accompany has been 

turned off, bringing a brief silence. This pause between scenes is only momentary, 

however; it is already 2 p.m. in the afternoon, and there are a number of shots that have to 
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be completed before the sun sets at 5 p.m. on this late autumn day. The filming began 

relatively late today, at 12:30 p.m., on account of the grueling day of filming that took 

place on the day before. This late start has lent a sense of concentrated anxiety to the 

shoot: each take that goes awry presents another wrinkle in the schedule, and, if the sun 

sets before the final outdoor shot is complete, Rahul Das’s budget will not allow for 

another day of filming, which would require bringing the actors and actresses and 

production crew out to this rural locale again. On account of this, the production involves 

a one-take method. There is no time to make sure that the actors and actresses have 

learned their lines, or memorized the stage directions that they will need to enact for each 

shot; rather, the production method often involves direction that takes place as the camera 

is filming. Because these shots consist of only the images that will overlay the previously 

recorded audio track, the directions shouted out to the actors and actresses will not be 

heard on the final VCD. 

 One challenge presented in the production of līlā-kīrtan VCDs is the use of actors 

and actresses that are only minimally familiar with the recording that they will have to 

mime in the course of performance. Though there might only be a few places in the 

filming where this is required, it often presents a difficulty, especially considering the 

contracted time schedule for the VCD film shoot. During the filming of the Muralī-Bṛṣṭi 

līlā-kīrtan VCD, such a scene occurred at the point in the episode when Radha and 

Krishna awaken and realize that they will have to be separated because of the 

approaching dawn. The challenge in this scene was how the actress playing Radha could 
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turn the pre-recorded audio track into a diegetic event. That is, how successfully could 

she mime Shampa Mishra’s audio track with which she was only marginally familiar? 

 In the final product of the VCD, the audio track for this segment features Shampa 

Mishra, who voices the role of both narrator and Radha. However, there are two video-

recorded scenes that accompany this audio track. In the first scene we see Shampa 

Mishra, as she mimes her own previously recorded audio track standing in a Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava temple before images of Radha, Krishna, and Caitanya (Figure 34). The other 

scene features Radha and Krishna sitting in a pastoral locale. Here, Krishna sits with a 

dejected face, as Radha informs him that they must both leave now for their respective 

homes (Figure 34). In the transcription of the audio for these two scenes, I use three 

levels of verbal representation in order to underscore the tenuous relationship between 

image and sound in this VCD: 1) normal text is meant to convey a successful lip-syncing 

of the audio by both Shampa Mishra and the actress who plays Radha in the scene; 2)  

 

Figure 34: Images of Shampa Mishra (left) and Radha and Krishna (right) from "Muralī-

Bṛṣṭi" 
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words in italics represent a case where there is only a marginal connection between sound 

and image (i.e. unsuccessful miming); and, finally, bold text represents a video 

performance that completely omits the miming of a phrase: 

 Shampa Mishra-as-narrator: Today, Radharani, while crying, says to her beloved 

 [Krishna]:  

 Shampa Mishra-as-Radha: “This secret līlā of ours, you know, no one can know about 

 this. Let’s go. Let’s go! We have remained together throughout the night, but now we’ll 

 go to our homes. But, before that, you will help me dress.”  

 Shampa Mishra-as-narrator: Today, our Govinda [Krishna] helped Radha dress. 

The first item of note is the fact that, not surprisingly, Shampa Mishra is able to give a 

more faithful miming of the pre-recorded audio track, as she was the one who originally 

recorded the audio. In the case of Radha’s performance, however, the level of fidelity 

between the audio and image is clearly less exacting. While the majority of Radha’s 

filmic part bears only a limited relationship with the audio track (as represented by the 

text in italics), some phrases are altogether missing in the video images (e.g. the second 

iteration of “Let’s go!” in bold text).  

 While it might be easy to solely attribute this lack of verisimilitude to the actress’s 

performance, a further consideration of the context of this particular VCD shoot adds 

another dimension to our understanding. As previously noted, this particular scene--one 

of the first in the entire VCD featuring Radha and Krishna--took place at 2 p.m. 

Considering that there were a number of other outdoor dramatic scenes that had to be 

completed by sundown at 5 p.m., Rahul Das and his production team did not have time to  
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Figure 35: Tapash Debnath (black shirt) Shouts the Script to the Actress Playing Radha 

During Filming 

rehearse scenes. Instead, the dramatic direction for this production often took place while 

the camera was rolling. While the audio track was loudly blaring through a sound system, 

the dramatic director, Tapash Debnath, read Radha’s lines from his script while 

simultaneously yelling them out to Radha for her to lip sync (Figure 35). And, because 

the camera was filming, the dramatic director had to shout them out a fraction of a second 

before they could be heard from the sound system, so that Radha’s miming would appear 

to be coterminous with the audio. At times this method was marginally successful; for 

example, when Radha would mime her audio part at more or less the same time as the 

audio. But, at other times, this method did not seem to work at all. For example, when 

Tapas Debnath shouted out a line too late (e.g. “Let’s Go!”), and Radha was not able to 

mime this audio event for the video track.  
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Figure 36: Various Production Techniques in "Muralī-Bṛṣṭi” 

 This short kathā section then leads into a performance of the pada “hari nija 

āñcare rāimukha mochai,” by the padakartā Govinda Dāsa, which gives a detailed 

description of Radha’s dressing. While this song is performed on the audio track for the 

VCD, the video switches between two scenes: the first is Shampa Mishra miming her 

own vocal part in a Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava temple, and the second is a scene that shows 

Krishna assisting Radha as she adjusts her makeup and dress to return home. Radha and 

Krishna are in the same pastoral setting as the previous scene, but now they rise so that 

Krishna can assist Radha, as he pretends to fix her makeup and hair, before adjusting her 

dress, only to pause to gaze at her beauty when finished. Radha then pulls her sari over 

her face and turns to go, as Krishna’s gaze follows her and she leaves the camera frame. 

What is striking about this short scene is that during the performance of this one song, 

which lasts roughly two and a half minutes, this scene is repeated six times, using a 

variety of different production techniques. The video for this scene is presented in color, 

black and white, and a split-frame image, which shows Shampa Mishra side-by-side with 

the episode of Radha and Krishna that she is narrating (Figure 36). This scene is also a 

pivotal moment in the Muralī-Bṛṣṭi līlā, as Radha, who has been holding Krishna’s flute 
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while he was helping her dress, forgets to return the musical instrument to Krishna as she 

walks away, which, in turn, will be the dramatic device that determines the plot for the 

rest of this episode. 

 While this repeated scene appears in the VCD as a finalized and completed filmic 

moment, the process that it emerged from was comprised of a fluid series of directions 

and disagreements that occurred behind the camera. Indeed, much like the spontaneous 

method of miming the audio in the previously discussed scene, an analysis of the context 

that surrounded the filming of this short scene underscores how the stage direction also 

was the result of a spur-of-the-moment style of filming. The following analysis uses text 

in italics to represent the action of Radha and Krishna, while regular text is used as a 

transcription of the Tapash Debnath’s direction, which happens as the camera is filming. 

There is also one short interjection by Rahul Das:  

 Radha finishes her mimed speech of the audio track sitting next to Krishna on the ground 

 (“But, before that, you will help me dress.”) The sound system begins playing Shampa 

 Mishra’s narration (“Today, our Govinda [Krishna] helped Radha dress”). 

Tapas Debnath [TD]: “Get up.”  

 Radha and Krishna then quickly stand up for the next scene; the camera continues 

 shooting and the sound system begins to play the song “hari nija āñcare rāimukha 

 mochai.”  

TD (to Krishna): Help her dress. Go! And give her the flute to hold.  

 Krishna hands his flute to Radha, and adjusts her shawl by pulling it over her shoulders. 

 He then touches her face and hair, as if he was adjusting her make up. 
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TD (to Krishna): “Look at her face.” 

 Krishna steps back from Radha, and, holding her chin in his hand, smiles as he looks at 

 her face. He then returns to his task of adjusting her hair. Rahul Das then interjects. 

Rahul Das: Smile! 

TD: No, don’t smile! (To Radha): Go! Take the flute, and don’t smile. Enough! Go! 

 Radha backs away from Krishna, and slowly turns her back to him while leaving. She 

 pulls her shawl up to cover her face as she walks away. Krishna stares at her with his 

 mouth agape. The filming of this scene then ends as Radha leaves the frame of the video 

 camera.  

In these two examples of VCD production, I have stressed how understanding the 

creation of the final video product might be best served by a larger analysis of the 

interrelationships between the rural economy it circulates in and how this economy 

influences the production process. This approach, I would argue, stands in 

contradistinction to claims that the rural consumers of līlā-kīrtan VCDs have a different 

set of preferences that influence their video consumption. Indeed, such a claim--that rural 

subaltern audiences have a fundamentally different relationship with technology--is 

reminiscent of colonial-era depictions of colonial subjects who viewed movies as a form 

of “magic” (Larkin 2008). At the same time, it should be noted that producing these 

VCDs puts more attention on the task of recording the audio, which, much like the 

production process of commercial Indian cinema (Booth 2008), introduces a certain 

amount of technological determinism into the project of making līlā-kīrtan media. The 

creation of these media, then, relies both on the confines of the rural economic economy, 
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and the fact that producers put more importance on the audio segment of the 

performance, which helps determine the video segment of the VCD to a large extent. 

READING “LACK” OTHERWISE IN THE RURAL CULTURAL ECONOMY 
This chapter opened by suggesting that claims regarding the immanent disappearance of 

rural “traditional musics” might be stated prematurely. But, more importantly, in this 

chapter I have attempted to show how there are ways of considering live and mediated 

padāvalī-kīrtan performance other than simply considering it as a symptom of cultural 

loss. This perspective would see the modifications of the boṛo-tāl style in the rural melās, 

and the adaptation of kīrtan to new media forms, as representative of performances that 

are measured not by what they are, but only what they lack. Crucially, what these 

performers most strikingly lack are sources of economic stability that those in the urban 

cultural economy are more likely to enjoy, whether they are kīrtan pedagogues, 

governmental administrators, or entrepreneurs in the media industry. The question of 

assessing cultural lack, then, may not be so easily disconnected from positions of 

perspective and privilege and the moral judgment that is directed at certain performers in 

the rural cultural economy. 

 The response to such a lack of economic support for kīrtanīyās such as Rahul Das 

has been to begin his own company that promotes and markets padāvalī-kīrtan media. As 

I have demonstrated, the decisions that drive his and Dyuti Chakrabarty’s transformations 

of live and mediated performance are influenced by a number of factors, including: their 

training in padāvalī-kīrtan; their religious-centered approach to padāvalī-kīrtan; the 
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limited availabilities of stage time at rural melā performances such as the Jaydeb Melā; 

and, finally, the low-profit expectations of the present-day VCD market. The variegated 

nature of these different influences underscore how the intertwined spheres of religious 

and economic concerns animate much of present-day professional kīrtan performance and 

discourse. 

 In conclusion, we might say that the importance given to a specific musical form 

in the urban cultural economy derives from a specific relationship between culture and 

economy that is somewhat irrelevant in the rural sphere. There, musicians are required to 

adapt their performances to periodic markets with an intense accumulation of demand, 

and they have low expectations that their media products will garner large profits. 

Therefore, the perspectives on rural professional performance that are voiced in the urban 

cultural economy cannot so easily be disconnected from positions of institutional and 

economic privilege to which rural kīrtanīyās have little access. And, who determines 

what constitutes “lack” in the case of padāvalī-kīrtan performance, cannot be so easily 

disentangled from the discussion. Thus we might invert the interpretive starting point of 

the urban cultural economy, which posits that rural performance begins from a position of 

“lack.” As Dipesh Chakrabarty notes in regards to analyses that associate themes of 

“lack” with the subaltern sphere, “a critical effort must arise from a gesture of inversion” 

(2000, 34). He therefore suggests, instead of reading “lack” or “inadequacy,” we might 

“read ‘plenitude’ or ‘creativity’” (ibid., 35). Indeed, what if we consider Rahul and 

Dyuti’s performance as interventions in a register of creativity? Their transformations of 
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the musical form not only adapt to a unique performance context, but they furthermore 

resonate with the media-driven listening habits of a vast majority of contemporary 

Bengalis. We might even say that their transformations suggest a future for the genre that 

may exceed that of the urban cultural economy, where limited performance opportunities 

are becoming scarcer year-by-year. This may not be a surprise, as padāvalī-kīrtan’s 

longer history has been in networks of Bengali village life, where, for centuries, 

performances have created sites for pleasure and social commentary. What the urban 

cultural economy thus reads as “lack,” may turn out to be what sustains padāvalī-kīrtan’s 

relevance before, during, and after its tryst with the themes of Bengali nationalism found 

in the urban sphere. 
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Conclusion 

In this dissertation, I have shown how central to the process of studying the musical genre 

of padāvalī-kīrtan is the task of understanding its relationship to issues of religious 

aesthetics, Bengali cultural nationalism, and economic exchange throughout the twentieth 

and twenty-first centuries. My analysis has sought to underscore the nature of these three 

historical and cultural influences on padāvalī-kīrtan by tracing the genre across a number 

of different texts and performance spaces. Beginning with an analysis of the genre’s 

relationship with religious aesthetics and ritual theory, I have stressed how the musical 

techniques of padāvalī-kīrtan performance are central to the process of expressing the 

devotional moods of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava religious praxis. In this regard I have paid special 

attention to the boṛo-tāl style of kīrtan performance, and the manner that kīrtanīyās stress 

its importance to the realization of the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire. This specific musical 

style was re-emphasized as a form of sādhanā in the writings of early twentieth century 

bhadralok elites, and the performers were defined as sādhaka-kīrtanīyās in order to 

differentiate them from other Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genre performers of the period. 

In the following decades, the use of padāvalī-kīrtan and nām-kīrtan in Bengali cinema 

required kīrtanīyās and music directors to downplay the genre’s relationship with 

religious aesthetics in order to conform with the themes of Bengali nationalism that were 

prominent in the Bengali public sphere during this period. Finally, the last several 

decades have witnessed two new developments in the cultural economy of padāvalī-

kīrtan: attempts to approach the state of West Bengal to garner support for musicians, and 

the rise of new kīrtan markets where musicians seek to find new ways to secure economic 
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prosperity through their performances. For the remainder of this conclusion, I focus on 

three perspectives on padāvalī-kīrtan that I argue are made possible by an analysis that 

spans the past century of padāvalī-kīrtan’s performance and discourse. I begin with an 

empirical reflection on padāvalī-kīrtan’s lack of presence in the urban setting, before 

discussing two final reflections: one historical and the other ethnographic. 

 In Chapter 6 of this dissertation I opened with a quote from a well-known scholar 

of Bengali music who suggested that the rural musical traditions of Bengal were 

gradually being replaced by urban performance genres. The belief that rural traditions 

were on the wane was further reiterated to me in regard to padāvalī-kīrtan on numerous 

occasions. One of the most startling assertions I heard was sitting across the desk from a 

high-ranking administrator at the Eastern Zone Cultural Centre in November 2012, when 

he unabashedly told me that padāvalī-kīrtan was a “dying folk music.” A similar 

prediction for padāvalī-kīrtan was recorded in the historian Hiteshranjan Sanyal’s 1989 

monograph on Bengali kīrtan: 

 Kīrtan’s prosperous times are gone. Its social environment is waning. The ṭolas 

 [“schools”] of Shrikhand and Moynadal no longer exist. 152 The hereditary kīrtan singers 

 are few. The famous singers are old now, and there are few new singers. The listeners 

 have lost interest, and the kīrtan groups are losing sponsorship. Different forms of mass 

 communication are viewed today with increasing attraction. On the other hand, the 

 village organizations are losing power…In this environment līlā-kīrtan has lost its 

 popularity (1989, 245) 

                                                
152 Shrikhand and Moynadal were two schools for padāvalī-kīrtan performance from the pre-modern 
period. See Chapter 1. 
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Suffice to say, my own research of padāvalī-kīrtan has demonstrated that the genre is not 

on the verge of disappearing; rather, whatever presence it had in the urban context of 

Kolkata in the early to mid-twentieth century has now shifted to rural settings. Though 

some kīrtanīyās like Nimai Mitra and Kankana Mitra continue to live and teach in 

Kolkata, the majority of performance opportunities are in the rural sphere, as evinced by 

my travelling with various kīrtanīyās throughout West Bengal. Indeed, for some 

performers, there is no shortage of performance opportunities. For example, when I met 

with Suman Bhattacharya in his north Kolkata home, he told me that he could perform 

padāvalī-kīrtan every day of the year if he wished, but he schedules breaks in order to 

rest. The belief that padāvalī-kīrtan has disappeared, I would argue, is more reflective of 

the genre’s shift into rural networks of performance. This fact is exacerbated by a lack of 

ethnographic work on the genre, which fails to document its continuing presence in rural 

West Bengal. Moreover, the discrepancy between urban and rural perspectives 

underscores the continued presence of padāvalī-kīrtan in non-elite performance contexts 

and media forms, a shift that has been underway for at least half a century and one that 

has required a number of transformations in order for the genre to remain artistically and 

economically viable.  

 The return of padāvalī-kīrtan performance to rural sites puts into relief the 

relatively short period of time that the genre was embraced by the bhadralok elite in 

colonial Kolkata. This period, lasting from the late nineteenth century until c.1960, was a 

period when bhadralok kīrtan enthusiasts sought to redefine and preserve the genre. My 

historical analysis in this dissertation has demonstrated how part of the project of 
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reinserting padāvalī-kīrtan into bhadralok society depended on differentiating kīrtan from 

other Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava-themed genres of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. As I have argued, this project can be usefully connected with recent research 

that has studied how various projects of musical reform and modernization took place at 

the same time in South Asia. To date, the majority of this research has focused on the role 

of elite social groups in the redefinition of various musics as classical, what I have 

referred to as elite-determined cultural production. In this regard, the work of padāvalī-

kīrtan scholars such as Khagendranath Mitra began the process of reimagining the 

relationship between kīrtan and newly emerging conceptions of a Bengali nation. 

Moreover, this process was part and parcel of a robust attempt to recover Gauḍīya 

Vaiṣṇava traditions, as Bhatia’s research has argued using the theoretical perspective of 

recovery. It was in this register of recovering what was considered a national form of 

culture that Mitra could suggest that keeping padāvalī-kīrtan from extinction “should be a 

national commitment of Bengalis” (1333 BS [1926], 381).  

 A key associate in Mitra’s project of raising awareness of the musical genre was 

the rural kīrtanīyā, Nabadwipchandra Brajobashi. One point of shared interest between 

Mitra and Brajobashi was their project of categorizing the Vaiṣṇava padāvalī repertoire 

according to the Sanskrit vocabulary of religious aesthetics. Indeed, Brajobashi acted as 

the main agent in the study of the Sanskrit manuscripts that allowed them to create their 

modern anthology of padāvalī-kīrtan songs. This project and Mitra’s constant 

exhortations that padāvalī-kīrtan required an audience educated in the intricacies of 

Sanskrit aesthetics underscored what I have called the elite-directed nature of this 
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program. However, I have also argued that this larger scheme was not wholly elite-

determined, a conclusion that I argue paints a picture of contrast with other research that 

has studied the role of elite social groups in the organization of performance repertoires 

in South Asia.  

 However, this is not to say that Mitra and Brajobashi shared identical perspectives 

on the relationship of padāvalī-kīrtan to concepts of the Bengali nation. For example, 

while Mitra argued that Bengalis should have a national commitment to preventing the 

disappearance of the genre, Brajobashi’s descriptions of kīrtan’s then-current state 

featured no such references to nation. In an appendix to the second volume of the 

Padāmṛta-mādhurī published in 1933, Brajobashi lamented those “days of kīrtan’s 

downfall,” yet also believed that resuscitating the genre, and specifically the performance 

of khol, was possible. He suggested that to remedy the situation, one could turn to the 

past, as he noted how “the acquisition of [musical] knowledge was acquired by those who 

extended [kīrtan’s] life through the practice of sādhanā” (1933, 5). No mention was made 

of the role of Bengalis in this larger project, suggesting a degree of difference between 

the nationalistic framing of Mitra’s project and Brajobashi’s own interest in maintaining 

kīrtan performance. 

 My final point concerns the relationship between culture and economy that has 

been a central point of analysis throughout this dissertation. As discussed in Chapter 6, 

the recent attempts of professional kīrtanīyās to increase their performance opportunities 

has been met with considerable opposition from a variety of urban-based musicians, 

kīrtan scholars, and cultural activists. They define this new period of kīrtan as a 
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commercial phase that stands in direct distinction from earlier periods of performance. 

The resistance that meets these new attempts to market padāvalī-kīrtan performance 

includes a variety of opinions that, in one way or another, consider the exchange of 

money for music as representative of cultural “lack.” While urban-based musicians 

question the transformations of musical form that accompany kīrtan into rural melās or 

VCD production, administrators at rural fairs and the journalists who cover these events 

suggest that the influx of contract-seeking musicians is responsible for these festivals 

losing their character, a not-so-veiled reference to these performances being 

fundamentally unethical. This perspective is further emphasized by other critical voices 

who suggest that this new phase of musical marketing is at odds with the genre’s 

relationship to social transformation, as it was considered to be a weapon against social 

ills through its conflation with a particular image of Caitanya throughout the rise of 

Bengali cultural nationalism throughout the twentieth century. 

 All of these criticisms of present-day performance do not mask the fact that 

padāvalī-kīrtan musicians have adapted the genre to some significantly new contexts in 

the past two decades. And the process of adapting to these new live and mediated 

contexts has caused significant transformations to the musical form and textual material 

of kīrtan performances. This is not a matter of significant contention. However, I disagree 

with the suggestion that these changes are fundamentally different from the series of 

shifts that kīrtanīyās adapted to throughout the twentieth century. Using the cultural 

economy as a lens, I have shown how throughout each of the phases of kīrtan’s history in 

Kolkata since 1898, performing padāvalī-kīrtan was never a task that was completely 
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separate from considerations of securing economic prosperity. Indeed, as kīrtan patrons 

such as Khagendranath Mitra sought to redefine the genre in the context of bhadralok 

society in early twentieth-century Kolkata, their task of re-emphasizing its relationship 

with a golden age of performance was not separate from considering how kīrtan would 

find sources of economic support. As Mitra himself emphasized in his writings about 

padāvalī-kīrtan, “without encouragement, and in the absence of sufficient patronage, a 

fine art cannot become established” (1945, 34). Furthermore, the commercial success of 

padāvalī-kīrtan in Bengali cinema, as limited as it was, also required musicians to adjust 

performances in order to thrive in the commercial setting of the Bengali public sphere 

that was focused on an image of Caitanya as an agent for social transformation. What 

these historical analyses have in common with the present period of padāvalī-kīrtan’s 

search for new markets is that each of these contexts suggests how musicians, patrons, 

and producers are focused on music’s dual role in registers of both “culture” and 

“economy.” The work of kīrtan musicians and patrons throughout the historical and 

ethnographic record suggests that transformations of padāvalī-kīrtan performance have 

been done in the “pursuit of many goals at once, from meeting material needs and 

accumulating riches to seeking symbolic satisfaction and satisfying fleeting pleasures” 

(Amin and Thrift 2004, xiv).  

 Present-day kīrtanīyās, I have argued, exist in a paradoxical context, where there 

are few performance opportunities offered to them in the urban site of Kolkata, yet they 

are also criticized for being pro-active marketers of their talents as they search out new 

clients and patrons for their performances. Furthermore, support from the government of 
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West Bengal has been funneled to other genres of folk performance, inciting the ire of 

kīrtanīyās who are now actively mobilizing political protest in response to this lack of 

attention from governmental sources. From an economic perspective, it is unfortunate 

that Bengali elite support for padāvalī-kīrtan perhaps lasted but a century, from the mid-

nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century. However, this fact might be less surprising if we 

consider that padāvalī-kīrtan’s longer history has been in the rural sites of West Bengal, 

and, in a previous geo-political period, Bangladesh. That present-day kīrtanīyās, such as 

Rahul Das and Dyuti Chakrabarty, are carefully considering how their performances 

might be adapted in order to gain popularity with rural audiences is not surprising, as 

padāvalī-kīrtan’s longer history has been in networks of Bengali village life, where, for 

centuries, performances have been sites for religious and musical entertainment and 

reflection. In retrospect, padāvalī-kīrtan’s “life” in the urban elite sphere might be viewed 

as only a passing phase, albeit one that has left its mark on definitions of padāvalī-kīrtan 

that seek to highlight its relationship to Bengali cultural nationalism. In the present day, 

there exist few performance opportunities for kīrtanīyās in institutional and private sites 

in Kolkata, and whether or not this situation changes remains to be seen. What is certain, 

however, is that padāvalī-kīrtan musicians are embracing new roles in promoting and 

producing their performances throughout West Bengal, a trend that will most likely 

continue despite the opinions and critiques found in the urban cultural economy. 
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Appendix 

This is an example of the type of notation that padāvalī-kīrtan musicians use for the boṛo-

tāl style songs. The basic goal of the notation is to mark where each syllable of the song 

text falls in the tāl structure. In order to read the notation, one begins on the top line and 

goes from left to right. There is not melodic information relayed in the notation; a 

performer would perform the melody from memory. 
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Glossary 

Ākhar: interjections of text in padāvalī-kīrtan performance that are not part of the 
original song, but elaborate on the themes of the pada in a more colloquial form of 
Bangla. 
 
Ākhṛa: a term that refers to the temporary performance and lodging structures used at 
rural melās. 
 
Āśrama: the conglomerate of performance stage, lodging, and boarding, at rural melās. 
These facilities are often organized by Hindu religious organizations, and the term thus 
carries a religious valence. 
 
Āvatara: an incarnation of a divine personality in the material realm. 
 
Bangla: the language spoken in the region of Bengal. 
 
Bengal: a region in eastern India that includes the Indian state of West Bengal and 
Bangladesh. 
 
Bengali: a person who speaks Bangla and is associated with the culture of Bengal. 
 
Bhadralok: the English-educated and professionally salaried members of the Bengali 
elite. Considered the primary instigators of nationalist sentiment and politics. 
 
Bhakti: religious devotion. 
 
Bhāva: emotion, specifically refers to the moods of religious devotion in Gauḍīya 
Vaiṣṇava praxis. 
 
Boṛo-tāl Kīrtan: a musical style of kīrtan that uses tāl cycles that are made of a relatively 
large number of mātrās or “beats” and slow tempos.  
 
Caitanya (1485-1533): a devotee-saint whose teachings are considered the foundation of 
Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism. 
 
Dhāma: the spiritual abode of Krishna. 
 
Ḍhap-Kīrtan: a style of performance that was based on padāvalī-kīrtan and gained 
prominence in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Kolkata. The patrons of this style were 
the newly rich class of Bengali merchants. 
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Gaḍanhātī Kīrtan: a style of musical accompaniment used in padāvalī-kīrtan, originating 
from present-day Bangladesh. 
 
Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism: a strand of theistic Hinduism from eastern India that is premised 
on the practice of religious devotion (bhakti) to the deities of Radha and Krishna.  
 
Gaura-candrikā: a song-form in padāvalī-kīrtan that glorifies Caitanya. 
 
Gharānā: a term used to refer to specific lineages or “schools” of padāvalī-kīrtan 
performance. This term was most likely borrowed from the sphere of Hindustani classical 
music in north India. 
 
Go-puccha: literally “cow’s tail,” refers to the boṛo-tāl kīrtan style where each line of a 
pada is accompanied by a smaller tāl cycle, which, spatially, resembles the shrinking 
nature of a cow’s tail from base to tip. 
 
Hātuṭi: a solo composition on the khol. Performed at the beginning of a līlā-kīrtan and 
accompanied by the kartāls and keyboard instruments. 
 
Jatra: a form of Bengali folk drama, commonly depicts the episodes of Radha and 
Krishna and based on padāvalī-kīrtan performance. 
 
Kabi-Gān: a performance genre based on the episodes of Radha and Krishna where two 
poets (i.e. kabis) compete with spontaneous verbal compositions that are interspersed 
with song performance. 
 
Kathakathā: a genre of popular religious performance in Bengal that includes spoken 
narration, poetic recitation, and song. All of these performance mediums are structured 
around a story drawn from any number of Vaiṣṇava religious texts. 
 
Kīrtan: a type of devotional song performance that varies widely throughout South Asia. 
In Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism, the two main practices of kīrtan are: nām-kīrtan, a practice that 
involves the repetition of the names of Hindu deities, and padāvalī-kīrtan, a genre that 
uses a specified body of devotional song texts that depict the episodes of the Hindu 
deities Radha and Krishna. 
 
Kīrtanīyā: a performer of kīrtan. 
 
Līlā: an “episode” or “divine play” of the Hindu deities Radha and Krishna. 
 
Līlā-Kīrtan: an arrangement of padāvalī-kīrtan songs into a performance that focuses on 
one episode of Radha and Krishna. 
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Mahāprabhu: an epithet for Caitanya, which means the “great” (mahā) “lord” (prabhu). 
 
Mahājana padakartās: the “great devotees” of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth 
centuries who created the repertoire of padāvalī-kīrtan.  
 
Manoharasāhī Kīrtan: a style of musical accompaniment used in padāvalī-kīrtan, 
originating from present-day West Bengal. 
 
Mātrā: the unit of measurement used in tāl cycles. Can be translated as “beat,” an English 
equivalent that many kīrtanīyās use. 
 
Mūrti: sacred image used in Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava worship. 
 
Nām-kīrtan; nām-saṅkīrtan: a form of kīrtan that focuses on the repetition of the names 
of Hindu deities; there are many regional variants of this genre throughout South Asia. 
 
Pada: a single poem that is used as a song text for padāvalī-kīrtan performances. 
 
Padāvalī-Kīrtan: a genre of Hindu devotional performance associated with Gauḍīya 
Vaiṣṇavism. 
 
Paramparā: a succession of teachers and students in a “disciplic succession,” usually 
carries a religious valence. 
 
Prabandha: composition-types associated with pre-modern performance and theory in 
South Asia and organized according to a series of relationships between the melody and 
text. 
 
Prema: divine love. 
 
Rāgs/Rāginīs: a system of melodic modes. The compound term rāgs/rāginīs is used more 
commonly than the more common term in Hindustani classical music: rāg. 
 
Sādhanā/sādhanā-bhakti: in the context of Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇavism refers to a rigorous 
practice of religious devotion, while also carrying connotations of a rigorous musical 
education and its resultant skill. 
 
Sādhaka-Kīrtanīyā: a kīrtan performer with a high level of musical skill who also 
follows a rigorous religious practice. 
 
Sambhoga: the religious aesthetic mood of union. Originally developed in Sanskrit 
aesthetics and later applied to Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava theology by Rūpa Gosvāmī. 
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Śāstra: refers to both a body of knowledge and/or a specific text in South Asia. Rāsa-
śāstra, for example, will refer to the texts that deal with the topic of “rasa.” 
 
Śloka: a (usually) Sanskrit verse. 
 
Tappa: a genre of secular love songs that originated in Lucknow in the nineteenth century 
but became extremely popular in urban Bengal. 
 
Tehāi: a thrice-repeated rhythmic pattern performed on the khol.  
 
Thumri: a term that refers to both a type of vocal composition and a musical style. Often 
associated with courtesan singers and dancers, and the textual material is often erotic in 
nature. 
 
Ṭola: a school where padāvalī-kīrtan is taught in a traditional guru-disciple relationship. 
 
Tuk pada: an incomplete line or verses used in a padāvalī-kīrtan performance. The author 
of these tuk padas is usually unknown. 
 
Uccāṅger Kīrtan: kīrtan of a “high-classical structure,” refers primarily to the Gaḍanhātī 
and Manoharasāhī styles of padāvalī-kīrtan. 
 
Vaiṣṇava padāvalī: the Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava poetic compositions that constitute the 
repertoire of padāvalī-kīrtan. 
 
Vipralambha: the religious aesthetic mood of separation. Originally developed in 
Sanskrit aesthetics and later applied to Gauḍīya Vaiṣṇava theology by Rūpa Gosvāmī. 
 
Zamindar: the landed revenue collectors appointed by either the Mughal rulers or, later, 
the British Crown throughout the Indo-Gangetic plain. 
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